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Abstract

A ring laser gyroscope (gyro) is an active laser interferometer designed to sense ro-

tation through the Sagnac frequency shift encountered by two beams travelling in

opposite directions around a closed path. The classes of devices considered in this

thesis are the large and ultra-large ring laser gyros. These instruments are designed

for direct measurement of earth rotation rate and find applications in geodesy, geo-

physics, and tests of physical theories.

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the demonstration of new techniques

for operating ring laser gyros. The main goal of these techniques has been the

correction for variations in the geometry of an ultra-large ring laser gyro, UG-3. This

instrument is a 77 m perimeter ultra-large ring laser gyro of heterolithic construction

and is the primary instrument used in the experiments presented here.

UG-3 has been used to demonstrate measurement of earth strains which have been

used to correct for changes in the geometry of the instrument. It has also been used

to demonstrate a control technique where the co-rotating beams were alternately

offset allowing the number of wavelengths around the perimeter to be counted and

a Sagnac rotation signal to be obtained.

Among the most important outcomes of this research of interest to the large ring

laser gyro community is that we now understand most of the problems that would

affect a next generation ring laser gyro. This understanding allows us to choose an

operational technique best suited to the measurements being made and thus maximise

the scientific potential of the instrument. Additionally, the development of a new

standard for data storage and an associated suite of software to acquire, query and

analyse ring laser data is expected to improve collaboration with the wider research

community.

Other research outcomes of more general interest include the analysis of how oscilla-

tion of a single mode is established in a high finesse laser cavity. We demonstrate that

the ultimate mode of operation can be selected with a ‘seed’ beam of exceptionally

low intensity. An interesting related outcome is the demonstration of Sagnac beat

frequency measurement during the ring down of a ring cavity, a type of measurement

immune to dispersive and flow related frequency shifts.
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1. Summary

1.1. Motivation

Over the past 15 years, large ring laser gyros have progressed from demonstrating the

principle of a stand-alone absolute rotation sensor to routinely making observations

of earth rotation rate to an accuracy of around 1 part in 108 over a few hours. As

a result of these improvements, large ring laser gyros have proven themselves useful

instruments for making a diverse range of measurements. These include measurement

of long term effects such as polar wobble [1] as well as short term measurements such

as those required for observation of teleseismic waves [2]. We have good reason to

expect that many more scientifically important applications lie in wait of further

improvements in performance.

Obtaining the present levels of performance has largely been accomplished by push-

ing four key parameters. These are physical size, stability, mirror quality and the

application of various corrections for geophysical phenomena. The basic technology

(the helium-neon laser) and detection method (direct Sagnac beat signal detection)

has remained largely unchanged.

Recent experience with the ultra-large ring laser UG-2 was significant in that it was

the first instrument to show poorer performance than its smaller predecessor. As a

result it seems fair to characterise the current period in the history of the large ring

laser as ‘the end of the beginning’; i.e. the period where performance improvements

can no longer be expected as a direct result of pushing the traditional parameters,

in particular size. Realising further performance improvements is likely to require a

‘smarter’ approach, more targeted at the specific types of measurements which we

would like to make. To this end, the main goals of this research include:

1. Developing a better understanding of the physical processes limiting perfor-

1



1. Summary

mance in our instruments.

2. Demonstrating new correction techniques.

3. Providing ‘proof of principle’ demonstrations for novel operational techniques

intended to allow a rotation signal to be extracted while avoiding the limitations

inherent in the traditional operational techniques.

1.2. Thesis outline

Chapter 2 begins by explaining the basic physics of the ring laser gyro, and then more

specifically describing our instruments, in particular the UG series of lasers which

were used for most of the experiments presented in this thesis. Following this we

outline various categories of effects which limit the performance of ring laser gyros

and give specific examples. We then review the ways in which the performance of ring

laser gyros are characterised, with specific examples from our instruments. Lastly

we review a number of interesting operational techniques that have been applied in

the past to improve the performance of ring laser gyros.

Chapter 3 begins with an overview of the helium-neon laser system presented in the

context of ring laser gyros and demonstrates software that was written for calculating

gain curves. Following this analysis it is clear that a number of aspects of the system

require further investigation. To this end we then present results of computational

and experimental investigations of the mode configurations and behaviour during

startup, then experimental investigations of gas temperature and saturation intensity,

followed lastly by a review of both cold-cavity and plasma related refractive effects.

Chapter 4 presents several different experiments, all of which were conceived with

the goal of demonstrating techniques for obtaining signals for correcting variations in

the geometry of large ring laser gyros. Firstly we outline the mathematics necessary

for describing geometric variations in rectangular and triangular ring lasers. We

then present observations made using multiple corner phase tracking and contrast

ratio monitoring, both of which can provide correction signals. Next we consider

various techniques for recovering correction signals from a ring laser running with

multiple longitudinal modes. Then we present results from an experiment in which

the offset between co-rotating beams was alternated regularly in order to recover

correction signals. Increasing the alternation rate motivates the next section which

2
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details experiments in injection seeding. The natural progression of this technique

leads toward in-ring-down measurement. Experiments demonstrating this technique

and discussion of the implications to the ultimate sensitivity of ring lasers form the

final section of the chapter.

Chapter 5 details several topics related to possible applications of ring laser gyros.

These topics are otherwise unrelated. The first set of topics discussed are related to

geophysics. Studies of the microseismic background, of permanent surface deforma-

tions due to earthquakes, and of rotations induced by tidal forces are presented. Then

we present studies of three precession effects and their potential for measurement.

These are the Lense-Thirring, Thomas and de Sitter (geodedic) precessions. Lastly

two potential applications related to control of the mirror suspension systems of large

interferometers such as Virgo/Ligo are presented. These include the application of

a ring laser as a tilt detector, and the application of a system of ring laser gyros as

sensors in an active feedback system for controlling a large mirror suspension system.

Chapter 6 begins by taking a broad view of the scientific process as it has been ap-

plied historically in ring laser research from raw data acquisition, though validation

and analysis to publication. We outline specific requirements and design principles

necessary for increasing the efficiency of the process. A theme underlying these

requirements is the necessity for rigorous standardisation in data acquisition and

storage. To this end we present an XML data specification for storing ring laser

data. We show that this specification, in concert with a native XML database forms

a powerful tool for identifying relationships present in ring laser data. In this chapter

we also document several data acquisition techniques that have been put to use both

historically and in the experiments presented elsewhere in this thesis. We present

both the mathematics underlying these techniques and practical implementation de-

tails.

Chapter 7 concludes the main body of the thesis. We first summarise all the factors

limiting the performance of ring laser gyros. We then summarise potential solutions

to each of these problems, many of which have been demonstrated to some extent in

this thesis. We present recommendations for how these individual solutions could be

applied together in the construction of a next generation ring laser gyro. Taking the

potential measurements such an instrument could make into account, we outline a

set of features that such a device should have. We follow this up with some analysis
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in which we determine a short list of optimal locations for constructing an instrument

implementing the described features. Lastly we take the opportunity to summarise

future experiments that could be made with current ring lasers.

In keeping with the authors philosophy to ensure that the work presented in this

thesis can be easily built upon, two comprehensive appendices are provided. These

are written from the point of view of providing a ‘users manual’ to the various tools

written during the course of preparing this thesis. The first documents the software

written for data analysis. The second focuses on data acquisition software. This

includes a question-answer style troubleshooting guide and documentation for all

of the command line utilities and LabVIEW VIs. The reader of the PDF version

of this document will find the source code for the implementations of each of the

documented programs attached to the associated page.

The end matter begins with lists of the figures, tables and program listings presented

in the thesis. This is followed by a bibliography containing all the references used

in the thesis in the IOP format. This is followed by a comprehensive glossary of

terms which provides a convenient reference for the precise definitions of all terms

that have been used in a specific context in the thesis. This is followed by a list

of nomenclature which provides definitions for all the variables and operators which

have a universal definition throughout the thesis; if the meaning of a symbol in an

equation is not defined in a specific context in the surrounding text then it can be

found in this list. Lastly, a comprehensive index is provided.
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1http://www.lconz.ac.nz
2http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/nz/
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2. Background

The goal of this chapter is to provide the background material which underpins

the later chapters. This requires explaining the physics underlying the operation of

ring laser gyros and their limitations, and detailing the operational and performance

characteristics of our instruments. Given that a theme of the overall thesis is looking

at new ways of operating ring laser gyros, we also review interesting alternative

operational techniques that have been tried in the past.

2.1. The ring laser

French physicist Georges Sagnac was the first to realise the potential of a ring inter-

ferometer to measuring rotation. In a 1913 experiment Sagnac [3] became the first to

report measurements of rotation with a turntable-mounted interferometer through

what is now known as the Sagnac effect [4]. The effect arises when a beam of light of

wavelength λ is split with each part arranged to travel at speed c in opposite direc-

tions around a closed polygonal path enclosing vector area A. If the interferometer

is subject to vector rotation rate Ω in inertial space while the beams are travelling,

then there will be a difference in the round trip time of the two beams

δt =
4A ·Ω
c

(2.1)

and a corresponding relative phase shift

δφ =
8πA ·Ω
λc

(2.2)

between the two beams. After recombining the beams this phase shift can be mea-

sured from the resulting interference fringes.

Interestingly, Sagnac’s original motivation was to detect relative motion of the ether.

The first derivation of the Sagnac phase shift (Equation 2.2) was ether-theoretic,

though modern relativistic derivations give the same result [4].

7



2. Background

Michelson and Gale famously measured the phase shift caused by earth rotation in

their 1925 experiment [5, 6] with an interferometer of perimeter 1.9 km and area

2.08× 105 m2. Modern fibre-optic gyros operate on this principle.

In the case of a rotating active laser interferometer (first demonstrated by Macek and

Davis [7]) an additional constraint is introduced. Here we require an integer number

of wavelengths around the cavity and consequently there must be a difference in

the optical frequencies of the beams proportional to the rotation rate. The beat

frequency which arrises after mixing the two beams is typically in the audio range

and can generally be measured to much greater precision than the corresponding

phase shift from a passive device.

The rotation induced frequency splitting, or Sagnac frequency of a ring laser takes

the form

fs =
4A ·Ω
λP

(2.3)

where P is the perimeter. This can be expressed alternately as

fs =
4AΩE sin (φ+ θT )

λP
(2.4)

for a ring laser located at latitude φ with θT angle of tilt downwards (positive) to

the north and measuring earth rotation rate ΩE .

The factor P in the denominator of Equation 2.3 and the elimination of the large

factor c comes about because the mode spacing, or free spectral range (FSR) of a

ring cavity is

FSR = c/P. (2.5)

Note that a phase change δφ of 2π has the same effect as a change in the optical

frequency of FSR.

The reader interested in a full derivation of Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3 for a

general polygonal path should consult the recent publication by Hurst et al. [8] or

the rigorous treatment based on Stokes’s theorem by Jacobs and Zanoni [9].

Many effects exist which have the potential to cause a deviation from the ideal

behaviour of Equation 2.3. However let us first neglect the specific cause of the

deviation and simply recognise that all such effects can in general be considered
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2.2. Canterbury ring lasers

to cause an equivalent perturbation in phase ∆φ of one of the laser beams. This

perturbation then causes a change in the measured Sagnac frequency

∆fs =
c

2πP
∆φ. (2.6)

If we consider the overall ‘signal to noise ratio’ of this type of measurement

s/n =
fs

∆fs
(2.7)

=
8πA ·Ω
λc

1

∆φ

we can see that increasing the area of the laser would be expected to improve the

overall performance of the device1.

2.2. Canterbury ring lasers

In an effort to continually strive for improved performance, the ring laser group at

Canterbury2 has historically gone down the path of building ever larger devices. This

has included devices of both monolithic and hetrolithic construction. Monolithic

construction is where the geometry of the laser can be regarded as fixed due to

construction on a base made of a single piece of high stability material (e.g. ZerodurTM

in the C-II and G lasers). Conversely, hetrolithic devices have geometry fixed only by

construction on a base made of multiple materials not especially regarded for their

stability, for example the UG lasers which are constructed on basalt rock.

All of our current large ring lasers have some design elements in common, in partic-

ular:

• Operation with the helium-neon system at 632.8 nm using high quality multi-

layer dielectric super-mirrors.

• A rectangular geometry.

• The whole cavity is filled with helium-neon gas and gain happens at a narrow

gain tube section. This makes the mirrors the only optical surfaces.

• The gain medium is excited by a radio frequency (RF) field which is capacitively

coupled into the gaintube.
1Note that in this simple analysis it is assumed that the magnitude of ∆φ is independent of A.
2In close collaboration with a German group, based at the Geodetic Observatory at Wettzell.
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• The laser power is stabilised by controlling the RF power with a servo (feed-

back) system.

• The output power is in the nano-Watt range.

• The co-rotating beams are combined in a ‘beam combiner’ prism and the re-

sulting Sagnac signal is detected by low noise photomultiplier tubes.

Table 2.1 shows all the geometric specifications of all the recently constructed ring

laser gyros. Note that here the geometric scale factor is just the geometric part of

the scale factor in Equation 2.3, i.e. A/P .

Name Area (m2) Perimeter (m) Scale Factor (m) fs (Hz) FSR (MHz)

C-II 1 4 0.25 79.6 74.948

GEO 1.8 5.4 0.33 102.6 55.517

PR-1 2.56 6.4 0.4 113.5 46.843

G-0 12.25 14 0.875 288.314 21.414

G 16 16 1 348.6 18.737

UG-1/3 366.83 76.9 4.77 1512.63 3.898

UG-2 834.34 120.435 6.93 2176.827 2.489

Table 2.1. Geometric specifications of various ring lasers

2.2.1. The UG series of lasers

The majority of the experimental work in this thesis was done with the UG series of

lasers, in different configurations which we refer to as UG-1, UG-2 and UG-3. UG

is an abbreviation for ‘ultra gross’ (German) and the lasers are representative of a

class of devices we term ultra-large ring lasers, distinct from the large ring lasers

with perimeter of the order 4 m to 30 m.

The UG series of lasers have several design elements in common, in particular:

• They have been constructed in the Cashmere cavern laboratory. This is the

same site as several of the previous Canterbury ring lasers. This cavern was

excavated from basalt lava flows on the north flank of the Canterbury port

hills in New Zealand and is located at 43.574613◦ S, 172.623281◦ E. The cavern

was excavated in the early years of the Second World War and was originally

10
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2.2. Canterbury ring lasers

intended to house a command centre, however the concrete reinforcing was

only partially completed before changing fortunes in the war made the cavern

unnecessary.

• The laser cavity is built from 100 mm diameter stainless steel pipes, 5 m to 6 m

in length, connected by copper seals.

• The ‘corner boxes’ (see Figure 2.2) which house the mirrors are connected to

the pipes via a system of four bellows which are designed to exert equal force

when under vacuum or at atmospheric pressure. Each corner box is supported

by a bearing which allows micrometer-controlled lever arms to tilt and rotate

the corner box. The whole corner assembly is installed on a steel base-plate set

into concrete that was poured directly onto solid rock.

• The arms are orientated 9.51◦ counter-clockwise from north-south and east-

west lines. The plane of the laser slopes downwards 0.004◦ to the south and

0.424◦ to the east. When combined with the orientation this gives an effective

latitude of -43.511◦, or in Equation 2.3), φ+ θT = 46.489◦.

In the UG-1/UG-3 configuration we used 1-inch diameter mirrors made by Research

Electro-Optics, Inc. with 20 m radius of curvature at all corners.

With the UG-2 configuration, it was necessary to substitute 2-inch diameter mirrors

with 70 m radius of curvature at the eastern corners. This choice was made to give

a stable cavity1 and to arrange a beam profile that would not be obstructed at the

mirrors or gain tube (6 mm diameter). The asymmetry in this configuration causes

considerable astigmatism in the output beams.

We typically fill the lasers with 0.2 mbar of neon (either natural or equal 20Ne:22Ne

isotope ratio) followed by helium up to a total of 3.0 mbar for UG-2 or somewhat

higher (sometimes up to 8 mbar) with the UG-1/UG-3 configuration. The choice of

gas parameters is discussed further in Chapter 3.

The dimensions of the UG lasers are shown in Figure 2.1. These were found with a cal-

ibrated steel tape of linear density w0=0.11 kg m−1 and cross sectionA0=1.4× 10−5 m2.

In making these measurements the tape was tensioned to the specified T=50 N and

laid across the vacuum flanges of each arm leaving spans of length l. The measure-

1Refer to Currie et al. [10] for a review of the cavity stability criteria in rectangular ring lasers.
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ments were corrected for thermal expansion of the tape and the extent of the sag

between the flanges, assuming a sag at the mid point of

sag = −1

8

(
1

1 + T
A0E

)
w0

T
l2 (2.8)

[11]. Here, the elastic modulus (stress/strain) E=207 GPa for steel [11]. This was

used to establish the positions of the corner boxes and in turn the mirrors. The

positions of the laser beams on the mirrors were found using a straight edge adjusted

to obstruct half of the beam. For UG-2, the perimeter measured by steel tape

was found to be 6.5 mm shorter than expected from measurement of the FSR (see

Section 3.4.1 and Section 4.5). This discrepancy was apportioned equally to the

individual side lengths. For UG-1/UG-3, the measurements were obtained from an

earlier survey and corrected using the un-changed west arm as a reference.

2.2.2. History of the UG lasers

The UG-1 laser was first constructed late in year 2000. Initially the laser was operated

in the UG-1-air configuration, where a closed gain tube with Brewster angle windows

was used and the laser cavity was formed in air. Following successful operation of

this configuration, the 100 mm stainless steel pipes were installed along with an open

gain tube.

In 2005 the UG-1 laser was extended to form UG-2. This involved extending the

north and south arms to 39.7 m in length resulting in a rectangular configuration.

Beginning on July 2nd 2008 UG-2 was disassembled and the pipes returned to the

UG-1 configuration. While the geometric configuration is the same as UG-1, this

laser is denoted UG-3 because during the reassembly process opportunity was taken

to make several upgrades. These involved installing new optical breadboards at all

corners to accommodate improved beam combiner optics, and upgrading the bearings

which support the corner boxes. Additionally, a laboratory which had been formally

used for the C-1 laser was upgraded with a new optical table installed, an optical

fibre running to the UG-3 north-west corner and signal cables to all UG corners. This

laboratory is now the primary space for experiments associated with UG-3. Electrical

signals can now be patched from here to any location in the Cashmere cavern via a

system of patch panels.
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2.2. Canterbury ring lasers
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Figure 2.1. Dimensions of the UG lasers. All measurements are in milimeters.

Figure 2.2. UG-3 corner box.
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Figure 2.3. UG-3 east arm (with the author for scale).
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2.3. Types of errors

By November 21st 2008 UG-3 was operational. This period of operation was short

lived however. On December 12th 2008 the laser was extensively damaged by a large

rock which fell from the cavern ceiling and broke the laser pipe on the north side. The

laser lost vacuum catastrophically and in the process dirt from the cavern floor was

sucked at high speed around the cavity, impacting the laser mirrors and rendering

them useless for our purposes.

Following a later rockfall in the same area, it was clear that blasting was required

in the region of localised instability to render the cavern safe. The north side was

disassembled to accommodate this. With the blasting complete reconstruction could

begin. Over several weeks the author and others cleaned and reassembled the pipes

and mirror boxes. After reassembly it was found that the rate of pressure rise due to

outgassing from the tubes was unacceptable. To fix this the laser pipes were baked

using high temperature heating tapes while pumping on the cavity. Because of the

size of the cavity and electric power limitations it was necessary to do this in sections,

working around the cavity over a period of several weeks.

With the baking nearly complete, on May 15th 2009 the laser was again damaged,

this time due to the failure of a ion-pump connector, possibly due to overheating. The

cavity was again contaminated with air, though fortunately the mirrors suffered only

minor damage and were able to be restored by cleaning. However it was necessary

to repeat the baking procedure.

On July 9th 2009 UG-3 was at last restored to operational status. Over the following

weeks the upgraded beam combining optics were re-installed and we were able to

continue earth rotation observations.

2.3. Types of errors

There are a number of effects that can cause the response of a ring laser gyro to

deviate from the ideal. These can be broadly characterised into effects which cause

null shifts, scale factor shifts, lock-in artefacts and various classes of random noise

sources. These are illustrated in Figure 2.4. In the following sections we will outline

some examples which fit into these categories.
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Figure 2.4. Types of errors that can cause deviations from ideal response of a ring laser

gyro.

2.3.1. Null shifts

Null shifts can be modelled by simply adding an extra constant term to the right

hand side of Equation 2.3.

An example of a cause of null shift is gas flow. A net flow of gas in a particular

direction can cause a bias in the velocity distribution of the atoms and in turn bias

the optical frequency of the counter rotating beams. The classic example is Langmuir

flow occurring in DC excited plasmas. This causes a flow of gas toward the cathode

along the centre of the gain tube and towards the anode along the walls [12, 13].

Aronowitz [14] however has noted that observed gas flows can not be fully explained

by the relatively simple Langmuir model and that much of the work on understanding

and minimising gas flow effects is empirical and proprietary information, belonging

to companies who manufacture ring laser gyros for navigation. Gas flows are further

explored in Section 3.8.2. In DC-excited ring lasers, gas flows are usually cancelled by

operating two identical discharge tubes optically in series but with opposite polarity.

In this configuration there is a severe constraint on the balance of the two currents,
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2.3. Types of errors

of the order of 1 µA [15, 16].

Magnetic fields, applied to the helium-neon plasma have also been observed to cause

null shifts [17]. Aronowitz has demonstrated an approximately linear null shift with

applied magnetic field of 0.8 ◦ h−1 G−1 [12], however we do not see any such effect.

The mechanism here has not been thoroughly explained. We can speculate that

it may be the result of Faraday rotation in the plasma (such rotations have been

observed by Tobias [18]) in combination with a slight non-linear polarisation caused

by mirror birefringence from imperfections in the coating.

2.3.2. Scale factor shifts

The simplest examples of scale factor shifts are the direct changes in geometry of the

ring. In a hetrolithic ring laser, tidal strains and atmospheric pressure changes are

major concerns. This topic is the primary concern of Chapter 4.

Tidal variations and atmospheric pressure changes can also cause changes in the an-

gle θT for a ring laser attached to the earth. Schreiber et al. [19] have demonstrated

correlation of gravitation tilt signals (from a precision tilt meter) with ring laser gyro

measurements. Tilt measurements can be used to correct ring laser signals. This

becomes challenging at the limiting resolution of the tilt measurements and also with

heterolithic lasers where the overall tilt is not accurately defined by measurement at

a single point. In addition, a tilt meter (typically a pendulum-like device) is unable

to distinguish true tilts from perturbations in the local angle of the gravitational field

vector and linear accelerations (such as those due to seismic events). Some perturba-

tions to the gravitational field vector are caused by the lunar and solar gravitational

fields and are thus predictable and can be corrected for in a straightforward manner.

Others are the result of movements of ocean water and the atmosphere and not as

easily corrected for.

Changes in the Sagnac frequency caused by changes in tilt could be minimised by

building the laser so that the plane is perpendicular to the earth rotation axis. In

this configuration the rate of change of Sagnac frequency with tilt would be zero.

This configuration would also maximise the scale factor.

Other types of scale factor shifts exist which can be modelled by including an addi-

tional multiplication factor to the right hand side of Equation 2.3. An example of
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this type of scale factor shift is the change in optical frequency of the counter rotating

beams due to dispersion. Dispersion is discussed in more detail in Section 3.8.1. In

brief, the magnitude of the scale factor shift due to dispersion is proportional to the

single pass gain. In most examples where a helium-neon laser is operating on the

632.8 nm transition, the single pass gain is sufficiently small for the effect to be of

relatively minor concern.

2.3.3. Adler Pulling and Lock in

In an ideal ring laser gyro, the counter rotating beams would occupy the same phys-

ical space but yet be completely independent. In practise the beams can be coupled

due to backscatter from slight imperfections on the mirror surfaces. The mecha-

nism responsible for the frequency coupling is analogous to the phase locking of two

adjacent pendulum clocks via the wall motions, famously noted by Huygens in the

1600’s. Adler’s 1946 [20] description of the process applied to tuned circuits provides

the mathematical basis for the description in relation to ring laser gyros.

The most commonly used model of the backscatter process was presented by Aronowitz

[12]. In this simplified model we consider isotropic scattering particles or defects on

the mirror surfaces. These cause a small fraction (rs) of the intensity of the light

incident on the mirror surfaces to be scattered. A small fraction of the scattered light

(r) will be sufficiently well aligned to couple back into the counter-rotating beam,

essentially mapping back onto itself within the diffraction limit. If d is the diameter

of the beam at the mirror then
r

rs
=

λ2

16d2
. (2.9)

Note that a more complete treatment would consider the size distribution of the par-

ticles and where necessary apply the Mie scattering (for particles of similar size to a

wavelength) and Rayleigh scattering formulations. Additionally, in a more complete

treatment it would be necessary to apply a correction for the matching of the scatter

distributions to the transverse Hermite-Gaussian intensity profile of the counter ro-

tating beam. This would be a very complex procedure, only amenable to numerical

calculation.

Assuming however that the scattering particles and defects are smaller than a wave-

length, we can apply Rayleigh scattering for a more accurate treatment. This pro-
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2.3. Types of errors

E1

Er

Eb

Figure 2.5. Phasor diagram illustrating backscatter pulling.

duces a dipole pattern which for our lasers (s-polarisation) has a maximum in the

plane of the laser and the equivalent of Equation 2.9 becomes

r

rs
=

3λ2

8πA
(2.10)

with A is the 1/e2 spot area of the mirror. Note that this is only a statistical expec-

tation value, the true value depends on the sum of the randomly phased amplitudes

scattered from the individual particles/defects.

Based on measurement of cavity losses and typical specifications for our mirrors

(transmission ∼0.2× 10−6, absorption ∼2× 10−6) we can infer a scattering intensity

rs ∼ 1 × 10−5. The typical coupling of intensity into the counter-rotating beam is

between approximately 1× 10−12 and 1× 10−14.

How this scattered light causes frequency pulling can be explained with the help of the

phasor diagram shown in Figure 2.5. Here the phasor E1 represents the amplitude of

the laser beam, while the smaller phasor Eb represents the backscatter phasor. The

backscatter phasor has length
√

r
rs
|E1| (assuming clockwise and counterclockwise

beams have equal power). This phasor rotates at the Sagnac frequency about the

dashed circle. The resultant phasor Er represents the amplitude of the ‘pulled’ beam,

which differs in frequency relative to that represented by the phasor E1 by

∆f =
rc

P
sinβ (2.11)

where β is the difference in phase angle between E1 and the backscatter phasor.

As the Sagnac frequency decreases, the individual frequencies can be pulled close

enough together to cause the beams to phase lock, in which case the instrument
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becomes useless as a rotation sensor. The Sagnac frequency at which this occurs is

known as the lock-in threshold fl and is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Unless arranged

with the plane of the laser parallel to the earth rotation axis, a properly operating

large ring laser gyro should never be able to phase lock because the sidereal rotation

rate should be more than sufficient to bias it out of the lock-in region1. However the

frequency pulling can still introduce an error in the Sagnac frequency. The pulled

Sagnac frequency is

f ′s =
√
f2
s − f2

l (2.12)

and the lock in threshold is given by

fl =
rc

2πP
. (2.13)

Of particular concern with large ring laser gyros are the changes in Sagnac frequency

due to changes in the relative phase and amplitude of the backscatter phasor. These

can be driven by changes in geometry which move the standing wave pattern relative

to the scattering centres. In principle it is possible to get some information on the

backscatter phasor by monitoring the uncombined beams for monobeam modulation

at the Sagnac frequency. Such modulation is readily observable in large ring lasers

such as G-0 and PR-1 but not in ultra large ring lasers. Sagnac frequency correction

using monobeam signals is an ongoing research topic.

2.3.4. Irreducible laser noise

The quantum limit2 to the frequency uncertainty in a laser is a well studied problem

in laser physics. The investigations began with Schawlow and Townes who presented

what is now known as the Schawlow-Townes equation in their 1958 paper [22]. Since

then a number of different authors have presented alternative analysis of the problem,

often with very different approaches, yet yielding the same result.

While the approaches may vary, the fundamental assumption behind derivations of

the quantum limit considers the spontaneous emission which inevitably accompa-

nies laser gain in a laser operating in the steady state condition. This spontaneous

emission causes a perturbation to the phase and polarisation of the beam.
1The first (and smallest, to the authors knowledge) ring laser gyro reported to unlock on earth

rotation alone was the C-1 laser which enclosed an area of 0.75 m2 [21].
2Also known as the ‘shot-noise limit’.
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A review of the quantum limit in terms of the rotation rate measurement of ring

laser gyros has been presented by Stedman [4], in which it is shown that the limit to

the sensitivity of rotation rate measurement is

Ωq =
cP

4AQ

√
hf0

Pit
(2.14)

where t is the measurement time and the other variables take their usual values1.

Note that similar analysis has also been presented by other authors, in particular

[23–26].

The quantum limit effectively imposes ‘white’ frequency noise on the rotation rate

signal. As expected for this type of noise, the result can be improved by increasing

the measurement time. The quantum limit can also be reduced by increasing the

scale factor, although there may be practical limits to this (see Section 2.4.4). The

main contributor to the quantum limit is the reflectivity of the mirrors, which in

turn determines the cavity quality factor Q and allows the intra-cavity power to be

increased. The reflectivity is determined by the quality of the surface preparation

and deposition of the dielectic layers. There exists a theoretical lower limit to the

losses in SiO2 and TiO2 multi-layer surfaces of the order of 10−9 [27].

In practise the noise in our large ring lasers is dominated by other factors which will

be detailed in the following sections. To date we generally operate well above the

quantum limit. However with other laser configurations operation near the quantum

limit has been reported [26].

2.4. Performance of large ring lasers

When explaining large ring laser gyros to the lay person, one of the most difficult

aspects to convey is their phenomenal sensitivity. A common factoid often given is

that the angle of rotation resolvable over around a second of observation is equal to

that subtended by a human hair2 held at a distance of 500 km. While impressive

to the lay person, these types of comparisons do not very well indicate what sets

our systems apart from other types of gyros. The most important aspect of our

1See list of nomenclature, page 283.
2This factoid surreptitiously incorporates the large uncertainty in an estimate of this nature,

because the width of a hair can vary by up to an order of magnitude.
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measurements is their long term stability, in particular the length of time over which

we can average while continuing to reduce the measurement error.

2.4.1. Characterisation by time series analysis

The easiest characterisation of the performance of a ring laser gyro is made simply by

looking at a time series of the Sagnac frequency fs, typically after taking a moving

average. This allows any long term drifts to be identified.

Figure 2.6 shows an example plot of a long UG-3 data set illustrating a downward

trend.

A constant downward drift in the Sagnac frequency is observed in both UG-2 and

UG-3 data. This drift ‘resets’ after the gas is refilled, which indicates that it is a

result of the accumulation of contaminants from outgassing in the gas mixture. The

mechanism for this drift is explored in Section 3.6.2.
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Figure 2.6. Illustration of downward drift of UG-3 raw Sagnac frequency with a linear

fit. The ∼0.7 mHz per day drift is easily visible over a week of data. Dates

represent UTC.

In UG-2 the partial pressure of hydrogen reaches approximately 0.02 mbar after ap-
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2.4. Performance of large ring lasers

proximately 55 days. At this point the available gain has decreased to the point where

the laser can no longer be operated and it must be refilled. The rate of pressure rise

in UG-3 is comparable and ultimately limits observation time in these instruments.

2.4.2. Characterisation of stability by Allan variance

In 1966 Allan [28] described a two-sample variance technique intended for quantifying

the stability of clocks and oscillators. This is now know as the Allan Variance1 and

has been used extensively for characterising the stability of ring laser gyros. The

basic procedure is to take blocks of n successive measurements of a quantity y and

find the Allan variance

σ2
A(n) =

1

2(n− 1)

n−1∑
p=1

(yp+1 − yp)2 . (2.15)

The number of measurements in the block n is usually scaled in terms of measurement

time in seconds. The Allan variance is calculated for successively larger measurement

times and presented on a log-log plot with σ2
A on the vertical axis and measurement

time on the horizontal axis. Multiple estimates made with different blocks of data of

length n are normally averaged to obtain σ2
A. When applied to large ring laser gyros,

it is important to note that the measurement conditions can change from day to day.

Ideally, Allan variance curves should be calculated from multiple independent runs

and the results averaged for each measurement block length. This also allows error

bars to be assigned from the standard deviation of the measurements for each run2.

The Allan variance calculation can be implemented quite succinctly with any nu-

merical programming language; good use of array reshaping routines can eliminate

direct iteration and speed up the calculation. An example Python implementation

is shown in Listing 2.1.

The Allan variance can be used to assess the effects of noise processes on the stability

of the measurements. It gives no useful information about systematic errors or long

term drifts. Different slopes on the Allan variance curve are characteristic of different

classes of noise process. An overview of these classes and the corresponding Allan

variance curves can be found in standard reviews such as Allan’s 1987 review of the

1Standard abbreviation AVAR.
2This is done for the G-0 and UG-3 Allan variances presented in Figure 2.7.
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technique [29]. Another useful overview, written in the context of ring laser gyro

performance analysis was made by Ng [30].

Sometimes the alternative formulation, Allan deviation1 is used, this is simply ob-

tained by taking the square root of the Allan variance. The vertical axis of the Allan

variance plots is sometimes given simply in terms of Sagnac frequency squared, or

scaled appropriately to be in terms of rotational velocity squared or (as used in this

thesis), fractional sidereal rotation rate squared.

Figure 2.7 shows Allan variance plots characterising the UG, G-0 and G ring lasers.

The overall trend is an initial slope of around −2. This is indicative of white noise

in the phase of the signal which is predominantly injected by microseismic motion.

These motions also explain the excess of noise between 1 s and 5 s. The Allan variance

shows a ‘turn around’ at around 500 s measurement time for the UG lasers, somewhat

earlier for G-0 and much later for G. Beyond this turn around point, the measurement

is no longer improved by further averaging.

After the turn around, the Allan variance has a slope of around +1 for the UG lasers,

indicative of a ‘random walk’ noise process. The cause of this is probably very long

term drifts associated with geometric scale factor changes or null shifts ultimately

caused by gas contamination.

The G-0 laser shows a steeper slope beyond the turn around, tending to around +2.

This is classified as ‘frequency ramp’ noise. The physical origin of this noise source

is unknown.

Overall, we observe a very similar shape to the Allan variance curves of UG-2 and

UG-3. This is expected because they are subject to the same noise sources. However,

UG-2 is more sensitive to the noise than UG-3, and overall the performance is worse.

The effects we believe to be responsible for this reduction in performance can be

briefly summarised:

• The approximately square geometry of UG-1/UG-3 reduces changes in the scale

factor caused by area changes associated with horizontal movements of the

beams on the mirrors.

• The laser spot subtends a much larger area on the UG-2 mirrors than on

1Standard abbreviation, ADEV.
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Figure 2.7. Allan variance comparison of UG-2, UG-3 and G-0 ring lasers.

1 import numpy as np

2

3 def avar ( s i gna l , n ) :

4 # Truncate the s i g n a l so i t can be shaped to f i t in to b l o c k s o f l en g t h n

5 l ength = np . shape ( s i g n a l ) [ 0 ]

6 i f ( l ength % n) > 0 : s i g n a l = s i g n a l [ 0 : −1∗( l ength % n) ]

7 newshape = (np . shape ( s i g n a l ) [ 0 ] / n , n)

8 s i g n a l = np . reshape ( s i gna l , newshape )

9

10 # Find Al lan var iances f o r each b l o c k

11 means = np . mean( s i gna l , ax i s =1)

12 avars = np . d i f f ( means ) ∗∗2
13

14 # Return the average Al lan var iance f o r a l l the b l o c k s

15 return 0 .5∗np . mean( avars )

Listing 2.1 Example Python implementation of the Allan variance.
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UG-1/UG-3. Additionally, the spot moves across the mirror surface at a greater

rate with UG-2 given the same angular rate of change in alignment. The causes

greater variations in the backscatter from the mirrors.

• UG-2 had higher losses than UG-1/UG-3. As a result it was necessary to

increase the excitation power and consequently the temperature of the plasma

increased. This increases any temperature related null shift effects such as those

resulting from gas flows. It is possible that this is responsible for the greater

uncertainty in the Allan variance of UG-2 for long measurement periods.

• Because of the higher losses, it was necessary to use a relatively narrow gain

tube with UG-2. This increases the fraction of the beam which is obstructed

by the edges of the plasma tube, and consequently increases the backscatter.

The performance of G initially tracks that of UG-3, with a small improvement. This

is most likley because both instruments are limited by microseismic activity in this

range and the microseismic activity is weaker at the further inland (Bavaria, Ger-

many) site compared to UG-3. Unlike UG-3, the G Allan variance continues to

improve well beyond 1000 s measurement periods. This is afforded by the much im-

proved geometric stability of the G ring laser due to its monolithic construction.

Additionally, the G ring is equipped with hydrogen ‘getters’ which improve gas life

and eliminate long term drifts associated with temperature dependent null shifts.

Figure 2.7 also shows the Allan variance for a data set from the G ring to which a

suite of corrections have been applied1. These include corrections for the Oppolzer

terms (which account for diurnal polar motion), length of day corrections, solid earth

tidal tilts and tilts induced by ocean tides. With these corrections applied it can be

seen that the performance continues to improve with no clearly defined ‘turn-around’

for the length of the data set.

2.4.3. Characterisation of noise sources by autocovariance

While the Allan variance gives some indication of the frequency bands in which noise

is present, it is not particularly well suited to this.

The technique favoured here is the autocovariance. This works by taking a copy of

1The author acknowledges Dr. André Gebauer for providing the time series data from from which

these Allan variance curves were computed.
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2.4. Performance of large ring lasers

a signal y(t) and time shifting it by some period τ . The signals are then multiplied

together and averaged for different time shifts, i.e.

K(τ) =
∆t

tmax

t=tmax−τ∑
t=0

(
y(t)− y(t)

) (
y(t+ τ)− y(t+ τ)

)
. (2.16)

K(τ) can then be plotted to form an autocovariance function. This shows positive

peaks corresponding to the period of any repeating element in the signal, sinusoidal or

otherwise. The autocovariance is in principle an alternative display of the information

contained in the associated power spectral density. The Wiener-Khinchin theorem

shows how the autocovariance can be obtained from a Fourier transform of the power

spectral density.

One advantage of the autocovariance is that it can be easily calculated at higher

resolution than implied by the time steps in the individual measurements. This can

be done by generating a cubic spline (or other suitable interpolator) from the data

set and evaluating this when computing the autocovariance.

Often we would like to determine the precise period corresponding to a peak. This

can be achieved by applying a localised optimisation technique, beginning at the

approximate value of peak. This is a very efficient way of obtaining the precise

period of a repeating signal. Note that Fourier based techniques would require re-

sampling the whole interpolated signal at high resolution. Computationally this can

be very memory intensive.

Figure 2.8 shows an autocovariance function computed from a week of UG-3 data.

Repeating signals are visible, in particular with periods of 4.0 s (primary), 9.1 s and

13 s. These signals are an effect of the microseismic background and are the fastest

varying rotation signals we observe. The main component of the microseismic back-

ground originates as pressure oscillations on the sea floor. These pressure variations

are the result of interactions between oppositely travelling ocean waves with the same

frequency [31, 32].

The exact period and amplitude of the microseismic motion varies considerably from

day to day, but always has frequency of between 250 mHz and 450 mHz. Microseismic

signals are further discussed in Section 5.1.
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Figure 2.8. A typical autocovariance periodogram computed from a week of UG3 data,

showing microseismic components for different periods (lag values in the

autocovariance). Tends to 6× 10−19 rad2 s−2 at zero lag.

2.4.4. Practical limits to the scale factor

As we have seen in the earlier sections, an increase in scale factor of UG-2 compared

to UG-1 was not accompanied by a corresponding increase in performance.

Generally speaking, the largest factor determining performance of a ring laser gyro is

the mirror loss. Observed mirror losses are typically greater than the manufacturers

specifications; the additional losses can only be accounted for by scattering. The

probability of part of a beam falling on a scattering particle or defect increases as

the area of the spot increases.

Comparing the spot sizes and losses1 for recently constructed ring lasers we see a

tendency for the average mirror loss to increase as the beam spot size at the mirrors

increases and becomes subject to greater overall variability across the mirror surface.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.9, here the lowest losses achieved have been plotted

1Found from ringdown times.
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against spot size1 for various lasers.

Our observations suggest that best performance should be obtained by minimising

the spot areas, within the limits imposed by the necessity to have a stable cavity and

to allow the beams to fit through the gain tube. However, even if this is done, we

expect that for cavities above a certain ‘optimum perimeter’, the cavity Q will not

increase further (and may actually decrease) as the cavity dimensions are increased

due to the increasing spot area. Based on our experience with UG-2 and UG-3, we

expect the optimal spot size given current mirror technology to be not much larger

than 5 mm in 1/e2 (intensity) diameter.

The mirror manufacturers2 specify a clear aperture diameter of typically 3 mm, this

is the point in the centre of the surface which is guaranteed to be within specification.

Ideally we would like to maintain the beams inside this area. It should be possible to

develop an automatic alignment system to maintain the laser alignment to achieve

this. Such a system has sometimes been referred to as a virtual monolith. It is likely

that use of such a system could effectively increase the optimum spot area.

2.4.5. Operating wavelength

When discussing practical limits to the scale factor, it is interesting to consider the

possibility of operation at shorter wavelengths.

Let us consider operation of a helium-neon ring laser on the 543.3 nm transition. This

directly increases the scale factor by 14%. However, the laser spots on the mirrors

are smaller. This allows the perimeter to be extended by 10.2% while maintaining

the same spot size as we would have at 632.8 nm. Cumulatively, this allows an overall

improvement of 20.6% in scale factor.

Operation on this wavelength represents a minimal departure from existing expe-

rience. Probably the biggest difference is the reduction in gain available at this

transition by approximately a factor 30 [33]. In addition, assuming the spot sizes

remain the same and that the losses are dominated by scattering and mirror defects,

overall losses would be expected to increase for shorter wavelengths and scale with

1From the 1/e2 intensity contour. Note that for configurations where different spot areas have

been used on the same laser, the geometric mean of the areas has been used.
2Research Electro-Optics, Inc.
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Figure 2.9. Illustration of increasing losses with spot area for a number of lasers.

λ−2 (see Section 2.3.3).

If operation at 543.3 nm is to be considered, it is recommended that the additional

gain be supplied by lengthening the gain tube or installing multiple gain tubes.

While it may be possible to operate a conventional gain tube at higher power, this

may introduce undesirable temperature dependent null shifts.

Because of the cumulative improvements that can be achieved by reducing the wave-

length, it is well worth considering operation on less familiar wavelengths, especially

if instruments with perimeters exceeding 100 m are to be considered. A possible

candidate might be the helium-cadmium system operating at 325 nm or 442 nm. In

principle, a ring laser gyro with perimeter of the order of 250 m operating at 325 nm

could be built with a reasonable 17% increase in spot size over UG-3. Such an

instrument would have around a 600% improvement in optimal scale factor.

2.5. Alternative methods of operation

A number of alternative methods for operating ring laser gyros have been tried.

These have mostly been applied to the small ring lasers which are designed to be
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used as part of inertial navigation systems. Unlike our large ring laser gyros, these

instruments can not unlock on earth rotation alone. They require non-reciprocal

elements or moving parts to avoid lock-in.

Because of the commercial applications of small ring laser gyros, development of

techniques to avoid lock-in has mostly been done behind the closed doors of com-

panies such as Honeywell, Raytheon and Sperry [4, 34–36]. Nevertheless, the basic

techniques are well known. Some of these may have applications for large ring lasers

so a brief review is warranted.

2.5.1. Mechanical dither

Perhaps the simplest approach is to artificially move the region of measurement out-

side the lock in band. This can be done by applying an oscillating angular movement

or dither (typically with amplitude of a few hundred arc seconds and frequency a

few hundred cycles per second [25]) via a magnetic actuator [37], piezo drive [38, 39]

(as part of a resonant mechanical system), or by tilting the mirrors [40]. This intro-

duces an alternating null-shift and as a result the gyro spends only a small fraction

of time in the lock-in band and the average rotation rate is to first order unaffected

by lock-in.

The main limitation to this approach is that the sensitivity depends on the accuracy

to which the dither can be controlled. Control of the dither motion becomes in-

creasingly difficult as the gyro becomes larger. Additionally, it destroys the intrinsic

simplicity of the ring laser gyro which otherwise has no moving parts.

In a 1998 review of the preceding 40 years of inertial navigation technology, King

[41] remarked:

“I suspect that any advantages of the multi-oscillator technique are

balanced by corresponding difficulties and, like the dynamically tuned

gyro versus the floated gyro, the overall effect on the evolution of inertial

navigation technology will not be too significant. Our own ring laser

gyros continue to use mechanical dither, which is robust and reliable.”

This shows that despite the disadvantages, dithered gyros are sufficient in most

navigation applications.
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2.5.2. Fresnel-Fizeau

The Fresnel-Fizeau effect is a non-reciprocal change in the refractive index of a

moving dielectric medium. If a medium of length l is established with constant

velocity v in a ring laser cavity, the induced frequency splitting f is given by

f =
2(n2 − 1)vl

λP
(2.17)

where n is the refractive index of the medium [17]. This essentially introduces a null

shift which can bias the gyro out of lock-in.

Both spinning glass wheels [42, 43] and spheres [44] have been used to demonstrate

the effect. As with other mechanical techniques, maintaining the necessary precision

in controlling the offset is the limiting factor. To the authors knowledge, this has

never been applied beyond the ‘demonstration of principle’ stage.

2.5.3. Multi-oscillator

The multi-oscillator approach requires introducing a frequency or phase bias to the

co-rotating beams dependent on the direction of travel. The approach is elegant in

principle, but difficult to implement in practice.

The most common method (and to the authors knowledge, only one to be put into

practice commercially) makes use of Faraday rotation. The basic principle is illus-

trated in Figure 2.10.

The first stage of the process requires introducing an optical element into the ring

cavity which causes a different phase shift for left and right hand circularly polarised

light, such as a quartz crystal. The second stage makes use of a material with high

Verdet constant to which a magnetic field has been applied (Faraday rotator). Overall

this introduces a different phase shift for the clockwise and counter-clockwise beams.

Consequently the co-rotating beams have quite different optical frequency. They are

each subject to the Sagnac splitting in the usual way.

Polarisation selecting optics can be applied to a combined output beam to obtain two

beat frequency outputs. Subtracting these two cancels the applied bias and allows

the Sagnac frequency to be recovered.

Because most mirrors will preferentially select (linear) s-polarisation, it is necessary
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2.5. Alternative methods of operation

to apply 1
4λ waveplates to each end of the Faraday rotator so that only linearly

polarised light is incident on the mirrors.

While this approach is elegant in principle, it is very complicated in practice and as

such has numerous technical challenges. It requires a large number of optical elements

to be placed in the laser cavity which increases the losses and has a detrimental effect

on the quantum limited rotation rate. Most materials with a high enough Verdet

constant sufficient for use as practical Faraday rotators have poor thermal properties.

Nevertheless, Litton Industries (now owned by Northrop Grumman Corporation)

have been successful in producing small ring laser gyros operating using this technique

[14].

f0

Frequency

Left Circular Right Circular

Faraday bias

Sagnac

CW CCW CW CCW

Optical bias
PolarisationPolarisation

Figure 2.10. Frequency biases in the multi-oscillator ring laser gyro.

2.5.4. Transverse magneto-optic Kerr effect

The transverse magneto-optic Kerr effect is the phenomenon by which p-polarised

light reflected from a material magnetised perpendicular to the plane of incidence

encounters a small phase shift [45] dependent on the direction1 of magnetisation and

a corresponding change in the reflectivity of the surface. There is no change in the

polarisation of the reflected beam. The effect is probably most familiar through its

application in magneto-optical drives for data storage, where the change in reflectivity

is exploited.

The effect can be understood through a classical model of light propagation through

a material where the oscillating electric field displaces bound electrons which can be

considered equivalent to a localised current flow. The presence of a magnetic field

1I.e. the sign of the magnetic field vector.
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Figure 2.11. Illustration of incident and reflected electric field vectors from a mag-

netic mirror for both opposite magnetisations. Subscripts p p indicate

p-polarisation, m indicates a magnetically derived component, n m indi-

cates a non-magnetic component.

gives rise to an additional component of the associated electric field. Figure 2.11

illustrates how through addition of the non-magnetic (dashed) component with a

vector resulting from the magnetisation, a phase shift ∆φ is observed in the reflected

beam.

An alternating electric field can be used to alternate the phase shift, effectively

applying a dither in the same way as is done with a dithered mechanical gyro (see

Section 2.5.1). This type of gyro is sometimes known as a ‘magnetic mirror’ gyro.

This can be implemented in practice by coating one (or more) of the mirrors with a

magnetic material in which the direction of the magnetic dipoles is easily switched

(a ‘soft’ magnetic material). Transparent bismuth-substituted yttrium-iron garnet is

an example of such a material that has been used [46].

The main potential advantage of this method is that if a sufficiently large square-wave

field is used to quickly drive the surface into magnetic saturation, then the magnitude

of the phase shift is fundamentally fixed. There is no specific requirement for high

stability of the field. Note that the requirement for high quality mirrors remains,

this was shown by Wilkinson [25] who noted that in the presence of backscatter the

null shifts do not integrate to zero.

This technique has been demonstrated by Andrews and others [46, 47] with some

success. In experiments to date however, the main disadvantages of this method

have been cited as the constraints on the exact reversibility of the bias and the low
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levels of mirror loss and scatter required [48]. The performance of this type of gyro

has not been shown to reach the level required for navigation. In 1996 Andrews et al.

[48] noted that considerable improvements in magnetic mirror fabrication would be

required to reach the values of stability and dynamic range already achieved by

conventional gyros.

Nevertheless, this method is in principle quite compelling and may be worthy of a sec-

ond look given recent advances in mirror fabrication technology. One can imagine an

exotic mirror incorporating a suitable magnetic material and solid-state gain medium

directly as part of the mirror structure to form a very elegant system. Layered gain

structures in ring lasers have been investigated in a different though related context

by Diels [49] and Scully [50]. In these examples the main topic being investigated

was exploiting destructive interference in the layers to reduce spontaneous emission.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

In this research, (and in almost all earlier large ring laser gyro research) the 632.8 nm

transition of the helium-neon laser system has been used. As the stability of our

instruments continues to improve the ability to accurately model the gain process and

understand the subtleties particular to the helium-neon system becomes increasingly

important.

The goal of this chapter is to describe the system and its subtleties, backed up by

experimental measurements where necessary. The processes underlying the genera-

tion of the gain curve are of particular importance. Understanding these can give

insight into factors limiting the performance of ring laser gyros, and allow corrections

to be made. It could also allow better selection of operating parameters such as gas

pressure and mixture; in the past these parameters have been selected only partly

on a theoretical basis, and partly by rules of thumb.

3.1. The helium-neon laser system

Figure 3.1 shows the basic atomic transitions which give rise to the 632.8 nm emission.

The pumping mechanism, (in our case, free electrons accelerated by a RF electric

field) bring helium atoms to a long lived metastable energy level of 20.61 eV. The

lifetime of this state is 2.04 ms, [51, 52] which is very much longer than all other

relevant lifetimes. By good fortune there is a close coincidence in energy levels

between the He 21S level and the Ne 5s levels.

With the addition of around 0.05 eV of thermal energy1, the helium atom can undergo

collisional energy transfer with a ground state neon atom, leaving the neon atom in

one of the 5s states. In our case we are interested primarily in the upper 5s state

1Coincidently, the average translational kinetic energy at a typical operating temperature of

400 K is 0.052 eV.
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(denoted 5s′ in Figure 3.1). This state is sufficiently long lived (≈55 ns) to allow

a population inversion to be established. Laser amplification can then occur at

632.8 nm and 543.3 nm [53] wavelengths from the 5s′ state to the J=1
2 and J=3

2 3p

states respectively. Here, J is the total angular momentum quantum number. Laser

gain at 543.3 nm is a factor 30 smaller [33] than at 632.8 nm. Laser gain can be

increased by approximately 20% by using 3He rather than 4He [33], due to a slightly

better match between the energy levels.

After stimulated (or spontaneous) emission occurs we note that the neon atom is

still in a 3p state. Transitions from the 3p level directly to the ground state (lifetime

∼19 ns) are unlikely as the many transitions from the 3p state to lower energy excited

states are each much more probable (lifetimes of 7 ns to 10 ns [54]). In practice,

spontaneous emission to one of the many 3s states, followed by collisions with the

walls of the gain tube (which happen after between 10 ns and 100 ns, depending on

discharge pressure and distance to the walls) are mostly responsible for the final

transition to the ground state.

It is the slowness of these lower transitions that fundamentally limits the maximum

power of any realistic helium-neon laser. Where maximum power is desired, the

gain tube can be made as narrow as possible and pressure made as low as possible

to increase the frequency of wall collisions. The most powerful helium-neon laser

ever made (to the author’s knowledge) [55] was capable of 350 mW output and used

two flattened gain tubes to maximise wall area. Note that in our systems (neon

partial pressure 0.2 mbar), the mean free path for neon is typically around 10 mm,

i.e. comparable to the tube diameter.

3.2. Helium-neon gas mixture

It has been found empirically [58] that the optimum pd (pressure diameter) product is

a few Torr mm, and that the gain per unit length varies inversely with tube diameter.

Gordon and Wright [59, 60] have quoted empirical results for the optimal pd product

of 14.6 Torr mm and 6.6 Torr mm, the former using a RF discharge and the latter

using a DC discharge.

The single pass gain of a helium-neon laser is typically between 2%/m and 10%/m

[58]. Herziger et al. [61] given an expression based on empirical measurements for the
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3.2. Helium-neon gas mixture

Figure 3.1. Transitions of the helium-neon system. Energy level information taken

from Haberland [56] and NIST Atomic Spectra Database [57].
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

maximum single pass gain G0 as a function of discharge tube length l and diameter

d,

G0(l, d) ≈
[

1 +
1

2

(
d0

d

)1.4
]l/l0

. (3.1)

Here, l0=1 m and d0=1 mm. Note that they consider this expression valid for an

‘optimal’ gas mixture.

Among standard references [62–66], reported values of the optimal He:Ne gas mixture

ratios vary between 5:1 and 20:1. These appear to all be based on empirical studies.

In general it appears that there is relatively little dependence of the gain on the precise

ratio. Also, it is likely that manufacturers of helium-neon lasers would overfill with

helium slightly, anticipating the depletion of helium by diffusion out of the cavity

over the lifetime of the laser.

Mielenz and Nefflen [67] have measured the optimal pressures for different RF excited

He:Ne gas mixture ratios at different tube diameters. Re-analysing their experimental

results allows us to give an expression for the optimum neon partial pressure as a

function of total pressure p (in mbar) and tube diameter d (in mm),

pNe =
p

6.21p+ 2.09d− 17.95
. (3.2)

Strictly this is valid only for their measurements with d between 3 mm and 5 mm,

and pressures between 1.8 mbar and 3.3 mbar. Given the self consistency of their

results however, it is reasonable to apply this to our systems where tube diameters

of up to 8 mm and pressures up to 8 mbar are often used.

As an example, Equation 3.2 gives an optimal neon partial pressures of 0.168 mbar

and 0.165 mbar for total pressures of 5 mbar and 8 mbar respectively in an 8 mm gain

tube. The difference here is almost within the uncertainty to which the gas can be

mixed in practice.

In our helium-neon ring lasers, we have historically used a neon partial pressure of

0.2 mbar, independent of total pressure and tube diameter.

3.3. The helium-neon gain curve

The gain curve is a function that relates the amplification to the optical frequency in a

laser gain media. Being able to construct gain curves for different laser configurations
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3.3. The helium-neon gain curve

is very important for understanding the behaviour of modes in the laser.

Let us first consider the small-signal gain curve, where the lasing intensity is low

and any saturation processes are negligible. The spectral line of the lasing transi-

tion is subject to two classes of broadening processes, homogeneous broadening and

inhomogeneous broadening.

3.3.1. Homogeneous broadening

Homogeneous broadening processes are so called because they apply to all atoms in

the gain medium in the same way. The most fundamental of the broadening homo-

geneous processes arises directly from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which

requires the frequency f to have some uncertainty

∆(hf) ∆t ≥ ~/2 (3.3)

given a finite mean lifetime ∆t of the transition. This results in a Lorentzian

broadening of the spectral line with width (full width at half maximum) given by the

decay rate of the transition known as the natural linewidth (here donated lw0). It is

usually simply the Einstein A coefficient, although is can be increased if there are

any non-radiative decay processes (see Siegman 3.2 [58]). For the 632.8 nm helium-

neon laser line, the lower limit to lw0 is 0.54 MHz (from the NIST Atomic Spectra

Database [57]).

The dominant cause of homogeneous broadening in a gas laser however is pressure

broadening1. This is caused by collisions of atoms which interrupt the emission

process and cause a change in the lifetime of the atomic transition. This occurs

either through ‘hard’ collisions that change the state of the Ne atoms, or via ‘soft’

collisions that change the velocity so that the atoms are no longer in resonance with

the laser beam.

Again, the effect on the spectral line is described by a Lorentzian function. This

arises from the atomic susceptibility function (see Siegman [58] 2.54), from which we

1Also known as collisional broadening.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

consider only the normalised real part1. We denote the Lorentzian gain curve

L(f) =
1

1 +
(

2(f−f0)
lw

)2 . (3.4)

Here, f0 is the optical frequency and depends on the transition and isotope.

The Lorentzian line with lw (full width at half maximum) depends on the mean time

between collisions. It is usually found as a function of pressure from experimentally

derived results.

Measurements from which the Lorentzian line width lw can be found as a function

of pressure have been reported by at least three groups. The most commonly used

in ring laser research to date was presented by Smith et al. [68, 69],

lw = 2 (8.5 + 45p) . (3.5)

Here lw is in MHz and a pressure p is in mbar.

From the work of Tuchin [70], an expression can be found which gives lw as a function

of the partial pressures of helium pHe and neon,

lw = 2 ((44.25± 3)pHe + (21.75± 5)pNe + (10± 4)) (3.6)

which is valid for gas pressures between 0.18 mbar and 3.6 mbar.

Knuston and Bennett [71] have presented experimental results which give lw for

pressures between 0.5 mbar and 4 mbar with He:Ne mixture ratios of 1:1 and 20:1.

Crucially, these are given in terms of density2. After digitising their raw data and

extrapolating linearly between the mixture ratios, we find an expression for lw in

terms of temperature T and fraction of helium H,

lw = (0.23± 0.02)ρH + (35.5± 0.8)ρ+ lw0 (3.7)

where ρ is 1× 10−16 times the number density in atoms/cm, or

ρ =
pNA

RT 1020
(3.8)

1We are not concerned with dispersion in this analysis, but it comes from the imaginary part of

the susceptibility function in the same manner.
2They report the measurements being made at a constant temperature of 295 K, although it is

not clear how, or even if this was measured experimentally.
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3.3. The helium-neon gain curve

with pressure in mbar. From this model we can see that at typical operating con-

ditions (6 mbar total pressure, 19:1 mixture), lw can vary by 144± 30 MHz or 28%

with a temperature shift of 100 K.

We note that while Kunston and Bennett’s parameterisation is an improvement on

other work, it is not strictly correct. The physics of the collisional broadening process

suggests that the broadening should be proportional to the collision rate, which in

an ideal gas is proportional to (number density)×
√
T or to pT−

1
2 . Unfortunately no

authors appear to have expressed the collisional broadening using this parameterisa-

tion.

When compared (see Figure 3.2), these models give results within their respective

uncertainties. The difference in pressure broadening over the range of gas mixture

ratios used in practice is comparatively small relative to the uncertainties of the mod-

els. In general the model based on Kunston and Bennett’s data is recommended for

future work because of the dependence on temperature and the smaller uncertainties

than the model from Tuchin’s data.
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of different models for pressure broadening in helium-neon gas

mixtures for different He:Ne ratios. Temperature was set to 300 K.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

3.3.2. Inhomogeneous broadening

Inhomogeneous broadening processes are so called because they apply differently

to different atoms in the gain medium. Doppler broadening is a standard example

of such a process, and is the only inhomogeneous broadening process important to

helium-neon gas lasers.

Doppler broadening arises because of the Maxwellian distribution of atomic velocities

in the gain medium. This causes the transition to be broadened following a Gaussian

line shape,

G(f) = exp

(
−4 log(2)

(
f − f0

gw

)2
)
. (3.9)

Here the Gaussian line width1 gw caused by Doppler broadening is

gw = f0

√
8 log(2)kbT

mc2
(3.10)

where T is the effective gas temperature2, m is the isotope mass and the other

variables take their usual values3. As an example, at 400 K, a 20Ne only mixture will

have gw = 1517 MHz.

3.3.3. Saturation and hole burning

In the analysis thus far we have considered the broadening mechanisms in the absence

of an actual laser beam. In the presence of a laser beam however, hole-burning occurs.

The mechanism is so named because it causes a localised depletion in the population

inversion, giving a region of reduced gain or a ‘hole’ which is said to be ‘burned’ at

the operating wavelength with ‘depth’ dependent upon the intensity of the beam.

This process was first described by Bennett [72]. Broadly, it can be described by a

systematic removal of atoms falling within the Lorentzian spectral ‘packet’ centred

on the frequency of the lasing mode. This occurs because the mode has caused

these atoms to undergo stimulated emission. The effect becomes more pronounced

as the intensity of the lasing mode is increased, or if the effective recovery time of

the transition is increased.
1Also known as the inhomogeneous broadening width.
2The true ‘effective temperature’ depends on the temperature profile across the tube, weighted

by the beam intensity profile. In most calculations this is not dealt with explicitly.
3See list of nomenclature, page 283.
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3.3. The helium-neon gain curve

Following the treatment of Siegman [58], we modify the inhomogeneous gain distri-

bution by introducing a saturation function

S(f) =
1

1 + F (f)
(3.11)

where

F (f) =
I

Isat

1

1 +
(

2(f−f0)
lw

)2 (3.12)

which is essentially an inverted Lorentzian. Here I is the intra-cavity intensity and

Isat is the saturation intensity .

In a ring laser gyro, we have beams going in both directions. Each beam burns its

own hole. The beams have equal (in magnitude) but opposite velocity, and therefore

interact with populations of atoms on either side of the velocity distribution (un-

saturated, Doppler broadened gain curve). Siegman [58] has considered the case of

multiple beams in the analysis of the Lamb dip1. In this analysis, the saturation func-

tion is simply formed by adding the F (f) (Equation 3.12) terms for each operating

mode to form the overall saturation function.

Using Siegman’s method of forming the F (f) function also allows for situations where

there is a power imbalance in the beams. This situation is readily observed in smaller

ring laser gyros (C-II, G) and the mechanism for the imbalance remains unknown.

In the larger instruments (UG-2, UG-3) however, the co-rotating beam powers have

always been found to be equal within measurement errors.

In order to calculate the magnitude of the hole burning, it is necessary to at least know

the ratio of the intra-cavity intensity I to the saturation intensity Isat, though ideally

we would like to know both parameters independently. The intra-cavity intensity

can be found easily given a calibrated power meter, mirror transmission and beam

geometry. The saturation intensity however is more difficult to obtain.

By definition, the saturation intensity is the intensity at which the gain drops to

exactly half of the small-signal gain. Analytically the saturation intensity is simply

Isat =
hf

στeff
(3.13)

1The Lamb dip is related to hole burning, but the ‘dip’ is in the output intensity of a laser being

tuned through line centre when under constant excitation and occurs due to interacting ‘holes’.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

[58] where σ is the (energy dependent) transition cross section and τeff is the effective

recovery time. In practice both of these parameters depend on temperature, pressure,

gain tube diameter and gas composition in an involved way. It is better to use direct

experimental measurements of the saturation intensity than to try to calculate it

from the basic definition.

Smith [68, 73] measured the saturation intensity in DC excited tubes of varying

diameter and pressure. This was done by monitoring the Lamb dip in the output

power of a scanning helium-neon laser cavity. All tubes used a 7:1 mixture of He3

and Ne20. From a polynomial fit to their measurements we obtain

Isat = 0.6509p2 + 3.3604p+ 1.3659 (3.14)

in W cm−2, for example 7 W cm−2 at 1.33 mbar. This expression is purely phe-

nomenological and valid up to 5.3 mbar (37.5 W cm−2).

Patel et al. [74] has also measured saturation intensity in a helium-neon laser. This

was done by measuring the laser power deflected from an intra-cavity rotatable re-

flector. They report a much larger1 35.6± 3.5 W cm−2 in a 3.5 mm DC excited tube

at 1.33 mbar. Unfortunately the pressure dependence and isotope mix is not given.

Note that in these measurements, the authors have expressed the intensities in terms

of the slightly unusual 1/e intensity radius. Also note that the authors essentially

assumed a uniform beam intensity profile. In a ring laser we usually have a TEM00

(Gaussian) intensity profile and as a result the gain medium saturates more readily at

the locations corresponding to the more intense central parts of the beam. Siegman

(8.3) [58] has considered this case and shown that introduction of a factor 2 to the

beam area Aeff , i.e.

Aeff = πw2 (3.15)

where w is the 1/e2 intensity radius gives a better representation of the saturation

intensity. The geometry of our lasers usually leads to significant astigmatism and we

use

Aeff = πw1w2 (3.16)

with w1 and w2 the in-plane and orthogonal radii.

1Confusingly, they refer to this as ‘slightly larger’ than the measurements of Smith [73, 75].
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3.3. The helium-neon gain curve

Isotope 20Ne 21Ne 22Ne

Mass (AMU) 19.992 440 176 20.993 846 74 21.991 385 50

Natural abundance 0.8949± 0.01 0.0027± .0001 0.0958± 0.004

632.8 nm transition (MHz) 473 612 251± 10 473 613 149± 10

543 nm transition (MHz) 551 579 659± 50 551 580 659± 50

Table 3.1. Lasing transition frequencies [57, 76, 77], masses and abundances [78].

3.3.4. The Voigt gain curve

To calculate the overall gain at any particular frequency we must multiply the ho-

mogeneous response produced by each atom that has resonant frequency fa by the

fraction of atoms which share the resonant frequency due to inhomogeneous broad-

ening. The easiest way to do this is to simply de-tune the Lorentzian gain curve so

that it peaks at the frequency we want to find the overall gain at, then integrate the

convolution of this with the inhomogeneous gain curve, i.e.

g(f) =

∫ ∞
−∞

G(fa)L(fa, f) dfa, (3.17)

which must be evaluated numerically. This results in a Voigt curve. Note that in

most cases we will have multiplied the inhomogeneous broadening curve with the

saturation curve S(fa). The resulting gain curve is not strictly a Voigt curve, but is

often referred to as such.

The final gain curve for a mixture of neon isotopes can then be found by summing

curves normalised for the relative neon isotope abundances.

The transition frequencies of the 20Ne and 22Ne isotopes are shown in Table 3.1. Note

that the transition frequency for 21Ne is unknown, but it can be ignored in most cases

due to the low abundance. The exact values for the 632.8 nm transition were found

from positions relative to known iodine absorption lines [76] which are known to high

accuracy as they are frequently used length standards. The 543 nm transition isotope

separations are less accurately known and were found from Gerstenberger et al. [77]

with the 20Ne wavelength found from the NIST atomic spectral line database [57].
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

3.3.5. Calculation of gain curves

The calculation of gain curves for different mode configurations and gas parameters

is a common task in this research. We often want to compute gain curves at high

resolution, or apply an optimisation routine to find the gas parameters corresponding

to a particular behaviour. Because evaluation of each point on the gain curve requires

numerical integration, such tasks can be relatively computationally intensive.

To simplify the calculation of gain curves, a Python module, gaincurve and associ-

ated module physconst has been written which incorporates the equations and various

numerical models presented in the previous sections. Full documentation and usage

information is available in Section A.1.1. Listing 3.1 show an example usage for gen-

erating a family of gain curves (Figure 3.3) showing the effect of increasing intensity

on the hole-burning in a gain curve of a natural neon isotope mixture at 3 mbar.

The specific implementation has gone through several iterations and for this reason

a brief discussion is warranted here.

The main challenges have largely involved finding an implementation that can trans-

parently combine different techniques which give high accuracy or fast performance,

each of which are required in different use-cases. Also it is important to keep the

underlying physics clear to the user so that results from any part of the computation

can be isolated and easily checked.

The basic idea is to define a set of operators which can be used to assemble a gain

curve by chaining together objects representing the more elementary functions (e.g.

Gaussian and Lorenzian curves). The advantage of this is that evaluation can be left

until after the whole curve has been defined.

All of the objects used for building up the gain curve are simultaneously compatible

with both ‘continuous’ and ‘discrete’ evaluation. For example, the ‘continuous’ eval-

uation option can be used when evaluating an integral. In this case an integration

routine is given a function which it then evaluates at various discrete values in order

to converge to a solution. This approach essentially gives a solution free from dis-

cretisation artefacts, although it tends to be computationally expensive. The same

integral using discrete evaluation can be an order of magnitude faster and can be

done in parallel. In this case, a range of equally spaced values would be sampled and
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3.4. Longitudinal mode configurations

the integral found from these. In our implementation this is done using a Romberg

integration1 on 2k + 1 evenly spaced, pre-sampled points. Figure 3.4 shows an exam-

ple where the two techniques have been used to evaluate a Voigt gain curve. Note

that for good results k between 12 and 16 would normally be used. This limits

computation times for a typical gain curve to less than a second on a standard PC.

3.4. Longitudinal mode configurations

Given typical gas parameters, the helium-neon gain curve is several GHz wide. Even

in a small laser, many mode spacings can fit under this gain curve. A ring laser

gyro is (in the simplest picture) unable to produce a useful beat signal with multiple

modes running, and for this reason the common objection when larger helium-neon

ring laser gyros were proposed was that it would be increasingly difficult to achieve

single mode operation as the mode spacing decreased. However in practice this was

relatively straightforwardly achieved. It was made possible by:

1. Operating just above the lasing threshold (gain starvation approach [4]) so that

the modes neighbouring the mode nearer line centre were just below threshold.

2. Increasing gas pressure so that the spectral hole ‘burned’ by the operating mode

was wide enough to suppress neighbouring modes and thus allow single mode

operation over a wide de-tuning range.

It is not necessarily true that the operating mode will take the frequency of the nearest

possible multiple of the mode spacing to the centre (maximum) of the gain curve.

Because the gain curve is sufficiently flat over the range of a few mode spacings, hole-

burning caused by the operating mode can suppress the gain of potential neighbouring

modes and a stable configuration can result. On the UG-3 laser for example, stable

configurations have been observed up to around 20 MHz from the centre of the gain

curve. This phenomenon is particularly useful in a heterolithic ring laser because it

affords a significant potential de-tuning range as the perimeter of the laser changes.

1Romberg integration uses the trapezoid rule at step-sizes related by a power of two and then

performs Richardson extrapolation on these estimates to approximate the integral with a high degree

of accuracy. See Numerical Recipes [79].
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

1 import ga incurve as gc

2 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t

3

4 p l t . hold ( True ) # Put a l l p l o t s on the same ax i s

5

6 # Make the gas mixture

7 gas = gc . LaserGas ( 400 . 0 , "5s’−>3p J=1/2" )

8 gas . add_species ( ’Ne 20 ’ , 0 . 2∗0 . 9 , True )

9 gas . add_species ( ’Ne 22 ’ , 0 . 2∗0 . 1 , True )

10 gas . add_species ( ’He 4 ’ , 5 . 0 , Fa l se )

11

12 f0 = gas . unsat_max

13 f l = f0 + 15 .2 # Some a r b i t r a r y l a s i n g frequency

14

15 for i s a t in [ 0 , 0 . 1 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 5 ] :

16 # Generate the Lorentz ian to use f o r i n t e g r a t i n g .

17 l o r = gc . Lorentz ian ( gas , 0 . 0 )

18

19 # Make the Gaussian

20 gauss20 = gc . Gaussian ( gas , ’Ne 20 ’ )

21 gauss22 = gc . Gaussian ( gas , ’Ne 22 ’ )

22

23 # Generate the ho l e s and app ly to the Gaussian curves

24 sat = gc . Saturat ion ( gas , ( f 0+( f l−f 0 ) , f0−( f l−f 0 ) ) , ( i s a t , i s a t ) , 1 . 0 )

25 gauss_hole20 = gc . Convolve ( ( gauss20 , sa t ) )

26 gauss_hole22 = gc . Convolve ( ( gauss22 , sa t ) )

27

28 # Now use both o f t he se to make a Voigt p r o f i l e

29 vgt20 = gc . Voigt ( gauss_hole20 , l o r )

30 vgt22 = gc . Voigt ( gauss_hole22 , l o r )

31

32 # Sca le the p r o f i l e s and add t o g e t h e r

33 scaled_vgt20 = gc . Sca l e curve ( vgt20 , gas . ge t_las ing_rat io ( ’Ne 20 ’ ) )

34 scaled_vgt22 = gc . Sca l e curve ( vgt22 , gas . ge t_las ing_rat io ( ’Ne 22 ’ ) )

35 composite = gc . Sumcurve ( ( scaled_vgt22 , scaled_vgt20 ) )

36

37 # Evaluate the composite curve at d i s c r e t e (50 MHz) po in t s and p l o t

38 composite . eva luate (7000 . 0 , f0 , 5 0 . 0 )

39 p l t . p l o t ( composite . x , composite . y , ’ k− ’ )

40

41 p l t . x l ab e l ( ’ Frequency (MHz) ’ )

42 p l t . y l ab e l ( ’Gain ( a r b i t r a r y ) ’ )

43 p l t . g r i d ( True )

44 p l t . show ( )

Listing 3.1 Example code snippet demonstrating the use of the gaincurve module.

Output is shown in Figure 3.3. Note the convenience method

LaserGas.make_composite() could be used to write this mode compactly,

however it is written out in full here for illustrative purposes.
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3.4. Longitudinal mode configurations
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Figure 3.3. A family of gain curves demonstrating greatly exaggerated hole-burning on

the natural neon (0.2 mbar) gain curve. I/Isat = 0 . . . 0.5, 5.2 mbar total.
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Figure 3.4. Enlarged portion of two gain curves showing discreteisation artefacts.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

3.4.1. Split mode

It is possible for clockwise and counter-clockwise beams to operate on different lon-

gitudinal mode numbers. We call this split-mode operation. We describe split-mode

configurations by the splitting order , which is the integer multiple of the number of

mode spacings separating the two operating beams, disregarding the much smaller

Sagnac splitting. In this work we assign the sign of the splitting order relative to the

clockwise beam, i.e. a splitting order of -2 indicates the counter-clockwise beam has

frequency 2×FSR lower than the clockwise beam.

Operating in split-mode provides a useful method for measuring the FSR of the cavity

(see Section 4.5).

3.4.2. The multi-mode threshold

We always operate our ring lasers in the nW power range, and have traditionally filled

with a base pressure of 0.2 mbar neon followed by helium to a total pressure between

3 mbar and 8 mbar (giving ratios from 15:1 to 40:1), with the higher pressures for the

larger lasers. With low-loss super mirrors this allows a reasonably wide range of op-

erating powers between the threshold of lasing and the multi-mode threshold. Under

typical operating conditions, multi-mode operation occurs at greater than twice the

laser power observed just above the threshold of lasing. Consider a simple description

of the behaviour of a laser (frequency fl, intensity I) operating at the centre of a

symmetrical gain curve as the power is increased. To a first approximation we would

expect multi-mode operation to begin as soon as the hole burned by the existing

mode causes a localised depletion sufficient to increase the gain above threshold for

the neighbouring modes on either side. In this case the definition of the multi-mode

threshold is

g(fl ± FSR, I) ≥ g(fl, I) (3.18)

if g(fl, I) is the composite gain curve. At this point a new mode can start up and

begin to challenge the primary mode for gain.

In practice the lasing frequency fl could be up to 1
2FSR away from the peak of the

un-saturated gain curve f0. Because of this the multi-mode threshold defined this

way has some inherent uncertainty which reduces with FSR.
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3.4. Longitudinal mode configurations

From calculations of gain curves for commonly used gas mixtures (in particular, non-

equal isotope mixtures) and laser parameters it appears that there are two distinct

ways through which the multi-mode threshold can arise if following the simple de-

scription of Equation 3.18. We describe these as the low power and conventional

multi-mode thresholds.

Low power multi-mode threshold

Consider the gain curve for a laser running with a non-equal isotope mixture (asym-

metric gain curve) as the value of I/Isat is increased from zero. Assume that the

initial optical frequency corresponds to the maximum of the unsaturated gain curve.

As the saturation increases we notice the peak of the gain curve shifts towards higher

frequencies (illustrated in Figure 3.51). The derivative of the gain curve at the (ini-

tial) operating frequency becomes positive.

Even in the case of relatively large FSR (some tens of MHz), this saturation induced

peak shift will cause Equation 3.18 to be satisfied well before any change in concavity

(i.e. a hole) occurs. This would suggest that the mode configuration could be affected

by very small changes in power. We do not observe this operationally.

In practice multi-mode operation (as opposed to a mode-hop) can not occur unless

the primary mode can remain above threshold while the new mode is running2. This

is only possible if the difference in gain for the primary and new modes corresponds

to a doubling of the laser output power. By equating the gain per frequency interval

of the saturation-broadened line-width (see Siegman 7.6 [58]) we see that this can

happen at surprisingly low values of I/Isat . This is because the fractional change in

gain ∆g required for a doubling of beam power

∆g =

√
1 + 2 I/Isat√
1 + I/Isat

− 1 (3.19)

can be quite small, for example at I = 0.1 Isat, the change in gain required for a

doubling of the beam power is just 5%. Note that this assumes the two beams are

close together in frequency.

1In this example, gas mixture was 4.2 mbar total pressure with 0.2 mbar natural neon, tempera-

ture 400 K, hole burned at 40.2 MHz.
2Note that this neglects the possible case of a change to a configuration with two (or more) modes

running, neither of was the primary. This might occur if the gain curve is exactly symmetrical.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

The low power multi-mode threshold is then the minimum intensity I such that√
1 + 2 I/Isat√
1 + I/Isat

≥ g(fl + sFSR, I)

g(fl, I)
(3.20)

where s is an integer.

In practice this condition can not be satisfied given typical laser parameters. Fig-

ure 3.6 however shows a theoretical example where a low power multi mode threshold

exists, however this was calculated for an unrealistic gas mixture of 0.1 mbar total

pressure with 0.02 mbar natural neon at 400 K. FSR was 75 MHz.

Conventional multi-mode threshold

An alternative, and more usual way in which multi-mode operation begins is through

hole-burning which causes a localised change in concavity of the gain curve g(f) to

occur at the lasing frequency.

In the limit of small FSR, multi-mode operation occurs as soon as the gain curve

becomes flat at the lasing frequency fl, i.e. I such that

g′(fl) = 0, (3.21)

where g′ is the derivative of the gain curve with respect to frequency. In practice

however this must apply over a frequency interval of 1×FSR.

The multi-mode threshold can be identified independent of the lasing frequency given

a method to calculate gain curves. Above the multi-mode threshold, the first deriva-

tive of the gain curve f ′(f) has three roots and below the multi-mode threshold it

has exactly one. The exact frequency for which the gain curve becomes flat can be

identified by finding f such that

g′(f) = 0 and g′′(f) > 0, (3.22)

for which there exists only one solution.

Typically we are more interested in simply counting the roots than finding their

exact values, so discrete evaluation of gain curves is sufficient. The LaserGas class

of the gaincurve module (Appendix A.1.1, Section 3.3.5) implements a simple uphill-

only optimisation routine to find the minimum I/Isat for which the corresponding

gain curve satisfies the conditions (Equation 3.22) for the multi-mode threshold.
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Figure 3.5. Peak-shifting effect in a family of gain curves (colour mapped to I/Isat
value). Points have been plotted at the maximums.
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Figure 3.6. Illustration of the low power multi-mode threshold at 0.013 I/Isat .
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The optimisation works by iteratively advancing the I/Isat until both crossings are

found then backtracking before advancing again with a smaller step size. The FSR

is modelled by changing the evaluation resolution. The operating frequency is found

initially by finding the maximum of the un-saturated gain curve.

Figure 3.7 shows the pressure and temperature dependence of the value of I/Isat at

the multi-mode threshold calculated for natural neon gas mixtures (0.2 mbar neon

partial pressure in each case). Based on these results a convenient phenomenological

model (Equation 3.23) has been developed. This 4-parameter model was derived by

fitting polynomials to the coefficients of exponential fits of the calculated multi-mode

thresholds (m) with respect to total pressure p and temperature T ,

m(p, T ) = exp(d1 + T d0 + p c1 + p2 c0) (3.23)

with the coefficients shown in Table 3.2 for natural and equal ratio neon isotope

mixtures at a variety of FSR values.

The variation in these parameters with FSR can in turn be modelled to an accuracy

of 2% by simple cubic polynomials, and the respective coefficients are shown in

Table 3.3. Overall this model allows the I/Isat value at multi-mode threshold to be

predicted quickly given the temperature, pressure and FSR to an accuracy of 5%.

Note that the multi-mode threshold identified in this way does not necessarily repre-

sent the true single mode limit that would be observed in a real laser. The algorithm

does not model the mode competition process, in particular the tendency for the

operating frequency to shift to neighbouring modes with higher gain and the time

constants involved in the establishment of these new modes. In addition, the true

single mode limit is expected to vary depending on the exact cavity length (i.e. the

offset of the ‘comb’ of possible modes) at the time of observation1. Overall, these

effects would all be expected to cause the single mode limit to occur at higher power

than calculated here. The multi-mode threshold presented here thus represents a

mathematically tractable lower limit to the maximum possible intensity for single

mode operation in a real laser.

1This is expected to be most significant for the smaller instruments due to their larger mode

spacing.
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Figure 3.7. Pressure and temperature dependence of the value of I/Isat at the multi-

mode threshold. Dashed lines show the phenomenological model. FSR was

50 MHz in this example.

FSR (MHz) c0 c1 d0 d1

75 −7.792× 10−3 0.3526 −1.869× 10−3 −3.431

50 −2.283× 10−2 0.5743 −2.893× 10−3 −3.925

25 −3.271× 10−2 0.7128 −2.126× 10−3 −4.756

12.5 −3.409× 10−2 0.7305 −1.304× 10−3 −5.183

Table 3.2. Coefficients of the phenomenological Equation 3.23 for the multi-mode

threshold calculated for various laser parameters.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

Coefficent FSR0 FSR1 FSR2

c0 −3.489× 10−2 −2.128× 10−5 5.118× 10−6

c1 7.363× 10−1 7.902× 10−4 −7.896× 10−5

d0 6.659× 10−5 −1.228× 10−4 1.290× 10−6

d1 −5.744 4.587× 10−2 −1.992× 10−4

Table 3.3. Polynomial coefficients for modelling the variation in coefficients c0, c1, d0
and d1 with FSR for a natural neon isotope mixture.

3.4.3. Establishing a mode configuration

Consider the common situation in which a laser is started with the power level

set below the multi-mode threshold. The cavity is initially flooded with a wide

spontaneous emission spectrum. A small fraction of this is sufficiently well aligned

to recirculate and has optical frequency corresponding to a point on the gain curve

above the lasing threshold. This eventually defines the optical frequency of the

operating beam.

In practice we observe that immediately after the gain has increased above the lasing

threshold, an unstable mode configuration is present on the combined beam. This

persists for some considerable time (several minutes with UG-3) and eventually mode

competition plays out and a stable single mode configuration emerges. This is easily

observed on a scanning Fabry-Pérot spectrometer. Conversely, observing the beats

between modes present on an un-combined beam (most easily done with a RF spec-

trum analyser and PMT) we briefly (typically for less than 1 s) observe a complex

mode pattern which then quickly disappears.

The splitting order which emerges following a particular restart is random. Should

an undesirable configuration (usually anything other than un-split) occur, we must

repeat the restart procedure.

In the simplest view of the mode competition process, we consider only the coupling

between modes due to hole-burning. This aspect of the process can be simulated

quite straightforwardly by assuming some random initial configuration, then apply-

ing an iterative process of evaluating the corresponding composite gain curve then

multiplying the distribution by this curve until a stable configuration emerges. In
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practice however, additional physics is needed to properly describe the mode com-

petition process. A complete view of the process is significantly more involved and

difficult to simulate computationally as it involves a number of additional interacting

processes:

1. Beating effects between the different modes.

2. Frequency pulling due to backscatter.

3. The degree of spatial overlap between different transverse modes. Note high

order transverse modes probably are eliminated very early in the mode compe-

tition process. These modes are usually much more widely spaced in frequency

than longitudinal modes and as a result the gain discrimination would be much

larger.

As an alternative to simulating these many interacting processes, we instead take a

more global view of the process, borrowing the terminology of analogue communica-

tions theory. In order to gain some insight into how particular mode configurations

are established, let us consider the final operating single mode to be a carrier wave

with the temporary modes present during startup representing modulation induced

sidebands of this carrier.

Amplitude modulation of the carrier travelling around the cavity at velocity c would

be expected to appear as modes separated by multiples of the FSR on the RF spec-

trum of an un-combined beam. That we do not observe this (except for very briefly

at the beginning of the mode competition process) suggests that the sidebands can

be considered purely the result of phase modulation of the carrier, i.e. a waveform of

the general description

y(t) = cos

(
2πt+

N∑
i=1

ai sin

(
i 2π

t

tmax
+ φi

))
(3.24)

where φ1...N and a1...N are the phase and amplitude of each of N cycles of phase

modulation. Time t varies from 0 to tmax. Figure 3.8 (upper) shows an example phase

modulated carrier waveform. In this example the phase modulation is supplied by

five randomly generated cycles (amplitudes from 0 to 5).

Figure 3.8 (lower) shows the corresponding mode power distribution P (n), calculated
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

from the Fourier transform of the phase modulated carrier,

P (n) = Re (F(y(t)))2 + Im (F(y(t)))2 , (3.25)

and presented with the zero’th mode number corresponding to the centroid of the

mode distribution,

nc =

∑
P (n) n∑
P (n)

. (3.26)

An interesting observation from numerical calculations of nc is that regardless of the

values of the random parameters φ and a used in generating the phase modulation,

the spectral centroid nc always takes the same value. This is interesting because it

indicates that at the point shortly after startup when the amplitude modulation has

disappeared, the final mode configuration has already been ‘chosen’, even though it

appears unstable for some considerable time. This indicates that the mode which is

to eventually emerge as dominant may be found by calculating the centroid of the

spectrum at any time during the mode-competition process.

Note that at any particular time the gain at the centroid does not necessarily corre-

spond to the maximum gain at that instance (as is the case in this example) because

the gain at the centroid can be suppressed by the phase modulation (analogous to

‘suppressed carrier’ modulation schemes). If we reduce the a values which have

been used to form the phase modulation, we can illustrate the effect of the mode-

competition process during startup. This is shown in Figure 3.9.

Note that Figure 3.9 demonstrates that it is possible for a mode to clearly dominate

the other modes for some time, but not eventually emerge as the ‘long term’ dominant

mode. Figure 3.10 shows an example of the mode configuration observed by scanning

Fabry-Pérot spectrometer on UG-2 during startup. Qualitatively, we observe similar

behaviour. Note that in the experimental plot, the individual modes are not clearly

discernible. This is because the data was recorded on UG-2 which has a mode spacing

comparable to the resolution available in the scan. No peak finding was applied to

the data presented in Figure 3.10.

3.4.4. Mode-coupling

In the simplest picture of a ring laser operating above the multi-mode threshold, each

operating mode is independent and produces its own Sagnac signal. Each Sagnac
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Figure 3.8. An example of a carrier waveform with pure phase modulation (upper

subplot), and the corresponding mode power distribution (lower subplot).
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signal will be a slightly different frequency due to the different wavelengths of the

operating modes. An observer monitoring a combined beam would see a complicated

but periodic waveform made from the interference of all these signals. In practice the

observed waveform is highly unstable because the mode configuration from which it

originates is unstable.

In practice we sometimes observe a stable Sagnac beat signal when operating with

multiple modes present (identified by Fabry-Pérot spectrometer or RF beat signal).

This implies that there must be some fixed phase relationship between the modes.

We refer to this as mode-coupling.

Mode-coupling occurs spontaneously at specific power levels. When it occurs a

Sagnac beat signal with similar frequency and contrast ratio to that achieved in

single mode operation can be obtained. The contrast ratio is observed to decrease as

beam power increases.

This is understood to be explained by the ‘self-mode-locking’ phenomena. Self-mode-

locking has been observed in gas lasers since the 1960s [80–83]. The process has been

described by Lamb (Section 14) [84] as a perturbation in the laser oscillation which

occurs via the injection of an ‘external’ tone that arises through the third-order

polarisation of the gain medium.

The conditions under which mode coupling occurs in ring lasers is currently a topic

of research being addressed by Holdaway.

3.5. Splitting statistics

In the description of the start-up process detailed in Section 3.4.3 we noted that the

‘seed’ which defines the mode that (following a lengthy competition process) will

oscillate is defined very quickly in the start-up process.

Note that for a given start-up of UG-3, the final modes are rarely split by more than

3×FSR. Over this range of frequencies a typical composite gain curve is essentially

flat. We would expect from this that stable operation should be possible over several

hundred MHz. However we do not observe this in practice. While the single cavity

mode that emerges following any particular restart is random, it is chosen from a

particular statistical distribution. Because we observe this distribution to be much
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

Figure 3.11. Setup (simplified) for alternately measuring UG-3 mode configuration of

each beam.

narrower than the regular composite gain curve, we can use the statistical distribution

of operating modes to define a line-shape for the ‘seed’ transition.

It is possible to record the mode configurations by Fabry-Pérot interferometer for

each beam in quick succession, shortly after start-up. This can be used to establish

the splitting order. The statistical distribution of splitting orders from many restarts

can then be established. Note that using the splitting orders assumes that there is

no interaction in the process which ‘chooses’ the operating mode in each direction.

This is quite reasonable, given the small (not directly observable) modulation on the

un-combined beams (indicative of any backscatter) for UG-3.

3.5.1. Experiment

The basic experimental setup used here is illustrated in Figure 3.11. A combined

beam is focused and carefully aligned using a precision fibre launcher (Newport

F-91-C1) into a single mode optical fibre. The fibre emerges on an optical bench

where the light is focused by a beam expander into a scanning Fabry-Pérot interfer-

ometer (Coherent model 216, spherical configuration).

Either of the individual beams can be selected quickly by opening and closing shutters
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installed prior to the beam combiner. The shutters were designed for this experiment

and make use of micro servo-motors which move light wooden levers (∼100 mm in

length) into the path of the beam. Both servo motors are controlled by a Atmal

ATMega168 micro controller, using a C program written by the author to produce

the pulse-width-modulated signals for the servo motors in response to commands

received via a RS-232 connection. Commands specifying the desired lever angle

and motor identifier and can be sent from an associated LabVIEW program. This

approach was found to be highly reliable and able to operate without causing any

detectable vibration1 of the sensitive beam combiner and fibre launching optics.

In these experiments we are only concerned with recording the locations of the peaks

in the Fabry-Pérot scan. These experiments were done with UG-3 and the raw spectra

were filtered using the technique described in Section 6.6.5. The individual scans were

made over 300 MHz optical frequency range at a rate of 50 Hz with 10 scans acquired

and averaged for each measurement. The raw acquisition rate was 500 kHz and scans

were triggered by an analogue threshold detector from the Fabry-Pérot controller

reference signal in order to eliminate fly-back artefacts.

Overall the noise level was low enough to allow the peaks to be identified during

acquisition by a simple LabVIEW peak finding routine2. This routine works by

performing a least-squares quadratic fit with a specified width to blocks of data. A

series of tests are then performed on the coefficients to see whether they meet the

criteria for a peak, these are:

1. Whether each parabola is at a local maxima.

2. Whether the parabola is concave up (found from the sign of the quadratic

coefficient).

3. Whether the interpolated data value at the peak is above a designated noise

threshold.

This technique is useful because it effectively interpolates between the data points

while finding peaks. The relative peak frequencies and heights are then returned as

floating point numbers from which the centroid can be calculated (see Equation 3.26).

1This was not the case with earlier attempts where micro solenoids were used.
2See LabVIEW documentation http://zone.ni.com/devzone/cda/tut/p/id/3770 for more in-

formation on this routine
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

One problem with the optical configuration shown in Figure 3.11 is that there is a

large imbalance in the beam powers. While the beam splitters have a nominal 50%

splitting ratio, this only applies to circularly polarised light. In practice the intensity

of the reflected beams always exceeds the transmitted beams (typically with ratio of

8:2, varying slightly with different optics) so the counter clockwise beam is brighter

and thus has a lower noise level1. For this reason we always measure the centroid

of the clockwise beam both before and after measuring the counter-clockwise beam,

averaging both measurements.

An advantage of measuring the centroids of the counter-clockwise beam twice is

that we can estimate the rate of thermal drift in the Fabry-Pérot. The laboratory

is reasonably well thermally insulated and the shutters only require about 200 ms

to operate. For these reasons the rate of thermal drift is usually negligible unless

the laboratory has been recently disturbed. Nevertheless, comparing the two mea-

sured centroids provides a useful diagnostic and can be used to eliminate erroneous

measurements.

Restarting of the laser was achieved by interrupting the RF power to the discharge

under software control. Following interruption we introduce a variable time delay,

followed by a sharp rise to maximum power which must be sustained for around

70 ms. We then slew the power back to the operating level linearly over 10 ms. This

restart procedure is necessary because of the limited bandwidth of the RF transmitter

output control. Faster slewing of the control voltage tends to cause the discharge

to stop. This restart procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.18. It is possible that

optimisation of the electrodes and impedance matching circuit may allow the time

delays to be reduced.

3.5.2. Analysis

Figure 3.12 shows a histogram of the identified splitting orders observed after 13 740

restarts which were made over several days. In this example the orientation of the

splitting (i.e. the sign of the splitting order) is of no consequence, we are really only

interested in the difference in mode numbers between the beams.

1This problem could be eliminated by using a λ/2 plate to rotate the polarisation of the clockwise

beam before the beam combiner, but this was not available at the time of the experiment.
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Figure 3.12. Histogram of the identified splitting orders observed after many restarts

with a Lorentzian fit. Error bars are from the 1-sample t-test.
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Because the Fabry-Pérot is subject to thermal drift, it is possible for the pair of modes

to move along the scan until one mode ‘wraps around’ and appears on the opposite

extreme end of the scan and as a result the splitting appears to be slightly less than

300 MHz (the Fabry-Pérot scan range). This situation is automatically disregarded

by the software1 and as a result there is a slight statistical bias towards low order

modes which are less likely to be subject to this problem. This has been corrected

for in the data set presented in Figure 3.12 by adjusting the counts of the number of

observations N for each splitting order S,

N ′(S) = N(S)

(
1 +

S FSR

300

)
. (3.27)

From Figure 3.12 we immediately see that the distribution is much narrower than the

gain curve which under typical gas parameters is essentially flat over several hundred

MHz.

Consider the ‘seed’ photons which eventually define the operating modes in each

direction. It is reasonable to assume these are drawn from a statistical distribu-

tion which originates as a spectral line, broadened as usual by homogeneous and

inhomogeneous processes. By applying a least-squares fit of the Voigt function

(Equation 3.17) to our observed distribution of splitting orders we can determine

the Lorentzian and Gaussian widths associated with the distribution. This is shown

in Figure 3.12, here the fit is very good with with the coefficient of determination

R2 = 0.9998.

The observed distribution of splitting orders comes from the difference between two

random variables (the separate distributions for each beam). If these are statistically

independent then the splitting distribution is the convolution of the distribution of

a single beam with itself. By observation of the behaviour of the component curves

under convolution, we can recover their original widths. The Lorentzian width is

halved while the Gaussian width is reduced by the factor 1√
2
.

Note that in this analysis we are considering the Voigt function as a probability

density distribution. It is important to note that this function has infinite variance

which implies a finite probability of observing arbitrarily large splitting orders. This
1Complexities arise in discerning this situation, particularly if a mode is partially ‘wrapped

around’. Additionally, it is difficult to calibrate the scan length to exactly correspond to the 300 MHz

mode spacing.
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however is not possible due to the finite width of the gain curve. This analysis is only

strictly valid for splitting orders where there is minimal gain discrimination between

the modes, however this is easily valid for splitting orders up to about 100. Small

but finite probability at large splitting orders (at least 10 observations at S = 20)

have been observed in this experiment.

From the fit to our data we find the Lorentzian width to be 0.653 MHz. Correspond-

ingly, from the transition probability (from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database [57])

we would expect the lower limit for the natural line-width to be 0.54 MHz. A slightly

higher value is expected because the true natural line-width also depends on the rate

of any non-radiative decay processes.

This suggests that any collisional broadening effects are minor. This in turn suggests

that the final operating mode is determined very early in the start-up process, i.e.

before collisions have occurred. This provides some validation to our general descrip-

tion of the laser start-up process discussed in Section 3.4.3. It also demonstrates an

interesting technique for finding the natural line-width.

From the fit to our data we find the Gaussian line-width to be 11.1 MHz. Additional

analysis is needed to determine how this width is established.

Consider the laser very shortly after startup. At this point the modes are ‘growing’

freely and independently and saturation has not yet had time to take effect. The

distribution from which the final operating mode is selected should be determined

by the corresponding distribution of the relative rates of growth of the modes. De-

termining the observed Gaussian width may be possible by modelling this aspect of

the start-up process by computer simulation. This is left as further work.

3.6. Gas temperature

One variable which has been mostly overlooked in earlier work on ring laser gyros

and the helium-neon system in general is the gas temperature. However, as we have

seen in Section 3.3, changes in gas temperature can significantly affect the shape of

the gain curve and thus the saturation behaviour. The latter occurs because the

saturation intensity is inversely proportional to the effective recovery time of the

transition which in turn depends on temperature.
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In earlier work by the author [85], gas temperature was investigated by measuring

the change in pressure in a small laser cavity when the discharge was switched on.

Unfortunately, further investigations cast some doubt on this method of tempera-

ture measurement because the small pressure changes are difficult to observe in the

presence of RF interference which inevitably accompanies a RF excited plasma. RF

interference is also a problem for any method of finding the temperature of the gain

tube using a thermocouple or other electronic temperature sensor. A possible solu-

tion to this type of measurement might be building an alcohol1 thermometer into the

side of the gain tube.

3.6.1. Variation with RF power

Hurst2 has suggested a technique for estimating the gas temperature from RF power

measurements. The basic idea is to measure the wall temperature Twall at thermal

equilibrium for a sample gain tube with resistive heating elements placed inside.

The heating elements are powered by a DC power supply which allows the power

dissipated to be easily found from the current and resistance. This experiment was

carried out by Hurst with a 6 mm internal diameter gain tube (from UG-2). The

relationship between power absorbed per mm of gain tube PW/mm was found to be

well modelled by,

PW/mm = T 2
wall 7.45× 10−7 + Twall 2.25845× 10−4. (3.28)

Now given the relationship between absorbed power and wall temperature, a simple

model could be used to find the radial heat flow from the core of the plasma to the

tube wall. This was done by dividing the total radius R into radial segments of length

s. First assuming the total power P is uniformly distributed through these segments

Pdis(r) = P
(r + s)2 − (r − s)2

R2
. (3.29)

The total temperature difference could then be found by integrating the power flowing

per unit area A(r) with thermal conductivity C(T )

∆T =

∫ R

0

Pdis(r + s)− Pdis(r)

A(r)C(T )
dr (3.30)

1It would be necessary for the working fluid of the thermometer be non conductive.
2Via private communication.
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3.6. Gas temperature

which when evaluated yields

∆T =
P

L(3.41× 10−6 Twall + 0.001006)
(3.31)

where L is the length along the plasma in mm.

Note that the thermal conductivity is a function of temperature and gas composition,

so Equation 3.30 should be evaluated starting from the known temperature at the

tube wall. The thermal conductivity of helium in W K−1 m−1 can be linearised and

found independent of pressure from

C(T ) = 3.04× 10−4 T + 0.0613 (3.32)

to within 5% [86].

Lastly, it is necessary to account for the variations in power dissipation along the

length of the tube and the ‘smoothing’ afforded to this distribution by the thermal

conductivity of the glass. In our ring lasers we typically use a system of three equally

spaced electrodes with the RF excitation applied to the middle electrode and the

outer electrodes grounded. This leads to two lobes of plasma being established and a

rather unusual distribution along the length of the tube as illustrated in Figure 3.13.

Hurst has approached this final step by generating a piecewise function to represent

a distribution of brightness roughly matching the observed ‘double lobe’ distribution

(Figure 3.14). This function is used to distribute the total power in sections along

the length of the tube. The thermal conductivity of the glass is modelled by applying

a exponential filter with 1/e distance of 20 mm.

Summary of this approach

The overall dependence of plasma temperature on absorbed power predicted by this

analysis is shown in Figure 3.13 over the typical range of operating powers. From

this it is clear that plasma temperatures can vary over a wide range and this should

be taken into account in any work involving the gain process.

Many assumptions have been made in this analysis, and it is therefore difficult to

assign any reasonable uncertainty to the results, however they do represent a useful

estimate for further investigations into gain processes.

This approach assumes that the visible brightness of the plasma is proportional to the
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

absorbed power. A linear relationship here was shown by the author in earlier work

[85], in which RF excitation was shown to produce light over the visible spectrum

with constant slope efficiency of 0.38%.

Another assumption is that the RF power (measured using an analogue RF power me-

ter) accurately represents the power absorbed by the plasma, i.e. that the impedance

matching circuit is 100% efficient. It is known from operational experience that

components in the matching circuit can become quite hot, this heating is usually

minimised when the circuit is well matched, however in practice it is not possible to

perfectly match the impedances and some power is always radiated.

This approach also ignores any potential convection (or otherwise induced) currents

in the plasma, which would result in a more efficient transfer of heat through the

plasma. The phenomena of Langmuir flow (discussed further in Section 3.8.2) is well

known in gas lasers, and would be expected to increase the rate of heat flow through

the plasma.

3.6.2. Variation with hydrogen accumulation

We observe that the RF power required to maintain constant laser power increases

over time. Our understanding, backed by spectroscopic measurements [85], is that

this is due to a build up of hydrogen which out-gasses from the stainless steel tube

walls and decreases the efficiency of the pumping process by providing additional

de-excitation pathways. This results in an increased excitation power, and thus the

power absorbed by the plasma which then causes an increase in temperature. The

increase in temperature reduces the saturation intensity (see Section 3.7.2) which in

turn reduces the multi-mode threshold. This leads to a long term behaviour which

can be summarised:

1. The accumulation of hydrogen reduces the efficiency of the neon excitation

process.

2. The servo control system increases RF power to compensate.

3. At higher RF power, the gas temperature increases.

4. The absolute gain available decreases because the total available neon atoms

are spread over a larger frequency range, leaving decreased population at the
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3.6. Gas temperature
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Figure 3.13. Average core temperature for a range of common RF power levels.
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Figure 3.14. Typical plasma distribution from a photograph and the distribution

model. Note the vertical lines in the image are the electrodes.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

lasing frequency. This further compounds the increase in RF power.

5. The temperature gradient from the core of the plasma to the wall is now steeper.

If there are any asymmetries in the discharge this would be expected to increase

the rate of any associated gas flows. These gas flows can cause null shifts which

result in a long term Sagnac frequency drift.

6. As the temperature increases, the multi-mode threshold decreases (a decrease

of 1%/K is typical). Eventually the desired operating power is now above the

multi-mode threshold, and the laser must be refilled with fresh gas.

3.7. Saturation intensity measurement

Because of the inconsistencies in measurements of the saturation intensity available

in existing literature, an experiment was undertaken to measure the saturation inten-

sity and determine the relationship to gas pressure, temperature and mixture. The

basic procedure was to find the intensity (I) corresponding to multi-mode thresh-

old experimentally, then establish the corresponding value of I/Isat from gain curve

calculations and solve for the saturation intensity.

3.7.1. Experiment

Establishing the multi-mode threshold experimentally was done by slowly1 increasing

the laser power from the single mode level while taking ‘snapshots’ of the mode

configuration (typically every 1 s) observed on a scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer

while also recording the beam power. The multi-mode threshold was identified as the

first instance at which a second mode started up and began to challenge the original

mode, reducing its power.

Measurements were obtained for different gas pressures (between 1.5 mbar and

5.7 mbar) and mixtures (5%, 7%, 8.5% natural neon) on both UG-2 and UG-3. The

majority of the measurements were made with UG-2. Making a new gas fill and

performing the measurements typically took around 1 day.

1It is necessary to increase the power as slowly as is practical so as to not confuse a mode jump

with true multi-mode operation. In this experiment the power was increased by adjusting integration

time of the servo controller to the maximum setting (10 s). Typically the power would increase from

typical operating level to the multi-mode level over around 10 minutes.
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3.7. Saturation intensity measurement

With UG-2, identifying the modes is difficult because the mode spacing is only

2.47 MHz which is small relative to the Fabry-Pérot peak width. With UG-2 it

was only possible to achieve a finesse1 of around 300 with careful alignment and the

use of angled spherical lenses to correct for the astigmatism of the UG-2 beam and

minimise the spot size. The finesse was found to be very sensitive to misalignment.

In order to obtain the multi-mode thresholds for UG-2 it was necessary to regularly

record spectra and laser power, then process these many spectra (of the order 50,000)

off-line, looking for multiple peaks. With UG-3 we did not have the same difficulty

as with UG-2, with the larger mode spacing the multi-mode threshold could simply

be identified in real time by the experimenter.

In the experiments with UG-2, the Fabry-Pérot scans were recorded by a photomulti-

plier tube followed by a trans-impedance amplifier and low pass filter with ∼1500 Hz

pass band. The filter was necessary to remove the noise discussed in Section 6.6.52.

Beam powers were taken from a calibrated photomultiplier tube monitoring a single

beam.

The method used to identify multi-mode operation can be summarised:

1. From a peak recorded when the laser was known to be operating in single mode,

establish the Lorentzian width F of the peak.

2. Re-sample and normalise the recorded spectra so that the maximum value falls

at f = 0.

3. Apply a least-squares fit for each recorded spectra to the model of the power

signal y(f), i.e.

y(f) =


(

1 +
(
f
F

)2
)−1

+ h

(
1 +

(
f−S FSR

F

)2
)−1

1 + h

(
1 +

(
f
F

)2
)−1


2

(3.33)

(chosen to match the filtered Fabry-Pérot lineshape) in order to obtain the inte-

ger S and the relative power of the second beam h. Note that the denominator

of Equation 3.33 ensures the maximum value is always unity.

1Taken from the ratio of the FSR to the bandwidth of the Fabry-Pérot cavity.
2Note that the digital filtering technique discussed in Section 6.6.5 had not been developed at

the time of the experiment.
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

4. Given all the measurements of splitting order, apply filters to eliminate erro-

neous measurements. These involved removing all measurements such that the

regression coefficient

R2 > 0.8 (3.34)

and in which the identified integer S satisfies

|round(S)− S| < 0.25, (3.35)

i.e. where the identified number of modes separating the peaks is clearly not

an integer multiple of the FSR, and where the power ratio

h > 0.1 . (3.36)

5. Manually identify a series of successive (non zero) splitting orders and find the

power level corresponding to the beginning of the series.
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Figure 3.15. An example spectra recorded on UG-2 with fitted curve (Equation 3.33).

The intra-cavity intensity at the gain tube was calculated from the beam power given

a measured mirror transmission of 0.147× 10−6 (for UG-2, south east corner) and cal-

culated spot size at the gain tube (according to Siegman’s definition, 2.62× 10−2 cm2
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3.7. Saturation intensity measurement

for UG-2). Measurement of the transmission of mirrors has been done routinely us-

ing a ∼10 mW helium-neon laser, laser power meter (for the incident beam) and

calibrated photomultipler (for the transmitted beam). Transmission of mirrors has

been found to vary across the surface of the mirror, but with variation less that 3%.

3.7.2. Analysis

Given the calculated value of I/Isat for each gas fill (see Section 3.4.2) and exper-

imental measurements of the intra-cavity intensity at multi-mode threshold we can

calculate the saturation intensity. Ideally we would like to relate this to the gas pa-

rameters, i.e. pressure, temperature and gas mixture. Thus we require a parameter

to use for the fitting which takes these into account in a realistic way. If we recall

Equation 3.13, we see that the effective collision time is a factor determining the sat-

uration intensity. In an ideal gas at constant pressure, the mean speed of the atoms

varies proportional to
√
T , while the density is proportional to 1/T . The collision

frequency1 is therefore proportional to 1/
√
T . Similarly, the density is proportional

to pressure p suggesting that p/
√
T would be a suitable parameter to use.

Ideally we would also like to account for variations in neon partial pressure, however in

our measurements no statistically significant difference was observed in the saturation

intensity as neon partial pressure was varied from 5% to 8.5% while maintaining the

same total pressure (2.8 mbar).

Figure 3.16 shows the saturation intensity as a function of p/
√
T measured on UG-2.

A linear least-squares fit to this data allows us to present a phenomenological model

of the saturation intensity,

Isat =
124.5 p√

T
+ 10.17 (3.37)

in W cm−2. This model can be used for calculating gain curves and is available in

the physconst module, saturation_intensity() function (see Section A.2.1).

Based on the measured values, this model can be considered accurate to only 17%.

Comparing the saturation intensities to equivalent values2 using the model (Equa-

tion 3.14) derived from the data presented by Smith [68, 73] we note a similar gradi-
1Note that counter-intuitively, the collision frequency in a gas at constant pressure reduces as

temperature increases.
2Here we have generated a point for each of our measured pressures, this effectively represents
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Figure 3.16. Saturation intensity measurements from UG-2, compared with a equiva-

lent measurements calculated from a model (Equation 3.14) derived from

the data presented by Smith [68, 73].

ent, but constant offset (∼15 W cm−2) in each case. Recognising that in these earlier

measurements no account of temperature variations was made, that there was an am-

biguity in the effective area, and that there were experimental differences (He3, DC

excitation) our results are not significantly different. Furthermore, recall from our

discussion in Section 3.4.2 that a number of effects exist which would be expected to

reduce our theoretical multi-mode threshold values compared to what would be ob-

served in practice. This would have the effect of reducing our experimentally derived

saturation intensities which would bring them closer to Smith’s results.

One source of error in these measurements is the estimation of plasma temperature.

As we have seen in Section 3.4.2, temperature changes of around 100 K can cause

changes in the observed multi-mode threshold of up to 30% depending on discharge

parameters. At present we can estimate the temperature only indirectly from RF

a working assumption that the relationship between pressure and temperature is the same for both

data sets.
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3.8. Gain medium refractive effects

power measurements. As we have seen in Section 3.6, there are a number of assump-

tions in this estimation which mean it is difficult to estimate a reasonable uncertainty,

although we note that the initial RF power measurements are at best accurate to

around 5%.

An additional source of error stems from the difficulties in estimating the multi-mode

threshold from Fabry-Pérot scans. In reality, mode competition makes this a dynamic

process; it is possible for a second mode to start up and for its power to briefly exceed

the power of the primary mode, but then quickly collapse. In analysing the data it

is necessary to choose reasonable criteria for eliminating measurements where the

mode configuration can not be determined; however some erroneous measurements

will always be missed. This can lead to an error in identifying the true multi-mode

threshold from what might be better characterised as a transient phenomena.

3.8. Gain medium refractive effects

3.8.1. Dispersion

In the earlier analysis of laser gain, we have considered only the real part of the gain

curve. In a complete treatment the gain curve of course has an imaginary compo-

nent, which corresponds physically to dispersion in the gain media which inevitably

accompanies gain. It is possible to account for the dispersion quite straightforwardly

without resorting to the complete treatment by making use of the Kramers-Kronig

relations.

Close to the centre of the lasing transition the dispersion varies approximately linearly

with optical frequency. This pulls the modes together, reducing the effective Sagnac

splitting and thus causing a lower than expected Sagnac frequency.

Usually the frequency pulling will only be a small fraction of the FSR. The easiest

way to calculate the size of the frequency pulling is to approximate the composite

gain curve by a Lorentzian of width lw, following Seigman Equation 12.18 [58]. The

pulling of the lasing frequency ∆fl is

∆fl
fl
≈ G0 FSR

2πlw
. (3.38)

Taking UG-2 as an extreme example (single pass gain G0 of 800× 10−6, FSR of
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3. Gain in the Helium-Neon Laser

2.47 MHz, assuming gain curve width of 1.800 GHz we obtain ∆fl/fl of 1.7× 10−7.

This equates to a reduction in the Sagnac frequency of just 0.3 mHz.

At the present stage of ring laser development it has not been necessary to apply a

correction for dispersion as part of routine observations because the noise level has

always been well above the required correction. Even as mirror technology improves,

this is likely to remain the case for some time because the single pass gain will reduce

correspondingly.

3.8.2. Gas flows

The phenomena of Langmuir flow is well known. Its effect in ring lasers was first

described by Aronowitz in 1967 [16].

By way of a general description of this process, consider the effect of the electric

field used to excite the plasma on the electrons and ions inside the gain tube. The

ions and electrons are in equal numbers in a uniformly ionised gas and each move

in opposite directions along the electric field lines. When an ion collides with the

tube wall (a process we generally try to encourage in order to maximise gain) its

momentum will be transferred to the wall and not the gas directly.

A negative charge sheath1 builds up on the wall which repels the electrons, allowing

only the fastest electrons to reach the wall. Because of their mass, the positive ions

give up much more momentum to the walls than the electrons. This causes a layer

near the wall (thickness approximately one ion free path length) in which greater

momentum is given to the electrons than the ions. If the plasma is to remain overall

electrically neutral, the electron flow must be compensated by an opposite flow of

ions parallel to the wall.

Podgorski and Aronowitz [13, 16] have reported gas flow rates approaching 100 mm s−1

in a DC discharge. They report a linear relationship of 2.8 mm s−1 per 1 mA of unbal-

anced current. They also note that while gas flow rate is a linear function of current

in a DC discharge, laser power is not and therefore a non-linear power dependent

shift should be expected.

1The existence of this sheath and resulting higher gain can sometimes be exploited, for example

Schuöcker [87] has reported on experiments with very narrow diameter gain tubes where the extension

of the sheath is comparable to the tube diameter.
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3.9. Cold-cavity refractive effects

We use RF excitation to minimise any preference for flow in any particular direction.

However the RF fields are easily influenced by the particularities of the electrical

grounding of the surrounding equipment, and the electrodes are only nominally sym-

metric. This inevitably leads to some asymmetry in the fields inside the plasma

which would be expected to result in a net flow of gas.

There are two mechanisms through which gas flow can affect the rotation rate mea-

surement:

1. Because of the refractive index of the gas, Fresnel drag can cause a null-shift

in the Sagnac frequency, analogous to the description in Section 2.5.2 for a

spinning glass wheel or flowing liquid. However, because of the low refractive

index of the gas (see Section 3.9) this is a very small effect and would require

flow rates of tens to hundreds of meters per second to cause a noticeable shift.

2. Gas flow can cause an offset in the Doppler broadened velocity distribution.

This can move the operating frequency and in turn introduce an offset in the

Sagnac frequency. This can be simulated with the gaincurve module (Sec-

tion 3.3.5), which does so by simply adding a Doppler offset v
λ to the Gaussian

curve when constructing a Voigt gain curve. Overall this is a much more sig-

nificant effect and can cause an offset in the Sagnac frequency of a few mHz

with flows of just a few mm s−1.

3.9. Cold-cavity refractive effects

The exact value of the refractive index inside the laser cavity at the frequency of the

lasing transition (n) is important if the exact perimeter is to be determined from the

mode spacing.

The majority of the gas in the laser is helium. This is convenient because the refrac-

tive index of helium is very well known. It can be calculated directly using ab initio

calculations [88] and for this reason can serve as a theory-based refractive index

standard for high-accuracy interferometric length measurements.

The refractive index of helium at 632.8 nm, 101 325 Pa and 293 K is 1.00003242600

± 8× 10−11 [88]. It is possible to find this as a function of pressure given precise

measurements of the Virial coefficient, however with the pressures we are concerned
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about it is sufficient to assume an ideal gas.

The refractive properties of neon are not quite as well known, but can still be found

from standard references. In this work we use a value of 1.000065934 [86] (632.8 nm)1.

As an example, calculating the weighted average refractive index around the UG-

3 cavity with a gas mixture of 0.2 mbar Ne, 3.3 mbar He gives a refractive index

of 1+6× 10−8. Over the length of the UG-3 laser, this constitutes just 7λ. The

uncertainties in the refractive index are in no way an impediment to wavelength level

perimeter measurement.

3.10. Summary and choice of gas parameters

Given that the first operational helium-neon laser was reported in 1961 [89], it is

remarkable how much remains to be learned about the system. In choosing the gas

mixture parameters and calculating the gain curves we still rely on phenomenological

models from literature. These were often determined many years ago, typically before

widespread commercialisation of the helium-neon laser in the 1970’s. These models

do not always depend on parameters which we know they should be influenced by.

In particular, very little attention has been paid to the gas temperature, which can

vary significantly under typical operating conditions.

While quite some effort was made to determine the dependence of the saturation

intensity on gas parameters, the results to date are barely any more definitive than

historical results. There is still a good argument for revisiting these measurements.

Following this review, it is clear that there is no single factor determining the optimal

gas mixture for a ring laser gyro. There are a number of competing effects which

must be balanced to choose the best gas mixture for a given instrument.

High gas pressures (up to around 10 mbar) have some advantages:

• The broader gain curve allows for greater detuning without the possibility of a

‘mode jump’ as the cavity geometry is perturbed. This is particularly advan-

tageous for heterolithic ring lasers.

• The dispersive pulling is reduced with a wider gain curve.

1Note that several web based references give incorrect values for this.
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3.10. Summary and choice of gas parameters

Although lower gas pressures (down to around 3 mbar) also have some advantages:

• The excitation is more efficient.

• The gas will last longer as contaminants build up, allowing longer measurement

periods.

• Because of the more efficient excitation, the gas temperature is lower, this in

turn minimises any gas flow or temperature dependent null shift effects.

The ratio of helium to neon appears to be not particularly critical. The excitation

efficiency (Equation 3.2) and collisional broadening show only minor dependence

on the He:Ne ratio between about 5:1 and 10:1. Generally we recommend using

Equation 3.2 to determine the optimal ratio. The slight improvement in excitation

efficiency should lead to longer gas life and lower gas temperature.

In this chapter, we have mostly restricted the discussion to neon with the natural

isotope ratio. This has traditionally be used in the UG lasers and has been used in

all the experiments reported here. It is also possible to use an equal isotope mixture.

One advantage of this is that the wider overall gain curve allows a greater de-tuning

range as the cavity geometry changes. One disadvantage in a laser with the volume of

UG-2/UG-3 is that the cost of the gas is not insignificant, particularly if experiments

are done which require multiple gas fills.
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4. Scale Factor Correction

The approach taken when constructing the ring lasers G and C-II was to design

a monolithic device from ZerodurTM for which it is known that the scale factor will

remain constant to high precision. The Sagnac frequency can then be used directly as

a measurement of rotation rate. The disadvantage with this approach is the excessive

cost1, particularly for devices with side lengths significantly exceeding 4 m. Practical

ultra large devices must employ conventional materials following the ‘heterolithic’

design as has been demonstrated with the UG series of lasers.

As we have seen in earlier sections, changes in geometry are the primary source

of errors in heterolithic ring laser gyros2. The goal of this chapter is to describe

a series of experiments that have been done to validate several ideas for obtaining

measurements of area and perimeter; and then to discuss their applicability to a

next-generation ring laser gyro.

Area and perimeter measurements could be used to provide scale-factor correction

of the raw Sagnac frequency measurements from a heterolithic ring laser. Employ-

ing effective scale-factor correction as part of routine operation could lead to an

unprecedented improvement in performance. Such a device could potentially have

performance similar to a hypothetical monolithic device of the same size.

4.1. Laser cavity deformations

Full correction for all possible deformations that the beam path could be subject to

would require monitoring the movements of each reflected spot and thus each mirror

in five degrees of freedom3. Relative displacements of the mirrors parallel to the laser
1Of the order 1M USD/m2 with machining.
2Assuming measurement periods from seconds to several days.
3Rotation about the normal to the mirror surface would not be expected to change the scale

factor, though might introduce changes to the Sagnac frequency via variations in backscatter pulling.
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plane, and corresponding changes in the side lengths occur because the mirrors are

coupled in this plane through the rock on which the instrument is sited. The rock is

subject to strains and localised disturbances.

Displacements perpendicular to the laser plane are expected to occur through daily

atmospheric pressure variations. To first order, these are expected to push vertically

on each corner of the laser and thus not change the Sagnac frequency. However,

this neglects localised variations in the elasticity of the rock and complicated in-

teractions such as deformations of the cavern through the cavity effect (see [19]).

Atmospheric pressure changes have been known to cause measurable tilts of the or-

der of 20 nrad hPa−1 in the Cashmere cavern [19].

In this chapter we restrict the discussion primarily to in-plane displacements of the

mirrors and changes in the angles of incidence which cause changes in the geometry

of the laser. Note that this does not represent an assumption that the vertical

displacements of the beams and the resulting changes in the overall laser plane has

negligible effect. Correction for these changes has been previously demonstrated by

Pritsch et al. [90] with UG-2 using CCD cameras to measure beam positions. They

have shown that the resulting corrections can yield a dramatic improvement in the

medium term1 Sagnac frequency stability.

Let us first consider a deformation of the laser cavity geometry following displacement

of the corners. Assuming the rock on which the laser is sited is homogeneous, the

deformation can then be described by a linear combination of four uniform strain

fields. These are represented in terms of a displacement vector u. The partial

derivatives ∂ui
∂xj

which form the displacement gradient tensor associated with the

possible deformations of a rectangular cavity are shown in Table 4.1. These four

deformations can be considered a basis set from which an arbitrary deformation can

be described.

In most cases it is reasonable to hypothesise that these deformations are excited by

independent physical processes, and that there is a level of cross-coupling between

them. In the case of high frequency deformations caused by seismic events, the

assumption of a uniform strain field is not really reasonable. Here the processes

exciting the individual components of the deformation are certainly not independent.

1Hours to days.
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4.1. Laser cavity deformations

However, if the distance to the epicentre or the seismic wavelength is very large

compared to the laser dimensions (almost always the case) then it is reasonable to

assume that u is sufficiently smooth that the first spatial derivatives can be taken as

constant over the dimensions of the laser.

Consider a rectangular ring laser like UG-3 which has beam combiners and Sagnac

detectors at all corners. We can think of the standing wave pattern as remaining

fixed in inertial space with the detectors rotating around it. Should the length of one

of the arms change, there will be a corresponding change in the relative phase of the

Sagnac signal observed at the adjacent corners. By tracking these relative phases we

can identify relative length changes in the arms.

• The observation of pure rotational deformation is accessible through an equal

shift of the Sagnac phases at all corners or equivalently by a change in the

average Sagnac frequency while the rotation is happening.

• The observation of dilation is possible by observing a change in the perimeter

through a change in the average wavelength of the co-rotating beams.

• The observation of rectangular shear is possible by observing symmetric changes

in the lengths of opposing arms.

The observation of diagonal shear is unfortunately not possible for a rectangular

laser given arm lengths alone. Consider the lengths of the horizontal arms following

this deformation as shown in Table 4.1. Under this deformation, we would observe a

change in length in the horizontal x direction of

dL =

√(
dx+

∂ux
∂x

dx

)2

+

(
∂uy
∂x

dx

)2

. (4.1)

This change in length is fundamentally indiscernible from that associated with a

dilation, unless the angles of incidence can be measured1.

In the absence of measurements of the angles of incidence and assuming neglig-

ble change in perimeter2, we can obtain a good approximation to the area using

Brahmagupta’s formula. This gives the area A of a cyclic quadrilateral (a simple

quadrilateral inscribed in a circle) given side lengths of the north LN , east LE , south

1Section 4.3 details a possible method for determining this parameter.
2Limits can be placed on the perimeter changes by the frequency of mode jumps.
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4. Scale Factor Correction

LS and west LW arms (see Figure 4.1)

A =
√

(s− LN )(s− LE)(s− LS)(s− LW ) (4.2)

where s is the semi-perimeter

s =
LN + LE + LS + LW

2
. (4.3)

4.1.1. Aside: deformations of a triangular laser cavity

If we repeat the cavity deformations shown in Table 4.1 for a triangular laser it is

interesting to note that we can uniquely determine all deformation components if

given the relative phase shifts at each corner and the operating wavelength.

The area of a triangle, regardless of deformation can always be determined from just

the side lengths using Heron’s formula [91], and thus if we assume a triangular laser

built perpendicular to the rotation axis (so that changes in tilt have negligible effect)

then the Sagnac frequency given side lengths a, b and c is always

fs =

√
(a+ b+ c)(−a+ b+ c)(a− b+ c)(a+ b− c)

a+ b+ c

Ω

λ
, (4.4)

and unlike the rectangular laser, all of the geometric parameters can be determined to

interferometric accuracy. This has not been considered historically; the rectangular

geometry has traditionally been used to maximise scale factor within the physical

constraints of the available space.
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4.1. Laser cavity deformations

Figure 4.1. Illustration of the notation conventions used in this thesis for describing

the geometric measurements associated with scale factor changes.

Deformation Illustration Strain Field Discernible?

Rotation ∂ux

∂y −
∂uy

∂x
X

Dilation ∂ux

∂x +
∂uy

∂y
X

Rectangular

shear
∂ux

∂x −
∂uy

∂y
X

Diagonal shear ∂ux

∂y +
∂uy

∂x
7

Table 4.1. Two-dimensional deformation components for a rectangular ring laser cavity.
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4. Scale Factor Correction

Deformation Illustration Strain Field Discernible?

Rotation ∂ux

∂y −
∂uy

∂x
X

Dilation ∂ux

∂x +
∂uy

∂y
X

Rectangular

stretch
∂ux

∂x −
∂uy

∂y
X

Shear ∂ux

∂y +
∂uy

∂x
X

Table 4.2. Two-dimensional deformation components for a triangular ring laser cavity.
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4.2. All-corner phase tracking

4.2. All-corner phase tracking

Phase tracking (as detailed in Section 6.6.2) has been applied to every corner of UG-3

at an acquisition rate of 5 Hz as part of routine data acquisition for the operational

history of this laser configuration.

The accumulated phase measurements have been analysed to determine the side

lengths for several runs in which the laser was minimally disturbed.

An increase in phase relative to the background Sagnac signal from earth rotation

indicates a rotation with the earth. In our case the background rotation is clockwise

when viewed from above so for example an increase in phase of 0.1 cycles relative to

a stable reference on the north-east corner will indicate an increase in length of the

north arm by 0.1λ2 (recall that the standing wave has periodicity λ/2).

The procedure for obtaining the length measurements is as follows:

1. A linear least-squares fit was applied to each accumulated phase record. The

average coefficients from the four corners were found and these used to subtract

a long term drift from each record. This is necessary because the reference

generator will never be set to exactly the nominal Sagnac frequency.

2. The residuals of the phase records φ were differentiated with respect to time t

to obtain dφ
dt .

3. Working clockwise around the laser, the difference in phase ∆φ over each arm

relative to the preceding corner was found as a function of time.

4. The changes in length were found by cumulative summation and these added

to the nominal length L0, i.e.

L(t) =

i=t/dt∑
i=0

1

2
λ∆φ(i)

− L̄+ L0 (4.5)

The nominal length is known from a survey (see Figure 2.1), and this analysis

assumes the lengths converge to these values over the long term. L̄ is the long

term average of the length changes.

5. For those measurements where the long or medium-term behaviour was of inter-

est, the measurements were smoothed using a moving average weighted with
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4. Scale Factor Correction

a Hanning window function of width 1000 s. The signals were prepared for

smoothing by introducing reflected copies of the end portions (each one win-

dow length) at each end. This allows the original data length to be retained

and minimises any transient effects at the ends.

4.2.1. Strain measurements

On all time scales from a few seconds to several days the extension of parallel arms

remains very strongly correlated. This observation provides good evidence for the

validity of the uniform strain/affine deformation hypothesis. On occasions where the

extensions of parallel arms is not well correlated, it can be concluded that a localised

disturbance of the laser occurred.

Over short time periods the strain measurements are dominated by microseismic

disturbances (Figure 4.2) with frequency of 100 mHz to 200 mHz and strain ampli-

tude of the order 1× 10−10. The statistical properties (representative frequency and

amplitude) of the microseismic motions varies considerably from day to day.

Over long time periods the strain measurements are dominated by a ∼12 hour semi-

periodic motion (Figure 4.3). This is caused by deformations of the earth due to

tidal forces from the sun and moon, usually termed solid earth tides. These are

further discussed in Section 5.3. A program pysolid (documented in Section A.3 and

Section A.3.1) is available to simplify calculations of their effects. This was used here

to compare the measured strains to theoretical predictions.

The east-west strains show a clear agreement with the direct theoretical prediction,

particularly in the locations of the turning points. The RMS variations measured

in the north and south arms are factors of 2.5 and 2.65 (respectively) larger than

predicted by the model.

In reviewing strain measurement instrumentation and techniques, King and Bilham

[92] have noted that the properties of the rock on which the instrument is sited can

have a large effect on the measured strain amplitudes. They proposed a model1 in

which Young’s modulus E varies periodically (RMS variation Er) from the nominal

1The geophysics involved in this model is complex and outside the scope of this thesis.
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4.2. All-corner phase tracking

value E0 with respect to distance x along the strain vector,

1

E
=

1

E0
+

√
2

Er
cos

2π x

Λ
. (4.6)

They note that while this one-dimensional model might appear at first to be so

idealised as to be of limited application, it does cover most of the likely (and some

unlikely) inhomogeneity geometries that would be expected geologically provided

that there are no large fissures or cavities and provided that an error of up to 30%

is allowed for.

Using this model it is possible to relate our measured fractional error in the variations

from theory to the wavelength Λ and peak fractional difference in Young’s modulus

E0/Er for the periodic variations using the expression [92],

Λ =
RMS(observed)

RMS(theory)
πL

(
E0

Er

)−1

. (4.7)

King and Bilham [92] note that the variations in Young’s modulus might typically

be 30% or more. Figure 4.4 plots the wavelength of periodic variations in Young

modulus for a range of reasonable values. It appears from this that variations on the

scale of 30 m to 50 m could explain our results.

The north-south strains are much more poorly predicted by tidal models. These

are best modelled as phase-shifted versions of the east-west strains, suggesting that

there is considerable cross coupling taking place. King and Bilham note that inho-

mogeneities such as fissures can cause large cross coupling and peak shifting effects

in the measured strain signals.

One particularly interesting type of inhomogeneity (first outlined by Panck [93]) is

the presence of a tunnel in which the strain measurement is being made. Panck notes

that for an ideal tunnel, there will be no effect on the measurement of strain along

the axis of the tunnel. However, orthogonal to the axis of the (ideal) tunnel, they

show that the measured strain amplitudes will be amplified precisely by a factor 3.

The north and south chambers of the Cashmere cavern can be roughly approximated

by two tunnels, and the strains measured parallel to the tunnels show good agreement

with the theory. While the orthogonal strain waveforms do not agree with theory,

the RMS variations from the mean generally do, indicating that this amplification

factor does not need to be applied.
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Figure 4.2. Observed short term stains due to microseismic activity. Note the strong

correlation of the parallel arms.
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4.2. All-corner phase tracking
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Figure 4.3. Observed and theoretical arm lengths over 5 days on UG-3. Note that

changes in the north and south arm lengths are caused by strains in the

east-west direction and vice-versa. Note that while this data set shows

very sinusoidal-looking behaviour, this is not always the case and the tidal

strain signals are best described as semi-periodic.
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Figure 4.4. Possible parameters of a east-west periodic variation in the Young modulus

which could explain our observed differences in theoretical length variations

of the north and south arms. The lower and upper bounds were calculated

from the north and south arms respectively.
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4.2. All-corner phase tracking

4.2.2. Sagnac frequency correction

Using Equation 4.2, the geometric part of the scale factor, A/P has been calculated

for the data set shown in Figure 4.3. A corrected Sagnac frequency time series f ′s
has been calculated given the nominal area A0 and nominal perimeter P0,

f ′s = fs
AP0

A0P
. (4.8)

This is shown in Figure 4.5. The maximum correction calculated this way is 5 µHz.

Note that while the measured Sagnac signal does appear to have components at

similar frequency to the tidal strains, these are most probably caused by tidally in-

duced tilts which have a much larger effect (±150 µHz) and possibly also atmospheric

pressure cycles which also have a ∼12 hour component.

4.2.3. Summary of all-corner phase tracking

Overall, all-corner phase tracking is easy to implement and provides useful strain

information. It also allows an average Sagnac signal to be computed that minimises

the effects of localised disturbances of the instrument or environment.

As with other measurements of strain, the quality of the site is critical because

inhomogeneities can cause large changes in the measured strains. For UG-3, this is

particularly true in the north-south direction, though not for the east-west direction,

where the measured strains agree well with theoretical predictions computed from a

model of tidal earth strain. Having high-rate strain measurements available during

seismic events potentially adds useful information for understanding these events.

While not a primary research interest, good measurements of tidal strain are in-

teresting from a geophysical perspective. This is likely to be the case more so in

the future, following the recent work of Thomas et al. [94], in which a correlation

was found between extremely small, tidally induced shear stress parallel to the San

Andreas fault and non-volcanic tremors in the region.

Using relative side-length measurements to derive a scale factor correction is easily

done, though there is little point in applying it on a routine basis to the measurements

from UG-3 at present. This is not because it doesn’t work well, rather it is because

the corrections it offers are small and presently dominated by other noise sources.
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Figure 4.5. Measured Sagnac frequency over 5 days on UG-3 with a correction calcu-

lated by Brahmagupta’s formula. Note that the corrections are always less

than 1% level of the variations due to other factors such as tilt, atmospheric

pressure.
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4.3. Sagnac contrast

However, if these could be eliminated in a next generation ring laser gyro, scale factor

correction by all-corner phase tracking could well be usefully applied.

Following these results and the work of Pritsch et al. [90], it is clear that any next-

generation ultra large ring laser should be constructed so that the laser plane is

mathematically well defined. Such a laser would require a feedback system to control

the tilt and rotation of the mirrors to ensure the beams are always in the centre

or ‘clear aperture’ of the laser mirrors. This arrangement is sometimes termed the

‘virtual monolith’.

4.3. Sagnac contrast

We define the Sagnac contrast cs as the ratio of the amplitude of the Sagnac signal

to the mean value. In this section we consider the usefulness of Sagnac contrast as a

measure of beam combiner alignment, and thus as a way to determine the angles of

incidence on the mirrors.

Consider the Gaussian intensity distributions Ia and Ib due to two TEM00 beams of

width w separated by s,

Ia(r, s) =
1

(w2/2)
exp

(
−2(r − (s/2))2

w2

)
(4.9)

and

Ib(r, s) =
1

(w2/2)
exp

(
−2(r + (s/2))2

w2

)
(4.10)

The contrast ratio can be found from the ratio of the intersecting region (which is

responsible for the beat frequency) to the total amplitude,

cs(s) =

∫
min

(√
Ia(r, s),

√
Ib(r, s)

)
dr∫

1
2

(√
Ia(r, s) +

√
Ib(r, s)

)
dr
. (4.11)

This is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Equation 4.11 can be evaluated for w = 2.1 mm

(UG-3) (Figure 4.9). From this we see that for beam separations approaching 1 mm,

the contrast ratio is very close to linear with respect to separation. In our case the

separations will always be much less than this, so

s = 3.762(1− cs) (4.12)
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4. Scale Factor Correction

gives a very good approximation of the separation given the contrast ratio.

In addition to beam combiner alignment, Sagnac contrast can also be reduced by

background light, wavefront distortions, detector ‘dark current’, detector bandwidth

limitations, obstruction causing the beam to not completely fall on the active area

of the detector and any differences in size or divergence of the individual beams.

To first order, it is possible to eliminate changes in Sagnac contrast due to movements

of the beam across the mirror by careful design of the beam combining optics. We

have standardised on a ‘2-reflection’ arrangement for the counter-clockwise beams

for all the work with UG-3. Figure 4.6 compares this arrangement to a simpler ‘1-

reflection’ arrangement and illustrates how movement of the reflection point on the

mirror will cause the individual beams to track each other and thus not change the

Sagnac contrast. This arrangement also prevents beam movements generating phase

changes in the combined signal.

The ‘2-reflection’ arrangement is most elegantly implemented with a pentaprism. In

practice we find that with careful alignment of this arrangement, it is possible to

achieve very near to an ideal (unity) Sagnac contrast.

If L is the nominal distance from the laser mirror to the detector (usually ∼380 mm

in UG-3) then the angle of incidence is simply

α = α0 ± sin−1 s/L (4.13)

where α0 ≈ π
2 , the nominal angle of incidence (when the beam combiner is ideally

aligned). This can be found from survey data.

The main problem with this technique is that because we are only sensitive to changes

in angle, we have no way of determining if the angle has increased or decreased relative

to the nominal value.

Another problem that occurs when implementing this on UG-3 is that movements

(in particular, rotations) of the corner box and mirror relative to the beam combiner

optics (which are mounted separately) can cause changes in the contrast ratio. This is

also a problem when implementing any beam position detection scheme, for example

as part of a ‘virtual monolith’ arrangement. For this reason it is recommended that in

future ring lasers, the laser mirror and optical breadboard supporting the combining

optics and position detection system should be rigidly mounted together.
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4.3. Sagnac contrast

Figure 4.6. Beam translations compared in a 2-reflection beam combiner arrangement

(left) and a 1-reflection arrangement (right).

Figure 4.7. Angle of incidence shift in a 2-reflection beam combiner design.
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Figure 4.8. Illustration of the fraction of overlapping beams that contributes the AC

component of the Sagnac beat signal.
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Figure 4.9. Relationship between contrast ratio and beam separation.
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4.3. Sagnac contrast

Integration time Average standard deviation Standard deviation of average

1 s 4.8 µrad 2.6 µrad

10 s 3.6 µrad 1.9 µrad

100 s 3.3 µrad 1.8 µrad

1000 s 3.15 µrad 1.6 µrad

Table 4.3. Uncertainty in angle of incidence measured by Sagnac contrast.

4.3.1. Sagnac contrast measurements

Contrast ratios have been acquired at a rate of 5 Hz as part of the routine data

acquisition with UG-3. Angles of deviation from the long term average have been

calculated for each corner and a typical data set is shown in Figure 4.10.

We observe no clear relationships or trends in the time series for the angles of in-

cidence at any of the corners over periods from seconds to days. The time series

were analysed using the method of autocovariance for periods of up to 30 h and no

repeating patterns were found.

If we are indeed measuring angles of incidence, we should expect the angles at all

corners to add up to 2π. Given this, the variations in the average angular devia-

tion should be smaller than the average of the variations in the individual angular

deviations. Given a 15 h data set selected for minimal disturbance, we observe that

this is indeed the case (Table 4.3). The latter is always around half of the former

regardless of averaging time. The latter provides a measurement of the uncertainty

in the former, i.e. over an averaging time of 1000 s we are able to resolve changes in

angle to a precision of 3.15± 1.60 µrad.

The typical daily variation in the angles of incidence measured this way is ∼10 µrad.

This corresponds to a beam movement at 20 m of 0.2± 0.1 mm. It is interesting to

compare this to the beam movements observed by Pritsch et al. [90] on UG-2 using

CCD cameras. The extent of typical movements observed was of the order 0.1 mm.

Note that this method could be implemented on UG-3 using the spare combined

beam, although it would not respond to angle of incidence changes and may be

difficult to implement due to beating effects between the CCD scan rate and the

Sagnac modulation inevitably present on the combined beam.
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Brief, large disturbances which occur on all corners have been observed. These are

most probably due to mechanical shocks and changes in background light levels.

Disturbances characterised by a rapid onset followed by a slow decay (up to 3 hours)

back to the nominal value have been observed. These are not always observed on all

corners simultaneously. This type of disturbance is most probably caused by thermal

expansion in the lever arms following the presence of people near respective corner.

4.3.2. Summary of Sagnac contrast monitoring

Overall, we have demonstrated the concept of measuring angles of incidence by

Sagnac contrast and shown that changes in angles of incidence of a few µrad can

be resolved. Sagnac contrast measurement is a useful method for determining the

overall statistical behaviour of the angles of incidence, but it is not a useful method

for providing a correction for scale factor perturbations. This is because the direc-

tion of the change in angle can not be resolved and because the measurement is very

vulnerable to disturbances.
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Figure 4.10. Long term (averaged with a 1000 s Hanning window) behaviour in angles

of incidence measured by contrast ratio showing no obvious relationships

or trends.
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4.4. Multi-mode operation

Multi-mode configurations are interesting because they could potentially provide

both a Sagnac signal and a way to measure the FSR, which could in turn be used

to correct the measured Sagnac frequency for perimeter changes. Additionally, they

could also allow for higher operating power (no longer limited by the multi-mode

threshold) which could improve the overall signal to noise ratio and operational con-

venience. This section outlines potential techniques to exploit multi-mode configu-

rations for perimeter correction.

4.4.1. Performance under mode-coupling

Before considering any schemes for exploiting operation in the mode-coupled regime

(see Section 3.4.4), it is first necessary to establish whether any difference in perfor-

mance exists.

The performance of the UG-3 laser has been characterised by calculating the Allan

variance [29] from Sagnac frequency data obtained using the phase tracking method

(Section 6.6.2) for 3 runs in the regular single mode regime and 3 runs in different

mode-coupled configurations. Because of the variability in each run, the data sets

have been re-sampled using cubic spline interpolation and an averaged data set pre-

sented in each case with 1σ error bars indicating the variability. This is shown in

Figure 4.11.

In Figure 4.11 we notice a slight decrease in ability of the laser to respond to fast

micro-seismic signals when mode-coupled though overall we observe no statistically

significant difference in performance.

4.4.2. Sagnac frequency under mode-coupling

It is also important to determine if there are any systematic shifts in the Sagnac

frequency when operating in the mode-coupled regime.

Averaging the Sagnac frequencies recorded on UG-3 from the above mentioned runs

we find that the Sagnac frequency is systematically 7.5± 5.0 mHz lower than normal.

A larger and less predictable frequency shift of as much as 1 Hz higher or lower has

also been observed under similar circumstances on the G-0 laser.
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Figure 4.11. Mode-coupled performance comparison of UG-3 by Allan Variance.

Several potential mechanisms might cause a change in the Sagnac frequency.

It is not yet understood how the wavelengths of the various operating modes should

be weighted to determine an effective operating wavelength λ. However if we calculate

the change in Sagnac frequency associated with the most extreme mode (8×FSR) we
see this can only account for a Sagnac shift of 101 µHz (UG-3 laser). This can not

explain the measured discrepancy.

When operating in the mode-coupled regime the gain medium is hotter due to the

higher operating power. As outlined in Section 3.6, there is a small temperature re-

lated shift in the optical frequency at the peak of the composite gain curve. This has

been calculated for the natural neon isotope mix used in UG-3 at the time of mea-

surement (see Section 3.3). The optical frequency shift was found to be 100 kHz K−1.

Accounting for a 7.5 mHz Sagnac shift would thus require an impossibly large temper-

ature shift of 23.5× 103 K. So this effect can not explain the measured discrepancy.

As has been detailed in Section 3.8, slight asymmetries in the electrode configuration

could result in a net flow of gas which in turn could differentially bias the optical
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frequencies of the counter-rotating beams and introduce an offset in the Sagnac

splitting. This is simulated by adding a Doppler offset v
λ to the Gaussian curve when

calculating the gain curve. Solving for a frequency shift of 7.5 mHz we find a velocity

of just 2.65 mm s−1 can account for the observed offset.

While our use of RF excitation should minimise gas flow, it seems unlikely that it

could be reduced to the level of a few percent of that observed in DC discharges,

especially given the sometimes striking asymmetries we observe in the plasma and

the fact that the electrode configurations we use are only nominally symmetrical.

Given these observations it appears that plasma flows are most likely the dominant

factor contributing to the observed Sagnac frequency offset.

4.4.3. Mode-coupled configuration stability

When operating in the mode-coupled regime a Fabry-Pérot spectrum (obtained using

the acquisition and processing technique detailed in Section 6.6.5) clearly shows the

operating modes, separated by multiples of the FSR. Figure 4.12 shows the identified

peaks corresponding to a mode configuration observed on UG-3 when operating with

a strong Sagnac signal.

Figure 4.13 shows the results of an analysis of many spectra similar to Figure 4.12

recorded at a rate of 3 Hz for 70 hours. The goal of this exercise was to provide a

quantitative description of the long term stability of mode-coupled configurations and

to demonstrate the principle of FSR monitoring to high precision via Fabry-Pérot

spectrometer.

The stability of the mode configurations has been characterised by finding the average

powers of the running modes and the standard deviation of their respective powers1.

Long term stability is a necessary condition for any technique exploiting multi-mode

operation for scale factor correction. This shows that even after many hours, no

long-term stable configuration is ever obtained. Note that the laser was operated

under servo control to keep the total beam power constant.

The FSR was found from each spectrum by finding the frequency differences between

running modes that were approximately (within 3%)2 of a multiple of the nominal

1The units are volts recorded on the Fabry-Pérot photomultiplier.
2This is necessary because it is impossible to perfectly calibrate the Fabry-Pérot scan to avoid a
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4.4. Multi-mode operation
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Figure 4.12. Typical mode configuration of the UG-3 laser when running in the mode-

coupled regime.

FSR. The procedure used to compute the FSR from a spectrum is illustrated in

Listing 4.1.

Ultimately the precision to which these frequencies can be measured is determined by

the linearity of the piezo mirror movement and it is unlikely that this method would

ever be competitive to optical beating techniques as a way of measuring perimeter.

However we were able to demonstrate an impressive precision in the average FSR of

3.91± 0.02 MHz. Note that the uncertainty represents a fraction of 6.6× 10−5 of the

300 MHz Fabry-Pérot scan range.

4.4.4. FSR recovery by direct beating

One method for obtaining the perimeter of UG-3 in the mode-coupled regime is to

directly beat the signal from a photomultiplier with a reference oscillator in the same

manner as described in Section 4.5.1. This was attempted with signals from combined

and un-combined beams. Overall this method was unsuccessful. Some success was

frequency offset on ‘wrap-around’.
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Figure 4.13. Stability of the mode configuration of the UG-3 laser running in the

mode-coupled regime. Note that no tendency to long-term stability is

demonstrated.
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4.4. Multi-mode operation

1 th r e sho ld = 0.03

2 f s r_mu l t i p l e s = [ ]

3 for a in f r e qu en c i e s :

4 for b in f r e qu en c i e s :

5 i f not a == b :

6 mul t ip l e = abs (a−b) /nominal_fsr

7 remainder = abs ( round ( mul t ip l e ) − mul t ip l e )

8 i f remainder < thre sho ld :

9 f s r_mu l t i p l e s . append ( mu l t ip l e )

10 f s r_va lue s = ( f s r_mu l t i p l e s − round ( f s r_mu l t i p l e s ) ) ∗ nominal_fsr +

nominal_fsr

Listing 4.1 Procedure used to calculate the FSR from a list of spectral peak

frequencies.

noted when the operating power was set very close to the multi-mode threshold.

However this configuration was not stable enough to obtain useful results. This is

not surprising, if the mechanism underlying the mode-coupling phenomena operates

fast enough to establish a fixed phase relationship between the RF beats in the same

way as for the audio frequency beats then we would not expect to see such beats.

4.4.5. FSR recovery by Fabry-Pérot filtering

One potential technique for recovering the FSR and Sagnac signal simultaneously

that was experimented with is referred to as Fabry-Pérot filtering. The idea here is

to operate the laser well above the multi-mode threshold so that a stable ‘comb’ of

modes is present. A combined beam is passed into a scanning Fabry-Pérot cavity

with pass-band much narrower than the laser mode spacing, but wider than the

Sagnac splitting (this will almost always be the case in practice). Instead of driving

the mirror through a scan, a feedback system is implemented which locks on to the

Sagnac resulting from the two combined modes. Meanwhile, the FSR is recovered in

the usual way by an RF beat frequency technique.

A linear feedback system1 was implemented in LabVIEW using a DAC output from

a data acquisition board to control a high voltage power supply and in turn the piezo

1This simple approach was found to work acceptably, though a more advanced implementation

could make use of the derivative signal, pre-filtered to remove the Sagnac frequency.
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mirror actuator on a scanning Fabry-Pérot cavity. This technique was shown to

successfully lock on to a Sagnac beat signal. However, in all cases when a stable beat

frequency could be obtained, the laser was operating in the mode-coupled regime

(see Section 3.4.4). This somewhat defeats the purpose of the filter cavity.

While compelling in principle, this approach was not found to work in practice with

the UG-2 or UG-3 lasers. The fundamental problem with the technique is obtaining

a stable ‘comb’ of modes without mode-coupling occurring. We note however that

it is possible that other laser configurations with wider mode spacing operating at

low pressure (in order to reduce the homogeneous broadening, and thus the unstable

competition processes between modes) may be better suited to this technique.

4.4.6. Summary of multi-mode operation

The main practical problem with operating a UG-scale laser in the mode-locked

regime is the time required to achieve stable operation. After starting the laser

at a level below the multi-mode threshold, it will always initially be running with

several longitudinal modes. The mechanisms of hole burning then lead to competition

between these modes and if operating below the multi mode threshold, a single

mode will emerge after a few minutes. The competition between multiple modes

is considerably more complex and the time required to achieve even a semi-stable

mode pattern can be on the order of hours. An unstable mode configuration is

always accompanied by an unstable beat signal.

It is interesting to note that for a hypothetical laser larger than UG-3 or with higher

Q, it is possible that the drift in perimeter over the start-up period might exceed one

wavelength. In such an instrument stability could never be achieved.

4.5. Alternate-split operation

We have seen earlier (Section 3.4) that a ring laser can operate with different lon-

gitudinal mode numbers for the clockwise and counterclockwise beams (split-mode).

In this configuration the laser is not useful as an instantaneous rotation rate sensor.

However it is possible to use the RF beat frequency between the beams to measure

their frequency difference. This will be SFSR± fs, where S is an integer (the split-

ting order) and the ± depends on which order the beams are arranged along the gain
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4.5. Alternate-split operation

curve.

Since the FSR is directly related to the perimeter

FSR =
c

n P
, (4.14)

we can use operation in split-mode to determine the perimeter, provided we know

(or can estimate well) the Sagnac frequency.

Consider the case where we continually restart the laser and alternately measure

(S FSR + fs) and (S FSR− fs) as illustrated in Figure 4.14. We then use a suitable

interpolation technique to obtain continuous signals from each. From these two

signals, the differential signal gives the Sagnac frequency

fs =
1

2
((S FSR + fs)− (S FSR− fs)) , (4.15)

while the common signal gives the perimeter

FSR =
1

2S
((S FSR + fs) + (S FSR− fs)) . (4.16)

We can write the measured rotation rate as

Ω =

(
(S FSR + fs)− (S FSR− fs)
(S FSR + fs) + (S FSR− fs)

)(
λ c S

4A n sin (φ+ θT )

)
(4.17)

Rotation measured this way has the interesting property that since the beams differ

in optical frequency by many MHz, the measurement will not be effected by Adler

pulling (see Section 2.3.3). In this way, the alternate-split method provides a method

of operation immune from the effects of backscatter. Additionally, if measurements of

the regular, single-mode Sagnac frequency are made occasionally then we can obtain

a direct measure of the Adler pulling.

4.5.1. Experiment

Because of the excessive time required to achieve a stable single-mode configuration

in the UG-3 laser (up to 10 minutes) it is not practical to simply continue restarting

the laser until a stable RF or Sagnac beat signal of the desired frequency is achieved.

However, we can measure the chaotic spectrum just after startup, calculate the spec-

tral centroid (see Section 3.4) and be sure that the mode configuration of each beam

will converge to a single mode at the frequency of the initially measured spectral
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centroid. We can then rapidly restart the laser until a desired splitting configuration

is achieved.

The experimental hardware and algorithm for determining the spectral centroids has

been described in Section 3.5.1. Using this technique it is typically possible to achieve

a desired mode configuration in around 5 minutes or less. In this experiment a simple

LabVIEW program (running on system named DAQ2 in Figure 4.15) alternated the

desired mode configuration between splitting orders of -2, 0 and 2. Splitting orders of

-1 and 1 are slightly more probable, however because the Lorentzian peaks observed

on the Fabry-Pérot spectra overlap slightly and the noise level is high, they are more

prone to misidentification. This is why -2 and 2 were used. The laser was operated

for 10 minutes in each configuration.

In order to recover the RF beat signals, a heterodyne technique is used. Separate

photomultipliers are used for the (S FSR + fs) and (S FSR + fs) respectively. The

current output from each is capacitively coupled and mixed directly1 with a reference

signal from individual GPS locked RF oscillators. These mixed signals are then

presented to the inputs of two narrow band, AM communications receivers. The pass-

bands are set to the frequency of the corresponding RF oscillator. These signals are

available as the ordinary audio outputs of the receivers. The oscillators are set to give

beat frequencies observed on the receivers of close to the nominal Sagnac frequency

in each case. This allows these signals to be phase tracked (see Section 6.6.2) using

the same audio reference oscillator (REF1 in Figure 4.15) that is used for Sagnac

measurement.

The whole setup is shown in Figure 4.15. Note that separate computer systems are

used for control of the splitting order and acquisition. The control signal for the

RF transmitter used to excite the plasma is provided by an DAC output on a data

acquisition card (in system DAQ2) and is passed through the other data acquisition

computer (DAQ1). This allows determination of when the laser is operating at the

single-mode power level. This is used together with checks of the amplitudes of the

other signals in an implementation of the finite state-machine design pattern (see

[95]) to determine the state of the laser and and process the data accordingly.

1That this works effectively, given the different impedances and long cable runs can be mostly

put down to good luck. Ideally a fast trans-impedance amplifier, followed by a double-balanced

mixer should be used but this was not available.
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4.5. Alternate-split operation

Figure 4.14. Alternate-split mode configurations.

Figure 4.15. Experimental configuration for alternate-split operation.
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4.5.2. Results

Figure 4.16 shows the results of this experiment when run for a period of around 3

days during which the cavern was minimally disturbed.

Typically a 10 minute block (comprised of 1 minute averaged measurements) is achieved

for each of the three possible configurations per hour. The remaining time is spent

restarting the laser to obtain the desired mode, and waiting for mode competition

to take effect and stabilise the signal once the desired mode configuration has been

determined. Overall this mode of operation gives around a 50% measurement ‘duty

cycle’.

A 2σ cut-off filter1 has been applied to the raw measurements. Following this, each

block of measurements has been identified and the blocks averaged. A cubic spline

was then constructed between these points. A smoothing coefficient of 5× 10−7 (see

[96]) was used and the points were not weighted.

The FSR, and then perimeter can be recovered (Equation 4.16). This is shown in Fig-

ure 4.17. The perimeter has been expressed in wavelengths, assuming a wavelength

of 632.991 30× 10−9 nm (weighted natural neon equivalent line centre) and applying

a refractive index correction of 1+1.466× 10−7 due to the gas mixture (4.377 mbar

total, 4.5 % natural neon). It is also necessary to apply a small correction due to

the Guoy phase shift which occurs when a beam passes through a waist. Following

Siegman 7.4 [58], the total additional phase per arm is

Φ(z) = tan−1

(
λz

πw2

)
(4.18)

where z is (in the case of UG-3) half the arm length. Because of the astigmatism of

the UG-3 beams, the Guoy phase shift is the average of that calculated for in-plane

and out-of-plane waists. Table 4.4 shows the w values (in mm) for UG-3. Overall the

Guoy phase shift accounts for a reduction in the measured length by 0.9745λ around

the whole cavity.

Note that assuming ideal mirrors2 the number of wavelengths around the perimeter

1This eliminates the small fraction of the data points which are clear outliers and usually occur

when the software has misidentified the operating configuration.
2Note that even if a non-zero phase shift occurs at the mirrors the overall perimeter will still be

quantised into integer wavelengths.
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4.5. Alternate-split operation

East/West arm North/South arm

In-plane 0.972 1.481

Out-of-plane 1.823 1.539

Table 4.4. Astigmatism of the UG-3 beams illustrated by the spot sizes (in mm) at the

mirrors.

must in reality be an integer to satisfy the resonance condition. We have rounded the

perimeter measurements to integer wavelengths and this is also shown in Figure 4.17.

Note that this method of perimeter measurement is clearly sufficiently sensitive to

measure the perimeter at the wavelength level. It is interesting to note that if the

exact number of wavelengths can be counted then the uncertainty on this count is

zero. The true geometric perimeter is related to this count by the refractive index

n and the optical frequency, which will move relative to line centre as the perimeter

changes. Each of these can potentially be measured independently to further improve

the perimeter measurement.

Note that the perimeter shows a clear periodic behaviour with period around 12

hours. This is caused by tidal strain. Note that while tidal strains causes the perime-

ter to change by one wavelength about every 2 hours, we would not normally expect

the laser to jump modes this often when operating in the single mode regime. This is

because of the considerable de-tuning afforded by the width of the helium-neon gain

curve and the spectral hole-burning phenomena.

The average perimeter is also expressed in meters and given in Table 4.5. The

perimeter calculated in this way compares favourably to results from an earlier survey.

The Sagnac frequency has also been calculated in accordance with Equation 4.15. The

average value compares favourably with the single-mode Sagnac frequency, although

we note that the noise in the measurement is around 2 orders of magnitude larger than

the variations measured in single mode. This obscures the tidally induced variations.

The increase in measurement noise is not surprising. Of the signal that is ultimately

measured following the heterodyne procedure, only 1 part in 5× 103 constitutes the

calculated Sagnac frequency. This could be improved by using splitting orders of 1

and -1. If high speed data acquisition hardware could be applied to directly track
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4. Scale Factor Correction

Alternate-split Sagnac 1512.619552 ± 0.015 Hz

Single mode Sagnac 1512.620884 ± 0.0001702 Hz

Single mode Sagnac (perimeter corrected) 1512.620886 ± 0.0001711 Hz

FSR 3896960.80406 ± 0.04 Hz

Perimeter 76.92981034 ± 8.1× 10−7 m

Perimeter according to survey 76.93973 ± 1× 10−2 m

Table 4.5. Summary of average measurements comparing single mode and alternate

split operation.

the phase of the RF beat signals, then it is likely that the noise in this measurement

could be much reduced.

As the calculated value is immune from the effects of backscatter, the difference

between these two estimates gives a measure of the frequency pulling/pushing caused

by backscatter coupling. The results indicate an anti-phase backscatter modulation

pushing the two beams apart by at most 1.35 mHz, or about 1 part in 106. Already

this is relatively small; of the order of the daily variations caused by earth strain.

The true value of the pulling is likely to be much less.

Figure 4.17 shows the single mode Sagnac frequency corrected after taking into ac-

count the calculated perimeter. Applying this correction we observe a small change

in the measured Sagnac frequency of at most 3× 10−2 mHz, and correspondingly a

0.55 % reduction in the variations as found from the standard deviation. This rela-

tively slight improvement is not unexpected, since the tidally induced tilts dominate

the similarly-induced perimeter changes.

Because of this relatively small improvement, operation using the alternate-split

method or any other other perimeter correction technique is unlikely to be a useful

technique for long-term operation unless the laser is built with the plane perpendic-

ular to the rotation axis.

Note that the error in measurement of Sagnac frequency by the alternate-split method

decreases as the scale factor of the laser increases. This is unfortunate given that

it is the smaller devices which are more susceptible to backscatter pulling and thus

have the most to gain by eliminating it through this technique.
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Figure 4.16. Raw results of the alternate-split experiment, with cubic spline interpola-

tion between blocks (solid line). The lower plot (fs) is the regular Sagnac

(S = 0), shown here so that the tidal variations can easily be compared.
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Figure 4.17. Calculated perimeter and Sagnac frequencies obtained from alternate-

split operation. Note that the Sagnac frequency determined in this way

is not sufficiently precise to show the tidal variations.
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4.6. Injection seeding

4.6. Injection seeding

A significant limitation to alternate-split operation is the time required to achieve

a stable mode configuration. This limits the time between measurements to several

minutes. However micro-seismic activity perturbs the geometry of the laser on a

much faster time scale. Ideally we would like to obtain measurements at a rate of

about 5 Hz to fully correct for the changes in geometry. This implies measuring the

alternate states for around 100 ms before switching.

One way fast switching might be achieved is through the use of injection seeding.

During the normal start-up of a laser, the cavity is initially flooded with a wide

spectrum of spontaneously emitted photons. Those with frequency matching a cavity

resonance and falling within the gain curve will be amplified. It is only following the

slow process of mode-competition that single mode operation can be achieved.

The idea behind injection seeding is to use a secondary laser to artificially provide

an initial population of ‘seed’ photons with the frequency of the desired mode, and

vastly outnumbering the population of photons provided by spontaneous emission.

Only after the seed laser has provided this population of photons is the main ring

laser started. The seed laser is stopped simultaneously. The ring laser should start

up in the desired configuration since the population of photons competing for gain

has been vastly skewed by the seed population.

4.6.1. Seed beam intensity requirement

In order to investigate the viability of this technique, an experiment was conducted

to determine the intensity that would be required of the seed beam in order to

successfully seed the operation of a particular mode. This was done by interrupting

the RF power to the discharge then slewing the control signal back to the operating

level. This technique is detailed in Section 3.5.1 and is illustrated in the portion of

Figure 4.18 after 16 ms.

Immediately before and after restarting, scans of the mode structure of each beam

were obtained by Fabry-Pérot spectrometer using the procedure detailed in Sec-

tion 3.5.1. In each case the laser was initially running with a steady single mode in

each direction.
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Figure 4.18. Laser output during the interruption-restart procedure.

The time delay td between interruption and beginning of the restart procedure was

varied from 0 ms to 20 ms. It was found that the original mode configuration and

Sagnac signal was restored in all cases when the delay was less than 11 ms (Fig-

ures 4.19 and 4.21). When the delay was greater than 12 ms the laser always pro-

duced an initially unstable mode configuration (Figure 4.20). After waiting several

minutes for the mode pattern to stabilise it was found that the new configuration

obeyed the same statistical distribution as when started normally.

The ring down time tr for this laser is 0.415± 0.006 ms. This means that after

11 ms the circulating power has reduced to just 2.9× 10−12 of the circulating power

under steady state operating conditions. The laser power under normal operating

conditions was 54.5 nW (single beam), which corresponds to an intra-cavity power

Pi of 247± 10 mW. This means that after 11 ms the expected number of circulating

photons is just
PiλP

exp(td/tr)hc2
= 6± 3, (4.19)

and this number reduces to < 1 when td > 11.75 ms. This indicates that provided

they have exactly the right frequency, only a few photons are needed to successfully
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4.6. Injection seeding

induce seeding. Note that even with the gain switched off, the optical frequency of

the circulating beam exactly tracks the resonant condition of the cavity as the length

changes. This can be understood in terms of Doppler shifts caused as the mirrors

move (see Siegman 25.32 [58]).

We observe that when the power is increased from the normal operating level to

above the multimode threshold, it takes of the order of 10’s of seconds for the new

modes to ‘grow’ relative to the original mode. Overall this suggests that while initially

introduced as a necessity to reliably restart the plasma, the short burst of high power

may be beneficial to the seeding process.

Overall, these results indicate that limitations to injected beam power are not likely

to present significant problems to an injection seeding experiment. It also suggests a

reduced frequency stability requirement because the seed beam need only be main-

tained at resonance a short time.

4.6.2. Possible implementation

Figure 4.22 details a possible implementation of the injection seeding concept.

A frequency stabilised laser with the same isotope mixture as the main ring laser pro-

vides the laser source for the seeding. This is followed by an acoustic-optic modulator

(AOM)1 which splits the beam into two separate beams, separated in frequency by

FSR±fs/2 (or higher multiples of the FSR). A right angle prism2 is used to separate

the two beams.

The splitting could also be achieved by a rotating radial grating or beam splitter

followed by two electro-optic modulators (EOM). The latter arrangement may be

more expensive than a single AOM, but eliminates the long throw (at least 2 m

between AOM and mirror3) and change in angle (∼2.9 mrad assuming a UG-3 sized

laser4).

Following the splitting, additional optics is then used to precisely align and match

1Also called a Bragg cell.
2Large prisms of this design are readily available, normally being used for splitting images formed

by a single video lens.
3Assuming a TeO2 AOM with longitudinal acoustic velocity 4.2 km s−1 [97].
4Note that the Bragg angle θB induced by an AOM depends on the acoustic velocity v in the

AOM crystal, θB = sin−1
(
λ FSR

2v

)
in this case.
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Figure 4.19. Initially single-mode configuration where seeding is successfully demon-

strated.
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Figure 4.20. Initially single-mode configuration where seeding is not demonstrated.
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Figure 4.21. Initially split-mode (1×FSR) configuration where seeding is successfully

demonstrated.
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divergence, spot size and astigmatism of these beams to the combined beams from

each of two corners of the ring laser. Fast shutters are provided on one of the beams

following the each beam splitter. When in the seeding phase, these shutters will be

closed.

At the beginning of the seeding phase the drive frequency of the AOM and offset of

the seed laser could be roughly set to give the desired mode configuration inside the

ring laser. For example, if FSR+fs is desired (see right side of Figure 4.14) then the

seed laser offset would be set to approximately +1
2FSR (relative to line centre) and

the AOM set to FSR+fs.

Sum and difference signals from the photo-detectors (used for Sagnac detection when

the shutters are open) provide a convenient means of establishing feedback to tune

the seed beams to the ring cavity resonance. During injection, the sum signal can be

maximised through feedback to the seed laser offset. When maximised, the average

beam frequency will be half way between resonances of the ring cavity. The difference

signal can then be minimised by controlling the drive frequency of the AOM. The

difference signal is minimised when the splitting is an integer multiple of the ring

cavity FSR.

With both feedback loops optimised, the seed beams are exactly on a resonance of

the ring cavity. The seed laser can then be blocked then the ring laser restarted in

the desired configuration.

Achieving successful seeding with an external beam requires the ability to control the

optical frequency of the seed beam to high precision. The overall optical frequency

stability requirement can be determined from the width of the ring cavity resonance,

FWHM =
1

4πtr
(4.20)

which is 192 Hz for the UG-3 laser. In practice we would expect good results if we

could maintain optical frequency at the ∼100 Hz level for at least the length of any

switching delays, say around 10 ms.

Extrapolating from Allan variance statistics given for a popular model offset-locked

iodine-stabilised laser (Winters model 200) we find that a stability of around 400 Hz

should be possible over these time scales. Frequency stability could probably be

enhanced during the injection if an external signal from the ring cavity could be
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4.7. In-ring-down Sagnac measurement

provided to the feedback system of the offset laser.

4.7. In-ring-down Sagnac measurement

Let us consider a ring laser operating using the alternate-split technique at a high

rate, made possible through the use of injection seeding. It is interesting to note that

such a laser will spend a considerable fraction of time in the ring-down phase.

The Sagnac frequency splitting that occurs during ring-down is different from the

regular ‘steady-state’ Sagnac in a number of interesting ways.

1. It is free from pulling due to dispersion, which inevitably accompanies laser

gain.

2. It is free from Sagnac frequency shifts caused by alternate displacement of the

gain curves by plasma flow.

3. The circulating beams are not continually perturbed by spontaneous emission,

they are only effected by the spontaneous emission present in the cavity before

the switch off.

4.7.1. Experiment

An experiment was undertaken to determine how well the Sagnac frequency can

be measured during ring down and to measure any difference between this and the

regular steady-state Sagnac.

Power to the UG-3 ring laser was initially under the control of an embedded servo

system. Power was interrupted by directly shorting the transmitter control to ground

via a software controlled mechanical relay. Starting just before interruption, signals

from the combined beams from all of the corners and a GPS locked reference (set to

the nominal Sagnac frequency fr) were acquired by a data acquisition system at a

rate of 50 kHz per channel. The reference waveform is necessary to establish a source

of accurate timing, independent of the acquisition clock.

4.7.2. Analysis: a general least-squares approach

The time values at each measurement point were obtained by constructing a cubic

spline from the reference waveform, finding the zero crossings using Brent’s local
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Figure 4.22. A possible optical arrangement for a ring laser operating using the

alternate-split technique with injection seeding.
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4.7. In-ring-down Sagnac measurement

minimisation method [98] and then interpolating linearly through these points to

obtain a re-sampled time series.

The least-squares method (minimised using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) was

applied to the data and model of the ring-down process,

y(t) =

a sin(ω1t+ φ1) + d if t < t0

exp(− t−t0
tr

) a sin(ω2t+ φ2) + d if t ≥ t0
(4.21)

where a is the amplitude, ω1 the steady state Sagnac angular frequency, ω2 the ‘in-

ring-down’ Sagnac angular frequency, φ1 and φ2 the respective phase offsets, d the

‘dark offset’ and t0 the time of interruption.

Parameters d, a and φ1 were constrained during the fitting. The values of these

parameters were found from a subset (denoted R) of the data with length of the

nominal Sagnac period and beginning at the start of the original time series. These

were

a =
max(R)−min(R)

2
, (4.22)

d = min(R) + a, (4.23)

and

φ1 =

sin−1
(
R(0)−d

a

)
if R(1) > R(0)

− sin−1
(
R(0)−d

a + π
)

if R(1) ≤ R(0).
(4.24)

Initial guesses of ω1 and ω2 were obtained by first minimising just the t < t0 part of

Equation 4.21. φ2 was initially set to φ1 and initial guesses for tr and t0 were entered

manually from experimental values as they should change little between data sets.

An example plot of a ring-down and associated fit to Equation 4.21 is shown in

Figure 4.23. This appears to shows a good fit, and in the best case gives a in-ring-

down Sagnac estimate within 12 Hz (0.8%) of the steady-state Sagnac.

This is conceptionally the simplest approach, however it was found to not be very

robust and often required manual tuning of the initial guesses to get the fit to con-

verge.
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Figure 4.23. A least-squares fit to the in-ring-down Sagnac frequency model.

.

4.7.3. Analysis: an alternate approach

An alternative, more robust algorithm for determining the in-ring-down Sagnac fre-

quency was developed. The basic idea is to transform the time series into a form

which does not show the exponential decay, then construct a cubic spline from trans-

formed data. The cubic spline can then be sampled to determine the exact phase

corresponding to each peaks and trough. The same approach can be applied to

the reference waveform (known frequency) and the in-ring-down frequency derived

from the relationship between the phases of the peaks and troughs of the signal and

reference. The computational details can be summarised as follows:

1. Obtain y(t) from the raw data, selecting a time series beginning 500 points

before the signal drops below 0.5% of the steady-state mean level. Note the t

here is the integer sample number.

2. Let

m = smooth(log(y)) (4.25)
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4.7. In-ring-down Sagnac measurement

where smooth() performs a convolution of a scaled Hanning window function

(length 3 × nominal Sagnac period) with the input. The signal is prepared by

introducing reflected copies of itself (with the window size) to both ends so that

transient parts at the beginning and end of the original signal are minimised.

3. Given:

s(t) =

y0 if t < t0

y0 − (t− t0)g if t ≥ t0
(4.26)

Find t0, g and y0 by Levenberg-Marquardt such that (s(t)− y(t))2 ∼ 0.

4. Let:

n(t) = exp(log(y(t)) + y0 − s(t)) (4.27)

and

n′(t) = smooth(n(t)) (4.28)

following the definition of point 2, but with a window length of 1
2 × nominal

Sagnac period.

5. Find an array of points P [n] such that t satisfies

0 ∼ d

dt
(spline(n′(t))) (4.29)

and similarly an array Pr[n] based on the reference generator waveform R.

0 ∼ d

dt
(spline(R(t))) (4.30)

where spline constructs a cubic spline from the given data.

6. The frequency is then found from the gradient of a linear fit through the points

in question,
gradient(P, n)

gradient(R,n)
fr. (4.31)

After analysing many measurements, this approach was found to be robust enough

to be operated in an automated fashion and the overall accuracy of the frequencies

before and after cutoff was found to be 1.6% for a single ring-down.

While this does demonstrate the concept of automated in-ring-down measurement,

the results are not sufficiently accurate to measure any systematic difference in the
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Figure 4.24. Illustration various functions generated processing a ring-down with the

method frequency determination method detailed in Section 4.7.3.
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4.7. In-ring-down Sagnac measurement

Sagnac frequency before and after cutoff. However if applied to an instrument oper-

ated using fast injection seeding (Section 4.6), thousands of measurements could be

made per hour and the long term average in-ring-down Sagnac frequency could well

be competitive with traditional methods.
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5. Ring Laser Applications

The purpose of this chapter is to serve as a repository for a number of otherwise un-

related topics that were investigated during the completion of this thesis. In general

they all represent possible applications of ring laser gyros. This includes preliminary

results from experimental data (microseismic activity, earthquakes), overviews of the

practicality of potential measurements (tidal rotations and precession effects) and

applications of ring laser gyros in gravity wave detectors.

5.1. Observations of microseismic effects

The microseismic background is a continuous semi-periodic signal comprised of small

seismic oscillations and is typically associated with ocean wave activity. Microseisms

are observable directly on ring laser rotation signals and also as linear displace-

ment/acceleration signals on sensitive seismometers. Their amplitude and frequency

varies daily quite considerably, although they usually fall with the frequency range

of 50 mHz to 300 mHz. The precise frequency corresponds to ocean waves of half the

microseismic frequency.

The most cited description of the microseismics was presented in the landmark 1950

paper by Longuet-Higgins [31]. In this work they found that:

1. Microseisms originate from surface pressure oscillations caused by the interac-

tion between oppositely travelling components with the same frequency in the

ocean wave spectrum.

2. These pressure oscillations generate seismic Stoneley waves on the ocean floor.

These are boundary waves, similar to Rayleigh waves, but they originate di-

rectly at (and propagate along) the boundary between a fluid and elastic me-

dia (the Rayleigh wave by comparison originates through interference of other

waves at the interface). In both cases, the velocity of the wave does not depend
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on frequency [99].

The final amplitude of microseismic waves depends on the ocean wave frequency

and the water depth. The theory presented by Longuet-Higgins [31] can be used to

estimate the amplitude of vertical displacements due to microseisms given ocean wave

data, and this has been tested by Kedar et al. [32]. Modelling of the displacements

in this way is now sufficiently well developed to allow the origin of microseismic

waves to be mapped given data from a network of seismometers. This has interesting

applications, for example Kedar et al. [32] were able to confirm the reduction in

sea ice coverage in the north Atlantic from an associated reduction in microseismic

amplitude.

At the present time it appears to be the vertical displacements caused by microseismic

waves that have been of primary interest to the geophysical community. Indeed, it is

only these displacements and tilts which would be expected to be directly observable

from a simple model of the Stoneley/Rayleigh1 wave propagation.

Microseismic waves are easily observable on all our ring laser gyros. From the data

gathered on the G-0 and UG-3 ring lasers, autocovariance periodograms have been

routinely computed with the precise frequency of the dominant microseismic motions

computed according to the procedure outlined in Section 2.4.3. Interestingly, we see

a clear correlation in the period of the dominant microseismic motions as recorded

on these two instruments (Figure 5.1). This is interesting because these instruments

are located in the same laboratory yet measure rotation about axes at right angles

to each another.

One possibility for this correlation is both instruments are simply responding to

the same tilt signals associated with the Stoneley/Rayleigh wave. A further study,

making use of a precision tilt-meter2 and the vertical seismometer observations should

be able to determine the extent to which this is true.

An alternative, and perhaps more interesting explanation is that they are both ob-

serving true rotations. These could be excited via a cross-coupling of the Stone-

1Based on the description presented by Kaufman [99], the term Stoneley wave strictly applies

only when the wave is travelling on the ocean floor.
2While such an instrument is available in the Canterbury ring laser group, it was not operational

at the time the data presented in Figure 5.1 was gathered.
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5.2. Earthquake induced permanent surface deformations
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Figure 5.1. Period of dominant microseismic motion recorded in two orthogonal planes.

ley/Rayleigh waves into the two orthogonal degrees of freedom. Such coupling mech-

anisms can arise via lateral heterogeneities and are a well studied problem in geo-

physics. For example Maupin [100] has outlined how a Rayleigh wave, incident on

a boundary can be partially converted into Rayleigh overtones and Love modes, the

latter of which would be expected to produce a rotation signal on a ring laser gyro

parallel to the surface.

Should such a mechanism prove to be responsible, and should it prove possible to

obtain the cross coupling coefficient for the two degrees of freedom, then it is rea-

sonable to hypothesise that a characteristic distance to the source might be obtained

from the ratio of the intensities of the coupled modes in each degree of freedom.

5.2. Earthquake induced permanent surface deformations

The modern understanding of earthquake motions relies on the concept of a rupture

zone beneath the earth which undergoes a sudden displacement. The scalar seis-

mic moment M0 is a measure of the total amount of energy transformed during an
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earthquake. It is defined as

M0 = µAD (5.1)

where µ is the shear modulus of the rocks involved in the earthquake (typically

32 GPa or 320 G dyn cm−2 in the crust [101]), A is the area of the rupture zone

and D is the average displacement of the zone. The moment magnitude MW which

is typically reported for earthquakes can be found directly from the scalar seismic

moment using the expression [102]

MW =
2

3
log10M0 − 10.7 (5.2)

which has units of energy (in ergs, note that by convention CGS units are usually

used in this type of work).

By way of example, a typical earthquake of around magnitude 3 corresponds to

an area of about 100 m2 moving 0.1 m (or smaller area and correspondingly larger

displacement). It is clear from this illustration that earthquakes can cause permanent

deformations of the surface near to the rupture zone in addition to the travelling

seismic waves we more commonly associate with them.

Okada [103] has reviewed and presented analytical solutions for the deformations

that would be expected for different earthquake geometries. Direct measurement of

a permanent rotational deformation would represent an important clarification of the

underlying theory.

5.2.1. Co-seismic rotations

In this analysis we consider the special case of small1, shallow2 ruptures where the

surface of the rupture zone is orthogonal to the surface of the earth and the displace-

ment is parallel to the surface of the earth. These are known as strike-slip ruptures

with vertical dip and represent an ideal case for measuring the rotation with a ring

laser parallel to the surface of the earth.

Analytical solutions for the displacement field from an event of this type were pre-

sented by Okada (Equation 8) [103]. After making some simplifying assumptions,

neglecting the exact geometry of the rupture zone and observer, the displacement of

1Dimensions of the rupture zone are small compared to the observation distance.
2The depth of the rupture zone is small compared with the horizontal distance to the observer.
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5.2. Earthquake induced permanent surface deformations

the ground surface parallel to the fault strike can be shown to be

Ux = −U1Am

2πy2
(5.3)

where U1 is the rupture zone displacement, A is the rupture zone area, y is the

horizontal distance from the fault to the observation point, Ux is the movement of

the observation point parallel to the fault strike and m is defined as

m =
µ

Λ + µ
(5.4)

with Λ and µ the Lamé constants of elasticity for the medium (sometimes given using

the alternate symbols l and m). These are derived from the Young’s Modulus and

Poisson’s Ratio. Given a Poisson’s ratio of ∼ 0.3 (see [104]), m can be shown to be

∼ 0.4.

It is possible to find the rotation from half the curl of the displacement field. Sub-

stituting the numerical values allows us to give an expression for the rotation angle

θ in nrad,

θ = 0.064
U1A

y3

=
0.027

y3
exp(3.45MW ) (5.5)

with y in km.

Figure 5.2 shows a plot of the expected rotation angles as a function of distance to

the epicentre and quake magnitude. Note that the rotation angle has an inverse-

cube dependence on the distance. For this reason only relatively nearby earthquakes

produce potentially measurable rotations.

Figure 5.3 shows the frequency of potentially observable events given the rotation

angle resolution. This was calculated using historical earthquake data1 from 1/1/1990

to 1/6/2010 and Equation 5.5. Distances to the Cashmere cavern were calculated

using the Haversine formula.

5.2.2. Analysis of a nearby magnitude 3.8 earthquake

This section concerns the analysis of a nearby earthquake (GeoNet identifier 3285425,

location 43.24669◦S, 172.7632◦E) that was recorded on 3/4/2010 at 19:10:27 UTC.
1We acknowledge the New Zealand GeoNet project and its sponsors EQC, GNS Science and

LINZ, for providing data used in this study.
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Figure 5.3. Observability of co-seismic rotations based on historical seismic data.
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5.2. Earthquake induced permanent surface deformations
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Figure 5.4. Sagnac phase shifts measured on UG-3 for a nearby earthquake. Dark line

is the raw data (grey) smoothed with a 10 s moving average. Phase differ-

ences (∆φ) and uncertainties (1σ) reported are from 200 s portions before

and after the quake. The average phase shift (0.0055± 0.0070 cycles) is

not statistically significant.
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This quake had a recorded magnitude of 3.825±0.2 and the epicentre was 38 km NNE

(17.3◦) of the Cashmere cavern at a depth of 33 km.

Raw accumulated phase data (see Section 6.6.2) from each corner of UG-3 was first

de-trended by fitting a straight line to the portions of data before and after the event

and subtracting the average fitted line. In most earthquakes the phase tracking will

skip an integer number of cycles during the earthquake. This was corrected and the

resulting data from each corner of UG-3 is shown in Figure 5.4.

A permanent rotation should be observable as a shift in the accumulated phase

following the earthquake. Portions of data of length 200 s were averaged before and

after the earthquake. No statistically significant phase step was observed for this

earthquake. Given the standard deviations of the portions of data, the limiting

resolution for measuring the phase step is around 0.02 cycles. This means a rotation

of greater than 0.9 nrad should be observable.

Substituting the numbers for this earthquake into Equation 5.5, the expected rotation

is at most 0.8 nrad which is unfortunately just below the noise floor so we were

unlikely to be able to observe any permanent rotation for this event.

As we can see from Figure 5.3, given the noise level in this data set we would expect

observable events to occur perhaps once or twice per year. Bearing in mind that

we have made a number of simplifying assumptions and not all quakes would be of

the right type for causing a permanent rotation, it seems that in order to make a

successful measurement we require around 5 years of continuous observations.

Because the primary noise source for short periods before and after earthquakes

is the micro-seismic background, their appears to be little hope for improving the

measurement resolution. However, given the semi-periodic nature of the microseismic

background it may be possible to develop an adaptive filter technique to improve the

measurement resolution for this type of measurement.

5.3. Rotations from solid earth tides

Solid earth tides are the deformations of the earth caused by the gravitational pull

from the sun and moon, analogous to the more familiar ocean tides. These are very

well studied in geophysics [92, 105, 106] and have been measured in New Zealand
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5.3. Rotations from solid earth tides

since the 1970’s [107]. The signals are quasi-periodic and have both diurnal and

semidiurnal components. The differential tidal forces cause well known strain and

tilts signals which are regularly observed on ring laser gyros, and are a significant

source of noise.

In this section we consider the rotational component which has not (to the authors

knowledge) been considered before. In particular, we consider the possibility of

measuring this component with a ring laser gyro.

The surface displacements at a point due to the lunar and solar gravitational fields

can be computed following Section 7.1.2 of the IERS Conventions (2003) [108]. This

is very involved, however fortunately various implementations already exist. In this

work we have made use of the Fortran program solid by Dennis Milbert.

Strain in a particular direction can be found by first finding the displacements from

the reference ellipsoid due to earth tides of two points axyz and bxyz. These define a

line of length dref which passes through the point of observation (referred to in the

program as the observatory). The strain S is then

S =

√
(ax − bx)2 + (ay − by)2 + (az − bz)2

dref
− 1 (5.6)

The rotation can be found from the curl of the displacement field, or given the same

points as above, the change in angle Ω can be found

Ω = tan−1

(
by − ay
bx − ax

)
(5.7)

which can then be differentiated with respect to time to find the rotation rate.

Tilt can be found by first finding the displacements from the reference ellipsoid for

three points a, b and c centred at the observer, equally spaced in angle to from an

equilateral triangle. These points define a plane from which the projection of the

normal vector

N = (a− b)× (c− b) (5.8)

and the vector

B =


sin θ

cos θ

0

 (5.9)
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can be found to give the angle of tilt

θT = cos−1

(
N ·B
| N || B |

)
. (5.10)

The choice of the reference length dref is largely arbitrary, it is simply necessary to

make this large enough to avoid any numerical rounding errors. Typically 100 km

has been used.

The above equations have been implemented in the pysolid program, usage details

for which are available in Section A.3. This module was written to wrap the Fortran

program solid, and provide a convenient programming interface and ability to calcu-

late strains, tilts, rotations and rotation rates. Because accuracy is important, this

program makes use of Vincenty’s ‘direct’ formulae [109] for making the coordinate

transformations given a specified reference ellipsoid1.

Figure 5.5 shows an example plot of the rotational and tilt deformation due to solid

earth tides. Figure 5.6 shows the theoretical deviation to the Sagnac frequency of

UG-3 due to these effects. Here we see that the Sagnac frequency deviation due

to rotation is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding

deviation due to tilt. While these two signals have a different form, it can be seen that

the combined signal is almost impossible to distinguish from the direct tilt signal.

Because of this, isolating the geophysical rotation signal is likely to be a very difficult

task for an instrument sensitive to tilts like UG-3. However, an instrument built with

the plane perpendicular to the earth rotation axis may prove more promising.

5.4. Lense-Thirring precession

Lense-Thirring precession, also known as frame-dragging is a predicted consequence

of general relativity. It predicts that a gyroscope in the vicinity of a rotating massive

body will acquire a small precession rate proportional to the rotation rate of the

body and its moment of inertia. The direction of rotation is the same as that of the

massive body.

It is possible to linearise the equations of general relativity for small perturbations

and weak fields, giving 3-vectors which obey equations analogous to Maxwell’s equa-
1Reference ellipsoids WGS 84, GRS 80 and WGRS 80/84 are all available however in this work

the default, WGS 84 is assumed.
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Figure 5.5. A time series showing rotational and tilt deformations due to solid earth

tides.
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Figure 5.5.
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tions for the electric and magnetic fields. The GEM equations [110, 111] of grav-

itomagnetism are an example of such a reformulation. In this context earth (or

other rotating massive body) is analogous to a uniformly charged rotating sphere

and the Lense-Thirring result is analogous to the Larmor precession of a small spin-

ning charged sphere in the presence of the magnetic field from the large spinning

sphere. In this way the magnitude of the Lense-Thirring precession follows from the

magnetic field of the charged sphere.

The magnitude and direction of the precession vector depends on moment of inertia

I and rotation at rate Ω, and the location of the gyroscope, in this case at distance

R from the centre of rotation. Following Stedman [112], the induced precession rate

is

ΩLT =
GI

c2R3

[
3R

R2
(Ω ·R)−Ω

]
(5.11)

where c is the speed of light and G is the gravitational constant [4].

Evaluating the vector product for a gyroscope fixed at radius RE and latitude φ, the

magnitude of the precession vector is

ΩLT = ΩE

(
GIE
c2R3

E

)√
1 + 3 sin2 φ (5.12)

and the direction is

θS = tan−1

(
1

2 tanφ

)
(5.13)

where θS is the angle of tilt from local vertical towards the south. This gives a

direction outwards from the earth in the northern hemisphere and inwards in the

southern hemisphere.

If we consider a gyroscope built with the plane perpendicular to the earth rotation

axis (i.e. minimal sensitivity to tilt changes), and evaluate the vector product (Equa-

tion 5.11) we find the observable component of the rotation rate due to Lense-Thirring

precession is

ΩLT = ΩE

(
GIE
c2R3

E

)
(3 sin2 φ− 1). (5.14)

This has a maximum at each pole, minimum at the mid latitudes and one half the

maximum value in the opposite direction at the equator as shown in Figure 5.7. The

maximum precession rate is ΩE×4.6× 10−10. By comparison, the current best Allan
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5.5. Thomas and de Sitter precession

deviation achieved by a ring laser gyroscope (see Figure 2.7, G laser) is approximately

2 orders of magnitude larger.

Two approaches could be taken to measuring the Lense-Thirring precession. Either

the deviation in angle of the earth rotation vector could be measured, or the deviation

in magnitude.

Taking the approach of measuring a change in the angle of the rotation vector has

the advantage that the measurement is independent of the rotation rate. It might

possibly be implemented with multiple instruments at different orientations at the

same site, with the relative orientations of each measured very precisely. The dis-

advantage of this however lies in the extreme orientation precision that would be

required.

In a UG-3 sized instrument, an offset in the measured rotation rate of the or-

der ΩE×1× 10−10 could be caused by a change in the tilt of the laser plane of

1× 10−10 rad. This means it would be necessary to survey the true coordinates of

the reflected points to an accuracy of around 10 nm. This appears a virtually insur-

mountable problem. For this reason we advocate measuring the change in rotation

rate directly, with an instrument built to be insensitive to changes in tilt. The mea-

sured rotation rate would be compared to the best measurements from VLBI1 and

possibly other ring laser gyros.

5.5. Thomas and de Sitter precession

The Thomas precession is a result of the kinematics of special relativity applied to

circular motion. It predicts that a gyroscope transported around a circular path will

acquire a precession. It was first described by Llewellyn Thomas in 1927 [113] in the

context of electron spin.

The effect can be understood by considering a gyroscope transported around a circu-

lar path in flat space (for the moment we neglect gravity, or assume the transportation

is arranged in some way other than an orbit). The circular path can be approximated

as a polygon with a large number of sides N . In the inertial frame, the gyroscope has

rotated by 2π
N for each segment. In the gyroscope frame however, special relativistic

length contraction applies along the velocity vector v, and not along the component

1Very long base-line interferometry, a technique used in radio astronomy.
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Figure 5.7. Lense-Thirring precession rate for a gyroscope perpendicular to the earth

rotation axis.

directed towards the centre of rotation. After the gyro has made one circuit, the

angle of rotation observed by the gyro is

θ = 2πγ (5.15)

where the Lorentz factor

γ =
1√

1− v2

c2

(5.16)

(see Belušević [114]). From the difference in angles in the two frames, the Thomas

precession rate can be found,

ΩT =
−2π(γ − 1)

1 orbit
. (5.17)

Thomas precession can be described by applying only special relativity in flat space,

it is a direct result of the non-commutativity of velocity additions in special relativity.

The de Sitter precession however (also called the geodetic precession) incorporates the
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5.5. Thomas and de Sitter precession

Thomas precession in curved space as described by general relativity. While general

relativistic, the key difference between this and the Lense-Thirring precession is that

the latter is due to the rotation of the central mass where as the de Sitter precession

applies regardless of the rotation of the central mass.

While a full treatment of de Sitter precession is quite involved, it turns out that

for a gyroscope in orbit around a massive body a simple relation emerges for the

magnitude of the precession (see Rinder [115]),

ΩDS = 3ΩT . (5.18)

To the authors knowledge, the de Sitter precession caused by earth rotation as mea-

sured by an observer fixed to the earth lacks a direct theoretical treatment at present.

There is however a surprisingly large precession due to the earth’s rotation about the

sun which can be calculated from Equation 5.18.

Substituting the equivalent numbers into Equation 5.18 (radius 1 AU, orbital pe-

riod 31 557 600 s) we find the de Sitter precession has magnitude of ΩE×4× 10−11,

approximately an order of magnitude larger than for earth rotation and one order

of magnitude smaller than the Lense-Thirring precession. However, this precession

may be easier to measure. Even for a gyroscope with the plane perpendicular to the

earth’s rotation axis, the observed rotation precession rate should vary with time due

to earth rotation and axis tilt and the ellipticity of the earth’s orbit. It is generally

much easier to recover a modulated signal in noise than a constant offset, even if the

modulation is quite small.

In the recently completed Gravity Probe B experiment [116], four mechanical gyro-

scopes with axes oriented in order to measure a torque due to the Lense-Thirring

and de Sitter effects were placed in a polar crossing orbit about the earth. In general

the results from this experiment were below expectations due to unexpected noise.

Nevertheless, they were able to confirm the de Sitter precession. The Lense-Thirring

precession is smaller for their experiment and initially below the measurement noise

level, though investigations to apply corrections and extract a Lense-Thirring signal

continue.

The general disappointment with the noise levels in the Gravity Probe B experiment
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provides a strong motivation for a renewed effort. There have recent calls [117,

118] for terrestrial measurements of the Lense-Thirring effect, because these provide

stronger tests of some aspects of general relativity than some of the space-based

measurements. If successful, a ring laser measurement of either effect, would be the

first such terrestrial measurement.

5.6. Applications in gravity wave detectors

Since the publication of the famous 1916 paper on general relativity by Einstein

[119], the direct detection of gravitational waves has remained an elusive goal. Rou-

tine observation of gravitational waves could offer a new window on the universe,

complementing optical/radio and neutrino astronomy.

Throughout the history of large ring laser gyros, speculations have occasionally been

made regarding the detection of rotational components of gravity waves. These

effects are generally considered much too small to be detected by a ring laser gyro

[4]. Nevertheless, ring laser gyros may have useful applications to the kilometer-scale

Michelson interferometers that are currently under development for this task.

The basic idea underlying the very large Michelson interferometers intended for de-

tecting gravity waves is to measure tiny relative changes in the arm lengths. There

are at present five1 notable devices of this design operating. This section focuses

on the joint French-Italian Virgo interferometer. This instrument has a 3 km arm

length and is located near Pisa, Italy.

5.6.1. Background

Potential sources of gravitational radiation include periodic signals from elliptically

deformed pulsars (upper limit in strain amplitude of 1.5× 10−24 [120]), and impulse

sources, for example the supernova explosions which occur in our galaxy at a rate of

about 2.4 each year [121] give strain signals in the range of 10−24 in amplitude.

The gravitational wave detectors developed to date are usually considered first gen-

eration instruments, they represent the first instruments that have a real chance of

detecting gravity waves. However, no gravity waves have been detected to date. This

is not unexpected, as based on the most optimistic astrophysical estimates there are

1Ligo, Virgo, Clio, Geo 600, Tama 300
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5.6. Applications in gravity wave detectors

Figure 5.8. Simplified diagram of the Virgo interferometer, showing only the basic

optical arrangement and the minimal set of detectors necessary for longi-

tudinal control.

only a few potentially detectable events per year. For this reason a major upgrade,

Advanced Virgo/Ligo has been proposed. The goal of this upgrade is an increase

in sensitivity over the whole detection band of about one order of magnitude. A

detector realising these specifications is expected to see many events every year and

thus usher in the era of gravitational wave astronomy.

Before advanced Virgo/Ligo can be realised however, new techniques and technolo-

gies must be demonstrated. As inertial sensors, ring laser gyros have unprecedented

performance and no moving parts. They could form ideal sensors for controlling the

alignment of interferometers such as Virgo/Ligo [122, 123].

The basic optical arrangement of the Virgo instrument consists of a Michelson

interferometer with two orthogonal equal-length arms, very similar to that originally

presented by Michelson (1887) [124]. Beyond the basic optical setup however, there

are several differences. A simplified diagram of the optical arrangement is shown in

Figure 5.8.

Firstly, a 20 W, 1064 nm laser system (Nd:YVO4 locked to a 1 W Nd:Yag), followed

by a 288 m perimeter triangular optical mode-cleaner cavity provides an extremely
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Figure 5.9. Virgo super attenuator. Modified from a figure presented by Braccini

et al. [125].
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5.6. Applications in gravity wave detectors

well stabilised light source.

Secondly, each arm contains a Fabry-Pérot ‘power recycling’ cavity. The interferom-

eter is controlled to maintain a resonant condition inside these cavities (said to be

the operating point). Overall the Fabry-Pérot cavities effectively increase the arm

length by 50 times.

Thirdly, the input beam is modulated at radio frequency (6.26 MHz and 22 MHz)

by electro-optic (EO) modulators. This allows a Pound-Drever-Hall [126] technique

to be applied. This technique can be used to obtain a set of four signals (shown in

Table 5.1) which in turn provide the input to a servo system controlling the mirror

positions. These positions are controlled in order to maintain resonance in the Fabry-

Pérot cavities, and the final output carrier is held at minimum intensity (‘dark fringe’

operation). The ‘signal’ (i.e. a gravitational wave) causes an increase in intensity of

the output from zero. This configuration maximises signal-to-noise [127].

In addition to control of the various path lengths, alignment control is a major

challenge. The optics must be isolated from seismic and other noise sources to an ex-

tremely high degree. This is achieved by mounting the optical elements on elaborate

suspension systems called super attenuators. These are large cascades of compound

pendula assembled in ultra high vacuum. The standard Virgo suspension is assem-

bled in a 10 m vacuum chamber. The first stage consists of a 7 m tall, three-legged

inverted pendulum which is actively controlled in translation and yaw by mechanical

accelerometers. This stage filters out the slowest (∼30 mHz) ground vibrations.

Attached to the top of the inverted pendulum is a cascade of 5 pendula which form

a passive filter. The individual pendula (filters) are drum-shaped steel structures

0.8 m in diameter weighing about 100 kg. They contain a set of carefully designed

triangular cantilever steel blade springs, the tips of which are connected through

1 mm diameter steel wires to an internal crossbar and cylindrical column. From this

column additional steel wires support the following filter(s). The final filtering stage

is called the ‘marionette’. This supports the 20 kg, 350 mm diameter fused silica

interferometer mirrors in a carefully designed cradle [125].

The marionette can be moved through electromagnetic actuators to change the ori-

entation of the mirror. These actuators are controlled by an elaborate system of

auxiliary alignment optics employing many optical lever systems, quadrant photodi-
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Name Length

Differential arm Lx − Ly
Common arm Lx + Ly

Power-recycling cavity lpr +
lx+ly

2

Michelson length lx − ly

Table 5.1. Longitudinal degrees of freedom which can be controlled to lock the inter-

ferometer.

odes and CCD arrays. Overall this system can control RMS alignment fluctuations

to a level of 1 µrad (bandwidth 4 Hz) [128].

Lastly, an output mode cleaner is used to further enhance the signal to noise ratio.

The basic principle of the Pound-Drever-Hall technique can be illustrated by assum-

ing the Fabry-Pérot cavity is held on resonance for an unmodulated carrier, which is

stabilised to high precision. Under these conditions a large fraction of the carrier will

be transmitted. A modulation frequency is chosen such that the induced sidebands

do not coincide with a multiple of the cavity’s FSR, and are thus mostly reflected

by the cavity. Photo-detectors measuring the reflected light will detect an optical

beat signal generated by the carrier and the modulation-induced sidebands. This

signal has a component at the modulation frequency, and this gives a measure of the

phase difference between the carrier and sidebands. Any slight change of the cavity

length causes a change in the phase of the carrier and no change in the sideband.

Overall this allows changes in length of the cavity to be measured to high precision

and results in a movement of the measurement band to the low noise, MHz domain.

5.6.2. Tilt control

At present the control system for the inverted pendulum works only in four degrees of

freedom; three translational and yaw. Due to the cradle effect , the linear accelerome-

ters providing these feedback signals are fundamentally unable to distinguish between

longitudinal accelerations and momentary changes in inclination. Since the earth ro-

tation signal measured by a ring laser changes with inclination, a system of two ring

laser gyros could be applied as precision tilt meters. Changes in inclination could

then be uniquely determined. Such a system is expected to reduce the overall RMS
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5.6. Applications in gravity wave detectors

displacements of the inverted pendulum, which would in turn translate into improved

uptime for the instrument.

One option for employing a ring laser in this application is to simply install the

system outside of the tower. In this way the physical size and vacuum compatibility

is inconsequential and the system could easily be serviced. However tilt signals being

measured are only quite indirectly related to the correction signals that must be

applied.

Another option would be to put the system of gyros inside the vacuum tank, on top

of the inverted pendulum. This would be far better from a scientific point of view,

however is more difficult in practice. In this option, size becomes an issue. A device

with area less than 0.7 m2 is required to fit inside the system. A ring laser with

reasonable performance capable of unlocking on earth rotation alone within this size

constraint has not previously been demonstrated. Additional problems to be solved

include the excitation of the gain medium when the whole device is under vacuum,

and the long periods of operation between servicing which would be required.

In order to avoid introducing additional noise into the system, the requirements

following the advanced Virgo specification indicate a tiltmeter with sensitivity of

at least 10−8 rad/
√

Hz at 10 mHz. This is comparable to an Allan deviation in earth

rotation rate measurement of 1× 10−6ΩE at 100 s. By comparison with Figure 2.7,

existing instruments UG and G exceed this specification by at least an order of

magnitude. Although it would be necessary to build a smaller instrument for this

task, it is still likely to easily exceed the advanced Virgo specification.

5.6.3. Alignment Control

In general the closer an inertial sensor can be installed to the interferometer mirrors,

the more effective it can be. However, the closer it is to the interferometer mirrors,

the more stringent the noise requirements. To this end, we consider the application of

a system of ring laser gyros used for direct control of the interferometer mirror. Such

a system could extend the scope of the alignment control to all six degrees of freedom.

Alignment of the interferometer could be maintained to higher accuracy and the low

frequency response of the interferometer improved. In addition, a reduction in various

non-linear effects over the whole measurement range could also be expected.
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5. Ring Laser Applications

Figure 5.10. Example configuration of a 3-axis ring laser system in a modified mari-

onette

The basic idea is to install a 3-axis system of ring laser gyros in one of the pendula.

The signals could then be used in a feedback loop to control the magnetic actuators

of the preceding pendula. Figure 5.10 shows an example rendering of how this might

be implemented in a modified marionette. Note that it is not strictly necessary to

arrange the lasers orthogonal to each other, given the size constraints a compromise

here is necessary.

A preliminary analysis of the the noise such a system would inject into the alignment

control has been performed by Di Virgilio1. This was done with a simplified mathe-

matical model of a ‘4+1’ (four filters plus the final stage as depicted in Figure 5.11)

Virgo suspension system2. A ring laser gyro with the relatively ambitious (especially

considering that to be physically compatible with existing suspensions the gyros must

have a maximum side length of around 60 cm.) resolution of 10× 10−11 rad s−1 was

assumed.

It was found that with the slight compromise of placing the system of gyros one stage

above the final mirror stage, satisfactory performance could be obtained.

1Unpublished
2The parameters (spring stiffnesses, moments of inertia etc) used in the model were manually

tuned in order that the suspension response match the measured Virgo transfer functions [129].
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5.6. Applications in gravity wave detectors

Figure 5.11. Simple suspension model with ring laser gyro feedback.
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6. Data Acquisition and Storage

The goals of this chapter are to outline the data life-cycle typically applied in ring

laser research (raw data acquisition, though validation and analysis), then identify

the major challenges and inefficiencies. An underlying theme is the need for rigorous

standardisation in data acquisition and storage. To this end we present an XML

data specification which has been developed for storing ring laser data. We also

demonstrate techniques that have been used in data acquisition in other parts of this

thesis, and which have been encapsulated into a ‘tool box’ of routines which has been

developed for data acquisition and analysis.

6.1. Background

Presently there are five1 sites around the world known to the author, operating a total

of eight ring laser gyroscopes. Some are intended to be operated in a minimal dis-

turbance ‘observatory’ mode, while others are intended as experimental instruments

and are regularly modified.

Data has traditionally been acquired with a single desktop computer system running

LabVIEW software at each site. The large number of signals which must some-

times be acquired and lack of separation of concerns has lead to maintainability and

efficiency problems. An example is the acquisition and storage of slowly varying sig-

nals at unnecessarily high speed due to mixing different discrete instruments in one

acquisition system.

Data has traditionally been stored in a variety of application specific text and binary

formats. There has been minimal standardisation and quality control in the data for-

mats. Analysis has been a mostly manual process involving searching data stored on

1Cashmere Cavern (NZ), Rutherford Building (NZ), Wettzell (Germany), Pisa (Italy), Piñon

Flat (CA, USA).
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optical media, then decoding and eliminating erroneous data with a variety of tools.

This has been found to encourage a scientific data life-cycle involving many discrete

tools and make reanalysis of data from primary sources difficult (Figure 6.1). The

motivation for moving to a system with more standardisation is to encourage a more

efficient life-cycle (Figure 6.2). Standardisation encourages re-use of components and

allows leveraging modern tools for efficient assembly and manipulation of data across

multiple instruments.

6.2. Requirements

Starting from the point of view of obtaining science results as efficiently as possible,

we can work backwards to define the requirements of a complete system for data

acquisition and storage of ring laser data.

1. Data should be easily accessible, preferably human-readable and easily trans-

formable to formats suitable for use with a variety of analysis tools used in

related fields. The notation used should conform to the notation conventions

used in rotational seismology and other related fields.

2. There should be an objective measure of data quality at each stage of the cycle

from acquisition through to final analysis. To this end, a level of redundancy

and assurance against data corruption are necessary.

3. It should be possible to run complex queries across data, for example it should

be possible to program a query such as (in natural language) “find all Sagnac

waveforms recorded on any instrument, during an earthquake with Richter mag-

nitude between a particular range and only on days with minimal microseismic

activity.”

4. It should be possible to store many different types of data, not limited to direct

time-series data. Frequency domain measurements and images should also be

accommodated for.

5. Measurements should have accurate timing information, allowing side by side

comparison of data obtained from various systems. While true real-time acqui-

sition may not be necessary for all systems, provision should be made for this

mode of operation.
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Instruments Acquisition
software

Literature

Analysis
tools

Experiments Storage
(multiple data

structures)

Validation
(manual)

Analysis

Analysis
tools

Figure 6.1. Lack of a standardisation leads to a data life-cycle with minimal opportu-

nity to re-use both software components and raw data forming the basis

of published literature.

Acquisition
software

(with quality control)

Permanent
repositories

Analysis
tools

Literature

Analysis
tools

Validation
(automated)

Analysis
tools

InstrumentsExperiments

Reusable
components

Storage
(single standard
data structure)

Analysis

Reusable
components

Figure 6.2. A data life-cycle where standardisation and separation of concerns encour-

ages data sharing and efficient analysis.
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6. Software components should be reusable across multiple platforms.

7. A basic level of communication is necessary between all data acquisition sys-

tems. For example it should be possible for one system to report the occurrence

of an earthquake to another with minimal delay so that appropriate action can

be taken.

8. Raw data acquisition rates should be fast enough so as to not discard poten-

tially valuable data, for example Sagnac waveforms must (at a minimum) be

obtained at a sufficient rate to mitigate aliasing. The existence of the micro-

seismic background implies the Sagnac frequencies should be measured at a

rate of around 5 Hz. Achieving good accuracy in these measurements requires

sampling the underlying Sagnac waveform well in excess of the Nyquest rate.

For example, with the UG laser (Sagnac frequency 1.5 kHz), 10 kHz sampling

is appropriate.

9. It should be possible to save raw data at full acquisition rate in the event of a

seismic event for later analysis.

10. Acquired data should be sufficiently compact so as to allow it to be easily sent

across available computer networks, stored and indexed.

6.3. Design Principle: Separation of Concerns

Separation of concerns is well established as an important principle in software engi-

neering. It is achieved by encapsulating the logic required to perform individual tasks

so that each task can operate independently. When data needs to be passed between

tasks, it will in turn be encapsulated into well defined data structures, again specific

to particular concerns. Historically we see that employment of this principle leads to

robustness, maintainability, and re-usability [130]. Components designed with this

in mind are said to be cohesive.

Examples of separate concerns in our application are the individual ring lasers, data

storage and analysis systems. The specific requirements of acquisition from one in-

strument (and any problems which occur) should not be able to affect the acquisition

of data on other instruments.

Another example is the separation of acquisition software into parallel tasks for ac-
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6.4. Design Principle: Anticipation of Change

quiring raw data (which must be done at high speed), processing raw data, output

of processed data and monitoring. Delays in processing of raw data must not affect

the acquisition or responsiveness of the user interface.

6.4. Design Principle: Anticipation of Change

It is not reasonable to assume that the best solution will always be implemented

initially, and even if this were the case it is certain that the scope of the experiment

will change in the future and technologies will become outdated. The approach

of designing a single large acquisition system to satisfy all the design requirements

from the outset is almost certain to lead to an unmaintainable system in the long

term. Instead the approach that should be taken is to design a series of standard,

documented components from which a data acquisition, instrument control or storage

system can be assembled in minimal time.

Strong coupling is a major obstacle to change. If two components are strongly coupled

then it is likely that changes to one will cause problems for the other. For this reason,

platform/LabVIEW specific methods of storing data or passing data between systems

should be avoided.

In software engineering, cohesion is a measure of how strongly related or focused the

responsibilities of an individual module are. Cohesive components are easier to reuse

when requirements change. Conversely, when several tasks have been rolled up into

one component it is likely that the component will need to be split up or extensively

modified when changes are necessary.

6.5. XML Data Format

Central to the idealised data life-cycle illustrated in Figure 6.2 is the use of a stan-

dardised hierarchal data format. Binary formats such as HDF were considered along

with text based XML (Extensible Markup Language)1 and binary XML formats2.

Standard text based XML was chosen due to:
1XML is a text-based open standard defined by the W3C for encoding documents and other

data structures electronically.
2Various binary XML formats are coming into favour in some scientific applications where very

large data sets need to be processed at high speed. No dominant standard has emerged at the time

of writing.
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1. The inherent advantages of human-readability.

2. The ability to automatically validate data against a formal specification [131].

Validation after acquisition ensures that any inconsistencies are swiftly dis-

covered (for example, neglecting to specify the units of a measurement) and

the resulting data can be stored with a high level of confidence that it is not

ambiguous.

3. The ability to make rich queries across large amounts of data using XQuery

[132] and XPath [133].

4. The existence of tools such as XSLT and XQuery which can be used to trans-

form data into other formats used in related fields. Examples include the SEED

and QuakeML [134] formats used in seismology and XSIL [135] which is used

in gravity wave detection.

5. The increasing popularity of XML based formats across a wide range of scien-

tific applications [136].

A ring laser XML data format has been developed taking into account our specific

requirements in order to ensure that the data gathered is not ambiguous. Addition-

ally, the notation conventions used in other related formats have been taken into

account.

The ring laser XML data format is formally defined by a RELAXNG schema [131].

Because the specification is machine readable, data can be automatically validated

against the specification to ensure it is not ambiguous and issue a warning if some

aspect of the data (e.g. units, sensor type etc) have not been defined.

A ‘tool box’ of LabVIEW VIs and associated scripts has been developed for ring

laser data acquisition. These are documented in Section B.4. This includes VIs

(Section B.4.6) and associated scripts (Section B.2.2, Section B.2.3) for generating

XML data following this specification.

The basic structure of the ring laser XML data consists of <instrument> elements

containing <sensor> elements. Different <sensor> types can be selected by at-

tributes to the <sensor> tag, including time domain sensors, frequency domain and

image sensors. The <sensor> elements contain <measurement> elements. The con-

tents of <measurement> elements depend on the attributes of the parent sensor (e.g.
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6.5. XML Data Format

value and optionally uncertainty for a numeric sensor). All measurements must con-

tain one or more <time> elements specifying the time value and format. Individual

measurements can be encapsulated in <event> elements to indicate seismic events

and a corresponding <eventinfo> element can contain additional information about

the event.

Appendix B.3 contains the definition of an XML grammar for storing ring laser data

and is marked up in RelaxNG format. The following sections give a summary of this

format in natural language. The data types used in the schema are as defined by the

W3C XML Schema data type definitions (2001)1.

6.5.1. Root node

All XML documents represent a tree structure, and as such are required to have

exactly one root element. In our case this is the <rldata> element.

This element can contain only <instrument> and <eventinfo> elements. Any

number of these elements can occur in any order.

6.5.2. Instruments

The <instrument> is intended to represent a physical device, which in turn has a

number of sensors associated with it. For example a ring laser or seismometer. In

some cases it may be necessary to be relatively abstract with the definition of an

instrument, for example it is probably most convenient to encapsulate a group of

temperature sensors controlled by the same hardware as a single instrument.

Instruments contain only <sensor> elements.

The instrument elements requires a compulsory name attribute. Instrument names

should be short and consistent. It is recommended that the names be kept to 5

characters, or at least that the first 5 characters are unique, in order to maintain

compatibility with the 5-byte station identifier codes used in the SEED format. For

convenience it is also recommended that these attributes are lower case and do not

contain white space, though this is not a formal requirement.

Instruments allow a number of additional text attributes which are optional but

1http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes
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strongly recommended (in particular the first three). The presently available at-

tributes are shown in Table 6.1.

Attribute Example value

location cashmere

latitude -43.5746

longitude 172.6232

configuration singlemode

Ne20_pressure 0.675 mbar

Ne22_pressure 6.75 mbar

He_pressure 9.25 mbar

Table 6.1. Optional instrument attributes.

6.5.3. Sensors

The <sensor> is intended to represent a physical or virtual1 sensor associated with

the parent instrument.

Sensor elements can contain any number of <measurement> elements. They may

optionally be grouped together in <event> structures.

All sensor elements must have a name element containing a text string such as ‘NE

camera’. They may optionally have a type attribute describing the sensor, for

example ‘sony’.

There are at present2 three types of sensors available. The type of sensor is se-

lected through two compulsory attributes; domain which may be either ‘time’ or

‘frequency’ and datatype which may be either ‘numeric’ or ‘image’.

Numeric sensor types may also have a bindata attribute with possible values of

float32, float64 or float128. See <binaryseries> for more information about

this option.

1For example, a program which calculates a power spectra from existing data would be considered

a virtual sensor.
2The design of the schema is such to allow this to be easily expanded.
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6.5.4. Measurements

The <measurement> element is intended to encapsulate all information read from

the parent sensor.

All measurements must contain one or more <time> elements, representing the

time the measurement was taken. Further specific requirements depend on the type

of sensor selected, and are detailed below.

6.5.5. Numeric sensor types

Selecting numeric as a data type requires that each following <measurement> ele-

ment contains exactly one <value> element (containing either only decimal data or

a <binaryseries> ). Optionally, numeric sensors may contain a decimal <error>

element, representing the absolute error1 on the measured value. Additionally, the

following requirements on the sensor attributes are selected:

1. May optionally have a decimal interval attribute defining the total interval of

time in seconds over which the individual measurements represent the physical

data. Should a interval attribute not be given, it can be assumed that the

following measurements can be considered instantaneous.

2. Must have a units attribute, an arbitrary string describing the units used

in child <value> elements. The standard SI units and prefixes are strongly

recommended. Units raised to powers other than one should be written using

the ^ notation. The / character is also acceptable, e.g. m/s^2. Dimensionless

quantities should use the word ratio.

1 <r lda t a>

2 <instrument name= ’ ug3 ’ l o c a t i o n= ’ cashmere ’>

3 <senso r name= ’ sagnac ’ domain= ’ time ’ datatype= ’ numeric ’ type= ’ counter ’

un i t s= ’Hz ’>

4 <measurement>

5 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950759</time>

6 <value>1532.334322</ value>

7 </measurement>

8 <measurement>

9 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950760</time>

1I.e. the error in the units of the measurement rather than the fractional error. There is no

formal requirements as to the statistical properties of the error, though usually 1σ would be used.
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10 <value>1532.873243</ value>

11 </measurement>

12 </ senso r>

13 </ instrument>

14 </ r l da t a>

Listing 6.1 An example ring laser XML file (valid according Appendix B.3) showing

an instrument with two measurements from a numeric sensor.

6.5.6. Image sensors

Selecting image as a data type requires that any following <measurement> child

elements contain a <imagedata> element. Additionally the <sensor> element must

have the following attributes:

1. encoding, a text string describing the character encoding of the data in child

imagedata elements. For example, base64.

2. format, a text string describing the format of the encoded image, for example

TIFF or JPEG.

3. The optional interval attribute is also available (see Section 6.5.5).

Image sensors are only available in the time domain.

1 <r lda t a>

2 <instrument name= ’ ug3 ’ l o c a t i o n= ’ cashmere ’>

3 <senso r name= ’ ne_camera ’ type= ’ sony ’ domain= ’ time ’ datatype= ’ image ’

encoding= ’ base64 ’ format= ’TIFF ’>

4 <measurement>

5 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950762</time>

6 <imagedata>TWFuIGlzIGRpc8Rbgd43agNZ4dFb24IddfCBieSB0aGlz</

imagedata>

7 </measurement>

8 </ senso r>

9 </ instrument>

10 </ r l da t a>

Listing 6.2 An example ring laser XML file (valid according to Appendix B.3) showing

an instrument with a measurement from an image sensor.
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6.5.7. Frequency domain sensors

Selecting frequency as the domain of a sensor gives the enclosed measurements

the same requirements as for a numeric sensor (Section 6.5.5), with the following

additional constraints:

1. The measurement must contain a decimal <frequency> element.

2. The sensor element freq_units must be defined, this is an arbitrary string

representing the units that the frequency element of the sensors child mea-

surement elements must have.

3. Optionally the sensor may have a decimal freq_interval attribute, defining

(in the units selected above) the frequency interval over which the measured

values corresponds.

1 <r lda t a>

2 <instrument name= ’ ug3 ’ l o c a t i o n= ’ cashmere ’>

3 <senso r name= ’ powerspect ’ domain= ’ f requency ’ datatype= ’ numeric ’ un i t s=

’dB ’ f r eq_uni t s= ’Hz ’ f r e q_ in t e r va l= ’ 0 .1 ’>

4 <measurement>

5 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950762</time>

6 <frequency>100</ frequency>

7 <value>0.15</ value>

8 </measurement>

9 <measurement>

10 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950762</time>

11 <value>0.18</ value>

12 <frequency>101</ frequency>

13 <e r r o r>0.02</ e r r o r>

14 </measurement>

15 <measurement>

16 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950762</time>

17 <frequency>100</ frequency>

18 <value>0.15</ value>

19 </measurement>

20 </ senso r>

21 </ instrument>

22 </ r l da t a>

Listing 6.3 An example ring laser XML file (valid according to Appendix B.3) showing

an instrument with a measurement from a frequency domain sensor.
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6.5.8. Representing time

The <time> element is used throughout the schema for representing timing infor-

mation. It must contain only decimal data or a <binaryseries> element. Because

of the importance of accurate timing, each time element has a compulsory format at-

tribute. It is possible to define one or more <time> elements with different formats.

The format attribute must take either one of two values:

1. ‘UTC’ — indicates that the data represents UTC time encoded as Unix time

stamp1. It is useful as a general purpose time format, easily supported by

almost all modern programming languages which typically include the func-

tionality to represent it in many different formats. Normally this time format

will be provided by the computer clock of the data acquisition system. Note

that the inclusion of leap seconds in UTC time can make calculations using

this time format ambiguous across leap second boundaries.

2. ‘MJD’ — indicates that the data represents the time in the Modified Julian

Day format2, a continuous time format. If provided in addition to UTC time,

it is assumed to be more accurate, typically being derived directly from a GPS

derived reference rather than from the clock of the data acquisition computer.

Note that to obtain maximum precision in analysis, it is necessary to ensure that

the data is loaded into the analysis program as an 80 bit (or larger) extended

precision floating point value3, since a regular 64 bit double precision float

does not provide for µs resolution. Also note that the minimum requirement

for an XML parser to be compliant with the W3C XML data types does not

provide sufficient precision to fully represent sufficient numeric characters with

the decimal data type, which could cause data to fail to validate. However in

practice the Libxml2 library used for validation in this work does provide for a

sufficient number of characters.

1Number of seconds elapsed since 00:00:00 UTC on January 1, 1970.
2As defined by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory to be JD − 2, 400, 000.5 where JD

is the Julian Day count starting 4713-01-01 12:00 BCE.
3In C, a long-double type.
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1 <r lda t a>

2 <instrument name= ’ ug3 ’ l o c a t i o n= ’ cashmere ’>

3 <senso r name= ’ sagnac ’ domain= ’ time ’ datatype= ’ numeric ’ type= ’ counter ’

un i t s= ’Hz ’>

4 <measurement>

5 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950759</time>

6 <time format= ’MJD’>53005.41157407407332</time>

7 <value>1532.334322</ value>

8 </measurement>

9 </ senso r>

10 </ instrument>

11 </ r l da t a>

Listing 6.4 Example ring laser XML file (valid according appendix B.3) showing a

measurement with multiple time formats.

6.5.9. Event information

Sometimes it is necessary to record when particular events occur that are relevant to

the data gathered. For example, an earthquake occurring. These can be defined by

<eventinfo> elements, placed in the the <rldata> element.

The <eventinfo> elements must have a name attribute, which can contain an

arbitrary string. This string must match the corresponding <event> element(s) (see

below). They must have one or more <time> elements to indicate the start time of

the event. They must also have one type element which contains text indicating the

type of event. At present the only available event type is quake.

If quake is selected as an event type, then the decimal elements specified in Ta-

ble 6.2 (inherited directly from the QuakeML specification) are made available. The

only differences from the QuakeML specification (OriginLocation element) is that

the <focalTime> element is made redundant by the <time> element and the

referenceSystemID is not included. Magnitude and reference number (as used by

GeoNet) are also made available.

6.5.10. Applying events to measurements

It is often useful to be able to easily find measurements from various sensors that are

associated with a particular event. This is done by encapsulating <measurement>
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Element name Data/Units

latitude decimal degrees (double)

longitude decimal degrees (double)

horizontalUncertainty km (double)

depth km (double)

magnitude Richter magnitude (double)

geonet_id Reference used by GeoNet (text)

Table 6.2. Optional elements available for quake event types (inherited from

QuakeML).

elements inside an <event> element. This element has the required attribute name

which must take the value of an event identifier as given in an <eventinfo> element

elsewhere. Note that the file will still validate if no matching event information is

present, as it may be the case that the event identifier is defined in a separate file

(to be merged later) or there is no information for this particular event.

1 <r lda t a>

2 <instrument name= ’ ug3 ’ l o c a t i o n= ’ cashmere ’>

3 <senso r name= ’ sagnac ’ domain= ’ time ’ datatype= ’ numeric ’ type= ’ counter ’

un i t s= ’Hz ’>

4 <event name= ’ eq35344345 ’>

5 <measurement>

6 <time format= ’MJD’>53005.41158653453444</time>

7 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950760</time>

8 <value>975.334322</ value>

9 </measurement>

10 <measurement>

11 <time format= ’MJD’>53005.411595353453344</time>

12 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950761</time>

13 <value>975.334322</ value>

14 </measurement>

15 </ event>

16 <measurement>

17 <time format= ’MJD’>53005.411602343323433</time>

18 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950762</time>

19 <value>975.334322</ value>

20 </measurement>

21 </ senso r>

22 </ instrument>
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23 <even t i n f o name= ’ eq35344345 ’>

24 <time format= ’UTC’>1072950764</time>

25 <type>quake</ type>

26 <magnitude>3 .2</magnitude>

27 <d i s t ance>2566</ d i s t anc e>

28 </ even t i n f o>

29 </ r l da t a>

Listing 6.5 An example ring laser XML file (valid according appendix B.3) showing the

encapsulation of measurements with an earthquake event and the associated

event information.

6.5.11. Binary series representation

For sensors recording a large number of measurements as part of a fast time series

it is inconvenient to store all values in individual <measurement> elements as this

will result in large file sizes and computationally intensive parsing and indexing.

To solve this problem an alternative representation is available, where <binaryseries>

elements containing the binary equivalent of a series of numerical values are allowed

in the place of data in <time> and <value> elements. A <binaryseries> ele-

ment must have a format attribute describing how the binary data is formatted. At

present the only available format is npy, which indicates the data in in the NumPy

‘npy’ data format (documented in [137]) and represented in base64 (for compatibility

with XML). A Python program to transform data to and from this representation is

provided.

As this representation does mean that the data is not human readable, because of

this data is intended to be transformed into this format only prior to storing. This

allows the data files to be assembled in a consistent way. When assembling the data

files a bindata attribute can be added to the corresponding sensor. This indicates

that a transformation to the alternate format can be applied prior to storing. The

bindata attribute specifies the desired binary representation (see <sensor> ).

The <binaryseries> elements must have an encoding attribute and a format

attribute. Currently only base64 encoding and npy (the array format used by the

numpy and scipy set of tools) is supported by associated software, although both

attributes are not restricted to this data type. If encoded in base64, a penalty of

about 37% in storage efficiency is encountered, however this is mostly mitigated if
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the XML file is later compressed.

Statistical information, in the form of max, min, mean and stdev attributes (which

must contain decimal data) are optional but highly recommended as they can be

used when querying data sets.

1 <r lda t a>

2 <instrument name="EARSS">

3 <senso r bindata=" f l o a t 3 2 " datatype="numeric" domain=" time" name="X

F i l t e r e d " un i t s="m/s">

4 <event name="eq1267225456">

5 <measurement>

6 <value>

7 <b i n a r y s e r i e s encoding="base64" format="npy" max=" 1.2 e

−05" mean="−5.4794520547945307e−09" min="−1.1e−05"

std="6.574752256616134e−06">

k05VTVBZAQBGAHsnZGVzY3I . . .</ b i n a r y s e r i e s>

8 </ value>

9 <time format="UTC">

10 <b i n a r y s e r i e s encoding="base64" format="npy" max="

1267225461.6826" mean="1267225458.7626004" min="

1267225455.8426001" std="1.6858825577273926">

Je3RTi0kHr4l7dFOLSQ . . .</ b i n a r y s e r i e s>

11 </time>

12 </measurement>

13 </ event>

14 </ senso r>

15 </ r l da t a>

Listing 6.6 An example ring laser XML file (valid according appendix B.3) showing

measurements in the binaryseries representation.

6.6. Data Acquisition Techniques

6.6.1. Timing

Accurate timing, both between systems at the same site and with respect to UTC

time is important; especially for analysis of seismic phenomena. For example a

absolute timing error of 1 s corresponds to an error in determining the distance to

the epicentre of up to 8 km.

Earthquake motions have spectral components up to 3 Hz. If measurements from
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multiple instruments are to be compared with time-frequency analysis techniques

[138, 139] then relative timing between the instruments should be accurate to signif-

icantly better than the Nyquist sampling period if synchronisation artefacts are to

be avoided.

Synchronisation of clocks relative to UTC is done with NTP4 which is used to es-

tablish a phase-locked-loop between the OS kernel1 and reference clock. At the Can-

terbury and Wettzell sites we have local access to Stratum-1 time servers to which a

host machine in each site is synchronised. This provides an accuracy of better than

300 µs relative to UTC. Each data acquisition machine is then locked to this host

with similar accuracy. While the 2-step synchronisation reduces accuracy somewhat

it ensures all the machines at each site will remain in synchronisation should the link

to the Stratum-1 server fail.

The most convenient time system to use is UTC time, encoded as a UNIX time stamp.

This is due to the large number of existing tools for manipulating and synchronising

time encoded this way. However there exists some ambiguity with leap-second tran-

sitions and looking to the future it will be desirable to have multiple redundant time

systems. For this reason all systems allow measurements to be associated with time

stamps in both UTC and MDJ (modified Julian date) format.

6.6.2. Phase tracking

A commonly used method of monitoring the Sagnac signal is to accumulate the phase

differences between the signal and a precision GPS-locked reference generator set to

the nominal Sagnac frequency fR. If multiple Sagnac signals from different corners of

the same laser are tracked against a common reference, then the relative differences in

phase can be used to find the changes in length of each side of the laser. This in turn

can be used to correct for changes in the geometry in accordance with Equation 2.3.

Both the signal waveform S(n) and reference R(n) are acquired in batches of N

samples at a rate of fa. These are used with pre-calculated kernels

K1 = H

(
sin

(
2πfR

n

fa

))
(6.1)

1The requirement for accurate timekeeping precludes the use of platforms not implementing

NTP4, for example MS Windows which can only maintain time synchronisation in the 1 s to 2 s

range [http://support.microsoft.com/kb/939322].
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and

K2 = H

(
cos

(
2πfR

n

fa

))
(6.2)

where n = 0 . . . N , to obtain the phase difference

∆φ =
1

2π

[
tan−1

(∑n=N
n=0 K1(n)S(n)∑n=N
n=0 K2(n)S(n)

)
− tan−1

(∑n=N
n=0 K1(n)R(n)∑n=N
n=0 K2(n)R(n)

)]
(6.3)

which is accumulated for each block. H is the Hanning window function. If the

sample blocks consist of a small number of cycles then for best results the block

length should be chosen so that the associated kernels contain an integer number of

cycles.

The Sagnac frequency can be obtained for any period ∆t from the change in accu-

mulated phase,

fs =
∆φ

∆t
+ fR (6.4)

and the amplitude of the Sagnac signal A can also be found conveniently with

A =
4

N

√√√√(n=N∑
n=0

K1(n)S(n)

)2

+

(
n=N∑
n=0

K2(n)S(n)

)2

. (6.5)

Also of interest is the contrast ratio of the Sagnac signals (see Section 4.3)

C =
A

S̄
(6.6)

which is a function of beam combiner alignment and can be used to infer the angle

which the beams are reflected through at each corner.

The method of phase tracking provides very accurate measurements over all time

scales that the input is ‘well behaved’; in which case the accuracy of frequency es-

timates are comparable to (or better than, depending on the noise model) direct

counting. However should the frequency vary widely for example due to a seismic

event, it is possible for the phase tracking to miss integer cycles which badly degrades

the direct frequency estimates. Note however that the accuracy can be recovered

manually by removing the integer phase step.

Phase tracking is best implemented in a class as multiple phase tracker objects often

need to be instantiated in one program. This allows arrays of phasetracker objects to

be constructed and operated on in parallel, resulting in good performing and concise

code.
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6.6.3. Auto-regressive frequency tracking

The 2nd order autoregressive or AR(2) technique for frequency tracking is based on a

two-parameter (a1, a2) model describing a noise process ε in terms of the amplitude

y of two neighbouring samples in a time series,

ε(t) = y(t) + a1y(t− 1) + a2y(t− 2). (6.7)

It can be shown that the parameters of such a model can be chosen so that the

time series exhibits pseudo-periodic behaviour. The parameters of the model are

estimated continuously using the Yule-Walker estimator,

β =

[
C0 C1

C1 C0

]−1 [
C1

C2

]
(6.8)

where

Cj = T−1
T−1∑
t=j

y(t)y(t− j) (6.9)

and where T is the sample period. The frequency f can be found from

f = cos−1

(
− β1

2
√
β2

)
. (6.10)

The AR(2) technique is usually applied to a band pass filtered signal. The main

advantages of the AR(2) technique is that it is very robust with respect to changes in

frequency, and frequency estimates can be made ‘on line’ at a high rate. It should be

well suited to dynamic situations such as seismic events1 [2, 140]. One disadvantage

is the susceptibility to noise. It can be shown to be consistent only under noise-free

conditions [141]. In practice it will produce a convincing series of frequency estimates

with only random noise as the input. Care must be taken to ensure the input signal

is valid before processing with AR(2).

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the results of numerical tests of the susceptibility

of the AR(2) estimator to synthesised noise and comparison to two other estimators

available in LabVIEW. The results show that the AR(2) performance scales poorly

with noise amplitude. Gaussian, flat and 1/f noise profiles were synthesised with

similar results.
1This may not be the case in practice if filtering has been applied prior to the AR(2) estimation.
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Figure 6.3. Scaling of the accuracy of frequency estimation with increasing Gaussian

noise amplitude.
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Figure 6.4. Scaling of the precision of frequency estimation with increasing Gaussian

noise amplitude.
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6.6.4. Counting

Direct counting of the period of the Sagnac signal is generally accepted as the most ac-

curate estimator of Sagnac frequency over very long time periods. It can be achieved

with hardware counters available on most data acquisition boards. A high frequency

(usually 10 MHz GPS-locked) reference signal fR and a Sagnac signal converted to

TTL are required. The reference signal is gated by the Sagnac signal and a large

number cs of Sagnac cycles are counted. The average period of the Sagnac signal can

then be obtained to a constant accuracy of one reference clock cycle over the whole

measurement period t (typically around a half hour). The relative error introduced

due to the stability SR of the reference clock (typically 10−12) over this period is

negligible. Overall the Sagnac frequency can be obtained to an accuracy of

∆fs =
|fs|
t

(
1

fR
+ SRt

)
(6.11)

which is typically around 0.1 µHz. One disadvantage with this scheme is that the

spacing in time of the measurements will vary with the frequency.

6.6.5. Scanning Fabry-Pérot Acquisition

The acquisition of high quality spectra from a scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer

is a task which has been necessary at several stages in this work.

Usually the output of the Fabry-Pérot will be detected by a photomultiplier and

often will be quite weak. Where high Q is required it is necessary to take quite some

care to optimise the alignment and obtain the narrowest possible input beam. If

the beam has some astigmatism then for best results this should be corrected by an

appropriate arrangement of angled spherical lenses or cylindrical lenses.

If acquisition at reasonably high speed is required (i.e. when the mode structure is

changing rapidly; scans of 20 ms have been used in this case) a fast trans-impedance

amplifier is necessary. Under these conditions the photo-multipliers exhibit a charac-

teristic noise process, they show large spikes with an essentially instantaneous onset

and exponential decay. The amplitude of the spikes often exceeds the signal am-

plitude and the decay time depends on the decay constant of the trans-impedance

amplifier. The cause of this type of noise is not known though it was found with all

photo-multipliers tested.
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The use of a look-ahead filter, followed by averaging of a small number of scans, fol-

lowed lastly by a peak detection algorithm has been used here and shown to produce

good results. Figure 6.5 shows an example where this technique has been applied to

a relativity strong single mode signal to recover a much improved spectra.

The look-ahead filter works by detecting the fast onset of a spike and looking ahead

three exponential decay constants to find the value after the spike. The signal inside

the spike is then replaced by a linear interpolation between the values before and

after.

The peak detection then works by performing a least-squares quadratic fit followed

by a series of tests on the coefficients. The tests check whether each parabola is at a

local maximum, the sign of the quadratic coefficient (indicates concavity) and if the

peak is above a designated threshold. Note that this is the same procedure used in

Section 3.5.1.

It is these identified peaks which are then stored and used in later calculations.

6.7. Data Acquisition Software

Data acquisition is primarily done with (but not limited to) National Instruments

LabVIEW running on Red-Hat based GNU/Linux systems with National Instru-

ments PCI data acquisition boards and NI-DAQmx Base drivers. LabVIEW provides

a familiar rapid development environment for data acquisition and the GNU/Linux

stack provides a high reliability environment with high resolution timing and clock

synchronisation.

The general architecture of the standard data acquisition program follows the producer-

consumer design pattern. A ‘producer’ loop obtains data at high speed and pushes it

onto a queue. A second parallel ‘consumer’ loop pulls from the queue and processes

the data. This de-coupling of the acquisition and processing ensures that acquisi-

tion will never be held up by periodic intensive processing. In most cases only the

consumer loop will require modification as the needs of the experiments change.

The first stage of the processing is always a ‘sanity check’ which checks that ba-

sic properties of the raw waveforms (DC, RMS, frequency) fall within pre-specified

ranges. Repeated failure of these sanity checks triggers a warning and causes the
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Figure 6.5. A Fabry-Pérot spectra showing single mode operation, showing the raw

scan data (below) and a normalised scan following spike removal and aver-

aging. The identified peak is plotted with a circle on the corrected spectra.
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Figure 6.6. Typical data acquisition user interface.

processed data to be saved to a separate location for ‘suspect’ measurements and not

automatically added to the database.

The standard user interface consists of a single window with tabs for configuring

acquisition, processing and output. Another tab allows monitoring the data at var-

ious stages of acquisition, selectable via an automatically generated drop down box

(Figure 6.6).

6.7.1. Communication

Ability to trigger acquisition of raw waveforms following the occurrence of a seismic

event is provided by an XLMRPC interface implemented completely in LabVIEW. A

seismometer system can call a ‘new event’ VI on another system via XMLRPC and

pass the ID number of the event. This in turn sets a variable indicating the name of

the event at the producer loop level. This variable is passed into the consumer loop

via a shared queue, in the same way as the waveform data.

The consumer loop then behaves differently, saving all the raw waveforms and other

data inside an <event> structure. It is often desirable to delay the consumption of

waveform data slightly so that the data slightly preceding the seismic trigger will be
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Figure 6.7. An example LabVIEW block diagram snippet showing the producer con-

sumer architecture, phase tracking, XML output and monitoring.

saved. This functionality is provided by a delayed remove-from-queue VI which is a

drop-in replacement for the standard LabVIEW remove-from-queue VI.

Once the data is merged to the database, a script (reconcile_events) will periodically

search the GeoNet seismic catalogue to reconcile further event information create a

<eventinfo> element for the event.

6.7.2. Constructing Output Files

While LabVIEW supports generation of XML files as a standard feature, this ability

extends only to LabVIEW’s own XML schema; generating arbitrary XML data is

considerably more difficult. Third-party tools such as the EasyXML toolkit (JKI

software) do exist, but were found to be cumbersome in our application.

As an alternative, a set of LabVIEW VIs were built for assembling the XML tree

structure on disk using folders (for each child element) and files (containing element

and attribute data). Shortcut VIs were made for assembling measurement elements

specific to our application (see Figure 6.8). This approach minimises memory usage

and also allows accumulation of raw data to be watched by looking at the tail of the

file containing the elements for each sensor.
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Figure 6.8. Assembling a ring laser XML file in LabVIEW.

Periodically the data acquisition system will run a script buildxml to flatten the

directory structure to a single XML file1. This will then be check-summed and com-

pressed (typically to around 3% of the original size) by bzip2 before being uploaded

to the data storage system2.

While the period in between generating data files is arbitrary, it is recommended

to set this so that the individual compressed files are unlikely to grow much larger

than about 5 Mbyte as scripts such as buildxml and binaryseries work by loading the

whole document into a DOM object and there must be sufficient system memory to

do this easily.

1As the XML assembly process can be relatively intensive, it is best to move the directory

structure to a temporary location and run buildxml in a separate process (enclose in circular brackets

on unix).
2The use of the set -e command is also recommended on Unix systems so that the building/u-

ploading process will terminate if any error occurs.
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6.7.3. Data Storage and Access

The data is stored in a repository running the eXist-db native XML database1. At

the time of writing, eXist-db appears to be the most mature of the available native

XML databases.

After data acquisition systems have uploaded compressed data files (with associated

MD5 checksums) to a directory on the data storage system a number of housekeeping

tasks are done before merging to the database. The data files must be checked against

the supplied checksum, they must be run through the binary_series script which will

convert any specified data to the <binaryseries> representation, and finally vali-

dated against the schema and merged to the database (xmldbmerge program). In the

event of any problems, the problematic data must be set aside and the administrator

contacted by email. All these operations are done by the organise_incoming script.

At this point we are able to analyse and extract data using queries written in the

XQuery language. A simple time series can be obtained with just a few lines (the

universal_timeseries script and associated web interface can be used to construct and

execute such a query, and also has a number of useful features). Alternatively the

expressiveness of XQuery can be fully taken advantage of to obtain results matching

very specific criteria across multiple instruments and measurements.

An example of a rich query is one which looks inside autocovariance measurements

(calculated hourly), finds the frequency interval corresponding to maximum ampli-

tude and returns a time series of these maxima across multiple instruments. Fig-

ure 5.1 was created in this way and the corresponding XQuery at the heart of this

analysis is just 9 lines.

Queries are typically processed in a few seconds to a couple of minutes, depending

on the volume of data being returned. This level of performance is made possible by

configuring eXist-db to pre-parse the numerical values and generate indexes which

are then used by the query engine. Query time is mostly independent of the volume

of data in the database.

1http://exist.sourceforge.net
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1 l e t $ c o l := c o l l e c t i o n ("/db/ r l d a t a " ) / r l da t a

2 f o r $mes in $ co l / instrument [@name="ug3" ] / s enso r [@name="RF Power" ] / measurement

3 l e t $ time := xs :doub l e ( $mes/ time )

4 l e t $ value := xs :doub l e ( $mes/ value )

5 where $ time > 1268681668 and $ time < 1269481952

6 order by $ time

7 return

8 concat ( x s : s t r i n g ($ time ) , " ," , x s : s t r i n g ($ value ) , "&#10;" )

Listing 6.7 A simple XQuery example for producing a time series of RF Power

measurements as CSV. Note the &#10; string encodes a new-line character.

Figure 6.9. Web browser screenshot showing an example output from the instrument

summary XQuery program.
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1 <events>

2 {

3 l e t $ a l l d a t a := c o l l e c t i o n ("/db/ r l d a t a " ) / r l da t a

4 l e t $ instrNames := d i s t i n c t−va lue s ($ a l l d a t a / instrument /@name)

5

6 ( : Get a l l unique events : )

7

8 l e t $ events := c o l l e c t i o n ("/db/ r l d a t a " ) / r l da t a / instrument / senso r / event

9 l e t $eventNames := d i s t i n c t−va lue s ($ events /@name)

10 f o r $eventName in $eventNames

11 l e t $ th i sEvent := $ events [@name=$eventName ]

12 l e t $eventTime := min ( $ th i sEvent /measurement/ time/ b i n a r y s e r i e s /@min )

13

14 ( : Get the instruments in order o f which t h i s event a r r i v ed at f i r s t : )

15 l e t $ instruments := f o r $ instrument in $ a l l d a t a // event [@name=$eventName

] / . . / . .

16 l e t $ ar r iva lT imes := min ($ instrument // event [@name

=$eventName ]// time/ b i n a r y s e r i e s /@min)

17 where $ ar r iva lT imes > 0

18 order by $ ar r iva lT imes

19 re turn $ instrument

20

21 ( : Output the a r r i v a l time and d e t a i l s f o r the f i r s t instrument : )

22 re turn <event>

23 <a r r i v a l t ime> { $eventTime } </ a r r i v a l t ime>

24 <f i r s t i n s t r umen t> { s t r i n g ($ instruments [ 1 ] /@name) } </

f i r s t i n s t r umen t>

25 <l a t>{ s t r i n g ($ instruments [ 1 ] / @lat i tude ) }</ l a t>

26 <lon>{ s t r i n g ($ instruments [ 1 ] / @longitude ) }</ lon>

27 </ event>

28 }

29 </ events>

Listing 6.8 A more involved XQuery example producing a custom output containing

the details of the first instrument to record a seismic event. Note that the

(:. . . :) format is used for comments in XQuery.
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1 <events>

2 <event>

3 <a r r i v a l t ime>1.269470195792E9</ a r r i v a l t ime>

4 <f i r s t i n s t r umen t>ug3</ f i r s t i n s t r umen t>

5 <l a t>−43.5746/>

6 <lon>172.6232/ >

7 </ event>

8 . . .

9 </ events>

Listing 6.9 Output snippet of example Listing 6.8.

Figure 6.10. Web browser screenshot showing an example output from the (reconciled)

event information XQuery program. The GeoNet ID provides a conve-

nient link to the QuakeML resource on the GeoNet website, while the

instrument link directs to the web interface of the universal_timeseries

script with the timing and instrument information already filled in for

the respective instrument.
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6.8. Summary

The key advantages of using a standardised XML data format are that we need only

write the routines to generate and process the data once and they can then be used

in many different contexts. Additionally, having a machine readable specification

allows for automated validation which in turn allows for a good level of assurance

that the data gathered is not ambiguous. This allows problems to be discovered early

and should result in greater volumes of higher quality data being gathered.

A key advantages of using a native XML database for storage is that we can write

queries to obtain data based on the mathematical relationships between data sets

and discover relationships between data without knowing a priori when the data

was gathered, or on what instrument. Unlike with a traditional relational database,

we store the data in the same format it was acquired in. This means that users only

have to understand one data structure.
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7. Conclusion and Further Work

In the earlier sections of this thesis we summarised a number of fundamental and

practical problems which limit the ultimate performance of ring laser gyros. We have

also summarised a number of potential scientific applications to which a ring laser

with ultimate performance could make an important contribution.

The goal of this chapter is to summarise the key results and ideas which have through

this work been shown to have potential for reducing limits on performance as well as

those which were unsuccessful. These individual conclusions however are not useful

in the context of a wider view on the potential of a next generation ring laser gyro.

To this end we combine what has been learned with general operational experience

and an assessment of the practicality and scientific merit of potential measurements.

This allows us to make a set of recommendations for a next generation ring laser

gyro. It also allows us to take an analytical approach to determining good potential

sites for such an instrument.

7.1. The Limitations of Laser Gyros

The physical mechanisms which are well known to limit the performance of laser

gyros are:

1. Variations in area.

2. Variations in perimeter.

3. Variations in orientation of the laser and site relative to the axis of rotation

being measured.

4. Variations in optical frequency caused by backscatter, which ultimately can

cause phase locking in smaller devices.

5. Unbalanced flows in the plasma.
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6. Variations in dispersion of the plasma.

7. The quantum limit to rotation rate measurement.

8. Size limitations imposed by limitations in super-mirror technology and diffrac-

tion.

Variations in the area of laser gyros can be eliminated to some extent by build-

ing a monolithic device, although this approach does not scale well to very large

lasers. Correcting changes in the relative side lengths of laser gyros to interferomet-

ric accuracy has been successfully demonstrated in this work through the technique

of multiple phase tracking (Section 4.2) provides a small correction to the Sagnac

frequency which could well be usefully applied to a next generation ring laser gyro.

Multiple phase tracking does not fully allow area changes of a rectangular laser to be

corrected for because it is not sensitive to diagonal shear deformations (Section 4.1),

for which we need to measure the angles of incidence. We note that this limitation is

eliminated in a gyro built with a triangular configuration (Section 4.1.1). Measuring

angles of incidence has been experimentally demonstrated at the proof-of-principle

level by the method of contrast ratio tracking (Section 4.3). We note that a funda-

mental limitation of this technique is the inability to determine the direction of angle

change relative to the nominal angle.

Correction for variations in the orientation of the plane of the laser to the axis of

rotation has been demonstrated previously. This was done by directly measuring the

tilt of the laser plane [19]. Ideally however, this problem could be reduced to a 2nd-

order effect by building the laser gyro with the plane perpendicular to the rotation

axis.

Variations in perimeter can be partially eliminated by building a monolithic device.

However this is not practical for ultra-large devices. The perimeter can be found

from measurements of the mode-spacing (FSR). This can be exploited by operat-

ing laser gyros using the alternate-split technique (Section 4.5). This technique has

been experimentally demonstrated with perimeter measurements to sub-wavelength

precision. Switching times of the order of 5 minutes have been demonstrated. This

effectively allows simultaneous measurement of rotation and perimeter when consid-

ering effects varying on the time scale of hours or longer, for example tidal strains.

The main problem encountered in this proof of concept experiment was the accuracy
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to which the overall Sagnac frequency could be determined. However this is mostly

an instrumentation problem and we expect progress could be made following further

development of this technique.

Frequency pulling due to backscatter can be eliminated by operating laser gyros

using the alternate-split technique. This has been experimentally demonstrated at

the proof-of-principle level, though more accurate frequency measurement is required

for rotation rate measurements made in this way to be competitive with the regular

single-mode Sagnac measurements. Such improvements may be afforded by lower

noise photo-detectors and higher speed data acquisition electronics.

Null shifts caused by both unbalanced plasma flows and scale factor shifts caused

by dispersion in the plasma can be eliminated by in-ring-down measurement (Sec-

tion 4.7). The experimental technique and a robust analysis technique has been

demonstrated. This mode of operation has not yet been demonstrated to be compet-

itive with regular continuous-wave Sagnac measurement due to noise in the photo-

detectors and the relatively short (particularly compared to what might be possible

with a new generation of mirrors) ring-down time of the UG-3 cavity.

In-ring-down measurement is best applied following mode seeding. This has been

demonstrated at the proof-of-principle level (Section 4.6). It has been shown exper-

imentally that a seed beam with intensity sufficient to excite just a few resonant

photons in the cavity is sufficient to successfully induce seeding, provided that the

seed beam is sufficiently well matched in frequency and alignment.

The maximum size of possible laser gyros is likely to continue to increase as super-

mirror fabrication technology continues to improve. It is also likely that further

increases in maximum optimal scale factor can be obtained by developing a system

to automatically maintain alignment such that the laser beams are always positioned

in the clear aperture of the laser mirrors.

Another possibility for making progress on the size limitation is decreasing the wave-

length of the laser (Section 2.4.5). Operation on the 543.3 nm transition of neon

effectively increases the scale factor (directly) by 14% and increases the maximum

optimal scale factor by 20.6%. The practical aspects of operation at this wavelength

present a minimal departure from existing experience, though other less familiar sys-

tems operating in the UV would give a more dramatic increase in scale factor and
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thus are interesting options.

Indirect limitations in the performance of laser gyros arise through deficiencies in un-

derstanding aspect of the gain and excitation process. Some progress has been made

to this end in Chapter 3, although there is still much to be learned. In particular,

the reliance on empirical models for the saturation and broadening processes needed

to calculate the gain curve is less than ideal. The lack of a model for predicting the

saturation intensity to good accuracy is a particular deficiency at present.

These limitations in understanding affect performance indirectly. For example if the

gain processes could be sufficiently well understood so that an ‘ideal’ gas mixture

could be found, then the gas lifetime could be improved and consequently various

temperature dependent null shifts could be minimised. In addition, an accurate gain

curve is necessary for calculations of the frequency pulling due to dispersion.

7.2. Integration of New Techniques

In the previous section we summarised techniques which, when taken individually

offer hope for eliminating all of the factors presently known to limit the performance

of laser gyros.

However, these techniques can not necessarily be applied simultaneously and further

work is needed to move them beyond the proof-of-principle level.

In particular, multiple corner phase tracking and FSR tracking can not be used

simultaneously as the latter requires split-mode operation. The alternate-split tech-

nique allows both perimeter and rotation measurement, though no area measurement.

Measurement of relative side lengths (and in turn area if operating a triangular con-

figuration) could be provided by one or more auxiliary lasers (see Figure 7.1) though

a laser of this design has not been demonstrated before.

To fully account for changes in geometry when using the alternate-split mode tech-

nique, switching must occur at a frequency faster than any mechanisms which perturb

the geometry of the laser. If earthquakes are ignored, this means a switching period

of around 200 ms is necessary. A control technique based on measurement of spec-

tral centroids has been demonstrated to achieve switching periods of around 300 s

(Section 4.5).
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Figure 7.1. Possible implementation of a mirror holder in a ring laser with two auxiliary

reference beams.

Area Perimeter
Sagnac Sagnac

(backscatter effected) (ideal)

Single-mode X 7 X 7

Split-mode 7 X 7 7

Alternate-split 7 X 7 X

Table 7.1. Comparison of the capabilities of proposed new techniques for ring laser

operation.

The technique of injection seeding (Section 4.6) is the most promising for fast control

of the splitting configuration. What remains to be experimentally demonstrated is a

technique for maintaining seed beams in each of the desired splitting configurations

and successfully injecting the beams into a large ring cavity. An experiment to

demonstrate this has been outlined in Section 4.6.2.

If a fast seeding technique is used, the next logical step is to apply in-ring-down

measurement to the FSR±fs signals. As these frequencies are much higher than the

Sagnac frequency, accurate measurement of frequency is easier as there are many

more cycles in one ring-down. However the fraction of the measured frequency corre-
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sponding to the Sagnac frequency is small, so the requirements for accurate frequency

measurement are overall still very high. Further investigation into low-noise photo

detectors and high speed data acquisition electronics is necessary to achieve good

results with this technique.

If fast injection seeding with in-ring-down measurement can be achieved, the next

logical step is to reduce the relative amplitude of quantum phase fluctuations by

increasing the total photon number. The simplest way of achieving this is to increase

the single-mode power by choosing a high gas pressure to increase the multi-mode

threshold and correspondingly increasing the length of the gain section.

We note that a preliminary investigation of the upper limit to single mode power

is possible with the installation of an extended gain section in existing equipment

(UG-3). This would also allow investigating operation on the lower gain 543.3 nm

transition.

To properly model the gain curves resulting from different gas mixtures a good knowl-

edge of how the saturation intensity in the helium-neon system behaves under dif-

ferent conditions is required. Some progress on this has been made as a phenomeno-

logical model of the saturation intensity as a function of gas pressure and mixture

has been developed based on a large number of measurements of the multi-mode

threshold (Section 3.7). However this does not take into account variations in gas

temperature, which constitute a previously unrecognised but important parameter.

Repeatable measurements of gas temperature have proven difficult.

A related area much in need of further work is the generation of the plasma. This

is presently achieved with RF excitation via a passive impedance matching circuit.

Designing these matching circuits is a difficult task; a trade-off must always be made

between the ability to provide sufficient field strength to start the discharge and to

deliver power with sufficient efficiency to the running plasma. Inevitably, a signif-

icant amount of the RF power is radiated, and this RF interference is particularly

troublesome when trying to make precise measurements. RF interference is a partic-

ular problem for a ring laser in the application of alignment control for a gravity wave

detection interferometer; these facilities are very strict about minimising sources of

interference.

Further work on the excitation process is also necessary if operation using mode-
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seeding and in-ring-down measurement are to be further explored. The delays neces-

sary to maintain a stable plasma are an important factor in techniques which require

the plasma to be restarted regularly. Additionally, these techniques place very high

demands on detector noise. Lastly, it is likely that further investigation into the

excitation process will lead to insight into techniques to minimise asymmetries in

the discharge. Such asymmetries may lead to unbalanced plasma flows and Sagnac

frequency pulling.

One additional area of further work which is necessary before true wavelength-level

perimeter measurement is possible is to understand where reflection can be considered

to occur on the multi-layer dielectric mirror coatings. This is something not generally

well known, since in other applications of these types of mirrors (i.e. gravity wave

detection) it is only the relative phase between the incident and reflected beams that

is of importance; the absolute positions of the optical components are not known to

sub-wavelength precision [142].

7.3. Further Measurements

There are a number of geophysical measurements for which UG-3 and associated

instruments are uniquely suited.

While originally intended as correction signals for rotation measurement, the relative

side length measurements of UG-3 are useful for measuring earth strain. This can

then be used to calibrate the many parameters used in calculating tidal strains.

These parameters are likely to become increasingly interesting to the geophysical

community, following the recent article by Thomas et al. [94] in which a correlation

was drawn between earthquake probability and tidal strains.

The existence of tidal rotations is an interesting prediction stemming from the mod-

elling of tidal strains and tilts. The tidal rotation signal predicted for UG-3 is small,

though potentially measurable with a sufficiently long data set.

The combination of orthogonal laser gyros UG-3 / G-0 and a sensitive seismometer

in the same location provide a good opportunity to study the geophysical origins of

microseismic signals. Figure 5.1 for example shows how a correlation can be identified

between microseismic signals in instruments designed to measure rotation about two

orthogonal axes. This suggests a degree of cross coupling between the two degrees of
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freedom. Determination of the physical magnitude of the coupling could give insight

into the origin of the effect.

Analysis of geophysical phenomena such as those given above has been made much

easier following recent standardisation of data acquisition and storage systems. A

set of reusable components has developed which allow data acquisition systems to be

implemented quickly and readily modified as the needs of the experiments change.

This was necessary to improve the maintainability and efficiency of the overall data

life-cycle from acquisition through to publication. Important features of the system

now implemented include a high level quality control, ability to do rich queries across

all data to discover relationships with minimal effort, and the ability to easily trans-

form data into alternate representations. It is hoped that this improved accessibility

will allow for improved collaboration with a wider research community.

7.4. A Next Generation Ultra-Large Ring

In Chapter 5 we detailed several potentially interesting measurements that might be

made with a next generation ultra large ring laser gyro.

If designed with a Lense-Thirring experiment in mind, such an instrument appears

to have a plausible chance at successfully making this measurement. This would

constitute an important confirmation of general relativity. Because of the scientific

importance of the measurement, and the relatively large signal (when compared to

other potential applications) this is probably the most promising potential application

of a next generation ring.

Another application which stands out is the measurement of coseismic rotations. In

this application, quite large improvements in the probability of observing an event

can be obtained with relatively modest improvement in performance (see Figure 5.3).

7.4.1. Features

Given what we have learnt regarding the operation of ring lasers we are in a good

position to determine the important features of a next-generation ultra large ring.

1. The laser should be symmetrical and have perimeter of the order 100 m.

2. The laser should be built with the plane perpendicular to the earth rotation
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axis. This will eliminate to first order the effect whereby changes in tilt of

the laser plane change the observed rotation signal. It will also maximise the

rotation rate being measured.

3. The laser should use an equilateral triangular geometry. This will eliminate the

insensitivity to some components of shear and allow both area and perimeter

to be measured to interferometric accuracy. A triangular geometry ensures the

laser plane is always well defined which in turn ensures the polarisation of the

output beams is well defined. In addition, one less mirror reduces the backscat-

ter and associated Adler pulling and also reduces total losses and instrument

cost when compared to a rectangular configuration.

4. The laser should be built with reasonable laboratory space at at least two of

the corners. If detector noise can be made sufficiently small, this will allow the

equipment necessary to operate the laser using the alternate-split technique

with fast injection seeding.

5. The laser should employ secondary reference beams as a means of establishing

relative side lengths and enabling continuous Sagnac measurement in the case

that the alternate-split technique is used.

6. Emphasis should be placed on obtaining a cavity with the highest possible Q,

and ideally ring-down of the order 10 ms. This could allow measurements to be

usefully made using the in-ring-down measurement technique. This will require

an improvement in mirror technology; likely significantly more attention to the

super-polished aperture and the deposition process for the Bragg stack will be

required.

7. A feedback system1 should be developed to keep the laser beams in exactly

the clear aperture of the laser mirrors. This will require the laser mirrors and

combining optics being rigidly mounted together on a optical breadboard. This

will eliminate the ambiguity with present lasers whereby the combining optics

and beam position sensors can move independently of the beam.

8. Amode control aperture should be installed in the cavity to allow discrimination

of high order transverse modes. This becomes increasingly important as super-

1Possibly made using quadrant photodiode detectors and piezoelectric actuators.
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mirror technology continues to improve. Cavities with higher Q will allow

higher order transverse mode configurations to operate that would previously

have been below threshold.

9. Large diameter isolating gate valves should be installed on either side of the

laser mirror enclosures, gain tube and any other important sections. It should

be possible to evacuate each isolated section individually. This will allow the

cavity to be maintained free of contaminants because it will be possible to

change components without raising the whole cavity to atmospheric pressure.

This will also significantly improve operational flexibility because vacuum prob-

lems will be easier to troubleshoot and (if necessary) it will be possible to bake

individual sections to remove contaminants.

7.4.2. Location

Perhaps the most important design consideration for a ring laser incorporating the

above design features is the location. The location should be selected taking into con-

sideration the magnitude of the frame-dragging effect, the stability of the instrument

and cost.

Given this, the analysis of potential sites to determine suitability is an interesting ex-

ercise. The overall suitability of a site can be determined by an appropriate weighting

of a number of metrics which can be calculated from readily available databases.

The geographical suitability of potential sites is first determined by obtaining the

elevation and eliminating sites with elevation below 5 m (likely to be under water).

The elevation E of remaining sites can be used to determine a metric which eliminates

mountainous regions

mE = 1− Eφ,θ
max(E).

(7.1)

Elevation data was obtained from the GEODAS system1. For each point in question

the elevation was found from the nearest point on the 10×10 arcmin survey.

The magnitude of the frame-dragging effect can be calculated from Equation 5.14.

Here we are only interested in the relative magnitude as a function of latitude φ. We

assume the laser is built perpendicular to the earth rotation axis, ignore the sign of

1Maintained by the National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder, Colorado, USA.
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the effect and normalise it from 0. . . 1. We define the metric

mfd =

∣∣∣∣3 sin2 φ− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ . (7.2)

The stability of the instrument can be partly determined by the seismic activity of

the region. This was found from the global seismic hazard map1. This is produced

by a collaboration of hundreds of scientists from around of the world and gives a

value h from 0. . . 10 based on the peak ground acceleration that has a 10% chance

of being exceeded in the next 50 years [143]. We use this to define the metric

ms = 1− h

10
. (7.3)

An additional factor affecting the stability of the instrument is the variability of local

weather. Weather systems causing variations in atmospheric pressure have been a

major concern in all lasers built to date. While active pressure control has been

demonstrated (C-II, G) this is likely to be very expensive for an ultra-large ring.

A measure of the stability of the atmosphere has been obtained by finding the

quadratic mean (RMS) of monthly temperature anomalies2 from 1850 to 2009 at

the location in question (denoted Rθ,φ). This data has been extracted from the

CRUTEM3 [144]3 data set. Points missing from this data set are obtained by lin-

ear interpolation from neighbouring points. Suitability of the weather at a site is

determined by the metric denoted

mw = 1− Rφ,θ −min(R)

max (R−min(R))
. (7.4)

A simple way to estimate the relative cost of an instrument at a given site is to

estimate how remote the site is. Populated areas are likely to have existing trans-

portation and construction infrastructure which would reduce the cost of construction

and logistics. Most of the world population is concentrated in a small number of re-

gions of very high density and the distribution shows a strong exponential tendency.

1Published by the U.S. Geological Survey, Swiss Seismological Service, International Lithosphere

Program and available online from http://www.seismo.ethz.ch/GSHAP/index.html.
2Monthly anomalies are defined as the maximum departure from the 1961–1990 mean recorded

in a given month.
3Provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA.
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Metric A B C

mfd 0.5 0.3 0.0

me 0.05 0.05 0.1

ms 0.25 0.15 0.35

mw 0.1 0.25 0.35

mp 0.1 0.25 0.2

Table 7.2. Different sets of weighting parameters used in the calculations shown in

Figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.8, 7.9.

Highly populated areas offer no advantage for construction of a ring laser, so popu-

lation density data p (obtained from the GPWV3, 1995 data set1) was transformed

to a linear distribution and normalised, giving the metric

mp =
log(p+ 1)

max(log(p+ 1))
. (7.5)

While it is true in general that populated areas are likely to have elevated seismic

noise due to human activity, this is likely to be quite localised. Here we are more

concerned with the broader picture and assume that fine-tuning of the site could

minimise noise caused by human activity.

These metrics have been calculated for 20,000 points evenly distributed across the

surface of the earth following the distribution method of Saff and Kuijlaars [145].

The metrics have then been weighted by factors given in Table 7.2. Results for

three different weighting sets have been calculated. The resulting overall suitability

metric has in each case been colour-mapped and overlaid on a projection of the

world coastlines and geopolitical borders. Both equal-area Mollweide projections

(Figures 7.2, 7.4, 7.8) and northern and southern polar Lambert azimuthal equal-area

projections (Figures 7.3, 7.5, 7.9) are shown. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 are enlargements of

Figure 7.4 for southern Asia and norther Europe (azimuthal equidistant projection).

In all figures, dark red represents the most desirable locations and blue the least

desirable.

Let us first consider an ultra large ring laser gyro intended for measuring frame
1Maintained by the Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN),

Columbia University; and Centro International de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT).
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dragging, and for which cost is of little concern. This is represented by weighting

set A. We see that only the most inaccessible polar regions show up as particularly

desirable (∼0.8). We note that a device constructed in these locations is likely to

be very expensive, and it may be the case that multiple instruments in slightly

less desirable locations could be constructed at similar cost. Let us now consider

the reasonably desirable (∼0.7) locations. Northern Europe, in particular western

Iceland, most of Norway, western Sweden and northern Scotland do stand out. The

latter is notable for high desirability given the relatively large distance from the pole.

However we note that the advantage these locations present over many slightly less

desirable locations (0.55 to 0.65) is relatively slight.

Let us now compromise slightly on the magnitude of the frame dragging effect, instead

favouring more atmospherically stable and more accessible areas. This is represented

by weighting set B. As the relative weightings are changed towards these values, we

note the above mentioned northern European regions become less desirable while

the more central European locations increase in desirability significantly compared

to the rest of the world. Simultaneously, a large number of equatorial regions show

up with similar or higher desirability. Several regions scattered across central Africa

show up, however due to political instability these can be eliminated. This leaves

several specific locations across south-east Asia and southern India.

Overall we see that an ultra large ring laser gyro constructed near the equator is at

least as compelling as a polar device, unless ultimate performance is to be obtained

at any cost. This is because the reduction in magnitude of the frame dragging effect

is approximately cancelled by other factors leading to increased stability. However

the desirability of equatorial locations can vary significantly over small distances, so

optimising the location is important.

Finally, let us consider the case in which measurement of frame dragging is not con-

sidered a priority. This is represented by weighting set C. Here the values are chosen

to give a high stability instrument, ideal for long term geodetic measurements. The

main effect of this is to elevate regions in the mid-latitudes that were formally un-

desirable to becoming moderately desirable. However, the overall pattern of optimal

locations remains surprisingly similar. This indicates that choosing a location ideal

for measuring frame-dragging is not likely to be a significant impediment to other

operations in the event that measurement of frame dragging is eventually shown to
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be unachievable.

Overall, we note that while the specific weightings shown in Table 7.2 and some of the

parameters used in calculating the individual metrics are quite arbitrary, the general

pattern is fairly insensitive to the exact values of these parameters. In each case

there are a few locations which consistently show up as very suitable for constructing

a next generation ring laser gyro.

7.5. Final remarks

Over the past 15 years, ring laser gyro research has continued on a steady path

building larger devices. The goal has been continual development and increase in

performance. As we have seen from experience with UG-2, it is no longer sustainable

to simply continue building larger and larger devices. It is now necessary to design

ring laser gyros with the specific application and concrete program goals in mind

from the outset. These determine the best operational technique to use, the optimal

size and location.

In this thesis we have outlined a number of interesting scientific goals which ring laser

gyros have a very real potential to make important contributions to if the presently

understood limitations to performance can be minimised. Several new methods for

operating ring laser gyros to achieve this have been proposed and experimentally

demonstrated at the proof of principle level.

Despite its limitations, the UG-3 laser can be operated for long periods and produces

useful data on a number of interesting geophysical effects. Most of these effects occur

over long periods (e.g. tidal effects, polar wobble) and a very useful data set could be

obtained from continuous observations with the UG-3 laser over a period of a year

or more.

Such long-period observations have in general not been demonstrated with this in-

strument. Many corrections that could be applied to the data (for example those

based on side length measurement) require continuous integration. Interruptions,

particularly those longer than the 12 hour tidal cycle are highly disruptive because it

is not possible to interpolate between the missing data. If long periods of ‘observa-

tory mode’ data are to be obtained, it will be necessary to make a clear commitment

to quickly resolve the technical problems which inevitably arise.
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0.24 0.32 0.40 0.48 0.56 0.64 0.72 0.80

Figure 7.2. Weighting set A, Mollweide projection.

Figure 7.3. Weighting set A, polar Lambert azimuthal projections. Colour map follows

Figure 7.2.
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0.36 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.60 0.66 0.72 0.78

Figure 7.4. Weighting set B, Mollweide projection.

Figure 7.5. Weighting set B, polar Lambert azimuthal projections. Colour map follows

Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.6. Weighting set B, azimuthal equidistant projection for south Asia.

Figure 7.7. Weighting set B, azimuthal equidistant projection for north Europe.
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0.32 0.40 0.48 0.56 0.64 0.72 0.80 0.88

Figure 7.8. Weighting set C, Mollweide projection.

Figure 7.9. Weighting set C, polar Lambert azimuthal projections. Colour map follows

Figure 7.8.
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A. Data Analysis Software

A.1. Gaincurve module

A.1.1. Synopsis

The purpose of this module is to simplify the calculation of gain curves. It was written

to incorporates the equations and various numerical models presented in Chapter 3.

It makes use of the physconst module.

The module contains a base class/interface gaincurve. This defines the specification

for any object which defines the gain at a particular optical frequency according to

some phenomina or operation. The most important method it contains is the gain(f)

method which takes a frequency in MHz and returns some measure of the gain. This

method is aliased to the objects __call__() method, which allows gaincurves to be

called as functions. This is particularly useful because it allows the user to pass a

gaincurve object directly to standard optimisation routines. Additionally, all gain(f)

methods can be passed either floating point values or arrays of floats and the and the

returned type will adapt automatically. This is useful in a wide variety of contexts.

The base gaincurve class also contains some useful general purpose methods, such as

maximisation and evaluation over a frequency range.

A gaincurve object would not normally be instantiated directly; the gain(f) method

does nothing and is intended to be overwritten by methods in inhereted classes.

Several inherited classes are available, representing Gaussian, Lorentzian, Saturation

and Voigt functions. How these are instantiated varies depending on the class. Most

will require an instance of a LaserGas class which manages a gas mixture and auto-

matically sets the various instance variables according to the gas mixture (note that

these can always be overridden later). A Voigt gaincurve requires the component

Gaussian and Lorentzian gaincurves when it is constructed.
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Additional classes Sumcurve and Convolve are available. These take lists of other

gaincurve objects when initialised, and when their gain(f) methods are called, they

access the respective methods of the curves they were originally given and apply a

mathematical operation to them, (i.e. summation, multiplication). A Scalecurve is

also available which simply scales a given curve by a given floating point value.

All gaincurve objects are compatible with both continuous and discrete evaluation.

Sometimes additional information is required to accommodate this, for example an

optional parameter discrete is provided when constructing a Voigt gaincurve. When

given an integer k, the gain(f) method will adapt to evaluating the integral discretely

using Romberg integration on 2k + 1 pre-sampled evenly spaced points. This can be

an order of magnitude faster, but introduces descretisation artefacts, as illustrated

in Figure 3.4.

In many cases information about the gas mixture will be needed. A LaserGas class

is provided which manages a gas mixture, allowing isotope species to be added at

various pressures and the lasing transition to be specified. The various parameters

are then found automatically using the physconst module.

Overall, the approach implemented here is useful because it allows gain curves to be

built up from elementary functions each of which can be checked individually at any

stage. The final gaincurve is evaluated through a call-chain to the various gain(f)

methods. Because the resulting function is (optionally) continuous, it can be passed

to optimisation routines for example to solve I/Isat at the multi-mode threshold

without being limited by numerical precision. Additionally, because it only needs to

be evaluated for individual frequencies, performance when simulating the evolution

of individual modes is greatly increased compared to earlier implementations by the

author which relied on discretisation for all calculations.

A.1.2. Functions

savitzky_golay(y, window_size, order, deriv=0)
This is a utility function for smoothing (and optionally differentiating) data

using a Savitzky-Golay filter.

The Savitzky-Golay filter removes high frequency noise from data. It is well

suited to smoothing noisy data and has the advantage of preserving the
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original shape and features of the signal better than other types of filtering

approaches, such as moving average techniques.

The main idea behind this approach is to make a least-squares polynomial fit

of high order over an odd-sized window centred at each data point.

y: the values of the time history of the signal. (numpy

array or similar)

window_size: the length of the window. Must be an odd integer

number. (int)

order: the order of the polynomial used in the filtering. Must

be less then ‘window_size‘ - 1. (int)

deriv: the order of the derivative to compute (default value of 0

means only smoothing) (int)

A.1.3. Class Gaincurve

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

Available sub-classes: gaincurve.Convolve, gaincurve.Derivativecurve, gaincurve.Gaussian,

gaincurve.Lorentzian, gaincurve.Saturation, gaincurve.Scalecurve, gaincurve.Sumcurve,

gaincurve.Voigt

This is the base class representing a gaincurve. Normally a gaincurve object should

not be instantiated directly. This class contains some general purpose methods which

are useful for any type of gaincurve.

Methods

__call__(self, f )
Ailased to the gain(f) method

gain(self, f )
Calling this method directly will throw an error. The user should call the

corresponding method in a derived class
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f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

evaluate(self, span, cent, resolution)
Evaluates the whole gaincurve, storing the resulting values in instance

variables x and y.

span: The total frequency span in MHz over which to evaluate

(float)

cent: The centre frequency in MHz to evaluate about (float)

resolution: The frequency step used to evaluate the span in MHz

(float)

find_maximum(self, min=None, max=None, start=0)
Finds the frequency corresponding to maximum gain. If upper and lower

bounds are specified then a bounded minimisation is used, alternatively an

initial value can be specified, in which case an unbounded local minimisation

is done.

min: Lower bound (MHz) (Note: if specified, max must also be

specified) (float)

max: Upper bound (MHz) (Note: if specified, max must also be

specified) (float)

start: Initial guess of the frequency corresponding to maximum gain.

Used only if doing an unbounded minimisation. (float)

Return Value

The frequency (MHz) corresponding to maximum gain.

Class Variables

x Contains the frequency values after

evaluate has been called

Value: array([], dtype=float64)

continued on next page
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y Contains the gain values after evaluate

has been called

Value: array([], dtype=float64)

cent Center of the gaincurve in MHz

Value: 0

width Center of the gaincurve in MHz,

definition depends on type of gaincurve

Value: 0

A.1.4. Class Gaussian

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Gaussian

Represents a Gaussian gaincurve for a particular isotope species.

Methods

__init__(self, gas, species, velocity_offset=0)
Requires a lasergas object and a species (string) for which to calculate a

Gaussian curve.

gas: A Lasergas object, the pressure (for given species)

and temperature are taken from here.

species: The name of the species (string) for which to make

the Gaussian gaincurve. A species with the given

name should be present in the gas mixture.

velocity_offset: If specified moves the curve due to Doppler

broadening. Should be a float representing m/s.

Overrides: object.__init__

gain(self, f )
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Returns the normalised gain of the Gaussian gaincurve, centred at the

transition of the species (unless a velocity offset was specified).

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.5. Class Lorentzian

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Lorentzian

Represents a Lorentzian gaincurve for a particular gas mixture and model of the

pressure/collisional broadening.

Methods

__init__(self, gas, cent, pressure_model=’smith’)
Requires a lasergas object and a species (string) for which to calculate a

Lorentzian curve.

cent: This variable can be either a string or a float.

If it is a string, it should be the name of a species as

defined in physconst module. The constructed
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Lorentzian will then have centre frequency on that

transition and width defined by that species.

If a float the centre frequency will be that value in

MHz and the width will be the FWHM from the

weighted average of the species in the gas mixture.

Centre frequency can be reset by changing the

instance variable cent.

gas: A Lasergas object representing the gas mixture

pressure_model: The name (string) of a pressure model known to the

physconst module. Defaults to ‘smith’

Overrides: object.__init__

gain(self, f )
Returns the normalised gain of the Lorentzian gaincurve. Centre depends on

the value of the instance variable ‘cent’

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

cent Center of the gaincurve in MHz

Value: 0

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

width, x, y
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A.1.6. Class Saturation

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Saturation

This gaincurve represents a normalised saturation function, similar to an inverted

Lortentzian function.

Methods

__init__(self, gas, frequencies, intensities, isat=’smith’,

pressure_model=’smith’)
Produces a saturation-function gaincurve for a list of operating frequencies

with their associated intensities. Note that the HWHM of the dip is found

from the weighted average broadenings of each species in the gas mixture.

Note that a ValueError will be thrown if frequencies and intensities are not

the same length.

frequencies: list of frequencies (as floats) for the operating modes

intensities: list of intensities (as floats) of the beams

corresponding to the list of frequencies.

isat: This can be either the saturation intensity (a

number), or alternately it can be a string. If it is a

string, it must be the name of a saturation intensity

model (see physconst module). In this case the

supplied gas mix info will be passed to the given

model to determine the saturation intensity. Default

model is ‘smith’.

gas: A Lasergas object representing the gas mixture

pressure_model: The name (string) of a pressure model known to the

physconst module. Defaults to ‘smith’

Overrides: object.__init__
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gain(self, f )
Returns the value of the saturation function.

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.7. Class Voigt

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Voigt

Defines a gaincurve where the gain at a given frequency is found by detuning a

supplied gaincurve (lor) to the desired frequency and convolving this with another

supplied gaincurve (gaus).

Integration can be done either continuously (more accurate) or from discretely sam-

pled data (faster when evaluating repeatedly, by an order of magnitude or more).

Continuous integration is the default, but this can be changed. See __init__

method documentation for details.

If discrete is supplied then integration will be done discretely using Romberg inte-

gration on 2k + 1 evenly spaced points. If specifying a min and max value and using

discrete integration, be careful to ensure the range given is wide enough.
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Note: Romberg integration uses the trapezoid rule at step-sizes related by a power of

two and then performs Richardson extrapolation on these estimates to approximate

the integral with a higher-degree of accuracy.

Note that the parameters of the constructor gaus and lor are not necessarily Gaus-

sian/Lotentzian gain curves, but often will be. If simulating hole burning, gaus will

usually be a Gaussian gaincurve convolved with a Saturation gaincurve.

Methods

__init__(self, gaus, lor, min=None, max=None, discrete=None)
If min and max are not specified then they are taken as 6 standard deviations

(from the gaus line width) either side of the transition.

If continuous integration is done, result will be accurate to 0.01%

Note: this will change the offset of the supplied Lorentzian when called.

gaus: Underlying Gaussian velocity distribution (gaincurve)

lor: Lorentzian ‘spectral packet’ to use (gaincurve)

min: Minimum frequency (MHz) over which to do the integration

(float)

max: Maximum frequency (MHz) over which to do the integration

(float)

Overrides: object.__init__

gain(self, f )
Does the integration and returns the gain according to the Voigt function. f

can be either a float or numpy array of floats and the return type will change

accordingly.

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain
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Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.8. Class Convolve

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Convolve

This gaincurve represents the convolution of multiple supplied gaincurves.

Methods

__init__(self, curves)
When constructed this curve inherits the maximum values of cent and width

from the given curves.

curves: a list (or tuple) of all the gaincurves to be convolved.

Overrides: object.__init__

gain(self, f )
Returns the convolution of the gain from each given curve.

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)
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__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

curves A list of the curves which will be

convolved

Value: []

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.9. Class Sumcurve

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Sumcurve

This gaincurve represents the summation of multiple supplied gaincurves.

Methods

__init__(self, curves)
When constructed this curve inherits the maximum values of cent and width

from the given curves.

curves: a list (or tuple) of all the gaincurves to be summed.

Overrides: object.__init__

gain(self, f )
Returns the gain sum for each given curve.

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain
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Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

curves A list of the curves which will be summed

Value: []

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.10. Class Scalecurve

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Scalecurve

This gaincurve is the equivalent of a scalar multiplier.

Methods

__init__(self, curve, m)
When constructed this curve inherits the values of cent and width from the

given curve.

curve: the gaincurve to be scaled

m: the multiplication factor to use (float)

Overrides: object.__init__

gain(self, f )
Returns the scaled gain.

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain
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Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

m The multiplication factor

Value: 0.0

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.11. Class Derivativecurve

object

gaincurve.Gaincurve

gaincurve.Derivativecurve

This gaincurve is built from another gaincurve, and represents its derivative at a

specified order. This provides a wrapper to scipy.misc.derivative (continuous) or

np.diff (discrete). Note that if discrete operation is selected, the resolution parameter

has no effect. In this case you need to simply pass an array of frequencies with the

desired spacing.

Methods

__init__(self, curve, order=1, resolution=1.0, discrete=False)
x.__init__(...) initializes x; see x.__class__.__doc__ for signature

curve: The original gaincurve to differentiate (gaincurve)

order: The order of the derivative, defaults to 1st order (int)

resolution: The resolution over which to calculate the derivative,

defaults to 1 MHz (float)

Overrides: object.__init__
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gain(self, f )
Returns the derivative of the curve at the given frequency.

f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of

floats.

Return Value

The relative gain

Overrides: gaincurve.Gaincurve.gain

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve(Section A.1.3)

__call__(), evaluate(), find_maximum()

Class Variables

Inherited from gaincurve.Gaincurve (Section A.1.3)

cent, width, x, y

A.1.12. Class LaserGas

object

gaincurve.LaserGas

Methods

__init__(self, temperature, transition)
x.__init__(...) initializes x; see x.__class__.__doc__ for signature

temperature: gas temperature in K (float)

transition: the name (string) of a transition in spectral notation

with a -> separating the initial and final state. Must be

known by the physconst module.

Overrides: object.__init__

add_species(self, name, partial_pressure, lasing)
Adds a new species to the gas mixture
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name: The name of the species (string). Must be known

to the physconst module

partial_pressure: The partial pressure (float representing mbar) of

the species

lasing: Boolean indicating if the species is lasing.

get_ratio(self, name)
name: name of the gas species to get ratio for (string).

Return Value

The fraction that the named gas species represents of the total gas

pressure.

get_lasing_ratio(self, name)
This is essentially the same as get_ratio, but only applies to species which

are known to be lasing

pressure_broadening_average(self, pressure_model=’smith’)
Caclulates the FWHM of pressure broadening for the total pressure of the gas

mix but with the model weighted by the partial pressures of the lasing gas

species.

pressure_model: Which model of the pressure/collisional broadening

to use. Must be a name (string) known by physconst

module. Defaults to ’smith’

Return Value

The full width at half max (in MHz) of the pressure broadening

make_composite(self, iisat=0, hole_separation=0, unsat_max=’auto’,

discrete=None, debug=False)
Returns a composite gaincurve for this gas mixture, found by constructing

and weighting appropriately Voigt curves for each lasing species. The

returned gaincurve will be normalised to the gain value at the unsaturated

maximum.

If the iisat parameter is specified, holes are burned opposite the unsaturated

maximum and separated according to hole_separation parameter. Note that
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AA.1. Gaincurve module

the frequency of the unsaturated maximum is stored in the class instance

variable unsat_max if it is not known. It is then used if later calculations. If

the gas mixture is changed meanwhile, you will have to run this method

forcing the recalculation of a new unsat_max.

iisat: Fractional intensity / saturation intensity (assumed

to be the same for both holes)

hole_separation: Frequency difference between the holes in MHz

unsat_max: A string describing what to do regarding

calculation of the unsaturated maximuim. ’auto’

will calculate it if unknown but use the saved value

otherwise, ’recalculare’ will force a recalculation,

’disable’ will do nothing.

debug: Print debugging/progress information (boolean)

count_crossings(self, iisat, fsr=50)
This method returns the number of positive (i.e., -vt to +pv) zero crossings

in the derivative of the composite curve for a gas mixture.

find_threshold(self, fsr=50, plt=None)
Returns the iisat value at multimode threshold, assuming the definition of the

multimode threshold is the lowest value of iisat for which their exist 2 roots

in the 1st derivative of the gain curve with a positive 2nd derivative.

This is a simple uphill-only optimisation routine which find the point when

the number of crossings = 2. Works by stepping up the isat, until we get to 2

crossings, then backtracking 1 step and increasing the precision.

Class Variables

unsat_max Frequency corresponding to the

maximum of the unsaturated gain curve.

Value:

Instance Variables
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A. Data Analysis Software

temperature Mean gas temperature (K)

transition Transition identifier string

species Dictionary where keys are the element

names (strings) and values are the partial

pressures (mbar) (float)

lasing Dictionary where keys are the element

names (strings) and values booleans indi-

cating if that species is lasing on the given

transition.

pressure Total pressure. This is automatically up-

dated. Don’t change this manually.

Implementation:

A.2. Physconst module

A.2.1. Synopsis

This module is used as a repository for a variety of physical constants and phe-

nomenological numerical models.

A.2.2. Functions

mass(thing)
Returns the mass in kg of something. If the thing is unknown, then a

ValueError will be thrown and the names of the available things returned.

thing: name (string) of thing to find the mass of. Currently available

’Ne 20’, ’Ne 21’, ’Ne 22’, ’He 4’, ’earth’

natural_abundance(thing)
Returns the natural abundance fraction of the given thing. Note that if the

thing is unknown, then a ValueError will be thrown and the names of the

available things returned.

thing: name (string) of thing to find abundance of, currently available
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from scipy import optimize
from scipy.integrate import quad, romb
from scipy.misc.common import derivative
from scipy.optimize import optimize, fsolve
import numpy as np
import physconst as pc
import math

#import cProfile

########### 
# All the gaincurve and all its child classes below
    
class Gaincurve(object):        
    """ This is the base class representing a gaincurve.
        Normally a gaincurve object should not be instantiated directly.
        This class contains some general purpose methods which are useful for any type of gaincurve.
    """
    
    x=np.empty(0) #:Contains the frequency values after evaluate has been called
    y=np.empty(0) #:Contains the gain values after evaluate has been called
    cent = 0 #: Center of the gaincurve in MHz
    width = 0 #: Center of the gaincurve in MHz, definition depends on type of gaincurve
    
    def __call__(self, f):
        """ Ailased to the gain(f) method
        """
        return self.gain(f)
    
    def gain(self, f):
        """ Calling this method directly will throw an error. The user should call the corresponding method in a derived class
            @param f: Frequency (MHz). Can be an individual float or numpy array of floats.
            @return: The relative gain
        """
        raise("Attempt to call gain method of base gaincurve class. No gain curve - only use gain method on *derived* classes.")
    
    def evaluate(self, span, cent, resolution):
        """ Evaluates the whole gaincurve, storing the resulting values in instance variables x and y.
            @param span: The total frequency span in MHz over which to evaluate (float)
            @param cent: The centre frequency in MHz to evaluate about (float)
            @param resolution: The frequency step used to evaluate the span in MHz (float)
        """
        self.x=np.linspace(cent - (span/2) , cent + (span/2) , int(span/resolution))
        
        self.y = self.gain(self.x) #self.gain(self.x)
        
        #index=0
        #for interval in self.x:
        #    self.y[index] = self.gain(interval)
        #    index=index+1
            
    def find_maximum(self, min=None, max=None, start=0):
        """ 
        Finds the frequency corresponding to maximum gain. If upper and lower bounds are specified then a
        bounded minimisation is used, alternatively an initial value can be specified, in which case an
        unbounded local minimisation is done.
        
        @param min: Lower bound (MHz) (Note: if specified, max must also be specified) (float)
        @param max: Upper bound (MHz) (Note: if specified, max must also be specified) (float)
        @param start: Initial guess of the frequency corresponding to maximum gain. Used only if doing an unbounded minimisation. (float)
        @return: The frequency (MHz) corresponding to maximum gain.
        """
        
        #tomin = lambda f: 1.0/self.gain(f)
        def tomin(f):
            # For some reason, fmin calls the given function with an array of length 1 .. naturally the function will
            # return an array in this case which doesn't work. So we have to force it to be called with a float
            if type(f).__name__ == 'ndarray':
                f = f[0]
            g = self.gain(f)
            if g == 0 : return np.inf
            return( 1.0/g )
            
        if min == None or max == None:
            # unbounded minimisation
            #cent = optimize.brent(tomin)
            cent = optimize.fmin(tomin, start, xtol=1e-8, ftol=1e-8, disp=False)
        else:
            # bounded minimisation
            cent = optimize.fminbound(tomin, min, max, disp=0, xtol=1e-11)[0]
        
        return cent
    

class Gaussian(Gaincurve):
    "Represents a Gaussian gaincurve for a particular isotope species."
    def __init__(self, gas, species, velocity_offset = 0):
        """ Requires a lasergas object and a species (string) for which to calculate a Gaussian curve.
            @param gas: A Lasergas object, the pressure (for given species) and temperature are taken from here.
            @param species: The name of the species (string) for which to make the Gaussian gaincurve. A species with the given name should be present in the gas mixture.
            @param velocity_offset: If specified moves the curve due to Doppler broadening. Should be a float representing m/s.
        """
        mass = pc.mass(species)
        self.cent = pc.transition_frequency(species,gas.transition)
        self.width = self.cent*np.sqrt((8*np.log(2)*pc.k*gas.temperature)/(mass*pc.c*pc.c))
        
        wavelength = pc.c / (1e6 * self.cent)
        self.offset = (velocity_offset/wavelength) / 1e6
    
    def gain(self, f):
        "Returns the normalised gain of the Gaussian gaincurve, centred at the transition of the species (unless a velocity offset was specified)."
        
        f = f+self.offset
        #sigma =  1.1774100225154747 # = sqrt(2*log(2))
        temp1 = -4*math.log(2) # Evaluate this here for speed
        
        if type(f).__name__ == 'float':
            g = math.exp( temp1 * ( (f-self.cent)/self.width )**2  )
        else:
            g = np.exp( temp1 * ( (f-self.cent)/self.width )**2  )
            
        return g
        
class Lorentzian(Gaincurve):
    "Represents a Lorentzian gaincurve for a particular gas mixture and model of the pressure/collisional broadening."
    
    cent = 0
    
    def __init__(self, gas, cent, pressure_model='smith'):
        """ Requires a lasergas object and a species (string) for which to calculate a Lorentzian curve. 
            
            @param cent: This variable can be either a string or a float. 
                
                If it is a string, it should be the name of a species as defined in physconst module. 
                The constructed Lorentzian will then have centre frequency on that transition and width 
                defined by that species.
        
                If a float the centre frequency will be that value in MHz and the width will be the
                FWHM from the weighted average of the species in the gas mixture.
            
                Centre frequency can be reset by changing the instance variable cent.
            
            @param gas: A Lasergas object representing the gas mixture
            @param pressure_model: The name (string) of a pressure model known to the physconst module. Defaults to `smith'
        """
        
        if type(cent) == type(""):
            self.cent = pc.transition_frequency(cent, gas.transition)
            self.width = pc.pressure_broadening(gas.pressure, cent)
            
        elif type(cent) == type(1.0):
            self.cent = cent
            self.width = gas.pressure_broadening_average(pressure_model = pressure_model)
        #print 'Lorentzian cent=',self.cent,' width=', self.width
    def gain(self, f):
        """ Returns the normalised gain of the Lorentzian gaincurve.
            Centre depends on the value of the instance variable `cent'
        """
        g = 1.0/( 1 + (  2*(f-self.cent)/self.width  )**2  )
        #print 'Lorentzian cent=',self.cent,' width=', self.width, ' gain=', g
        return g

class Saturation(Gaincurve):
    " This gaincurve represents a normalised saturation function, similar to an inverted Lortentzian function."
    
    def __init__(self, gas, frequencies, intensities, isat='smith', pressure_model='bennett'):
        """ Produces a saturation-function gaincurve for a list of operating frequencies with their associated intensities.
            Note that the HWHM of the dip is found from the weighted average broadenings of each species in the gas mixture.
            Note that a ValueError will be thrown if frequencies and intensities are not the same length.
            @param frequencies: list of frequencies (as floats) for the operating modes
            @param intensities: list of intensities (as floats) of the beams corresponding to the list of frequencies.
            @param isat: This can be either the saturation intensity (a number), or alternately it can be a string. 
                If it is a string, it must be the name of a saturation intensity model (see physconst module). In this case the
                supplied gas mix info will be passed to the given model to determine the saturation intensity. Default model is
                `smith'.
            @param gas: A Lasergas object representing the gas mixture
            @param pressure_model: The name (string) of a pressure model known to the physconst module. Defaults to `smith'
        """
        
        if not len(frequencies) == len(intensities):
            raise ValueError, 'Given frequencies and intensities do not match up.'
        
        if type(isat) == type(""):
            # use mode to find isat
            self.isat = pc.saturation_intensity(gas, isat)
            
        elif type(isat) == type(0.0):
            self.isat = isat
        
        else:
            raise ValueError, str(type(isat))+' is not a valid type for isat. Should be string or float.'
        
        self.intensities = intensities
        self.frequencies = frequencies
        
        self.H = .5*gas.pressure_broadening_average(pressure_model=pressure_model)
        
        # calculate the HWHM by from weighted average broadenings of each species in the gas
        #hwhm = 0
        #for sp in gas.species:
        #    if gas.lasing[sp]:
        #        ratio = gas.get_lasing_ratio(sp)
        #        hwhm = hwhm + ratio*pc.pressure_broadening(gas.pressure, sp, model = pressure_model)
        #        print pc.pressure_broadening(gas.pressure, sp, model = pressure_model), ratio
        #self.H = 0.5*hwhm
        #print 'found average H',self.H
        
    def gain(self, f):
        """ Returns the value of the saturation function. """
        
        # build up the F function
        F = 0
        for freq, i in zip(self.frequencies, self.intensities):
            #df = f - freq
            if freq>0.0:
                df = freq - f
            else:
                df = -1*freq + f
            F = F + (i/self.isat)* (1.0/ (1.0+(df/self.H)**2) )
        
        S = 1.0 / (1.0+F)
        return S
    

class Voigt(Gaincurve):
    """ Defines a gaincurve where the gain at a given frequency is found by detuning a supplied gaincurve (lor)
        to the desired frequency and convolving this with another supplied gaincurve (gaus).
        
        Integration can be done either continuously (more accurate) or from discretely sampled data (faster when
        evaluating repeatedly, by an order of magnitude or more). Continuous integration is the default, but this 
        can be changed. See __init__ method documentation for details.
        
        If discrete is supplied then integration will be done discretely using Romberg integration on 2^k+1 evenly spaced points.
        If specifying a min and max value and using discrete integration, be careful to ensure the range given is wide enough.
            
        Note: Romberg integration uses the trapezoid rule at step-sizes related by a power of two and then performs Richardson extrapolation 
        on these estimates to approximate the integral with a higher-degree of accuracy.

        Note that the parameters of the constructor gaus and lor are not necessarily Gaussian/Lotentzian gain curves,
        but often will be. If simulating hole burning, gaus will usually be a Gaussian gaincurve convolved
        with a Saturation gaincurve.        
    """
    
    def __init__(self, gaus, lor, min=None, max=None, discrete=None):
        """ If min and max are not specified then they are taken as 6 standard deviations (from the gaus line width) either side of the transition.
            
            If continuous integration is done, result will be accurate to 0.01%
               
            Note: this will change the offset of the supplied Lorentzian when called.
        
            @param gaus: Underlying Gaussian velocity distribution (gaincurve)
            @param lor: Lorentzian `spectral packet' to use (gaincurve)
            @param min: Minimum frequency (MHz) over which to do the integration (float)
            @param max: Maximum frequency (MHz) over which to do the integration (float)
        """
        self.gaus = gaus
        self.lor = lor
        self.min = min
        self.max = max
        if min==None and max==None:
            span = gaus.width
            cent = gaus.cent
            #print 'Doing integration over 6*', span, ' MHz'
            sigma = span / (2.0 * math.sqrt(2 * math.log(2)))
            self.min = cent-6*span
            self.max = cent+6*span
                
        self.cent = gaus.cent
        self.width = gaus.width
        self.discrete = discrete
        
        if not discrete == None:
            # if evaluating using discretisation, generate the arrays for integrating now
            
            self.samples = 2**int(discrete) + 1
            
            self.freqs = np.linspace(self.min, self.max, num=self.samples)
            #print 'Discrete evaluate with frequency step ', self.freqs[1]-self.freqs[0]
            self.gaus_values = gaus(self.freqs)
            lor.cent = 0
            self.lor_values = lor(self.freqs-self.cent)
            
    def gain(self, f):
        "Does the integration and returns the gain according to the Voigt function. f can be either a float or numpy array of floats and the return type will change accordingly."
        
        if type(f).__name__ == 'ndarray':
            gains = np.array([])
            for fval in f:
                gains = np.append(gains, self._gain_single(fval))
            return gains
        else:
            return self._gain_single(f)
    
    def _gain_single(self, f):
        "Does the integration and returns the gain according to the Voigt function."
        if self.discrete == None:
            # Do integral using continious integration
            self.lor.cent = f
            def integrand(fint):
                return self.lor(fint) * self.gaus(fint)
            
            result = quad(integrand, self.min, self.max, epsrel=0.0001, full_output=0)[0]
        else:
            # Do integral by discretisation using Romberg integration on previously prepared samples
            
            # Move the Lorentzian distribution of already evaluated values    
            moveby = f-self.gaus.cent # in MHz
            moveby = int(round( moveby/ (self.freqs[1]-self.freqs[0]) )) # in steps
            
            if moveby > len(self.gaus_values):
                return 0
                        
            lor_values = np.roll(self.lor_values, moveby)            
            result = romb(self.gaus_values*lor_values, dx=self.freqs[1]-self.freqs[0] )
            
        return result

class Convolve(Gaincurve):
    "This gaincurve represents the convolution of multiple supplied gaincurves."
    curves = [] #: A list of the curves which will be convolved
    def __init__(self, curves):
        """ When constructed this curve inherits the maximum values of cent and width
            from the given curves.
            @param curves: a list (or tuple) of all the gaincurves to be convolved. 
        """
        self.curves = curves
        
        self.cent = max( t.cent for t in curves )
        self.width = max( t.width for t in curves )
            
    def gain(self, f):
        "Returns the convolution of the gain from each given curve."
        conv = 1.0
        for curve in self.curves:
            conv = conv * curve.gain(f)
        return conv
        
class Sumcurve(Gaincurve):
    "This gaincurve represents the summation of multiple supplied gaincurves."
    curves = []  #: A list of the curves which will be summed
    def __init__(self, curves):
        """ When constructed this curve inherits the maximum values of cent and width
            from the given curves.
            @param curves: a list (or tuple) of all the gaincurves to be summed. 
        """
        self.curves = curves
        self.cent = max( t.cent for t in curves )
        self.width = max( t.width for t in curves )
    def gain(self, f):
        "Returns the gain sum for each given curve."
        total_gain = 0.0
        for curve in self.curves:
            total_gain = total_gain+curve.gain(f)
        return total_gain
    
class Scalecurve(Gaincurve):
    "This gaincurve is the equivalent of a scalar multiplier."
    m = 0.0 #: The multiplication factor
    def __init__(self, curve, m):
        """ When constructed this curve inherits the values of cent and width
            from the given curve.
            @param curve: the gaincurve to be scaled
            @param m: the multiplication factor to use (float)
        """
        self.curve = curve
        self.m = m
        self.cent = curve.cent
        self.width = curve.width
    def gain(self, f):
        "Returns the scaled gain."
        return self.curve.gain(f)*self.m
          
class Derivativecurve(Gaincurve):
    """
        This gaincurve is built from another gaincurve, and represents its derivative at a specified order.
        This provides a wrapper to scipy.misc.derivative (continuous) or np.diff (discrete). Note
        that if discrete operation is selected, the resolution parameter has no effect. In this case
        you need to simply pass an array of frequencies with the desired spacing.
    """
    def __init__(self, curve, order=1, resolution=1.0, discrete=False):
        """@param curve: The original gaincurve to differentiate (gaincurve)
           @param order: The order of the derivative, defaults to 1st order (int)
           @param resolution: The resolution over which to calculate the derivative, defaults to 1 MHz (float)
        """
        self.curve = curve
        self.order = order
        self.resolution = resolution
        self.discrete = discrete
    def gain(self, f):
        "Returns the derivative of the curve at the given frequency."
        if not self.discrete:
            return derivative(self.curve.gain, f, self.resolution, n=self.order)
        else:
            #return np.diff(self.curve.gain(f), n=self.order)
            #print 'Doing Savitzky-Golay deriv'
            return savitzky_golay( self.curve(f), 5, 2, deriv=self.order )

def savitzky_golay(y, window_size, order, deriv=0):
    r"""This is a utility function for smoothing (and optionally differentiating)
    data using a Savitzky-Golay filter. 
    
    The Savitzky-Golay filter removes high frequency noise from data.
    It is well suited to smoothing noisy data and has the advantage of preserving the original shape and
    features of the signal better than other types of filtering
    approaches, such as moving average techniques.
    
    The main idea behind this approach is to make a least-squares polynomial 
    fit of high order over an odd-sized window centred at each data point.
    
    @param y: the values of the time history of the signal. (numpy array or similar)
    @param window_size: the length of the window. Must be an odd integer number. (int)
    @param order: the order of the polynomial used in the filtering. Must be less then `window_size` - 1. (int)
    @param deriv: the order of the derivative to compute (default value of 0 means only smoothing) (int)
    """
#    .. [1] A. Savitzky, M. J. E. Golay, Smoothing and Differentiation of
#       Data by Simplified Least Squares Procedures. Analytical
#       Chemistry, 1964, 36 (8), pp 1627-1639.
#    .. [2] Numerical Recipes 3rd Edition: The Art of Scientific Computing
#       W.H. Press, S.A. Teukolsky, W.T. Vetterling, B.P. Flannery
#       Cambridge University Press ISBN-13: 9780521880688
       
    try:
        window_size = np.abs(np.int(window_size))
        order = np.abs(np.int(order))
    except ValueError, msg:
        raise ValueError("window_size and order have to be of type int")
    if window_size % 2 != 1 or window_size < 1:
        raise TypeError("window_size size must be a positive odd number")
    if window_size < order + 2:
        raise TypeError("window_size is too small for the polynomials order")
    order_range = range(order+1)
    half_window = (window_size -1) // 2
    # precompute coefficients
    b = np.mat([[k**i for i in order_range] for k in range(-half_window, half_window+1)])
    m = np.linalg.pinv(b).A[deriv]
    # pad the signal at the extremes with
    # values taken from the signal itself
    firstvals = y[0] - np.abs( y[1:half_window+1][::-1] - y[0] )
    lastvals = y[-1] + np.abs(y[-half_window-1:-1][::-1] - y[-1])
    y = np.concatenate((firstvals, y, lastvals))
    return np.convolve( m, y, mode='valid')


#class Nullcurve(Gaincurve):
#    """ Gain curve with unit gain at all frequencies """
#    def __init__(self):
#        pass
#    def gain(self, f):
#        "Returns unit gain at all frequencies."
#        return 1.0

###################################
# Laser gas class
        
class LaserGas(object):
    
    unsat_max = None #: Frequency corresponding to the maximum of the unsaturated gain curve.
    
    def __init__(self, temperature, transition):
        """ @param temperature: gas temperature in K (float)
            @param transition: the name (string) of a transition in spectral notation with a -> separating the initial and final state. Must be known by the physconst module.
        """
        self.temperature = temperature #: Mean gas temperature (K)
        self.transition = transition #: Transition identifier string
        self.species = dict() #: Dictionary where keys are the element names (strings) and values are the partial pressures (mbar) (float)
        self.lasing = dict() #: Dictionary where keys are the element names (strings) and values booleans indicating if that species is lasing on the given transition.
        self.pressure = 0.0 #: Total pressure. This is automatically updated. Don't change this manually.
    
    def add_species(self, name, partial_pressure, lasing):
        """ Adds a new species to the gas mixture
            @param name: The name of the species (string). Must be known to the physconst module
            @param partial_pressure: The partial pressure (float representing mbar) of the species
            @param lasing: Boolean indicating if the species is lasing.
        """
        #print 'new gas .. adding',name,'at',partial_pressure
        self.pressure = self.pressure + partial_pressure
        self.species[name] = partial_pressure
        self.lasing[name] = lasing
    
    def get_ratio(self, name):
        """ @param name: name of the gas species to get ratio for (string).
            @returns: The fraction that the named gas species represents of the total gas pressure.
        """
        return self.species[name] / sum(self.species.values())
    
    def get_lasing_ratio(self, name):
        """ This is essentially the same as get_ratio, but only applies to species which are known to be lasing """
        lasing_pressure = 0 #: Total pressure of the lasing elements
        for n,l in zip(self.lasing.keys(), self.lasing.values()):
            if l:
                lasing_pressure = lasing_pressure + self.species[n]
        return self.species[name] / lasing_pressure
    
    def pressure_broadening_average(self, pressure_model = 'smith' ):
        """ Caclulates the FWHM of pressure broadening for the total pressure of the gas mix
            but with the model weighted by the partial pressures of the lasing gas species.
            @param pressure_model: Which model of the pressure/collisional broadening to use. Must be a name (string) known by physconst module. Defaults to 'smith'
            @returns: The full width at half max (in MHz) of the pressure broadening
        """
        fwhm = 0
        for sp in self.species:
            if self.lasing[sp]:
                ratio = self.get_lasing_ratio(sp)
                #fwhm = fwhm + ratio*pc.pressure_broadening(self.pressure, sp, model = pressure_model)
                fwhm = fwhm + ratio*pc.lorenzian_linewidth(self, model=pressure_model)
                
                #print 'Pressure broadening at : ',self.pressure, ' = ' , pc.pressure_broadening(self.pressure, sp, model = pressure_model), ' * ',  ratio
        #print 'avg broadening ',fwhm
        return fwhm
        
    def make_composite(self, iisat=0, hole_separation=0, unsat_max='auto', discrete=None, debug=False):
        """ Returns a composite gaincurve for this gas mixture, found by constructing and weighting appropriately Voigt curves for each lasing species.
            The returned gaincurve will be normalised to the gain value at the unsaturated maximum.
            
            If the iisat parameter is specified, holes are burned opposite the unsaturated maximum and separated according to hole_separation parameter.
            Note that the frequency of the unsaturated maximum is stored in the class instance variable unsat_max if it is not known. It is then used
            if later calculations. If the gas mixture is changed meanwhile, you will have to run this method forcing the recalculation of a new unsat_max.
            
            @param iisat: Fractional intensity / saturation intensity (assumed to be the same for both holes)
            @param hole_separation: Frequency difference between the holes in MHz
            @param unsat_max: A string describing what to do regarding calculation of the unsaturated maximuim. 'auto' will calculate it if unknown but
                              use the saved value otherwise, 'recalculare' will force a recalculation, 'disable' will do nothing.
            @param debug: Print debugging/progress information (boolean)
        """
        
        # Recalcuate unsat_max if forced
        if unsat_max == 'recalculate' or (self.unsat_max == None and unsat_max == 'auto'): 
            
            # Call this method recursively to get an unsaturated gain curve
            unsat_curve = self.make_composite(unsat_max='disable')
            
            # First get an estimate of the unsaturated maximum from the weighted average of the transitions of the lasing species
            estimate = 0
            for sp in self.species:
                if self.lasing[sp]:
                    estimate = estimate + self.get_lasing_ratio(sp) * pc.transition_frequency(sp, self.transition)
            if debug: print 'Estimate of unsat_max = ', estimate
            
            # Now find the true value
            self.unsat_max = unsat_curve.find_maximum(start=estimate)
            if debug: print 'Found by optimisation, unsat_max = ', self.unsat_max
            
        lor = Lorentzian(self, 0.0)
        #print 'Lorentzian width = ',lor.width
        
        # Populate list of curves given the lasing species
        curves = []
        for sp in self.species:
            if self.lasing[sp]:
                gaus = Gaussian(self, sp)
                #print 'Gauss width = ',gaus.width
                
                if iisat>0.0 and not unsat_max == 'disable' :  # Apply saturation function to the gaussian if an iisat has been set
                    #sat = Saturation(self, (self.unsat_max-.5*hole_separation, self.unsat_max+.5*hole_separation), (iisat, iisat), 1.0)
                    #sat = Saturation(self, [self.unsat_max-.5*hole_separation], [iisat], 1.0)
                    sat = Saturation(self, (self.unsat_max-.5*hole_separation, -1*self.unsat_max+.5*hole_separation), (iisat, iisat), 1.0)
                    gaus = Convolve( (gaus, sat) )
                    
                vgt = Voigt(gaus, lor, discrete=discrete)
                scaled = Scalecurve( vgt, self.get_lasing_ratio(sp) )
                curves.append( scaled )
                
        combined = Sumcurve( curves )
        #print 'unsat_max = ',self.unsat_max
        
        return combined

    def count_crossings(self, iisat, fsr=50):
        """ This method returns the number of positive (i.e., -vt to +pv) zero crossings in the derivative of the composite curve for a gas mixture. """
        
        composite = self.make_composite(iisat=iisat, discrete=17)
        d = Derivativecurve(composite, 1, resolution=fsr, discrete=True)
        print 'Evaluating derivative for iisat = ',iisat
        #d.evaluate(2500, self.unsat_max, fsr)  
        d.evaluate(2*composite.width, self.unsat_max, fsr)  
          
        a = d.y
        b = np.roll(a, 1)
        #crossings = np.nonzero( (a<0) & (b>0) ) [0]
        crossings = np.nonzero( ((a<0) & (b>0)) | ((a>0) & (b<0)) ) [0]
        
        crossings = crossings[crossings>0] # Remove any crossings which are actually 'end effects'
        print 'Crossings : ',crossings, d.x[crossings][1:] - d.x[crossings][0:-1]
        return len(crossings)

    def find_threshold(self, fsr=50, plt=None):
        """ Returns the iisat value at multimode threshold, assuming the definition of the multimode threshold is the
            lowest value of iisat for which their exist 2 roots in the 1st derivative of the gain curve with a positive 2nd derivative.
            
            This is a simple uphill-only optimisation routine which find the point when the number of crossings = 2. 
            Works by stepping up the isat, until we get to 2 crossings, then backtracking 1 step and increasing the precision. 
        """
        
        di = 0.01 # Initial iisat step size
        pmax = 9 # Maximum precision to converge to. Final result will be accurate to di/p
        
        i = 0 # starting iisat value
        p = 1
        while True:
            i = i+di/p
            crossings = self.count_crossings(i, fsr=fsr)
            if crossings > 1: 
                i = i-di/p
                p = p+1
                if p == pmax:
                    break
        result = .5* (2*i+di/(p-1))
        
        if not plt==None:
            #print 'Plotting ...'
            composite = self.make_composite(iisat=result*1.1, discrete=17)
            composite.evaluate( composite.width*2, composite.cent, fsr )
            plt.plot(composite.x, composite.y/np.max(composite.y), 'r-')            
            
            composite = self.make_composite(iisat=result*.9, discrete=17)
            composite.evaluate( composite.width*2, composite.cent, fsr )
            plt.plot(composite.x, composite.y/np.max(composite.y), 'b-')

            dc = Derivativecurve( self.make_composite(iisat=result, discrete=17), discrete=True )
            dc.evaluate( composite.width*2, composite.cent, fsr )
            plt.plot(dc.x, dc.y, 'g-')
            
            #dc2 = Derivativecurve( self.make_composite(iisat=result, discrete=16), discrete=False )
            #dc2.evaluate( composite.width*2, composite.cent, fsr )
            #plt.plot(dc2.x, dc2.y, 'k-')
            
        return result
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‘Ne 20’, ‘Ne 21’, ‘Ne 22’

transition_frequency(species, transition)
Returns the transition frequency in MHz for a given transition of a given

species. Note: A list of known state names and species will be returned in the

ValueError information if given incorrect of empty names.

species: Species name as a string, e.g. ‘Ne 20’

transition: The transition is encoded with a -> used to separate

states.

lorenzian_linewidth(gas, model=’smith’, uncertainty=False)
Returns the Lorentzian line width (FWHM) in MHz for a given gas mixture

according to a supplied model. Note that a ValueError will be raised if the

species or model could ot be found.

gas: LaserGas object, must have pressure and temperature

specified.

model: Name of species, currently available: ’smith’, ’tuchin’,

’bennett’

uncertainty: If true, function will return a tuple with width and the

width error if it is available for the model. Otherwise

will return the width by itself.

saturation_intensity(gas, model)
Returns the saturation intensity for a given LaserGas object using the

specified model in W/cm2. A ValueError will be raised if the specified gas

parameters are out of range of the desired model.

gas: LaserGas object, must have pressure and temperature specified.

model: Name of the model to use (string). Available models are

’smith’, ’graham’.

A.2.3. Variables

k boltzmans constant (m^2 kg/s^2/K)

Value: 1.3806503e-23

continued on next page
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amu atomic mass unit (kg)

Value: 1.66053886e-27

c speed of light (m/s)

Value: 299792458.0

R Gas constant (J/K/mol)

Value: 8.314472

h Plank constant m^2 kg / s

Value: 6.6260683e-34

N_A Avagadro’s number

Value: 6.0221415e+23

Implementation:

A.3. Pysolid module

A.3.1. Synopsis

This module was written to provide an easy to use programming interface to the

Fortran 77 program by Dennis Milbert. This is used for calculation of displacements

due to solid earth tides through an implementation of section 7.1.2 of the IERS

Conventions (2003). Pysolid extends this functionality to calculate stains, tilts and

rotations induced by earth tides.

All of these calculations require finding the coordinates of test points relative to the

observatory. Vincenty’s ‘direct’ formulae is used for this. Pysolid supports reference

ellipsoids WGS 84, GRS 80 and WGRS 80/84 however in all the work presented in

this thesis the default WGS 84 is assumed.

This depends on the scitime module, which automatically maintains a table of leap-

second data (automatically downloading updates from IERRSS when necessary and

conversion routines necessary for the various astronomical calculations.
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"This module is used as a repository for a variety of physical constants and phenomenological numerical models."

import numpy as np
import math

k = 1.3806503e-23    #: boltzmans constant (m^2 kg/s^2/K)
amu = 1.66053886e-27 #: atomic mass unit (kg)
c = 299792458.0      #: speed of light (m/s)
R = 8.314472         #: Gas constant (J/K/mol)
h = 6.6260683e-34    #: Plank constant  m^2 kg / s
N_A = 6.0221415e23   #: Avagadro's number

def mass(thing):
    """ Returns the mass in kg of something. 
        If the thing is unknown, then a ValueError will be thrown and the names of the available things returned.
        @param thing: name (string) of thing to find the mass of. Currently available 'Ne 20', 'Ne 21', 'Ne 22', 'He 4', 'earth'
    """
    mass_kg = {
        "Ne 20" : 19.992440176 *amu ,
        "Ne 21" : 20.99384674 * amu ,
        "Ne 22" : 21.99138550  *amu ,
        "He 4" : 4.002602*amu ,
        "earth" : 5.9742e24 ,
        }
    if thing in mass_kg:
        return mass_kg[thing]
    else:
        raise ValueError, "Mass of "+str(thing)+" unknown. I only know of "+str(mass_kg.keys())

def natural_abundance(thing):
    """ 
        Returns the natural abundance fraction of the given thing.
        Note that if the thing is unknown, then a ValueError will be thrown and the names of the available things returned.
        @param thing: name (string) of thing to find abundance of, currently available `Ne 20', `Ne 21', `Ne 22'
    """
    abundance = {
        "Ne 20" : .9048 ,
        "Ne 21" : .0027 ,
        "Ne 22" : .0925 ,
        }
    if thing in abundance:
        return abundance[thing]
    else:
        raise ValueError, "Natural abundance of "+str(thing)+" unknown. I only know of "+str(abundance.keys())

def transition_frequency(species, transition):
    """ Returns the transition frequency in MHz for a given transition of a given species.
        Note: A list of known state names and species will be returned in the ValueError information if given incorrect of empty names. 
        @param species: Species name as a string, e.g. `Ne 20' 
        @param transition: The transition is encoded with a -> used to separate states.
    """
    transitions_MHz = {
                        "Ne 20" : {
                                    "5s'->3p J=1/2" : 473612251,     # old value 1e-6*(c/632.99135e-9),
                                    "5s'->3p J=3/2" : 551579659
                                } ,
                        "Ne 22" : {
                                    "5s'->3p J=1/2" : 473613149,     # old value 1e-6*(c/632.99015e-9),  
                                    "5s'->3p J=3/2" : 551580659
                                }
                      }
    if species in transitions_MHz:
        if transition in transitions_MHz[species]:
            return transitions_MHz[species][transition]
        else:
            raise ValueError, "The transition "+str(transition)+" not found for species "+str(species)+". I only know of "+str(transitions_MHz[species].keys())+"."
    else:
        raise ValueError, "Species "+str(species)+" unknown. I only know of "+str(transitions_MHz.keys())

    
#def pressure_broadening(pressure, species, model = 'smith'):
#    """ Depreciated.
#        Returns the Lorentzian collisional broadening width of a given species in MHz
#        Note: A ValueError will be raised if the species or model could not be found.
#        @param pressure: Pressure in mbar (float)
#        @param species: Name of species, currently available: 'smith', 
#    """
#    if model == 'smith':
#        if species == "Ne 20":
#            # The difference in collisional broardening is calculated assuming the known value is average,
#            # as mass decreases, so does the collision interval and hence the broardening becomes more pronounced
#            return (8.5+45.0*pressure) * (1.0 + 0.5* (1 - math.sqrt(20.0/22.0) )  )
#        if species == "Ne 22":
#            return (8.5+45.0*pressure) * (1.0 - 0.5* (1 - math.sqrt(20.0/22.0) )  )
#    
#    if model == 'tuchin':
#        l_w = 44.24 * pressure
#            #l_w = (44.25 \pm 3)p_\mathrm{He} + (21.75 \pm 5)p_\mathrm{Ne} + (10 \pm 4)
#    
#    raise ValueError, "Error: asked for collisional broardening of "+str(species)+" according to "+model+" model, but this could not be found."

def lorenzian_linewidth(gas, model='smith', uncertainty=False):
    """
        Returns the Lorentzian line width (FWHM) in MHz for a given gas mixture according to a supplied model.
        Note that a ValueError will be raised if the species or model could ot be found.
        @param gas: LaserGas object, must have pressure and temperature specified.
        @param model: Name of species, currently available: 'smith', 'tuchin', 'bennett'
        @param uncertainty: If true, function will return a tuple with width and the width error if it is available for the model. Otherwise will return the width by itself.
    """
    if gas.transition == "5s'->3p J=1/2":        
        if model == 'smith':
            width = 2*( 8.5+45.0*gas.pressure )
            width_error = None
        if model == 'tuchin':
            p_he = gas.species['He 4']
            p_ne = gas.species['Ne 20'] + gas.species['Ne 22']
            width = 2*( 44.25 * p_he + 21.75 * p_ne + 10 )
            width_error = 2*( (44.25+3.0) * p_he + (21.75+5.0) * p_ne + (10.0+4.0) ) - width
        if model == 'bennett':
            nat_width = 0.54
            H = (gas.species['He 4']) / (gas.species['Ne 20'] + gas.species['Ne 22'])
            rho = (gas.pressure * N_A)/( R * gas.temperature * 1e20) 
            width = 0.23 * rho * H + 35.5 * rho + nat_width
            width_error = (0.25 * rho * H + 36.3 * rho + nat_width) - width
    if uncertainty:
        return (width, width_error)
    else:
        return width
    
def saturation_intensity(gas, model):
    """ Returns the saturation intensity for a given LaserGas object using the specified model in W/cm^2.
        A ValueError will be raised if the specified gas parameters are out of range of the desired model.
        @param gas: LaserGas object, must have pressure and temperature specified.
        @param model: Name of the model to use (string). Available models are 'smith', 'graham'.
    """
    
    if model == 'smith':
        if gas.pressure > 5.3 or gas.pressure < 0:
            raise ValueError, "The model 'smith' is not valid for the requested gas parameters."
        
        isat = 0.6509*gas.pressure**2 + 3.3604*gas.pressure + 1.3659
        return isat
    
    if model == 'graham':
        param = (gas.pressure/math.sqrt(gas.temperature))
        if param < 0.02 or param > 0.22:
            raise ValueError, "The model 'graham' is not valid for the requested gas parameters."
        
        isat = np.exp(30.7 * param - 2.31)
        return isat
        
    raise ValueError, "The model specified, "+model+" is not available."
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AA.3. Pysolid module

A.3.2. Functions

gps_time_array(s)
Convienence function : Returns a array of integers in the form year, month,

day, hour, min, sec in GPS time given a scitime object.

isLatitude(latitude)
latitude: Valid latitude in decimal degrees

Raises

ValueError If not a valid latitude

isLongitude(longitude)
longitude: Valid longitude in decimal degrees

Raises

ValueError If not a valid longitude

isAzimuth(azimuth)
azimuth: Valid azimuth in decimal degrees

Raises

ValueError Outside the range 0..360

vinc_pt(latitude, longitude, azimuth, distance, reference_ellipsoid=’WGS 84’)
Implementation of Vincenty’s Direct formulae.

latitude: Latitude of the initial point in decimal degrees

longitude: Longitude of the initial point in decimal

degrees

azimuth: Angle in degrees from the initial point in

decimal degrees

distance: Distance from the initial point to the new

point in meters

reference_ellipsoid: Reference ellipsoid to be used in coordinate

calculations. May be specified, either ’WGS

84’ (default), ’GRS 80’ or ’WGRS 80/84’.
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Return Value

Projected point and reverse azimuth

(type=( phi2, lambda2, alpha21 ) as a tuple)

Raises

ValueError in event of incorrect reference ellipsoid or invalid longitude

or latitude

Author: Robert Hetland. Modified from code taken from PyROMS suite.

License: BSD license (2007)

Note: the inverse formulae may give no solution over a line between two

nearly antipodal points. This will occur when lembda is greater than pi in absolute

value. (Vincenty, 1975)

A.3.3. Class Observatory

Methods

__init__(self, latitude, longitude)
Initialises an observatory at the given location.

latitude: latitude of the site in decimal degrees

longitude: longitude of the site in decimal degrees

setLatitude(self, latitude)
latitude: latitude of the site in decimal degrees

Raises

ValueError if latitude is invalid

setLongitude(self, longitude)
longitude: longitude of the site in decimal degrees

Raises

ValueError if longitude invalid

getDisplacement(self, starttime, step, duration, offset=(0, 0))
starttime: Time to begin calculation for
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step: Time between calculated sample in seconds

offset: Point relative to this observatory to calculate displacement

for. Represented as a tuple containing the distance in m

and the angle in degrees from the observatory.

duration: Total number of seconds to calculate for.

Return Value

An array of displacements in meters x,y,z calculated at this observatory,

or a given distance away if offset is specified.

getReferencePoints(self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength,

numpoints)
starttime: Scitime object representing start time of displacement

data

step: Time step in seconds to use

duration: Total duration in seconds

angle: Angle in degrees of the first point

baselength: 2* the distance in meters from the observatory to each

point

numpoints: Number of points to be equally spaced around a full circle

Return Value

List of the displacements for n reference points centred about the

observatory

Note: This methods is normally used internally by getStrain etc

getStrain(self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength=200000)
angle: angle in decimal degrees along which to find strain

baselength: length of the test vector in m.

Return Value

Strain (as a fractional extension) along a given vector

(type=numpy.array)
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Note: Other parameters the same as in getDisplacement

getRotation(self, starttime, step, duration, baselength=200000)
baselength: length of the test vector in m.

Return Value

Rotation angle in degrees along a given vector

(type=numpy.array)

Note: Other parameters the same as in getDisplacement

getRotationRate(self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength=200000)
Return Value

rotation rate in degrees/sec of test vector.

(type=numpy.array)

Note: see getRotation for other parameter definitions

getTilt(self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength=200000)
Finds the earth tide induced tilt by defining a plane around the observatory

and calculating the normal to the plane defined by a sample triangle centered

at the observatory.

angle: Angle in degrees as on the observatory compass to calculate the

tilt for. For example, north would be 0.

Return Value

Tilt angle in degrees from the given vector projected onto the horizontal

plane, i.e. nominally 90. For example if the given angle is 0 (pointing

north) then a returned value of 89 indicates a tilt of 1 degree to the

north.

Note: Other parameters are the same as in getDisplacement

Class Variables
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longitude Longitude of the observatory in degrees.

Do not set manually. Use setLongitude

method.

Value:

latitude Latitude of the observatory in degrees.

Do not set manually. Use setLatitude

method.

Value:

Implementation:
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"""
This module was written to provide an easy to use programming interface to the Fortran 77 program by Dennis Milbert. This is used for calculation of displacements due to solid earth tides through an implementation of section 7.1.2 of the IERS Conventions (2003). Pysolid extends this functionality to calculate stains, tilts and rotations induced by earth tides. 

All of these calculations require finding the coordinates of test points relative to the observatory. Vincenty's `direct' formulae is used for this. Pysolid supports reference ellipsoids WGS 84, GRS 80 and WGRS 80/84 however in all the work presented in this thesis the default WGS 84 is assumed.       
    
This depends on the scitime module, which automatically maintains a table of leap-second data (automatically downloading updates from IERRSS when necessary and conversion routines necessary for the various astronomical calculations.
"""

import scitime
import datetime
import numpy
import scipy
import solid2
import math

# probably should be in scitime
def gps_time_array(s):
    'Convienence function : Returns a array of integers in the form year, month, day, hour, min, sec in GPS time given a scitime object.'

    gpstime = s.getGPS(encoding='unix')
    d = datetime.datetime.fromtimestamp(gpstime)     
    gpstime = [d.year, d.month, d.day, d.hour, d.minute, d.second]

def isLatitude(latitude):
    '''@param latitude: Valid latitude in decimal degrees
       @raises ValueError: If not a valid latitude
    '''    
    if latitude >= -90 and latitude <= 90:
        return True
    else:
       raise ValueError, 'Given latitude coordinate '+str(latitude)+' is invalid'

def isLongitude(longitude):
    '''@param longitude: Valid longitude in decimal degrees
       @raises ValueError: If not a valid longitude
    '''
    if longitude >= -180 and longitude <= 180:
        return True
    else:
        raise ValueError, 'Given longitude coordinate is invalid'

def isAzimuth(azimuth):
    '''@param azimuth: Valid azimuth in decimal degrees
       @raises ValueError: Outside the range 0..360
    '''
    if azimuth <= 360 and azimuth >= 0:
        return True
    else:
        raise ValueError, 'Given azimuth '+str(azimuth)+' is invalid'

class Observatory:
    
    longitude = None
    'Longitude of the observatory in degrees. Do not set manually. Use C{setLongitude} method.'
    
    latitude = None
    'Latitude of the observatory in degrees. Do not set manually. Use C{setLatitude} method.'
    
    def __init__(self, latitude, longitude):
        '''Initialises an observatory at the given location.
           @param latitude: latitude of the site in decimal degrees
           @param longitude: longitude of the site in decimal degrees
        '''
        
        self.setLatitude(latitude)
        self.setLongitude(longitude)

    def setLatitude(self, latitude):
        '''@param latitude: latitude of the site in decimal degrees
           @raises ValueError: if latitude is invalid
        '''
        while latitude > 90: latitude = latitude - 180
        while latitude < -90: latitude = latitude + 180
        if isLatitude(latitude):
            self.latitude = latitude

    def setLongitude(self, longitude):
        '''@param longitude: longitude of the site in decimal degrees
           @raises ValueError: if longitude invalid
        '''
        while longitude < 180: longitude = longitude + 360
        while longitude > 180: longitude = longitude - 360
        
        if isLongitude(longitude):
            self.longitude = longitude
            
    def getDisplacement(self, starttime , step , duration, offset = (0,0) ):
        '''@returns: An array of displacements in meters x,y,z calculated at this observatory, or a given distance away if offset is specified.
           @param starttime: Time to begin calculation for
           @param step: Time between calculated sample in seconds
           @param offset: Point relative to this observatory to calculate displacement for. Represented as a tuple containing the distance in m and the angle in degrees from the observatory.
           @param duration: Total number of seconds to calculate for.
           '''
        
        gpstime = starttime.getGPS(encoding='unix')
        d = datetime.datetime.fromtimestamp(gpstime)     
        gps_time_array = [d.year, d.month, d.day, d.hour, d.minute, d.second]
    
        latitude = self.latitude    
        longitude = self.longitude
        if offset != (0,0):
            # adjust latitude and longitude due to offset
            (latitude, longitude, reverse_azimuth) = vinc_pt( latitude, longitude, offset[1], offset[0] )
            latitude = math.degrees(latitude)
            longitude = math.degrees(longitude)   
            print 'new coords are '+str(latitude)+', '+str(longitude)
        
        # Call fortran program
        print 'displacement('+str(gps_time_array)+', '+str(latitude)+', '+str(longitude)+', '+str(step)+', '+str(int(duration/step))+')'
        results = solid2.displacement( gps_time_array, latitude, longitude, step, int(duration/step) )
        
        results = results[:,1:4] #remove time column
        #results = numpy.flipud(numpy.rot90(results)) # rotate so displacements in rows
        
        # Do I really need a time column?
        # Rescale time column
#        timevalues = numpy.array( range(results.shape[0]) )
#        if encoding == 'mjd':
#            step = step/(24*60*60)
#        if scale == 'utc':
#            timevalues = (timevalues * step) + starttime.getUTC(encoding=encoding)
#        if scale == 'tai':
#            timevalues = (timevalues * step) + starttime.getTAI(encoding=encoding)
#        
#        results = numpy.array( [ range(results.shape[0]) , results[:,1] , results[:,2] , results[:,3]] )

        return results

    def getReferencePoints( self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength, numpoints ) :
        '''@returns: List of the displacements for n reference points centred about the observatory
           
           @param starttime: Scitime object representing start time of displacement data
           @param step: Time step in seconds to use
           @param duration: Total duration in seconds
           @param angle: Angle in degrees of the first point
           @param baselength: 2* the distance in meters from the observatory to each point
           @param numpoints: Number of points to be equally spaced around a full circle
           
           @note: This methods is normally used internally by getStrain etc
        '''
        
        delta_angle = 360 / numpoints
        points = []
        for a in angle+numpy.arange(numpoints)*delta_angle:
            while a > 360: a=a-360
            point = self.getDisplacement(starttime, step, duration, offset=(.5*baselength, a) )         
            north = point[:,0]+0.5*baselength*math.cos(math.radians(a) )
            east = point[:,1]+0.5*baselength*math.sin(math.radians(a) )
            up = point[:,2]
            points.append( numpy.flipud(numpy.rot90(numpy.array([north, east, up]))) )
        return points
        
    def getStrain( self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength = 200000 ) :
        '''@returns: Strain (as a fractional extension) along a given vector
           @rtype: C{numpy.array}
           @param angle: angle in decimal degrees along which to find strain
           @param baselength: length of the test vector in m.
           @note: Other parameters the same as in C{getDisplacement}
        '''
    
        points = self.getReferencePoints( starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength, 2 )        
        distances = numpy.sqrt( (points[0][:,0] - points[1][:,0])**2 + (points[0][:,1] - points[1][:,1])**2 + (points[0][:,2] - points[1][:,2])**2 )
        strain = (distances/baselength) -1
        return strain
    
    def getRotation( self, starttime, step, duration, baselength = 200000 ) :
        '''@returns: Rotation angle in degrees along a given vector
           @rtype: C{numpy.array}
           @param baselength: length of the test vector in m.
           @note: Other parameters the same as in C{getDisplacement}
        '''

        #points = self.getReferencePoints( starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength, 2 )
        #print str(numpy.shape((points[1][:,0] - points[0][:,0]) / (points[1][:,1] - points[0][:,1])))
        #angles = numpy.degrees(numpy.arctan( (points[1][:,0] - points[0][:,0]) / (points[1][:,1] - points[0][:,1]) ))
        #angles = angles - angle
        #return angles

        limit = 180
        testpoints = 36

        net_angles = []
        for test_angle in range(0, limit, limit/testpoints):
            points = self.getReferencePoints( starttime, step, duration, test_angle, baselength, 2 )
            rotation_angles = numpy.degrees(numpy.arctan( (points[1][:,1] - points[0][:,1]) / (points[1][:,0] - points[0][:,0]) ))
            net_angles.append(rotation_angles - test_angle)
        
        # TODO: convert to numpy to speed this up drastically
        avg = numpy.zeros(len(net_angles[0]))
        for tests in net_angles:
            for i in range(len(tests)):
                if tests[i] < -179 and tests[i] > -181:
                    tests[i] = 1*(tests[i] + 180)
                if tests[i] < -359:    
                    tests[i] = tests[i] + 360
      
            avg = avg + tests
        
        return avg/testpoints
        
    def getRotationRate( self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength = 200000 ) :
        '''@returns: rotation rate in degrees/sec of test vector.
           @rtype: C{numpy.array}
           @note: see C{getRotation} for other parameter definitions
        '''
        
        angles = self.getRotation( starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength = 200000 )
        angles = angles / step
        return angles
        
    def getTilt( self, starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength = 200000 ) :
        '''Finds the earth tide induced tilt by defining a plane around the observatory and calculating the normal to the plane defined by a sample triangle centered at the observatory.
           @returns: Tilt angle in degrees from the given vector projected onto the horizontal plane, i.e. nominally 90. For example if the given angle is 0 (pointing north) then a returned value of 89 indicates a tilt of 1 degree to the north.
           @param angle: Angle in degrees as on the observatory compass to calculate the tilt for. For example, north would be 0.
           @note: Other parameters are the same as in C{getDisplacement}
        '''
        
        # First get the displacements for 3 points defining a plane in cartesian coordinants
        points = numpy.array(self.getReferencePoints( starttime, step, duration, angle, baselength, 3))
        
        # Given 3 points on the plane normal is (p1-p2) cross (p3-p2)
        # Then the tilt to the specified angle is the projection along a normal vector at that 
        # angle with the euclidian norm of the calculated normal
        bearing = numpy.array([math.sin(math.radians(angle)),math.cos(math.radians(angle)),0])
        tilts = []
        for north, east, west in numpy.flipud(numpy.rot90(points)):
            normal = numpy.cross( north - east , west - east )
            tilt = numpy.arccos( numpy.dot(normal,bearing)  / (numpy.linalg.norm(normal)*numpy.linalg.norm(bearing)) )
            tilts.append(numpy.degrees( tilt ))

        return numpy.array(tilts)
            
def  vinc_pt( latitude, longitude, azimuth, distance , reference_ellipsoid='WGS 84' ) :
        """
        Implementation of Vincenty's Direct formulae.

        @param latitude: Latitude of the initial point in decimal degrees
        @param longitude: Longitude of the initial point in decimal degrees
        @param azimuth: Angle in degrees from the initial point in decimal degrees
        @param distance: Distance from the initial point to the new point in meters

        @param reference_ellipsoid: Reference ellipsoid to be used in coordinate calculations. May be specified, either 'WGS 84' (default),
        'GRS 80' or 'WGRS 80/84'.
        
        @return: Projected point and reverse azimuth
        @rtype: ( phi2,  lambda2,  alpha21 ) as a tuple 
        
        @raise ValueError: in event of incorrect reference ellipsoid or invalid longitude or latitude
        
        @author: Robert Hetland. Modified from code taken from PyROMS suite.
        @license: BSD license (2007)
        
        @note: the inverse formulae may give no solution over a line between two nearly antipodal points. This will occur when  lembda is greater than pi in absolute value. (Vincenty, 1975)
        
        """
        
        # @note: in Vincenty (1975) L is used for the difference in longitude, however for consistency omega is used here. 
        
        #        @note: internal varaibles: alpha = Azimuth of the geodesic at the equator, U = Reduced latitude, lembda = Difference in longitude on an auxiliary sphere (longitude & lembda2 are the geodetic longitudes of points 1 & 2), sigma = Angular distance on a sphere, from point 1 to point 2, sigma1 = Angular distance on a sphere, from the equator to point 1, sigma2 = Angular distance on a sphere, from the equator to point 2, sigma_m = Angular distance on a sphere, from the equator to the midpoint of the line from point 1 to point 2. Variables u, A, B, C are internal temporary variables.
        

        isLatitude(latitude)
        isLongitude(longitude)
        isAzimuth(azimuth)
        
        latitude = math.radians(latitude)
        longitude = math.radians(longitude)
        azimuth = math.radians(azimuth)
        
        a = None
        if reference_ellipsoid == 'WGS 84':
            a = 6378137.0
            b = 6356752.3142
        if reference_ellipsoid == 'GRS 80':
            a = 6378137.0
            b = 6356752.314140
        if reference_ellipsoid == 'WGRS 80/84':
            a = 6378137.0
            b = 6356752.3      
        if a == None:
            raise ValueError, 'Reference ellipsoid '+str(reference_ellipsoid)+' could not be found.'
        
        f = (a-b)/a

        two_pi = 2.0*math.pi

        if ( azimuth < 0.0 ) : 
            azimuth = azimuth + two_pi
        if ( azimuth > two_pi ) : 
            azimuth = azimuth - two_pi

        b = a * (1.0 - f)

        TanU1 = (1-f) * math.tan(latitude)
        U1 = math.atan( TanU1 )
        sigma1 = math.atan2( TanU1, math.cos(azimuth) )
        Sinalpha = math.cos(U1) * math.sin(azimuth)
        cosalpha_sq = 1.0 - Sinalpha * Sinalpha
        
        u2 = cosalpha_sq * (a * a - b * b ) / (b * b)
        A = 1.0 + (u2 / 16384) * (4096 + u2 * (-768 + u2 * \
                (320 - 175 * u2) ) )
        B = (u2 / 1024) * (256 + u2 * (-128 + u2 * (74 - 47 * u2) ) )

        # Starting with the approximation
        sigma = (distance / (b * A))

        last_sigma = 2.0 * sigma + 2.0  # something impossible
        
        # Iterate the following three equations 
        # until there is no significant change in sigma 

        # two_sigma_m , delta_sigma

        while ( abs( (last_sigma - sigma) / sigma) > 1.0e-9 ) :

           two_sigma_m = 2 * sigma1 + sigma
           
           delta_sigma = B * math.sin(sigma) * ( math.cos(two_sigma_m) \
                        + (B/4) * (math.cos(sigma) * \
                        (-1 + 2 * math.pow( math.cos(two_sigma_m), 2 ) -  \
                        (B/6) * math.cos(two_sigma_m) * \
                        (-3 + 4 * math.pow(math.sin(sigma), 2 )) *  \
                        (-3 + 4 * math.pow( math.cos (two_sigma_m), 2 ))))) \
           
           last_sigma = sigma
           sigma = (distance / (b * A)) + delta_sigma
        
        
        phi2 = math.atan2 ( (math.sin(U1) * math.cos(sigma) + math.cos(U1) * math.sin(sigma) * math.cos(azimuth) ), \
                ((1-f) * math.sqrt( math.pow(Sinalpha, 2) +  \
                pow(math.sin(U1) * math.sin(sigma) - math.cos(U1) * math.cos(sigma) * math.cos(azimuth), 2))))
        
        lembda = math.atan2( (math.sin(sigma) * math.sin(azimuth )), (math.cos(U1) * math.cos(sigma) -  \
                math.sin(U1) *  math.sin(sigma) * math.cos(azimuth)))
        
        C = (f/16) * cosalpha_sq * (4 + f * (4 - 3 * cosalpha_sq ))
        
        omega = lembda - (1-C) * f * Sinalpha *  \
                (sigma + C * math.sin(sigma) * (math.cos(two_sigma_m) + \
                C * math.cos(sigma) * (-1 + 2 * math.pow(math.cos(two_sigma_m),2) )))
        
        lembda2 = longitude + omega
        
        alpha21 = math.atan2 ( Sinalpha, (-math.sin(U1) * math.sin(sigma) +  \
                math.cos(U1) * math.cos(sigma) * math.cos(azimuth)))

        alpha21 = alpha21 + two_pi / 2.0
        if ( alpha21 < 0.0 ) :
                alpha21 = alpha21 + two_pi
        if ( alpha21 > two_pi ) :
                alpha21 = alpha21 - two_pi


        return phi2,  lembda2,  alpha21 
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B. Data Acquisition Software

B.1. Troubleshooting

This section contains a series of operational notes for troubleshooting various prob-

lems that can arise with the various data acquisition and storage programs that have

been put into operation by the author.

B.1.1. Database Problems

Problem: Database system is indicating that some files are showing checksum er-

rors or can not be read.

Check: The network connection to and from (check both directions) the system

generating the data. When the network problems are resolved, the data should be

manually copied from the DAQ systems archive.

Related: It is possible for .md5 files to accumulate in the /data/incoming di-

rectory if no corresponding .xml files have been copied. This is because the

organise_incoming.py script only checks for the .xml files, then finds the cor-

responding .md5 file. Since .md5 files are much smaller, they are more likely to be

successfully copied in the event of network problems. In this case their existence

gives a handy indication of which .xml files need to manually be copied once the

network problems have been resolved.

Problem: Database queries are performing particularly poorly.

Check: The data in the database. Particularly large documents with very many

XML tags are likely to cause this problem. For example, omitting the bindata at-

tribute on high speed measurements or setting a small number of blocks to average
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for non-bindata measurements will cause this problem.

Problem: Data is accumulating in /data/incoming and not being added to the

database. Running the organise_incoming.py script gives the message ‘another

process is already organising data’, although ps -ax | grep organise_incoming

reveals no such process is running.

Check: The file /tmp/organising_progress. This is written by the

organise_incoming.py script and contains one line with the command currently

being run. It should be deleted once the script has finished, although if it is not for

some reason then further runs of the script will be aborted. Delete this file to resolve

this issue. A look inside the file should reveal the last command successfully run by

the script which may give some insight as to the original problem.

Problem: You have some data showing up in queries that is unexpected in some

way. You want to find the document in the database which contains this particular

record.

Solution: Write a simple xquery to obtain the record you are looking for, say $a.

Then use document-uri(root($a)) to obtain the URI of the document that contains

that record. You can then go and investigate it manually.

B.1.2. DAQ System Problems

Problem: DAQ system has been failing the specified sanity checks, although it was

later determined that the data is usable and the sanity check conditions were set

to finely. It is necessary to manually recover a portion of data from the suspect

measurements file, which has grown very large.

Solution: Use the build_xml.py script as you normally would, but use the -t flag,

followed by the time range you want to recover, as well as the -e flag. Note that

there exists a simplified version of the build_xml.py script which does not have this

functionality; to check the functionality and for more information on how to use the

program, pass the -h flag.
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B.1. Troubleshooting

Problem: No data is being acquired, or not on some channels

Check:

• The Device ID and all other controls in DAQ setup tab

• Has a sanity check condition has been defined for each channel? Note that

you do not have to specify any sanity checking conditions (i.e. check DC, RMS

and Freq can be false) but there must be an entry in the array of sanity check

conditions for each channel index used, i.e. they can’t be ghosted out if the

channel is being used, even if no checks are actually being applied.

• Can waveforms be acquired manually with acquire_single_waveform.vi ?

• Is the input terminal configuration set correctly for the breakout box you are

using? Breakout boxes should all be wired in differential mode, though some

older devices are not. Check the code in the measurement task setup section.

• Is the driver for the DAQ card working? Remember, the driver must be com-

piled for the version of the kernel you are running. If you have updated the

kernel version using an update tool then you will have to updated the driver,

following NI’s instructions. They provide a simple script updatenidrivers

which you can use for this, though note that you will need the full kernel

sources installed for the kernel you are using. Alternatively, you can just go

back to the old kernel by selecting it from the GRUB bootup menu.

Problem: Data is not being copied from DAQ system to the database, and is accu-

mulating in the archive directory of the DAQ system.

Check: Network connection, manually copy files to /data/incoming on database

server. If using scp to copy the data, try connecting via ssh to the database server. A

password should not be required. If a password is required, then ssh-agent might not

be working. ssh-agent essentially ‘remembers’ your ssh passwords for you. Many

tutorials can be found for setting up ssh-agent, but broadly it involves making

a key on the client DAQ system by running ssh-keygen -t -rsa while in the

users /.ssh directory, then appending the contents of the resulting .pub file to

the /.ssh/authorized_keys file on the server. Further problems can be diagnosed
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by passing the -v flag to ssh to see what is going on.

Problem: NTP is no longer locking to the correct server

Check: The status of the NTP synchronisation can be checked by running

/usr/sbin/ntpq -p. Times are in msec. The server locked to should have a * in

the first column.

Related: Standard red-hat systems are set by default to update NTP on bootup.

If setting up a new system, you may have changed the ntp.conf or other NTP

settings correctley, but they may be overwritten the next time the system reboots.

This behaviour can be disabled in /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0

(assuming eth0 is the default network device).

Note: at the time of writing, the primamry ntp server at Canterbury should resolve

to linux3.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz

Problem: After making code changes, the start and stop buttons are not viable.

Check: The size of the front panel window probably changed, cutting off the buttons

at the bottom. With some screen resolutions, LabVIEW sometimes changes the front

panel window size when editing. Make sure when you have finished editing to enlarge

the front panel window so that it is big enough to show all buttons.

Problem: You have some timing information in Unix time stamp format and you

want to check the civil time which this corresponds to.

Solution: Most programming languages have libraries for parsing dates and

times which can be used for this, however there is also an easy way to do

this directly from the command prompt on any Unix computer. For example,

date --utc -d @1282186108 will tell you the civil time corresponding to the given

(UTC) time stamp. For local time, omit the --utc. Also note that date +%s will

tell you the current time stamp.
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B.2. Scripts

Problem: When connected to a DAQ machine via SSH (console only) you want a

quick way to check that data is being acquired and see the values.

Solution: As the data being acquired is continually appended to the elements file in

the directory corresponding to the respective sensor, is it convenient to simply view

the last line in this file. This can be done with tail -1 elements in the sensor di-

rectory, for example /mnt/data/xmldata/rldata/instrument!g0/sensor!Sagnac.

If you would like to monitor the data on the console the watch command is useful, for

example watch -n 0.2 tail -1 elements will show you the data being acquired,

updating every 0.2 s.

B.2. Scripts

B.2.1. universal_timeseries.py

Synopsis

This program obtains a simple time series from the ring laser database in a variety of

formats. It works transparently with both data in binary series elements or regular

<measurement> blocks.

Notes

• This program can also be imported as a python library, used via the command

line or via the web interface.

• Only works with time in UTC-Unix format, MJD not supported

• The -u option is intended to speed up queries for quick measurements. If used

with measurements encoding binary series data, note that it applies to each

block of measurements so the output is likely to have non-uniform gaps. Use

the slower -r option instead if you want to avoid this.

• png or pdf output options produce a plot.

• show output option will start an interactive plot window.

• mat4 output option produces a array compatible with MATLAB 4 or octave.
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• mat5 output option produces a array compatible with MATLAB 5 or later.

• Re sampling/realignment not applicable if spline interpolation selected.

Usage

./universal_timeseries.py [options]

Options (compulsory)

-o [csv | npy | mat4 | mat5 | output format to use

pdf | png | show ]

-i instrument name of instrument

-s sensor name of sensor

-b year,month,day,hour,min,sec begin time

-e year,month,day,hour,min,sec end time
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B.2. Scripts

Optional

-h display this help information

-f filename name of output file (no extension)

(compulsory unless using -o show)

-d show debugging information

-c server:port connect to this server

defaults to physring:8080

-z realign time stamp to begin at 0 in the output data

-g output only the data up to the first gap

-u N under sample retrieved data, obtaining

one in every N measurements

-r period re sample period (sec)

-a when used with -r, will align samples to

whole UTC seconds.

-v [exclude | include | only ] include measurements enclosed in event

structures as well as regular

measurements, or output only data.

in events. Default behaviour is to exclude

all data in event structures.

Example

./universal_timeseries.py -o csv -i ug3 -s Sagnac -b 2010,1,1,1,1,1 -e

2010,1,2,1,1,1

Implementation:

B.2.2. buildxml.py

Purpose

Builds up an XML file given a root path, assumed to be created by LabVIEW rlxml

VIs
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#!/usr/bin/env python

import xmlrpclib, sys, base64, getopt
from cStringIO import StringIO
from string import Template
from scipy import interpolate, optimize
import numpy as np
import datetime as dt
import pytz
import calendar

def universal_timeseries( instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, outformat, gapless=False, undersample=1, resample=None, realign=False, event='exclude', debug=False, filename=None, zero=False, server='physring:8080' ):
    """ Outputs the correctly trimmed and sorted time series given the input parameters instrument, sensor (strings), starttime 
        and endtime (datetime objects). See the usage instructions for further information.
        Keyword arguments:
            instrument -- instrument name (string)
            sensor -- sensor name (string)
            starttime -- Unix time stamp (UTC) at begining of desired timeseries
            endtime -- Unix time stamp (UTC) at end of desired timeseries
            outformat -- either None (function will then return a tuple of numpy arrays (time, value), usefull if
                         calling this method from another program) or 'npy', 'csv', 'mat4', 'mat5', 'pdf' or 'show'
                         see usage notes for more information.
            undersample -- if 1 (default) will get every sample. If 2 will get every 2nd etc.
            Other options are self explanatory, see usage notes.
        Returns:
            Nothing, unless outformat is set to None; this will return a tuple of numpy arrays (time, value). Use this if you are 
            calling this function from program of your own. Note that in this instance the resample/realign features won't work, you 
            just get the raw data.
    """
    
    getev = (event == 'include' or event == 'only') #data in event structures, or not
    
    times, values = get_series(instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, binseries=False, event=getev, undersample=undersample, debug=debug, serverURL=server)
    times, values = get_series(instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, binseries=True, times=times, values=values, event=getev,undersample=undersample, debug=debug, serverURL=server)
    
    if event == 'include': #query again, getting the regular measurements as well
        times, values = get_series(instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, binseries=False, times=times, values=values, event=False, undersample=undersample, debug=debug, serverURL=server)
        times, values = get_series(instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, binseries=True, times=times, values=values, event=False, undersample=undersample, debug=debug, serverURL=server)
    
    if len(times) == 0 or len(values) == 0:
        print 'No data found.'
        fail()
            
    times, values = sort_and_trim(times, values, starttime, endtime)
    
    if zero: # Start time series at t=0
        times = times-times[0]
    
    if gapless:
        times, values = gapless_data(times, values)
        
    if not resample == None:
        times, values = resample_data(times, values, resample, realign)
        
    if outformat == None:
        return (times, values)
    else:
        # output to a file
        output(times, values, outformat, filename)

def output(times, values, outformat, filename):
    """ This function is responsible for output of the timeseries in various
        formats specified by the outformat parameter."""
    
    if outformat == 'csv':
        f = file(filename+'.csv','w')
        for t,v in zip(times, values):
            f.write( str(t)+','+str(v)+'\n' )
        f.close()
        print 'Finished \n'+filename+'.csv'
    elif outformat == 'npy':
        out = np.array([times,values]).T
        np.save(filename,out)
        print 'Finished \n'+filename+'.npy'
        
    elif outformat[0:3] == 'mat':
        try:
            from scipy.io import savemat
        except:
            print 'A recent version of scipy is needed to save in matlab format.'
            fail()
        savemat(filename, {'times':times, 'values':values}, format=outformat[3])
        print 'Finished \n'+filename+'.mat'
        
    elif outformat == 'pdf' or outformat == 'png' or outformat == 'show':
        try:
            from matplotlib import figure
            from matplotlib import dates as mpldates
            from matplotlib.backends.backend_agg import FigureCanvasAgg
            if outformat == 'show':
                import pylab
        except:
            print sys.exc_info()[0]
            print 'Either you need to install matplotlib or interactive plotting was requested and is not available in this environment.'
            fail()
            
        if outformat == 'show':
            fig = pylab.figure()
            ax = fig.gca()
        else:
            fig = figure.Figure()
            ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
        
        list_of_datetimes = []
        for time in times:
            list_of_datetimes.append(dt.datetime.fromtimestamp(float(time))  )
        dates = mpldates.date2num(list_of_datetimes)
        ax.plot_date(dates, values, '-')
        
        if (times[-1] - times[0]) > (60*60*24):
            ax.xaxis.set_major_formatter( mpldates.DateFormatter('%d/%m/%Y %H:%M') )
        else:
            ax.xaxis.set_major_formatter( mpldates.DateFormatter('%H:%M:%S') )

        ax.grid()        
        fig.autofmt_xdate(rotation=30)
        
        if outformat == 'show':
            pylab.show()
        else:
            canvas = FigureCanvasAgg(fig)
            canvas.print_figure(filename+'.'+outformat)
            print 'Finished \n'+filename+'.'+outformat

def gapless_data(times, values):
    """ Modifies time series data (time, values) so that only the data up to
        the first gap in time is returned.
        Takes the nomimal dt from the first sample.
    """
    delta = np.diff(times)
    maxdelta = delta[0] * 1.01 # This is to allow for rounding errors
    mindelta = delta[0] * .99
    
    gap = []
    gap =  np.where( delta > maxdelta ) [0]
    gap = np.append(gap, ( np.where(delta < mindelta)[0] ) )
    
    if len(gap) == 0:
        if debug: print 'Data is already gapless'
        return (times, values)
    else:
        gap = min(gap)
        if debug: print 'Gap found in data, output only from t='+str(times[0])+' to '+str(times[gap])
    
    return (times[0:gap], values[0:gap])
    

def resample_data(times, values, resample, realign=False):
    """ Uses a cubic spline to resample data (times, values) 
        with resample as the new sample period. If realign
        is true it will align the new samples to the second.
    """
    try:
        from scipy import interpolate
    except:
        print 'Could not find scipy'
        fail()
        
    spline = interpolate.interp1d(times, values)
    
    if realign:
        start = int(np.ceil(times[0]))
        stop = int(np.floor(times[-1]))
    else:
        start = times[0]
        stop = times[-1]
    
    newtimes = np.arange(start, stop, float(resample) )
    return ( newtimes, spline(newtimes) )

def sort_and_trim(times, values, starttime, endtime):
    "Binary data will be retrieved in large blocks, maybe larger than specified, this trims it to the specified size."
    
    # sort along the time axis
    sortorder = np.argsort(times)
    times = times[sortorder]
    values = values[sortorder]

    # trim to obtain only the requested fragment of time
    a = np.where( times >= starttime )[0][0] #the first [0] is because np.where returns a tuple
    b = np.where( times <= endtime )[0][-1]
    times = times[a:b]
    values = values[a:b]
    
    return (times, values)

def tag(s, name):
    "Very simple function to get contents of a tag (name) from a string (s)"
    return s[ s.find('<'+name+'>')+len(name)+2 : s.find('</'+name+'>') ]    

def tag_to_array(s, name):
    "Converts a base64 binary series encoded in a string (s) delimeted by XML tag (tag) into a numpy array"
    fakefile = StringIO()     # use a fake file-like object to load the numpy array
    fakefile.write( base64.b64decode( tag(s, name) ) )
    fakefile.seek(0)
    output = np.load(fakefile)
    fakefile.close()    
    return output
    
def db_connect(servername):
    "Simply connects to database and returns a XMLRPC server object"
    username = 'guest'
    password = 'guest'
    try:
        server_url = 'http://'+username+':'+password+'@'+servername+'/exist/xmlrpc'
        #if debug: print 'Connecting to server '+server_url
        server = xmlrpclib.ServerProxy(server_url)
    except:
        print 'universal_timeseries failed connecting to server '+server_url+'. Aborting with error.'
        fail()
    return server

def get_series(instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, binseries=False, times=None, values=None, undersample=1, event=False, debug=False, serverURL='physring:8080'):
    """
    Obtains a time series from the database given a specified instrument, sensor, start and end times.
    Start and end times are datetime objects. 
    If true, the optional binaryseries argument will make this work with only binary encoded data,
    which will be automatically decoded.
    If the event parameter is true, resurned data will include data inside event structures.
    
    Returns:
       Two numpy arrays, the time stamp and value.
       If given numpy arrays as the optional times/values parameters then these will be appended to.
    """

    # Here is the query. Note using python template string method, so must escape $ symbols with $$ for xquery variables. Note the method used to convert datetime to a timestamp. Seems to be the only reliable way to do this.
    
    if event:
        evstr='/event'
    else:
        evstr=''
    params = {  'instrument':instrument,
                'sensor':sensor,
                'start':str(starttime),
                'end':str(endtime),
                'event':evstr,
                'undersample':undersample }
    if binseries:  # Query to use if getting binary series
        query = Template('''
        for $$mes in collection("/db/rldata")/rldata/instrument[@name="$instrument"]/sensor[@name="$sensor"]$event/measurement

            let $$values := $$mes/value/binaryseries/text()
            let $$times := $$mes/time[@format="UTC"]/binaryseries/text()
            let $$mintime := xs:decimal( $$mes/time/binaryseries/@min )
            let $$maxtime := xs:decimal( $$mes/time/binaryseries/@max )
            
            where ($$mintime > $start and $$maxtime < $end) or ($start > $$mintime and $start < $$maxtime) or ($end < $$maxtime and $end > $$mintime) and ($$mintime mod $undersample = 0)
                return
            
        <timeseries>
            <times>{$$times}</times>
            <values>{$$values}</values>
        </timeseries>
        ''')
    else:  # Query to use if getting regular measurements
        query = Template('''
        for $$mes in collection("/db/rldata")/rldata/instrument[@name="$instrument"]/sensor[@name="$sensor"]$event/measurement

            let $$value := xs:decimal( $$mes/value/text() )
            let $$time := xs:decimal( $$mes/time[@format="UTC"]/text() )
            
            where $$time > $start and $$time < $end and $$time mod $undersample = 0
                order by $$time            
                return            
        
        <timeseries>
            <times>{$$time}</times>
            <values>{$$value}</values>
        </timeseries>
        ''')    
    
    query = query.substitute(params)
    if debug: print query

    server=db_connect(serverURL)
    qref = server.executeQuery(query, dict() )
    summary = server.querySummary(qref)
    
    # Start new time and value arrays if not given originally
    if times == None:
        times = np.array([])
    if values == None:
        values = np.array([])

    if int(summary['hits']) == 0:
        if debug: print 'No hits. Query took ' + str(summary['queryTime']) + ' msec'
        return (times, values)
    elif debug:
        print str(summary['hits']) + ' hits retrieved. Query took ' + str(summary['queryTime']) + ' msec'

    if debug: print 'Downloading and converting ...'
    for i in range( summary['hits'] ):
        # retrieve the query output and parse to get times and values
        output = str( server.retrieve(qref, i, dict()) )+'\n'        
        if binseries:
            times = np.append( times , tag_to_array(output, 'times') )
            values = np.append( values , tag_to_array(output, 'values') )
        else:
            times = np.append( times , float(tag(output, 'times')) )
            values = np.append( values , float(tag(output, 'values')) )
        
    return (times, values)

def fail():
    if __name__ == '__main__':
        sys.exit(2)
    else:
        raise ValueError
    
# If running this from the command line rather than importing as a library    
if __name__ == "__main__":
    
    def usage():
        print '''
Synopsis:
   This program obtains a simple time series from the ring laser database
   in a variety of formats. It works transparently with both data in
   binary series elements or regular <measurement> blocks.
Notes:
   - This program can also be imported as a python library, used via the
     command line or via the web interface.
   - Only works with time in UTC-Unix format, MJD not supported
   - The -u option is intended to speed up queries for quick measurements. 
     If used with measurements encoding binary series data, 
     note that it applies to *each block* of measurements so the output
     is likely to have non-uniform gaps. Use the much slower -r option 
     instead if you want to avoid this.
   - png or pdf output options produce a plot
   - show output option will start an interactive plot window
   - mat4 output option produces a array compatible with MATLAB 4 or octave
   - mat5 output option produces a array compatible with MATLAB 5 or later
   - Re sampling/realignment not applicable to spline output
Usage:
   universal_timeseries.py [options]
Compulsory [options]:
   -o [csv | npy | mat4 | mat5 |    output format to use
       pdf | png | show ]           
   -i instrument                    name of instrument
   -s sensor                        name of sensor
   -b year,month,day,hour,min,sec   begin time
   -e year,month,day,hour,min,sec   end time
Optional [options]:
   -h                               this help screen
   -f filename                      name of output file (no extension)
                                    (compulsory unless using -o show)
   -d                               show debugging information
   -c server:port                   connect to this server
                                    defaults to physring:8080
   -z                               make time start at 0
   -g                               output only the data up to the first gap
   -u N                             under sample retrieved data, obtaining
                                    one in every N measurements
   -r period                        re sample period (sec)
   -a                               when used with -r, will align samples to
                                    whole UTC seconds.
   -v [exclude | include | only]    include measurements enclosed in event
                                    structures as well as regular 
                                    measurements, or output *only* data.
                                    in events. Default behavior is 'exclude'
Example:
   ./universal_timeseries.py -o csv -i ug3 -s Sagnac -b 2010,1,1,1,1,1
   -e 2010,1,2,1,1,1   
Author: 
   Richard Graham
Version:
   1.1
'''      
    try:
        opts, args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:], "azdhgr:o:i:s:b:e:v:u:f:c:")
    except getopt.GetoptError, err:
        print str(err)
        usage()
        fail()

    allowed_formats = ('csv', 'npy', 'mat4', 'mat5', 'pdf', 'png', 'show')
    allowed_events = ('exclude', 'include', 'only')

    # Defaults
    outformat = None
    instrument = None
    sensor = None
    starttime = None
    endtime = None
    filename = None
    server = 'physring:8080'
    
    debug = False    
    gapless = False
    undersample = 1
    resample = None
    realign = False
    event = 'exclude'
    zero = False
    
    for op,at in opts:
        if op == '-h':
            usage()
            sys.exit(0)
        elif op == '-b':
            try:
                #starttime = dt.datetime.strptime(at, '%Y,%m,%d,%H,%M,%S') # doesn't work in older python versions
                tok = at.split(',')
                starttime = dt.datetime(int(tok[0]) , int(tok[1]) , int(tok[2]) , int(tok[3]) , int(tok[4]), int(tok[5]))
                starttime = calendar.timegm(starttime.utctimetuple())
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing begin time'
                fail()
        elif op == '-e':
            try:
                #endtime = dt.datetime.strptime(at, '%Y,%m,%d,%H,%M,%S')
                tok = at.split(',')
                endtime = dt.datetime(int(tok[0]) , int(tok[1]) , int(tok[2]) , int(tok[3]) , int(tok[4]), int(tok[5]))
                endtime = calendar.timegm(endtime.utctimetuple())
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing end time'
                fail()
        elif op == '-i':
            instrument = at
        elif op == '-s':
            sensor = at
        elif op == '-o':
            if at in allowed_formats:
                outformat = at
            else:
                print at+' is not a allowed output format. Must be one of '+str(allowed_formats)+'.'
                fail()
        elif op == '-g':
            gapless = True
        elif op == '-d':
            debug = True
        elif op == '-u':
            try:
                undersample = int(at)
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing undersample period.'
                fail()
        elif op == '-r':
            try:
                resample = float(at)
            except:
                print 'Problam parsing resample period.'
                fail()
        elif op == '-a':
            realign = True                        
        elif op == '-v':
            if at in allowed_events:
                event = at
            else:
                print 'Invalid option for -v, must be one of '+str(allowed_events)
                fail()
        elif op == '-f':
            if len(at) > 0:
                filename = at
            else:
                print 'Invalid filename.'
                fail()
        elif op == '-z':
            zero = True
        elif op == '-c':
            server = at
            
    if filename == None and not outformat == 'show':
        print 'You must specify an output filename when using -o '+outformat
        fail()
                            
    if outformat == None or instrument == None or sensor == None or starttime == None or endtime == None:
        print 'One or more compulsory options were not specified. Use -h to show options.'
        fail()
       
    universal_timeseries(instrument, sensor, starttime, endtime, outformat, gapless=gapless, undersample=undersample, resample=resample, realign=realign, event=event, debug=debug, zero=zero, filename=filename, server=server)
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Usage

./buildxml [options] rootpath

Options

-h help

-d debug

-c compress

-m md5 checksum

-v filename.xml validate against given schema (relaxNG supported)

-o filename output filename (optional, defaults to standard a value)

-r remove rootpath after successful run

Implementation:

B.2.3. binary_series.py

Synopsis

This program takes a ring laser XML data file and identifies any series of measure-

ments inside numeric sensors which have the ‘bindata’ attribute. These are replaced

by a single measurement with <binaryseries> elements encoding the same data as

base64 numpy arrays. This vastly reduces file size and the number of elements so

the data can be put into a database or other structure with minimal performance

penalty.

Notes

The ‘bindata’ attribute should be float32, float64 (default) or float128. This program

uses ElementTree objects so will use at least as much RAM as the file size. Source

file can be .xml or .xml.bz2 or .xml.zip Note that if a .zip is used, it is assumed

to contain only one file.

Usage

./binary_timeseries.py [options] file.xml
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#!/usr/bin/env python
import os
import getopt, sys, datetime
try:
	from xml.etree import cElementTree as et # Python 2.6
except:
	#from elementtree import ElementTree as et 
	import cElementTree as et   

# Process the command line parameters
def usage():
    print '''
Purpose:
   Builds up an XML file given a root path, assumed to be created by LabVIEW rlxml VIs
Usage:
   buildxml [options] rootpath
Options:
   -h                   help
   -d                   debug
   -c                   compress
   -m                   md5 checksum
   -v filename.xml      validate against given schema (relaxNG supported)
   -o filename          output filename (optional, defaults to standard a value)
   -r                   remove rootpath after successful run
Author: 
   Richard Graham
Version:
   1.2
'''    
try:
    opts, args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:], "hdcrmv:o:")
except getopt.GetoptError, err:
    print str(err)
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)

try:
    rootpath = args[0]
    if not os.path.isdir(rootpath):
        raise IOError
except:
    print 'You need to specify a root path'
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)
# Add a seperator to the end of the root path
if not rootpath[-1] == os.sep: rootpath += os.sep

# Defaults
debug = False
compress = False
remove = False
schema = None
checksum = False

namesep = '!' #character used to seperate name from element, must be legal
              #in file system being used

# make a filename based on the instruments in the file
instrument = ''
for i in os.listdir(rootpath+'rldata'):
	instrument = instrument+'-'+i.replace('instrument'+namesep,'')
if instrument.endswith('-'): instrument = instrument[0:-1]
if instrument.startswith('-'): instrument = instrument[1:]

output_file = rootpath+'..'+os.sep+instrument+datetime.datetime.now().strftime("_%d-%m-%Y_%H%M")+'.xml'

for o,a in opts:
    if o == '-h':
        usage()
        sys.exit(0)
    elif o == '-d':
        debug=True
    elif o == '-c':
        compress = True
    elif o == '-r':
        remove = True
    elif o == '-v':
        schema = a
    elif o == '-m':
        checksum = True
    elif o == '-o':
        output_file = rootpath+'..'+os.sep+a+'.xml'

# Various initilisers
root_element = True
xml_element = None
previous_sepcount = 0
sepcount = 0

# Walk through the filesystem starting at the root path, building up the XML document
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(rootpath):
    elementpath = root.replace(rootpath, '')
    if elementpath == '': continue
      
    if debug: print elementpath
    
    # Count the path seperators to check if this element is a new child or not
    previous_sepcount = sepcount
    sepcount = elementpath.count(os.sep)
    if sepcount > previous_sepcount:
        if debug: print '*Is a new child*'
        xml_previous = xml_element
        
    if sepcount < previous_sepcount: # An example of this happening is when we have 2 instruments in the same document
		if debug: print '*Is a new element at the same level as this elements parent* sepcount='+str(sepcount)+' previous_sepcount='+str(previous_sepcount)
		# as elementtree does not have parent pointers, we need to create a map of the whole tree to find the parent
		parent_map = dict( (c,p) for p in xml_root.getiterator() for c in p)
		# now we use it to roll xml_previous back to the level of its parent ...
 		for levels_back in range(previous_sepcount - sepcount):
 			if debug: print '** Roll back number '+str(levels_back)
 			xml_previous = parent_map[xml_previous]
			
		
    xml_element = et.Element(elementpath.split(os.sep)[-1].split(namesep)[0])    
    
    # If this is the first iteration then assume we have the root element of the document
    if root_element:
        if debug: print '*is the root element*'
        xml_root = xml_element
        root_element = False
    else:
        xml_previous.append(xml_element)

    # Name attribute is specified by a seperator char followed by name, this is a special case
    # to allow multiple folders for multiple elements with different names
    if namesep in elementpath:
        if debug: print ' => has name attribute '+elementpath.split(namesep)[-1]
        xml_element.attrib['name'] = elementpath.split(namesep)[-1]
    
    # If there is a file named 'attributes', get the attributes and values out
    # line by line and apply them to the current element we a working on        
    if 'attributes' in files:
        try:
            attribs_file = open(rootpath+elementpath+os.sep+'attributes', 'r')
        except:
            print 'Error: could not open attributes file for '+elementpath
            break
            
        for line in attribs_file.readlines():
            try:
                attrib_name = line.split('=')[0]
                attrib_value = line.replace("'",'"').split('"')[1]
                xml_element.attrib[attrib_name] = attrib_value
            except:
                print 'Error: Malformed attribute file '+elementpath
                break
            if debug: print ' => has attribute '+attrib_name+' with value '+attrib_value
        attribs_file.close()
    
    # If we have elements found in a 'elements' file (rather than folders) go
    # through the file line by line and add each element as a child to the current
    # element we are working on
    if 'elements' in files:
        if debug: print ' => has elements in a file'
        try:
            elements_file = open(rootpath+elementpath+os.sep+'elements', 'r')
            for line in elements_file.readlines():
                if len(line)>0: # don't add an empy tag if elements file exists but empty
                    xml_element.append( et.XML( line ) )      
        except:
            print 'Error: Could not open element file for '+elementpath
            break

# Write the file out        
doc = et.ElementTree(xml_root)
try :
    doc.write(output_file)
    print 'XML file written to '+output_file
except:
    print 'Failed writing XML file'
    sys.exit(2)

# Validate the generated file against suplied schema
if not schema == None:
    from lxml import etree
    
    relaxng_doc = etree.parse( file(schema) )
    relaxng = etree.RelaxNG(relaxng_doc)

    valid = file(output_file)

    result = False
    log = relaxng.error_log
    doc = etree.parse(valid)
    result = relaxng.validate(doc)
        
    if not result:
        print "Validation failed"        
        log = relaxng.error_log
        print(log.last_error)
        sys.exit(2)
    else:
        print 'Document Valid according to '+schema

if compress:
    import bz2
    try:
        f = open(output_file)
        data = bz2.compress(f.read())
        f.close()
        os.remove(output_file)
        f = open(output_file+'.bz2', 'w')
        f.write(data)
        f.close() 
    except:
        print 'Error compressing file'
    print 'File compressed to '+output_file+'.bz2'
        
if checksum:
    if sys.version_info < (2,5):
        import md5
        hasher = md5.new()
    else:
        import hashlib
        hasher = hashlib.md5()

    try:
        if compress:
            f=open(output_file+'.bz2')
        else:
            f=open(output_file)
    except:
        print 'Could not open generated file for hashing'
        sys.exit(2)

    hasher.update( f.read() )
    f.close()
    md5 = hasher.hexdigest()
    md5filename = output_file+'.md5'
    md5filename = md5filename.replace('.xml','').replace('.bz2','')
    try:
        f=open( md5filename, 'w' )
        f.write(md5)
        f.close()
    except:
        print 'Error writing hash file'
        sys.exit(2)
    print 'Found checksum '+md5+'  (written to '+md5filename+')'

if remove:
    import shutil
    try:
        shutil.rmtree(rootpath)
        print 'Removed directory tree '+rootpath
    except:
        print 'Error removing directory tree '+rootpath
        sys.exit(2)
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B.2. Scripts

Options

-h help

-d debug

-m file.md5 check source file against md5 hash file

-v schemafile.rng validate result against RELAXNG schema file

-o outputfile.xml processed file to write, if omitted original will be replaced.

Implementation:

B.2.4. xmldbmerge.py

Synopsis

This program takes a .xml file and merges it to an eXist-db database.

If the filename contains a block of numbers separated by hyphens (the

block should be delimited by underscores) then the file will be merged to

a sub collection defined by the numbers in reverse order. E.g. if root is

/db/rldata and file name is db-ug3_21-12-2009_1028.xml file will be merged to:

/db/rldata/2009/12/21/db-ug3_21-12-2009_1028.xml

Notes

If the file name does not conform to this format then the file will be merged to the

‘unknown’ collection in the root path.

Usage

./xmldbmerge.py [options] file.xml

Options

-s host:port eXist-db server to connect to. Defaults to localhost:8080

-u username Username to connect with

-p password Password for the given user

-r /rootpath Path of the root collection

-h This help information
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#!/usr/bin/env python
import os, getopt, sys, base64
import numpy as np
from cStringIO import StringIO
try:
	from xml.etree import cElementTree as et # Python 2.6
except:
	#from elementtree import ElementTree as et 
	import cElementTree as et    

# Older python
try:
    from lxml import etree
except:
    print 'You need to install python-lxml package'
    
# Process the command line parameters
def usage():
    print '''
Synopsis:
   This program takes a ring laser XML data file and identifies any series of
   measurements inside numeric sensors which have the 'bindata' attribute. 
   These are replaced by a single measurement with <binaryseries> elements 
   encoding the same data as base64 numpy arrays. This vastly reduces file 
   size and number of tags so the data can be put into a database or other
   structure with minimal performance penalty.
Notes:
   The 'bindata' attribute should be float32, float64 (default) or float128.
   This program uses ElementTree objects so will use at least as much RAM as
   the file size.
   Source file can be .xml or .xml.bz2 or .xml.zip
Usage:
   binary_timeseries.py [options] file.xml
Options:
   -h                 help
   -d                 debug
   -m file.md5        check source file against md5 hash file [todo]
   -v schemafile.rng  validate result against RELAXNG schema file
   -o outputfile.xml  processed file to write, if ommitted original
                      will be replaced.
Author: 
   Richard Graham
Version:
   1.1
'''    
try:
    opts, args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:], "hdo:v:m:")
except getopt.GetoptError, err:
    print str(err)
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)

try:
    file_in = args[0]
    if not os.path.exists(file_in):
        raise IOError
except:
    print 'You need to specify a filename.\n'
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)

# Defaults
debug = False
schema = None
file_out = file_in
md5file = None

for op,at in opts:
    if op == '-h':
        usage()
        sys.exit(0)
    elif op == '-d':
        debug=True
    elif op == '-v':
        schema = at
    elif op == '-o':
        file_out = at
    elif op == '-m':
        md5file = at

# Find md5 sum of file if requested
if not md5file == None:
    # Use the correct hasher module depending on python version
    if sys.version_info < (2,5):
        import md5
        hasher = md5.new()
    else:
        import hashlib
        hasher = hashlib.md5()
    try:
        f = open(file_in, 'r')
        hasher.update( f.read() )
        md5 = hasher.hexdigest()
        f.close()
        f = open(md5file)
        if not f.read() == md5: 
            raise IOError
        else:
            if debug: print 'Checksum verified'
        f.close()
    except:
        print 'Checksum of '+file_in+' does not match '+md5file+' or one of these files could not be read.'
        sys.exit(2)
        
        
# Load file into an elementtree object 
if debug: print 'Loading '+file_in
if file_in.endswith('.xml.bz2'):
    import bz2
    doc = et.parse(bz2.BZ2File(file_in, 'r'))

elif file_in.endswith('.xml.zip'):
    from zipfile import ZipFile

    zf = ZipFile(file_in, 'r')
    datafile = zf.open( zf.namelist()[0] )     # Assumes there is only one .xml file in the .zip
    doc = et.parse( datafile )

elif file_in.endswith('.xml'):
    doc = et.parse(file_in)
else:
    print 'Error: file format not supported'
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)

# Locate all the time domain sensors elligable for replacement
if debug: print 'Locating any time domain sensors with binary data'
sensors = doc.findall('//sensor')
td_sensors = []
for sensor in sensors:
    if 'datatype' in sensor.attrib and \
       sensor.attrib['datatype']=='numeric' and \
       'bindata' in sensor.attrib :
        td_sensors.append(sensor)
    else:
        continue # if not a time domain sensor stop here
    for inev in sensor.findall('event'): # also add measurements inside <event> structures
        td_sensors.append(inev)
sensors = None
if debug: print 'Found '+str(len(td_sensors))+' numeric sensors.'

# Go through the sensors obtaining the measurements
values = []
for sensor in td_sensors:
    # Determine the operator to convert the string data.
    # bindata attribue should be float32, float64 (default) or float128.
    try:
        convertor = getattr(np, sensor.attrib['bindata'])
    except:
        convertor = np.float64  # default to float64 if not found
    
    # Create the new measurement element which will contain the binary data
    newmes = et.Element('measurement')
    
    # Here we put all the element types and their attributes which will be selected and made into a binary sequence
    tofind_all     = ('value', 'time'           , 'time'           , 'error' )
    tofindatt_all  = ({}     , {'format':'UTC'} , {'format':'MJD'} , {}      )
    for tofind, tofindatt in zip(tofind_all, tofindatt_all):
    
        # elementtree does not store parent pointers, so must make a map for when we need to remove elements
        parent_map = dict((c, p) for p in sensor.getiterator() for c in p) 
        
        # goes through all the measurement elements in document order
        # note: variables denoted mes are the elements inside the current measurement
        all_mes = sensor.findall('measurement/'+tofind)  
        for mes in all_mes:
            if mes.attrib == tofindatt:
                val = convertor( mes.text )
                values.append(val)
                parent_map[mes].remove(mes)
                
            if len(parent_map[mes])==0:
                sensor.remove( parent_map[mes] )
            
        if len(values)>0:
            # Convert the array into binary representation using StringIO
            data = np.array(values)    
            fakefile = StringIO()
            np.save(fakefile, data)
            binary = fakefile.getvalue()
            binary = base64.b64encode(binary)  #this was data, fixed
            fakefile.close()

            # Add the binary data as a measurement
            if debug: print str(len(binary))+' bytes of <'+str(tofind)+'['+str(tofindatt)+']> data made to binary ('+str(data.dtype)+')'
            
            val = et.Element(tofind)
            binseries = et.Element('binaryseries', {'encoding':'base64' , 'format':'npy' , 'max':repr(np.max(data)) , 'min':repr(np.min(data)) , 'mean':repr(np.mean(data)) , 'std':repr(np.std(data)) })
            binseries.text = binary
            val.append(binseries)
            val.attrib = mes.attrib
            newmes.append(val)
            values = []

    # Write out, avoiding empty measurements
    if len(newmes.getchildren()) > 0 or not newmes.text == None:
        if debug: print str(len(newmes.getchildren()))
        #if debug: print str(len(newmes.text))
        sensor.append(newmes)
 
# Write the file out        
try :
    if file_out == file_in:
        os.remove(file_out)
    doc.write(file_out)
    print 'New XML file written to '+file_out
except:
    print 'Failed writing XML file '+file_out
    sys.exit(2)

# Validate the generated file against suplied schema    
if not schema == None:
    
    relaxng_doc = etree.parse( file(schema) )
    relaxng = etree.RelaxNG(relaxng_doc)

    valid = file(file_out)

    result = False
    log = relaxng.error_log
    doc = etree.parse(valid)
    result = relaxng.validate(doc)
        
    if not result:
        print "Validation failed"
        log = relaxng.error_log
        print(log.last_error)
        sys.exit(2)
    else:
        print 'Document Valid according to '+schema
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Implementation:

B.2.5. reconcile_quakes.py

Synopsis

This program queries the ring laser XML database for recent events and then rec-

onciles them with earthquakes available on the geonet web service. It then builds

an XML file containing a corresponding eventinfo element and saves it to a specified

location.

At present this works just with geonet, but the quake service inherits from a common

interface, so it should be easy to write a new class inheriting quake_service for a

different service.

It is possible to run this program from the command line or import it as a python

module and use it to access the quake services.

Usage

./reconcile_quakes [options]

Options

-s, –server host:port, host:port eXist-db server to connect to.

Defaults to localhost:8080

-p, –path path Where to put the eventinfo file.

File name will follow the form:

eventinfo_21-12-2009_1028.xml

-b, –daysback days Number of days back to try to reconcile.

Defaults to 10

-x, –proxy user:pass@proxy:port Proxy server to use to access internet

Example:

http://user:pass@webgate.

canterbury.ac.nz:3128

-h, –help This help information
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#!/usr/bin/env python

import xmlrpclib, getopt, sys, os

# Process the command line parameters
def usage():
    print '''
Synopsis:
    This program takes a .xml file and merges it to an eXist-db
    database.
    
    If the filename contains a block of numbers separated
    by hyphens (the block should be delimited by underscores)
    then the file will be merged to a sub collection defined
    by the numbers in reverse order. E.g.
    
      if root is /db/rldata
      and file name is db-ug3_21-12-2009_1028.xml

      file will be merged to :
         /db/rldata/2009/12/21/db-ug3_21-12-2009_1028.xml
Notes:    
    If the file name does not conform to this format then the
    file will be merged to 'unknown' collection in the root path
Usage:
    xmldbmerge.py [options] file.xml
Options:
    -s host:port    eXist-db server to connect to
                    Defaults to localhost:8080
    -u username     Username to connect with
    -p password     Password for the given user
    -r /rootpath    Path of the root collection
    -h              This help screen
Author:
    Richard Graham
'''    

try:
    opts, args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:], "hs:u:p:r:")
except getopt.GetoptError, err:
    print str(err)
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)
try:
    file_in = args[0]
    filename = file_in.split(os.sep)[-1]
except:
    print 'You need to specify a filename.\n'
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)

# Defaults    
servername = 'localhost:8080'
username = ''
password = ''
collection_root = ''
for op,at in opts:
    if op == '-h':
        usage()
        sys.exit(0)
    elif op == '-s':
        servername = at
    elif op == '-u':
        username = at
    elif op == '-p':
        password = at
    elif op == '-r':
        collection_root = at

if username == '' or password == '':
    print 'No username or password specified'
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)
if collection_root == '':
    print 'You need to specify a root collection, e.g. /db/rlxml'
    usage()
    sys.exit(2)

# Create an object to represent our server.
server_url = 'http://'+username+':'+password+'@'+servername+'/exist/xmlrpc'
try:
    server = xmlrpclib.Server(server_url)
except:
    print 'Failed to connect to eXist-db server via XMLRPC to '+server_url
    sys.exit(2)

# Open given file
try:
    xmlfile = open(file_in)
except:
    print 'Failed reading input file '+str(file_in)
    sys.exit(2)

# Correct the format of specified collection root if necessary
if collection_root.endswith('/'): collection_root = collection_root[0:-1]
if not collection_root.startswith('/'): collection_root = '/'+collection_root
    
# Work out which collection to put the file in
collection_path = collection_root+'/unknown'
path_identifier = file_in.split('_')
if len(path_identifier) == 3:
    tokens = path_identifier[1].split('-')
    tokens.reverse()
    collection_path = collection_root
    for token in tokens:
        collection_path = collection_path + '/' + token

# merge the document to the collection. Uploads in chunks to avoid broken pipe; out of memory exceptions
print 'Merging document '+str(filename)+' to database collection '+collection_path
try:
    server.createCollection(collection_path)
except:
    print 'Failed to create new collection '+collection_path+' on database'
    sys.exit(2)

def read_in_chunks(file_object, chunk_size=1024):
    """Lazy function (generator) to read a file piece by piece.
    Default chunk size: 1k."""
    while True:
        data = file_object.read(chunk_size)
        if not data:
            break
        yield data

# TODO: Figure out why this doesn't work .. it should
#identifier = None
#for piece in read_in_chunks(xmlfile):
#    if identifier == None:
#        identifier = server.upload( piece, len(piece) )
#    else:
#        server.upload(identifier, piece, len(piece))
#merged = parseLocal(identifier, collection_path+'/'+filename, True)

# Non-chunk uploading
merged = server.parse(xmlfile.read(),collection_path+'/'+filename,1)

if not merged:
    print 'Failed merging document to database. Check database and connection.'
    sys.exit(2)

xmlfile.close()
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B.2. Scripts

Implementation:

B.2.6. autocovar.py

Synopsis

This program computes the autocovariance (the un normalised autocorrelation) of

Sagnac data on a given instrument using data retrieved from the ringlaser eXist-db

server.

Notes

• Works only with data encoded as bindata.

• Requires the nominal scale factor to be defined for the instrument.

• Minimum period is fixed at 1.5 s.

• All elements of start and end times should be integers.

• Does not include quake events by default.

Usage

./autocovar.py [options]

Options (compulsory)

-i instrument name of instrument

-s year,month,day,hour,minute starttime

-e year,month,day,hour,minute endtime
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#!/usr/bin/env python

import numpy as np
import datetime as dt
import sys, xmlrpclib, traceback, urllib2, re, calendar, getopt, os
from cStringIO import StringIO
from mx.DateTime.ISO import ParseDateTimeUTC
from string import Template
try:
    import hashlib
except:
    import md5 as hashlib # for old python
try:
    from xml.etree import cElementTree as et # Python 2.6
    from xml.etree.ElementTree import fromstring, tostring 
except:
	#from elementtree import ElementTree as et 
    import cElementTree as et
    from cElementTree import fromstring, tostring
    
def usage():
    print '''
Synopsis:
    This program queries the ring laser XML database for recent events
    and then reconciles them with earthquakes available on the geonet
    web service. It then builds a XML file containing a corresponding
    eventinfo element and saves it to a specified location.
    
    At present this works just with geonet, but the quake service
    inherits from a common interface, so it should be easy to write
    a new class inhereting quake_service for a different service.
    
    It is possible to run this program from the command line or
    import it as a python module and use it to access the quake
    services.
Usage:
    ./reconcile_quakes [options]
Options:
    -s host:port, --server host:port
                    eXist-db server to connect to
                    Defaults to localhost:8080
    -p path, --path path
                    Where to put the eventinfo file
                    File name will follow the form:
                    eventinfo_21-12-2009_1028.xml
    -b days, --daysback days
                    Number of days back to try to reconcile
                    Default to 10
    -x user:pass@proxy:port, --proxy=user:pass@proxy:port
                    Proxy server to use to access internet
                    Example:
                    http://user:pass@webgate.canterbury.ac.nz:3128
    -h, --help      This help screen
Version:
    1.0
Author:
    Richard Graham    
    '''

def run():
        
    try:
        opts, args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:], "hs:p:b:x:", ['help', 'server', 'path', 'daysback', 'proxy'])
    except getopt.GetoptError, err:
        print str(err)
        usage()
        sys.exit(2)

    # Defaults
    daysback = 10
    path = '/data/incoming'    
    servername = 'localhost:8080'

    for op,at in opts:
        if op in ('-h', '--help'):
            usage()
            sys.exit(0)
        elif op in ('-s', '--server'):
            servername = at
        elif op in ('-p', '--path'):
            path = at
        elif op in ('-b', '--daysback'):
            daysback = int(at)
            if daysback < 1:
                print 'Bad input to -b option. Must be integer, > 1'
                sys.exit(2)
        elif op in ('-x', '--proxy'):
            try:
                # build a new opener that uses a proxy requiring authorization
                proxy_support = urllib2.ProxyHandler( {"http" : at} )
                opener = urllib2.build_opener(proxy_support, urllib2.HTTPHandler)
                # install it
                urllib2.install_opener(opener)            
            except:
                print 'Could not set up proxy '+at
                        
    if not os.path.exists(path):
        print 'You must specify a valid path (-p option)\n'
        usage()
        sys.exit(2)

    ################################
    # Do the quake reconciliation  
    #print 'Obtaining ring laser events'  
    rlq = rl_quakes()
    rlq.server = servername
    now = dt.datetime.utcnow()
    rlq.get_quakes(now - dt.timedelta(days=daysback), now)
    print 'Obtained '+str(len(rlq.times))+' ring laser events.'
    
    gnq = geonet()
    gnq.get_quakes( min(rlq.times), max(rlq.times) )
    print 'Obtained '+str(len(gnq.times))+' geonet quakes.'
    
    print 'Reconciling quakes'
    matches = rlq.match(gnq)
    rlq.generate_eventinfo( matches, gnq, id_attrib='geonet_id', filepath=path )
    
    print 'Done'

class quake_service:
    """ This is the interface for services to retrieve quake data.
        If you need to make a new service, make it inherit this interface
    """
    
    def get_quakes(self, start, end):
        """ This method retrieves earthquake data between start and end
            where start and end are dateTime (or compatable) objects representing
            UTC time.
            
            Returns: true if more than 0 quakes found
        """
        pass

    def match(self, other_service):
        """ Reconciles the quakes in this service with quakes in another service.
            You should have called the get_quakes method on this and the other
            service before, so as to ensure they are both populated with quakes.
            Returns a tuple of string lists (this id, other service id).
        """
        
        matches = []
        
        # Go through this objects quakes
        for this_time, this_lat, this_lon, this_id in zip(self.times, self.lats, self.lons, self.ids):
        
            potential_ids = []
            potential_magnitudes = []
            # Go through each candidate           
            for candidate_time, candidate_lat, candidate_lon, candidate_mag, candidate_id in zip(other_service.times, other_service.lats, other_service.lons, other_service.magnitudes, other_service.ids):
                # Find the distance in km to each of the potential quakes in the other service
                distance = get_distance( (this_lat, this_lon), (candidate_lat, candidate_lon) )
                
                # Find the predicted arrival times at the instrument in question
                vmax = 9 #km/s
                vmin = 2 #km/s
                
                # Note: earliest has 5 secs subtracted since DAQ system may start obtaining data a bit before quake
                earliest = candidate_time + dt.timedelta( seconds = distance/vmax ) - dt.timedelta(seconds=5)
                latest = candidate_time + dt.timedelta( seconds = distance/vmin )
                
                # If matches, add to a list of potential matches
                if this_time > earliest and this_time < latest:
                    print 'Match '+str(this_id)+'  :  between '+str(earliest)+' and '+str(latest)
                    print 'Distance = '+str(distance)
                    potential_ids.append(candidate_id)
                    potential_magnitudes.append(candidate_mag)
                #else:
                #    print 'No match with '+str(this_time)+' and '+str(earliest)+'..'+str(latest)
                
            #print 'Found '+str(len(matches))+' potential match(s).'
            # Where there are more than one potential matches, is is probably the one with the biggest magnitude
            
            # get index of max magnitude
            if len(potential_magnitudes) > 1:
                potential_magnitudes = np.array(potential_magnitudes)
                maxm_index = np.nonzero(potential_magnitudes == np.max(potential_magnitudes))[0][0]
                other_id = potential_ids[maxm_index]
                matches.append( (this_id, other_id) )
            elif len(potential_magnitudes) == 1:
                other_id = potential_ids[0]
                matches.append( (this_id, other_id) )
            
        print "Looked through "+str(len(self.ids))+" events."
        #print str(matches)
        return matches
        
class geonet(quake_service):
    
    GEONET_URL = "http://magma.geonet.org.nz/services/quake/quakeml/1.0.1/query" 
    
    # Note: How to get to geonet data by ref number
    # http://app-beta.geonet.org.nz/services/quake/quakeml/1.0.1/ref/2737452
    # Example query:  http://app-beta.geonet.org.nz/services/quake/quakeml/1.0.1/search?startDate=2007-05-17&endDate=2007-05-18
    
    def get_quakes(self, start, end):
                    
        # Find the minimum and maximum times, then get the data grom geonet from either side (+- 1 day)
        
        startDate = ( start ).strftime('%Y-%m-%d')
        # endDate =   ( start+dt.timedelta(days = 1)   ).strftime('%Y-%m-%d')
        endDate =   ( end ).strftime('%Y-%m-%d')
        querystring = self.GEONET_URL+'?startDate='+startDate+'&endDate='+endDate
        quakeML = 'NO DATA' 
        try:                
            # use it
            print "Looking for GeoNet quakes between "+str(startDate)+" and "+str(endDate)
            quakeML = urllib2.urlopen(querystring).read()
            quakeML_tree = et.ElementTree( fromstring(quakeML) )
        except:
            print 'Recieved from GeoNet : '
            print quakeML
            print 'Unable to access GeoNet or parse the resulting data. Check internet connection and proxy settings.'
            print querystring+' should be available.'
            sys.exit(2)
        

        
        times = []
        magnitudes = []
        lats = []
        lons = []
        geonet_ids = []
        depths = []
        
        # QuakeML uses the XML namespaces http://quakeml.org/xmlns/quakeml/1.0
        # We don't need namespace information in this case so strip it out.
        # Strip out the namespaces. I know this is not the nicest thing in the world by it makes the later code much easier.
        for elem in quakeML_tree.getiterator():
            elem.tag = elem.tag.split("}")[-1]

        # Now go through and build up the quake information
        found = 0
        geonet_id = 'unknown'
        for qml_event in quakeML_tree.getiterator('event'):
            #print 'Tag = '+str( qml_event.tag )+' \n Text = '+str( qml_event.text ) + '\n\n'
            try:
                time = qml_event.findtext('origin/time/value')
                time = ParseDateTimeUTC(time)
                time = dt.datetime.fromtimestamp(time)
                            
                magnitude = float( qml_event.findtext('magnitude/mag/value') )
                depth = float( qml_event.findtext('origin/depth/value') )
                lat = float( qml_event.findtext('origin/latitude/value') )
                lon = float( qml_event.findtext('origin/longitude/value') )
                geonet_id = re.sub("\D", "", qml_event.attrib['publicID'])
            except:
                #print 'Problem parsing geonet quake '+geonet_id
                continue
                                    
            times.append(time)
            magnitudes.append( float(magnitude) )
            depths.append(depth)
            lats.append(lat)
            lons.append(lon)
            geonet_ids.append(geonet_id)
            
            found = found+1
        
        self.times = times
        self.magnitudes = np.array(magnitudes)
        self.depths = np.array(depths)
        self.lats = np.array(lats)
        self.lons = np.array(lons)
        self.ids = geonet_ids
        
        return found>0
        

class rl_quakes(quake_service):
    debug = True
    server = 'localhost:8080'
    
    def do_query(self, start, end):
        username = 'guest'
        password = 'guest'
        
        try:
            server_url = 'http://'+username+':'+password+'@'+self.server+'/exist/xmlrpc'
            if self.debug: print 'Connecting to server '+server_url
            server = xmlrpclib.ServerProxy(server_url)
        except:
            print 'Failed connecting to server. Aborting with error.'
            sys.exit(2)
        
        params = {  
                    'starttime' : calendar.timegm(start.utctimetuple()),
                    'endtime'   : calendar.timegm(end.utctimetuple())
                 }
        
        # This query obtains all the events for which there are no eventinfo tags for timestamps
        # between start and end    
        query = Template("""
                           <events>
                            {

                            let $$alldata := collection("/db/rldata")/rldata
                            let $$knownNames := $$alldata/eventinfo/@name
                            let $$instrNames := distinct-values($$alldata/instrument/@name)
                                    
                            (: Get all unique events :)

                            let $$events := collection("/db/rldata")/rldata/instrument/sensor/event
                            let $$eventNames := distinct-values($$events/@name)
                            for $$eventName in $$eventNames 
                                let $$thisEvent := $$events[@name=$$eventName]
                                let $$eventTime := min( $$thisEvent/measurement/time/binaryseries/@min )
                                
                                (: Get the instruments in order of which this event arrived at first :)
                                let $$instruments := for $$instrument in $$alldata//event[@name=$$eventName]/../..
                                                        let $$arrivalTimes := min($$instrument//event[@name=$$eventName]//time/binaryseries/@min)
                                                        where $$arrivalTimes > 0
                                                        order by $$arrivalTimes
                                                            return $$instrument
                                                       
                                (: If there is no eventinfo :)
	                            where $$eventTime > $starttime and $$eventTime < $endtime and not(contains($$knownNames, $$eventName))
                                    return <event>
                                            <instruments> {string-join($$instruments/@name, " ") } </instruments>
                                            <firstinstrument> { string($$instruments[1]/@name) } </firstinstrument>
                                            <arrivaltime> { $$eventTime } </arrivaltime>
                                            <lat>{ string($$instruments[1]/@latitude) }</lat>
                                            <lon>{ string($$instruments[1]/@longitude) }</lon>
                                            <name> {$$eventName} </name>
                                           </event>
                            }
                            </events>
        """)
        query = query.substitute(params)
        #and not(contains($$knownNames, $$eventName))
        try:
            qref = server.executeQuery(query, dict() )
            summary = server.querySummary(qref)
        except:
            print 'ERROR: Something is wrong, unable to exeute script. Traceback follows: \n'
            print traceback.print_exc(file=sys.stdout)
            sys.exit(2)


        output = ''
        for i in range( summary['hits'] ):
            # retrieve the query output and parse to get times and values
            output = output + str( server.retrieve(qref, i, dict()) )        
        
        return output
    
    def get_quakes(self, start, end):

        # retrieve event information to match
        xmldata = self.do_query(start, end)
        events = et.ElementTree( fromstring(xmldata) )

        self.ids = []
        self.times = []
        self.lats = []
        self.lons = []
        
        found = 0
        id = 'unknown'
        for event in events.getiterator('event'):
            try:
                id = event.findtext('name')
                time = dt.datetime.utcfromtimestamp( float(event.findtext('arrivaltime')) )
                lat = float( event.findtext('lat') )
                lon = float( event.findtext('lon') )
            except:
                #print 'Unable to obtain some information for RL quake name: '+id
                continue
            found = found + 1
            self.ids.append(id)
            self.times.append(time)
            self.lats.append(lat)
            self.lons.append(lon)

        return found>0
    
    def generate_eventinfo(self, matches, other_service, id_attrib = None, filepath=''):
        """
            Generates a ring laser XML file containing eventinfo elements for each match.
            
            Keyword arguments:
            
            matches -- result of a match call
            other_service -- the service containing the quake ids referenced in the index 1 
                             of the matches tuple
            id_attrib -- if supplied, the id of the other service will be written to
                         an attribute of this name in the eventinfo structure
                         
            filepath -- location to put generated XML file.
                        file name will be in the format eventinfo_1-1-2010_1200.xml
        """
        
        rlxml = et.Element('rldata')
        
        for match in matches:
            this_id = match[0]
            other_id = match[1]
            index = other_service.ids.index(other_id)
            
            lat = other_service.lats[index]
            lon = other_service.lons[index]
            magnitude = other_service.magnitudes[index]
            depth = other_service.depths[index]
            
            focaltime = other_service.times[index]
            # convert to utc time stamp
            focaltime = calendar.timegm(focaltime.utctimetuple())
            
            # Now construct the eventinfo element
            eventinfo = et.SubElement(rlxml, 'eventinfo')
            eventinfo.attrib['name'] = this_id
            
            type_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, 'type')            
            type_element.text = 'quake'
            
            latitude_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, 'latitude')
            latitude_element.text = str(lat)
            
            longitude_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, 'longitude')
            longitude_element.text = str(lon)
            
            magnitude_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, 'magnitude')
            magnitude_element.text = str(magnitude)
            
            depth_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, 'depth')
            depth_element.text = str(depth)
            
            time_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, 'time')
            time_element.attrib['format']='UTC'
            time_element.text = str(focaltime)
            
            if not id_attrib == None:
                id_element = et.SubElement(eventinfo, id_attrib)
                id_element.text = other_id
        
        if len(matches) > 0:
            print 'Reconciled '+str(len(matches))+' quakes.'
            # put in final path seperator if missing
            if (not filepath == '') and (not filepath[-1] == os.sep):
                filepath=filepath+os.sep
            
            # format: eventinfo_1-1-2010_1200.xml
            filename = dt.datetime.utcnow().strftime('eventinfo_%d-%m-%Y_%H%M')
                
            tree = et.ElementTree(rlxml)
            print "Writing event info to "+filepath+filename+'.xml'
            tree.write(filepath+filename+'.xml')
            
            m = hashlib.md5()
            m.update(tostring(rlxml))
            md5sum = m.hexdigest()
            #print 'md5sum = '+md5sum
            
            md5file = open(filepath+filename+'.md5', 'w')
            md5file.write(md5sum)
            md5file.close()

        else:
            print 'No event information was written.'

def get_distance(point1, point2):
    '''Returns the distance in integer km between two points on the earth.
       Points given as (lat,lon) pairs
       Based on Haversine formula (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haversine_formula).
    '''        

    start_long = np.radians(point1[1])
    start_latt = np.radians(point1[0])
    end_long = np.radians(point2[1])
    end_latt = np.radians(point2[0])
    d_latt = end_latt - start_latt
    d_long = end_long - start_long
    a = np.sin(d_latt/2)**2 + np.cos(start_latt) * np.cos(end_latt) * np.sin(d_long/2)**2
    c = 2 * np.arctan2(np.sqrt(a), np.sqrt(1-a))
    return int(np.round(6371 * c))

if __name__ == "__main__":
    run()






B. Data Acquisition Software

Options (optional)

-h this information

-d display plot

-m compute the exact period at maximum

-t text output

-p period maximum period (default 50)

-r period step/resolution in period (default 0.2)

-f filename save output to a npz file

Example

./autocovar.py -i ug3 -s 2010,1,1,1,1 -e 2010,1,2,1,1 -p 200 -r 0.2 -m

-t

Implementation:

B.3. Ring Laser Data XML schema

The complete specification for the ring laser XML format in the RelaxNG (full XML

syntax) is available here1. The ‘natural language’ equivalent to this is presented

in Section 6.5, the formal specification is made available here to serve as a precise

reference.

Implementation:

B.4. Ring Laser LabVIEW VI package

In order to simplify the creation of data acquisition software and maximise re-use,

a standard ‘toolbox’ of LabVIEW VIs has been created. These are distributed in

a loging directory containing subdirectories mirroring the sections in the following

documentation. The distribution at the time of writing is available here (attached

to this page). Note that this does not include some utility VIs from the OpenG

distribution2.

An example data acquisition program loger_template.vi is included. This can

1Double click the link text or use your PDF readers file attachment toolbar.
2http://wiki.openg.org/Main_Page
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#!/usr/bin/env python

import xmlrpclib, sys, base64, getopt
from cStringIO import StringIO
from string import Template
from scipy import interpolate, optimize
import numpy as np
import datetime as dt

def compute_autocovar_series(instrument, starttime, endtime, maxperiod=45, resolution=.2, plot=False, text=False, calcmax=False, filename=None):

    username = 'guest'
    password = 'guest'
    servername = 'physring:8080'
    
    scalefactor = lookup_scalefactor(instrument)
    if scalefactor == None:
        print 'Scale factor could not be found for the instrument '+instrument+'. Aborting.'
        fail()

    # Here is the query. Note using python template string method, so must escape $ symbols with $$ for xquery variables
    params = {  'instrument':instrument,
                'sensor':'Sagnac',
                'start':starttime.strftime('%s'),
                'end':endtime.strftime('%s') }
    query = Template('''
    for $$mes in collection("/db/rldata")/rldata/instrument[@name="$instrument"]/sensor[@name="$sensor"]/measurement

        let $$values := $$mes/value/binaryseries/text()
        let $$times := $$mes/time[@format="UTC"]/binaryseries/text()
        let $$mintime := xs:decimal( $$mes/time/binaryseries/@min )
        let $$maxtime := xs:decimal( $$mes/time/binaryseries/@max )
        
        where ($$mintime > $start and $$maxtime < $end) or ($start > $$mintime and $start < $$maxtime) or ($end < $$maxtime and $end > $$mintime)
            return
        
    <timeseries>
        <times>{$$times}</times>
        <values>{$$values}</values>
    </timeseries>
    ''').substitute(params)

    print query
    
    # Do the query
    print 'querying database '+servername
    try:
        server_url = 'http://'+username+':'+password+'@'+servername+'/exist/xmlrpc'
        server = xmlrpclib.ServerProxy(server_url)
        qref = server.executeQuery(query, dict() )
    except:
        print 'Failed to send query to server. Aborting with error.'
        fail()
    print 'Query successful'
    summary = server.querySummary(qref)


    def tag(s, name):
        "Very simple function to get contents of a tag (name) from a string (s)"
        return s[ s.find('<'+name+'>')+len(name)+2 : s.find('</'+name+'>') ]    

    def tag_to_array(s, name):
        "Converts a base64 binary series encoded in a string (s) delimeted by XML tag (tag) into a numpy array"
        fakefile = StringIO()     # use a fake file-like object to load the numpy array
        fakefile.write( base64.b64decode( tag(s, name) ) )
        fakefile.seek(0)
        output = np.load(fakefile)
        fakefile.close()    
        return output

    print 'Downloading and converting ...'
    times = np.array([])
    values = np.array([])
    for i in range( summary['hits'] ):
        # retrieve the query output and parse to get times and values
        output = str( server.retrieve(qref, i, dict()) )+'\n'
        times = np.append( times , tag_to_array(output, 'times') )
        values = np.append( values , tag_to_array(output, 'values') )

    print str(summary['hits']) + ' hits retrieved. Query took ' + str(summary['queryTime']) + ' msec'
    if int(summary['hits']) == 0:
        print 'No data. Aborting'
        fail()

    # sort along the time axis
    sortorder = np.argsort(times)
    times = times[sortorder]
    values = values[sortorder] * scalefactor

    # trim to obtain only the requested fragment of time
    a = np.where( times >= float(starttime.strftime('%s')) )[0][0] #the first [0] is because np.where returns a tuple
    b = np.where( times <= float(endtime.strftime('%s')) )[0][-1]
    times = times[a:b]
    values = values[a:b]

    print 'Computing autocovariance ...'

    spline = interpolate.interp1d(times, values)
    def autocovar(period):
        pp = np.ceil( period/(times[1]-times[0]) )  # number of points in one period
        a = values[0:-1*pp]
        b = spline(  times[0:-1*pp]+period  )
        #return np.sum( (a-np.mean(a)) * (b-np.mean(b)) )
        return np.mean( (a-np.mean(a)) * (b-np.mean(b)) )

    acov_series = np.array([])
    minperiod = 0.01
    periods = np.arange(minperiod,maxperiod,resolution)    
    for period in periods:
        acov_series = np.append(acov_series, autocovar(period) )

    if calcmax:
        print 'Finding maximum ...'
        f = lambda x: -autocovar(x[0]) # redefine function for minimisation
        p_max = optimize.fminbound( f, 1.5, 10, xtol=.001, maxfun=100 )[0]
        periods = np.append(periods, p_max) # append specific point exactly at max to the series
        acov_series = np.append(acov_series, autocovar(p_max))
        # sort along the period axis
        sortorder = np.argsort(periods)
        periods = periods[sortorder]
        acov_series = acov_series[sortorder]
        print 'Maximum period found at '+str(p_max)+' sec'
    
    if plot:
        print 'Ploting ...'
        output_setup('pdf')
        import pylab
        pylab.plot(periods, acov_series, 'b-')
        pylab.xlabel('Period (s)')
        pylab.ylabel(r'Autocovariance of rotation signal (rad/s)$^2$')
        pylab.grid()
        pylab.show()

    if text:
        for t,a in zip(periods, acov_series):
            print str(t)+' '+str(a)
            
    if not filename == None:
        np.savez(filename+'.npz', periods=t, autocovs=acov_series)

    return (periods, acov_series)
    
def lookup_scalefactor(instrument):

    if not (instrument == 'ug3' or instrument == 'g0'): return None    
    
    if instrument == 'ug3':
        sides = [17.4830,20.9865,17.4860,20.9915]
        wavelength = 632.8e-9
        theta = 46.489 * np.pi / 180    

    if instrument == 'g0':
        sides = [3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5]
        wavelength = 632.8e-9
        theta = 44.377 * np.pi / 180

    perimeter = np.sum(sides)
    area = ((sides[0]+sides[2])*.5) * ((sides[1]+sides[3])*.5)
    return (wavelength*perimeter)/(4*area*np.cos(theta))


def output_setup(output):
    from matplotlib import rc
    import pylab
    if output == 'pdf':
        print 'Setting up for pdf output'

        #pylab.clf()

        fig_width_pt = 401.8241   # Get this from LaTeX using \showthe\columnwidth
        inches_per_pt = 1.0/72.27 # Convert pt to inches
        golden_mean = (np.sqrt(5)-1.0)/2.0    # Aesthetic ratio
        fig_width = fig_width_pt*inches_per_pt  # width in inches
        fig_height =fig_width*golden_mean       # height in inches
        fig_size = [fig_width,fig_height]
        params = {'backend': 'ps',
                  'axes.labelsize': 10,
                  'text.fontsize': 10,
                  'legend.fontsize': 10,
                  'xtick.labelsize': 8,
                  'ytick.labelsize': 8,
                  'text.usetex': True,
                  'figure.figsize': fig_size
                  }

        rc('font',**{'family':'serif','serif':['Computer Modern Roman']})
        pylab.rcParams.update(params)

def fail():
    if __name__ == '__main__':
        sys.exit(2)
    else:
        raise ValueError
    
# If running this from the command line rather than importing as a library    
if __name__ == "__main__":
    
    def usage():
        print '''
Synopsis:
   This program computes the autocovariance (the unnormailised autocorrelation)
   of Sagnac data on a given instrument using data retrieved from the ringlaser
   eXist-db server.
Notes:
   Works only with data encoded as bindata
   Requires the nominal scale factor to be defined for the instrument
   Minimum period is fixed at 1.5 s
   All elements of start and end times should be integers
   Does not include quake events by default
Usage:
   ./autocovar.py [options]
Optional [options]:
   -h                               this help screen
   -d                               display plot
   -m                               compute the exact period at maximum
   -t                               text output
   -p period                        maximum period (default 50)
   -r period                        step/resolution in period (default 0.2)
   -f filename                      save output to a npz file
Compulsory [options]:
   -i instrument                    name of instrument
   -s year,month,day,hour,minute    starttime
   -e year,month,day,hour,minute    endtime
Example:
   ./autocovar.py -i ug3 -s 2010,1,1,1,1 -e 2010,1,2,1,1 -p 200 -r 0.2 -m -t
Author: 
   Richard Graham
'''      
    try:
        opts, args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:], "hdmti:s:e:p:r:f:")
    except getopt.GetoptError, err:
        print str(err)
        usage()
        fail()

    # Defaults
    showplot = False
    showtext = False
    findmax = False
    starttime = None
    endtime = None
    instrument = None
    maxperiod = 50.0
    resolution = 0.2
    filename = None

    for op,at in opts:
        if op == '-h':
            usage()
            sys.exit(0)
        elif op == '-d':
            showplot=True
        elif op == '-t':
            showtext = True
        elif op == '-m':
            findmax = True
        elif op == '-s':
            try:
                starttime = dt.datetime.strptime(at, '%Y,%m,%d,%H,%M') # doesn't work in older python versions
                #tok = at.split(',')
                #starttime = dt.datetime(int(tok[0]) , int(tok[1]) , int(tok[2]) , int(tok[3]) , int(tok[4]))
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing start time'
                fail()
        elif op == '-e':
            try:
                endtime = dt.datetime.strptime(at, '%Y,%m,%d,%H,%M')
                #tok = at.split(',')
                #starttime = dt.datetime(int(tok[0]) , int(tok[1]) , int(tok[2]) , int(tok[3]) , int(tok[4]))
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing end time'
                fail()
        elif op == '-i':
            instrument = at
        elif op == '-p':
            try:
                maxperiod = float(at)
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing max period'
                fail()
        elif op == '-r':
            try:
                resolution = float(at)
            except:
                print 'Problem parsing resolution/timestep'
                fail()                
        elif op == '-f':
            filename = at
            
    if starttime == None or endtime == None or instrument == None:
        print 'One or more compulsory options were not specified. Use -h to show options.'
        fail()
       
    compute_autocovar_series(instrument,starttime,endtime, plot=showplot, text=showtext, calcmax=findmax, maxperiod=maxperiod, resolution=resolution, filename=filename)



<grammar xmlns='http://relaxng.org/ns/structure/1.0'>
    <start>
        <ref name='rldata'/>
    </start>
    
    <define name='rldata'>
        <element name='rldata'>
            <interleave>
                <zeroOrMore> <ref name='instrument'/> </zeroOrMore>
                <zeroOrMore> <ref name='eventinfo'/> </zeroOrMore>
            </interleave>
        </element>
    </define>

    <define name='instrument'>
        <element name='instrument'>
            <interleave>
                <attribute name='name'><text/></attribute>
                <optional> <attribute name='location'><text/></attribute> </optional>
                <optional> <attribute name='latitude'><text/></attribute> </optional>
                <optional> <attribute name='longitude'><text/></attribute> </optional>
                <optional> <attribute name='configuration'><text/></attribute> </optional>
                <optional> <attribute name='Ne20_pressure'><text/></attribute> </optional>
                <optional> <attribute name='Ne22_pressure'><text/></attribute> </optional>
                <optional> <attribute name='He_pressure'><text/></attribute> </optional>
            </interleave>
            <interleave>
                <zeroOrMore> <ref name='sensor'/> </zeroOrMore>
                <zeroOrMore> <ref name='event'/> </zeroOrMore>
            </interleave>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='sensor'>
        <element name='sensor'>
            <choice>
                <ref name='sensor_timeDomain_numeric'/>
                <ref name='sensor_frequencyDomain_numeric'/>
                <ref name='sensor_timeDomain_image'/>
            </choice>            
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='sensor_timeDomain_numeric'>
        <interleave>
            <attribute name='domain'><value>time</value></attribute>
            <attribute name='datatype'><value>numeric</value></attribute>
            <attribute name='name'><text/></attribute>
            <attribute name='units'><text/></attribute>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='type'><text/></attribute>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='interval' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </attribute>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <ref name='bindata'/>
            </optional>
        </interleave>
        <zeroOrMore>
            <choice>
                <ref name='measurement_timeDomain_numeric'/>
                <element name='event'>
                    <ref name='event_attributes'/>
                    <zeroOrMore>
                        <ref name='measurement_timeDomain_numeric'/>
                    </zeroOrMore>
                </element>
            </choice>
        </zeroOrMore>        
    </define>        
        
    <define name='measurement_timeDomain_numeric'>
        <element name='measurement'>
            <interleave>
                <oneOrMore><ref name='time'/></oneOrMore>
                <ref name='value'/>
                <optional><ref name='error'/></optional>
            </interleave>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='sensor_timeDomain_image'>
        <interleave>
            <attribute name='domain'><value>time</value></attribute>
            <attribute name='datatype'><value>image</value></attribute>
            <attribute name='encoding'><text/></attribute>
            <attribute name='format'><text/></attribute>
            <attribute name='name'><text/></attribute>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='type'><text/></attribute>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='interval' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </attribute>
            </optional>
        </interleave>       
        <zeroOrMore>
            <choice>
                <ref name='measurement_timeDomain_image'/>
                <element name='event'>
                    <ref name='event_attributes'/>
                    <zeroOrMore>
                        <ref name='measurement_timeDomain_image'/>
                    </zeroOrMore>
                </element>
            </choice>
        </zeroOrMore>
    </define>        
    
    <define name='measurement_timeDomain_image'>
        <element name='measurement'>
            <interleave>
                <oneOrMore><ref name='time'/></oneOrMore>
                <ref name='imagedata'/>
            </interleave>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='imagedata'>
        <element name='imagedata'><text/></element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='sensor_frequencyDomain_numeric'>
        <interleave>
            <attribute name='domain'><value>frequency</value></attribute>
            <attribute name='datatype'><value>numeric</value></attribute>
            <attribute name='name'><text/></attribute>
            <attribute name='units'><text/></attribute>
            <attribute name='freq_units'><text/></attribute>
            <attribute name='time' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
                <data type='double'/>
            </attribute>
            <attribute name='time_format'>
                <choice>
                    <value>UTC</value> 
                    <value>MJD</value> 
                </choice>
            </attribute>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='type'><text/></attribute>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='interval' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </attribute>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <attribute name='freq_interval' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </attribute>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <ref name='bindata'/>
            </optional>
        </interleave>
        <zeroOrMore>
            <choice>
                <ref name='measurement_frequencyDomain_numeric'/>
                <element name='event'>
                    <ref name='event_attributes'/>
                    <zeroOrMore>
                        <ref name='measurement_frequencyDomain_numeric'/>
                    </zeroOrMore>
                </element>
            </choice>
        </zeroOrMore>
    </define>
    
    <define name='measurement_frequencyDomain_numeric'>
        <element name='measurement'>
            <interleave>
                <ref name='frequency'/>
                <ref name='value'/>
                <optional><ref name='error'/></optional>
            </interleave>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='time'>
        <element name='time' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
            <!-- Where UTC and MJD times are given, the MDJ time should usually be more accurate -->
            <attribute name='format'>
                <choice>
                    <value>UTC</value> <!-- UTC time encoded as a UNIX time stamp (default) -->
                    <value>MJD</value> <!-- Modified Julian Day (as specified by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory) - a continuous time scale  -->
                </choice>
            </attribute>
            <choice>
                <data type='double'/>
                <ref name='binaryseries'/>
            </choice>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='frequency'>
        <element name='frequency' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
            <choice>
                <data type='double'/>
                <ref name='binaryseries'/>
            </choice>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='value'>
        <element name='value' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
            <choice>
                <data type='double'/>
                <ref name='binaryseries'/>
            </choice>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='error'>
        <element name='error' datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
            <choice>
                <data type='double'/>
                <ref name='binaryseries'/>
            </choice>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <!-- This is the attribute added to sensors if the data can be converted to binary-->
    <define name='bindata'>
        <attribute name='bindata'>
            <choice>
                <value>float32</value>
                <value>float64</value>
                <value>float128</value>
            </choice>
        </attribute>
    </define>
    
    <!-- This is the binaryseries element that will be added to a measurment if requested with a bindata tag -->
    <define name='binaryseries'>
        <element name='binaryseries'>
            <interleave datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
                <attribute name='encoding'><text/></attribute>
                <attribute name='format'><text/></attribute>
                <optional><attribute name='max'><data type='double'/></attribute></optional>
                <optional><attribute name='min'><data type='double'/></attribute></optional>
                <optional><attribute name='mean'><data type='double'/></attribute></optional>
                <optional><attribute name='std'><data type='double'/></attribute></optional>
            </interleave>
            <text/>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='event'>
        <element name='event'>
            <ref name='event_attributes'/>
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='event_attributes'>
        <attribute name='name'><text/></attribute>
    </define>

    <!-- The following definitions should be modified when new events need to be defined-->

    <define name='eventinfo'>
        <element name='eventinfo'>
            <interleave>
                <attribute name='name'><text/></attribute>
                <oneOrMore><ref name='time'/></oneOrMore>
                <!-- <choice> -->
                    <ref name='quake'/>
                    <!-- to add new events, put a new reference in here, then mark up the rules below -->                
                <!-- </choice> -->
            </interleave>    
        </element>
    </define>
    
    <define name='quake'>
        <interleave datatypeLibrary='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-datatypes'>
            <element name='type'><value>quake</value></element>            
            <optional>
                <element name='magnitude'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </element>
            </optional>            
            <optional>
                <element name='latitude'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </element>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <element name='longitude'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </element>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <element name='horizontalUncertainty'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </element>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <element name='depth'>
                    <data type='double'/>
                </element>
            </optional>
            <optional>
                <element name='geonet_id'>
                    <text/>
                </element>
            </optional>   
        </interleave>
    </define>
</grammar>
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B.4. Ring Laser LabVIEW VI package

serve as a template for building a data acquisition program. It already has all the user

interface elements such as tabs and monitor controls, loging, as well as the producer-

consumer design implemented. Normally the user would only have to modify the

inner consumer loop, the large outer loop is really only for setting up the user interface

and responding to events.

Implementation:

B.4.1. Data Acquisition

queue_delayed_remove.vi

This VI is a drop-in replacement for the standard LabVIEW remove from queue

VI. The only exception is that it has an additional input, processing behind (blocks)

which requires an integer. This VI will only return an item from the queue provided

that the queue has more than the given number of items, the effect is to delay the

removal. This is useful delaying the processing of raw data and ensuring that the

raw waveform data beginning a few second before a seismic event can be saved.

acquire_single_waveform.vi

This VI handles everything necessary to get a single waveform of finite length from a

specified data acquisition device and frees any resources when the task is finished. It

is useful to run this before starting an acquisition (so any errors with the hardware

will show up at this early stage) or for obtaining a waveform from a single channel

in a simple program.
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B. Data Acquisition Software

setup_multi_channel_acquisition.vi

This VI takes care of setting up and starting a continuous acquisition on a group of

channels (passed in as as an array) for a specified data acquisition device. The buffer

length defaults to 10 s but longer lengths can be specified if required.

Output Acq Info (acquisition information) is a cluster containing the start time (Lab-

VIEW time stamp cast as double), rate per channel and the DAQ Task Constant

(cast as a variant). This provides a consistent interface to acquisition information

and allows different drivers (which have different underlying task data types) to be

used from a consistent interface.

acquire_multi_channel.vi

This VI is used for acquisition over multiple channels. It automatically builds an

array of waveform data (one entry for each channel) and samples the computer clock

each time it is called in order to ensure the gathered waveforms are not subject to

clock drift. This should be used with setup_multi_channel_acquisition.vi.

close_multi_channel.vi

Given an acquisition task (described by the acquisition information cluster), this

stops the task and frees any resources. This is intended to be used with a task

information cluster generated by setup_multi_channel_acquisition.vi.
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B.4. Ring Laser LabVIEW VI package

B.4.2. User Interface

monitor.vi

This polymorphic VI allows individual data points or waveforms to be displayed on a

central ‘monitor’ waveform graph. A waveform or data point (typically a double) can

be wired to this VI. A descriptive name (string) also is required. For each instance

of this VI, the given name will be added to a central drop-down box. The user can

then select which data to display on the graph.

The waveform graph and associated combo box must already exist and refnums to

them have been set to a global variable monitor_widgets_global.

monitor_widgets_global.vi

This global variable is a cluster which contains refunms to a global graph and other

widgets which are used to display data being monitored by the monitor VI(s). You

need to create refnums for the various widgets and wire them to the inputs of this

cluster. You need a ‘Waveform Graph’, ‘Combo Box’ (for selecting item to monitor),

‘Update’ boolean/check box (for controlling updating of the display) and ‘Points to

plot’ (integer, controls number of points to display on the graph).

B.4.3. Phase tracking

Phase tracking is implemented with a LabVIEW class phasetracker.lvclass. Phase

tracker objects are recognisable by their yellow and red wires.

phasetracker.lvclass:new_phasetracker.vi
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B. Data Acquisition Software

Creates a new phasetracker object. The kernel is created at this stage, so this requires

a nominal frequency to be specified as well as a sampling information cluster. The

sampling information contains the sample rate and number of samples to acquire in

a block.

phasetracker.lvclass:multi_new_phasetracker.vi

This is a useful VI which creates an array of identical phase tracker objects. This is

useful when tracking the phase of multiple signals together.

phasetracker.lvclass:track_phase.vi

This VI implements the phase tracking. When called, it requires arrays for one block

of the waveform being tracked and the reference waveform (with frequency already

specified when the phase tracker was created). The outputs available indicate the

accumulated phase, frequency, amplitude (RMS), DC level and contrast (AC/DC)

ratio.

B.4.4. Notification

The notification VIs make use of the LabVIEWXMLRPC server/client (by Mark E Smith).

It is required that this be installed in an XML-RPC subdirectory along side the no-

tification VIs. The XML-RPC server should of course be running on any system you

wish to use these VIs with.

send_quakeid.vi
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B.4. Ring Laser LabVIEW VI package

This VI is responsible for notifying one or more systems of a quake by calling the

quakeid_listener.vi method over XMLRPC listening on port 8080 (default). A

quake ID must be passed, which is normally the time stamp corresponding to the

first occurrence. Note that a quake ID of −1 indicates no quake. It is necessary to

send a −1 ID once the quake has finished.

Systems are identified by network name (or IP address) in the array of strings ‘ad-

dresses’. Higher priority systems should be higher on the list.

quakeid_listener.vi

This VI must be located somewhere accessible to the XML-RPC server, for exam-

ple the XML-RPC/XML-RPC Server/XML-RPC Methods directory. This VI is called

remotely over XML-RPC and responds by setting the global quake_id_global to

the given quakeID.

quake_hard_limit.vi

This reentrant VI can be used to set a hard limit on the number of blocks processed

for a quake. It is a useful safeguard if for some reason an event is not sent notifying

the system of the end of a quake. This works by checking a quake ID, and if a

specified number of consecutive identical quake IDs are passed it will output −1, i.e.

no quake. Otherwise, the input quake ID is passed through.

B.4.5. Processing

point_averager.vi

This reentrant VI is used for averaging a series of data points with associated time

stamps. It works by accumulating the given number of values, then outputting the
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B. Data Acquisition Software

average value and time once the given number has been accumulated. In the cases

when data is accumulating and the output is not ready, a NaN value will be output.

The following code should be able to accommodate this. This can be used with the

RL XML VIs, these will not save any data if given a NaN input.

multipoint_averager.vi

This is a version of point_averager.vi which works with whole arrays of points

and can thus be used over multiple channels.

init_wvform_array.vi

This is a useful utility VI for initialising an array of a given number of empty wave-

forms.

waveform_to_arrays.vi

This is a simple utility VI that takes a waveform and obtains arrays of the values

and timestamps.

wvfm_unixtime.vi

This is a simple utility VI which takes a waveform and returns the time in the middle

of the waveform as a UNIX time stamp.
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B.4. Ring Laser LabVIEW VI package

B.4.6. Ring Laser XML

rlxml_element.vi

This VI is for creating a new XML element which will then be populated with child

elements.

It works by creating a directory (and if necessary) an attributes file in a directory

structure intended for flattening into an XML file by the buildxml.py script.

The attributes input requires a 2D string array containing the attribute name (first

column) and value (2nd column).

A boolean setting update is available. This defaults to true, and for normal mea-

surements should be used in this configuration. However, if set to false the VI will

not update the directory structure or elements file. It will only output the new path

for sub-elements/data to be written. This can be used for performance reasons, for

example when writing out a lot of measurements at high speed, where disk IO would

be an issue. Disable updating only with care; make sure at least one iteration has

occurred to set up the directory structure before disabling updating. Be sure not to

delete the directory structure while updating is disabled.

rlxml_childxml.vi

This VI is for writing some XML elements to file. It requires a string (the valid XML

data) and if non-empty, appends the string to an elements file in the specified root

path. This file would normally be in a directory structure intended for flattening to

an XML file by the buildxml.py script.
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rlxml_numeric_measurement.vi

This VI creates an XML <measurement> element following the ring laser specifica-

tion. This works for a numeric, time domain measurement compatible with the ring

laser XML data standard. The given time stamp (a LabVIEW timestamp) will be

converted into UTC Unix time.

mes_shortcut.vi

This VI provides a shortcut to making a numeric measurement and applying it to a

numeric sensor using the most common options. It will also read the global quake_id

and if a quake is occurring then the measurement will be encapsulated in a <event>

element with name attribute eq followed by the quake ID.

wvfm_mes_shortcut.vi

This is the equivalent of mes_shortcut.vi, but works with whole waveforms.

sep.vi
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B.4. Ring Laser LabVIEW VI package

This global contains the file path separator used on the platform. You will need to

change this if you move the application to a different platform. For example, on linux

/ is used, on windows \ is used.

B.4.7. Error checking

consecutive_errors.vi

This reentrant VI takes an error cluster and outputs true if N consecutive errors have

been passed to it. This is useful for ignoring ‘transient’ errors. An error is assumed

if either the error cluster input indicates an error or the boolean input is true.

log_error.vi

If an error cluster indicating an error is passed in, the error details will be saved to a

global log file (given by a global file refnum, error_log_path.vi) along with a time

stamp.

waveform_sanity_check.vi

This VI checks a waveform to find if the DC, RMS and frequency fall within specified

‘valid’ ranges. The valid ranges are specified by a sanity check cluster. If the given

data falls out-of-range, an error condition will be set in the output error cluster. Use

of this VI is recommended in the consumer loop before any data processing is done.
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Glossary

Alternate-split The operation technique where split-mode is used

and the order of splitting is alternated rapidly to

obtain Sagnac frequency and FSR.

108

Backscatter The scattered light from imperfections on the mir-

ror surfaces which is injected into the co-rotating

beam.

17

Clear aperture The region in the centre of a laser mirror which

is guaranteed to meet the manufacturers specifica-

tion.

187

Corner boxes The boxes which house the laser mirrors and allow

them to be aligned.

10

Gain starvation The technique of operating at a power level just

above the lasing threshold in order to ensure single-

mode operation.

47

Geometric scale factor The geometric part of the scale factor in Equa-

tion 2.3, i.e. A/P

9

Heterolithic construction Where the geometry of the laser is fixed by con-

struction on a base made of multiple materials not

especially regarded for their stability. The UG

lasers are examples of this type of construction.

9
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Glossary

Injection seeding When a external ‘seed’ laser beam is mode matched

to the cavity of another laser in order to alter the

distribution of the initial spontaneously emitted

photons.

114

Large ring laser The class of ring laser with perimeter of the order

4 m – 30 m. The C-II and G lasers are examples of

this class of device. This class of device represents

the largest practical ring laser that can be made

using a monolithic construction.

10

Mode-coupling The phenomena by which a fixed phase relationship

is established between multiple running modes and

causes a stable Sagnac signal.

58

Monolithic construction Where the geometry of the laser can be regarded

as fixed by construction on a base made of a sin-

gle piece of high stability material. The large ring

lasers G and C-II are examples of this type of con-

struction.

9

Multi-mode threshold The power level at which a second mode can start

up and challenge a previously operating single

mode for gain.

50

Ring laser When used in this thesis, the term ‘ring laser’ refers

to a self contained, active laser interferometer de-

signed for measurement of inertial rotation through

the Sagnac effect.

7

Sagnac contrast The ratio of the peak-to-peak value of the Sagnac

signal to the mean value.

95

Sagnac frequency The rotation induced frequency splitting in a ring

laser gyro.

8
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Glossary

Small ring laser The class of ring laser with perimeter typically

less than 1 m. Most small ring lasers are designed

for navigation and have a requirement for non-

reciprocal elements or moving parts to avoid lock-

in.

30

Split Mode The mode of operation that occurs when the longi-

tudinal mode number is different for the clockwise

and counter-clockwise beams of a ring laser.

47

Splitting order The integer multiple of the number of mode spac-

ings separating the operating beams, disregarding

the much smaller Sagnac splitting.

47

Ultra-large ring laser The class of ring laser with perimeter of the order

or larger than 30 m. The UG series lasers are exam-

ples of this class of device. All such devices make

use of hetrolithic construction.

10

UTC Coordinated Universal Time, as defined by the in-

ternational earth rotation and reference systems

service (IERS).

168
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List of Nomenclature

~ The reduced Planck constant h
2π , sometimes called the Dirac constant.

λ Wavelength of circulating beam

Ω Rotation vector being measured

A Area enclosed by ring

F() The Fourier transform function.

Im() Function returning the imaginary value of the argument.

Re() Function returning the real value of the argument.

ΩE Earth rotation rate

Ωq Quantum limit to rotation rate measurement.

ΩT Gyroscope precession rate from Thomas precession.

ΩDS Gyroscope precession rate from the de Sitter precession.

ΩLT Gyroscope precession rate from the Lense-Thirring effect.

φ Latitude

σ Lasing transition cross section

τeff Effective recovery time of the lasing transition

θ Longitude

θS The angle of tilt from local vertical towards the south
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Glossary

θT Angle of tilt to the north.

c The speed of light in free space

cs Sagnac contrast, see Section 4.3.

f0 The optical frequency of the lasing transition, value depends on transition

and isotope.

fR Sagnac reference frequency (normally set as close as possible to the nominal

Sagnac frequency).

fs Sagnac frequency

G Gravitational constant

G0 Single pass gain

h Planks constant

i The unit imaginary.

Imm The multi-mode threshold in terms of intra-cavity intensity measured at the

gain tube.

Isat Saturation intensity

kb The Boltzmann constant

lw Lorentzian line with (FWHM)

lw0 Natural linewidth (FWHM)

M0 Scalar seismic moment

MW Seismic moment magnitude

n Refractive index inside the laser cavity at the frequency of the lasing transi-

tion.

NA Avogadro’s number
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Glossary

P Perimeter or path length of ring

Pi Intra-cavity power

R The ideal gas constant

RE Radius of the earth

S Splitting order

Tsolar Length of the solar day.

tr Cavity ring down time (from intensity)

Photodiode

Photomultiplier tube

Optical Shutter

Transimpedance amplifier

FSR Free Spectral Range
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Index

Ab initro calculations, 81

Adler pulling, 18, 112

Allan deviation, 24

Allan variance, 23, 105, 106

Alternate-split operation, 111

Angle of incidence, 99

AR(2) (algorithm), 175

Autocovariance, 26, 134

Backscatter, 18

Beam combiner, 99

Birefringence (of mirrors), 17

Brahmagupta’s formula, 87

Cavity deformations

Square cavity 2D, 85

Triangular cavity, 88

Centroid (spectral), 60, 65, 112

Clear aperture, 29

Clock synchronisation, 178

Co-seismic rotation, 136

Cohesion (software), 161

Collisional broadening, see Lorentzian

line width

Cradle effect, 152

Dark current, 99

DC excitation, 16

de Sitter precession, 145

Dispersion, 18, 79

Dither, 31

eXist-db, 183

Fabry-Pérot, 58, 60, 63–65, 68, 74, 75,

79, 107, 108, 110, 111, 113,

120, 151, 152, 177, 179

Faraday rotation, 17, 32

Finite state-machine (design pattern),

113

Fly-back, 65

Frame-dragging, 142

Fresnel drag, 32, 81

Fresnel-Fizeau effect, 32

Gain curve, 40, 49

Gain starvation, 49

gaincurve (module), 48, 208–224

Convolve (class), 217–218

Derivativecurve (class), 220–221

Gaincurve (class), 209–211

Gaussian (class), 211–212

LaserGas (class), 221–224
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Index

Lorentzian (class), 212–213

Saturation (class), 213–215

savitzky_golay (function), 208

Scalecurve (class), 219–220

Sumcurve (class), 218–219

Voigt (class), 215–217

Gaussian line width, 44

Glass wheel, 32

Gravitomagnetism, 144

Heron’s formula, 88

Hole-burning, 44, 49, 54

Injection seeding, 120

Kerr effect, 33

Kramers-Kronig relations, 79

LabVIEW, 162, 178

Peak detection, 65

Phase tracking, 174

Shutter control, 65

XML support, 181

Langmuir flow, 16, 80

Larmor precession, 144

Lense-Thirring, 142

Libxml2 (library), 168

Lock in, 18

Longitudinal modes, 49

Lorentzian line width, 42

Lotentz factor (special relativistic), 146

Magnetic mirror, 33, 34

Microseismic background, 91, 133, 160,

195

Microseisms, 24

Mie scattering, 18

MJD, 168

Mode competition, 58, 59

Mode-coupling, 60, 105

Modulation sidebands, 59

Monobeam modulation, 20

Multi-mode, 49, 105

Multi-mode threshold, 52

Multi-oscillator, 32

Natural linewidth, 41

Neon

isotope abundances, 47

refractive properties, 82

transitions, 47

Null shift, 16, 105

Nyquest rate, 160

Oppolzer terms, 26

Outgassing, 15, 22, 72

PD product, 38

Pentaprism, 99

physconst (module), 224–226

lorenzian_linewidth (function), 225

mass (function), 224

natural_abundance (function), 224

saturation_intensity (function), 225

transition_frequency (function), 225

Poisson’s ratio, 137

Pound-Drever-Hall, 151, 152

Pressure broadening, see Lorentzian line

width

Producer-consumer (design pattern), 178

pysolid (module), 226–231
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Index

gps_time_array (function), 227

isAzimuth (function), 227

isLatitude (function), 227

isLongitude (function), 227

Observatory (class), 228–231

vinc_pt (function), 227

Quadrant photodiode, 152

Quantum limit, 20

Rayleigh scattering, 18

Rayleigh waves, 133

Real-time acquisition, 158

Refractive index, 81

RelaxNG, 163

Restart procedure, 66

RF excitation, 37, 38, 40, 66

Richardson extrapolation, 49

Ring laser XML

Applying events to measurements,

169

Binary series representation, 171

Event information, 169

Instruments, 163

Measurements, 165

Representing time, 168

Root node, 163

Sensors, 164

Ring-down, 126

Rockfall, 15

Romberg integration, 49

Rupture zone, 135, 136

Sagnac contrast, 98

Sagnac effect, 7

Sagnac equation, 8

Sagnac frequency, 8

Sagnac, Georges, 7

Saturation intensity, 45, 46, 74

Scalar seismic moment, 135

Scale factor, 85

Scale factor shifts, 17

Schawlow-Townes equation, 20

Seismic moment magnitude, 136

Self-mode-locking, 63

Servo motor, 65

Shutters, 64

Sidereal rotation rate, 24

Spectral centroid, 60

Split-mode, 52, 98, 111

Splitting order, 52

Splitting ratio, 66

Stoneley waves, 133

Strike-slip, 136

Strong coupling (software), 161

Super attenuator, 151

Super mirrors

scattering, 19

Thomas precession, 145

Thomas, Llewellyn, 145

Tidal strain, 116

Tilt meter, 17, 134

UTC, 168

Verdet constant, 32

Vertical dip, 136

Virial coefficient, 81

Virtual monolith, 98, 99
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Index

VLBI, 145

Voigt function, 47

Wiener-Khinchin theorem, 27

XMLRPC, 180

XQuery, 183

Zerodur, 9, 85
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